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 This is Rubberotic fiction/non-fiction for adults only. The characters and places do
not exist in the real world. Other stuff may or may not be real or plausible — you decide.

An epistolary novel is  written as a series of documents. The usual form is often a broad
mix of letters, diary or journal entries, newspaper clippings and other documents usually
presented in chronological order. The word epistolary is derived from Latin from
the Greek word ἐπιστολή epistolē, meaning a letter. 

A parable is a succinct, didactic story, in prose or verse, that illustrates one or more
instructive lessons or principles. It differs from a fable in that fables
employ animals, plants, inanimate objects, or forces of nature as characters, whereas

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epistolary_novel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parable


employ animals, plants, inanimate objects, or forces of nature as characters, whereas

parables have human characters. A parable is a type of metaphorical analogy. 

This story consists of numerous journal-like entries much like a blog website presented,
more or less, in chronological order based on a timeline from 2016 to 2020. 

This is a work in progress currently containing about 150,000 words (~300 pages). It
consists of almost 400 scenes. Some are nearly completed. Many are just notes or ideas.
There are large plot holes and many inconsistencies and redundancies. It needs a lot of
work.  The author seeks your help with finishing it. If you are interested in co-authoring,
collaborating or just offering some ideas, contact ataraxia@rubbernaut.com.

br2000.0000-0050 WORKING DRAFT Conventions (IMPORTANT!
Read This First!!)

<@20.0428-1530.29fa§>
[Edited @22.0116-1517.32]

TIMELINE MANAGEMENT

The story takes place over 8 years from 2012 to 2020.  The title of each scene is
prefixed with a special date code to indicate its relative position in the story timeline.

EXAMPLE: br2012.0205-1445.n  #1437 Down the Rabbit Hole

“br” simply indicates this is a date code.

“2016.0205-1445” translates to “Feb 5, 2016 at 2:45pm” in format YY.MMDD-HHmm.
The “@” sign signifies this a timestamp. Don’t worry. It all looks scary at first, but once
your mind “maps” it a bit, you’ll realize that it’s just this is just the date and time in a
different, but logical format

“#1437” indicates the scene has 1,437 words.

“.n” indicates this is a Research note rather than narrative, which always begins with
“Dear Marla”.

  I use a marvelous writer’s program called Scrivener (google it) to build this story. It
allows me to sort my scenes by their titles.  By editing the @date codes which prefix them
I can easily and quickly re-order the scenes into different locations in the story timeline.
Conventional date formats such as Feb 5,2016 simply will not work for that. 

NOTE & IDEA CODES
◦ Any bit of text prefixed with = equal sign(s) , [square brackets] or
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◦ Any bit of text prefixed with = equal sign(s) , [square brackets] or

text in a smaller font IS A NOTE, IDEA, or COMMENT. They will be removed in
the final draft of the story.
◦ “&&” suffix indicates a searchable keyword that may be embedded within a

sentence.   Example: “truck&&”
◦ %%xy  prefix indicates editor’s initials & comments. Example: “%%RS the

following sentence is too long and confusing.”
◦ Blocks of text in Italics are usually quotations from some other source. If

not properly attributed they should be excluded from the final draft.
◦ The pictures in this 1st draft were included as temporary “micro-muses” to

inspire ideation and creativity in the writing process.  Their copyright owners
are unknown. They will be removed in the final draft. 

br2002.__  PREFACE

br2002.0000-0005 PREFACE: Dear Marla (1st letter)
§21.0223-1629.59BR§

Dear Marla,

This is my story of self-actualization and transformation through very
deep rubber fetish that takes place when the fires in my groin have
diminished to mere embers but a new, very rich sense of direction and
Purpose emerges.

While the story contains a bit of rubber erotica, it's main focus is not
to titilate but, rather, it uses the context of a story to examine many of the
psychological and philosophical aspects of finding happiness as a deeply
introverted and closeted Rubberist, especially in the “early Winter years” of
life.

The attached (first) draft of my manuscript is a journal of epistles but
also contains a wealth of notes on undeveloped ideas sprinkled throughout
the narrative that may be insightful to any Rubberist as well as inspire further
writing. There is a lot of material here to work with.  

I have grown much older and my mind, body, energy and short term
memory capacities are gracefully diminishing. I'm running out of gas. The
novel is still unfinished and I fear I won't be around much longer to complete
it. Still, the basic structure and a lot of useful narrative are here. Perhaps a
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it. Still, the basic structure and a lot of useful narrative are here. Perhaps a

younger, highly creative Rubberist such as you would enjoy developing a
deep, thoughtful novel from what is here. 

 
I present it to you in the spirit of the ”open source’  MIT License   to

do with it what you will. I think it has the elements of a good base story that
may be both entertaining and instructional. Take it and run with it! Publish it
or some version of it. Do what you can to bring it to life! I also invite you to
pass it on to others who may wish to apply their magic to it, as well.  Each
one teach one. 

Carpe Rubber Diem!

Carlee

br2002.0000-0015 The Story Begins…

The Story Begins….

@22.0726-0230.07

br2012.01__ ACT I: THE
HAHNESTERY

Aneorobia is a state of mind. . Aerobia is too. They are yin and yang.

This story is about an aging woman, Carlee, who works as a housekeeper for a widower
living alone in a quasi-monasterial domestic setting. She metaphorically personifies her
fetish as a Goddess. Over five years her fetish blossoms and transmutates into a Spiritual
Quest of unexpected depth and scope.  
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br2012.0100-0830 #819 Discovered! 
§20.0720-1318.12br§

==Gossip lady next door discovers me in my suit. When a young, beautiful girl does that it's kinky". But
when an old hag alone does it, it's just perverted!  Why? ==

Dear Marla,

I'm not quite sure how it happened. I had just fixed a minimal breakfast and sat
down on my packing crate to eat it. (I had sold most of my normal furniture to help pay
the rent.) I slept in my transparent latex suit all night and planned to take it off when I
had finished eating.

Suddenly the door opened and Georgina, the 30's-something gal from next door,
barged in.

"Carlee, the Millers are having a big fight and I can hear them through the walls of
their trailer and...."

She stopped dead when it registered that I was wearing a latex suit. Her jaw
dropped and she paused for a moment. 

"What on earth are you wearing?' She asked in that skeptical voice of hers. "Are you
some kind of porn star or something?"

Oh shit. The cat was out of the bag. I had only known Ginine long enough to know
that she was one of those people who lived for gossip.  It would just be a matter of an
hour or two before everyone in the trailer park knew I was a "pervert".

The reality is that if I were young and shapely, then wearing a latex suit might be
considered "kinky fashion". But an old, wrinkled,  woman with sagging boobs, white hair
and a semi-obese body wearing a latex catsuit is more likely to be regarded as something
weird and perverse. Form-fitting latex catsuits have always only emphasized that I was
never one of the “beautiful people”.  I guess it is age and shapeliness that draws the line
between kinky and perverted. 

To make things even worse, my transparent latex catsuit was old and I had made
numerous repairs to it with black tape. While still functional as a suit, it looked like hell.
No, there was not chance that Georgina would think of it as just kinky fashion. 

No, it was obviously clear that she thought something more warped and depraved
was at play here. 

I had to think quickly. I decided to meet it head on. "Ah, no, I am nothing like that. I
like the feel of it, that's all. It just feels good. What more can I tell you. It's just something
I do."
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"Is it a sex thing?" she asked, naively.

"It used to be when I was much, much younger. Younger folks like you may not
quite understand that now that I am older and well past menopause, my sexual passions
have calmed down a lot. Now I wear it just because it feels good. That's all. I take it you
have never worn anything of latex like this?"

Her eyes opened wide. "No, of course not!" she replied indignantly.

"Why not?" I asked. I was playing with her now. "Why, what is your kink", I asked.
Then I added, "Everyone has one".

 Ginine lived in the shabby trailer next to mine. There was, maybe ten feet between
them — close enough that  I could hear her flush her toilet.  I had moved in a few months
ago - just long enough for her to assume that we were buddies and she could just barge
in any time. She was a big-boned woman in her mid-thirties who had probably lived in this
decrepit trailer park for many years. I think she must have been on public assistance
because I never saw her go to work. She said she was employed by her uncle who owned
that park, but I doubt she ever did much work.

 h

ttps://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/.pix/2014/01/02/article-2532716-1A62806B00000578-453_964x572.jpg

She wore a sort of dingy print dress with an apron. Her manner of speaking
suggested she had probably never finished high school.  Her demeanor suggested that she
had always been a captive of the lower levels of Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs all of her life.
If I had to choose a stereotype to describe her, "washer woman" jumps to mind. 

Ginene knew the names of everyone in the trailer park and, apparently, the sordid
details and dramas of their life stories. She was deeply involved in the parochial culture of
this microcosm community and was clearly not very worldly.  

"'Cause it just ain't natural", she replied hotly. 

"Why is that?" I asked.  “Look, Ginene, I am no threat to you or anyone else. I’m
just different. That’s all.”

She was not convinced. “You’re an abomination. You stay away from the kids in this
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She was not convinced. “You’re an abomination. You stay away from the kids in this

park, ya hear?”, she screamed.

Why is it that small-minded people like Ginine always seem to jump to the
conclusion that anyone who is not a blatantly vanilla heterosexual is probably a child
molester? That drives me crazy!

She stormed out, slamming the door behind her. 

br2012.0100-0900 #3454  Destitute! .pix 
§ 20.0115-2303.56.br§  

Dear Marla,

I am flattered that you want to write a novel about my life, starting from when we last saw
each other 8-9 years ago at Gloria Arkin’s party! I did not even realize that you were in
the publishing business. And you specialize in stories with kinky themes! Oh, how kool! I’ll
start to send you material right away! As you suggested, as it is for a novel, I won’t be
afraid to include both fact and fiction. I’m not sure where my life will lead me now, but
some interesting things may be brewing! 

I guess you don’t know about Frank. 

Frank can go right to hell… No, let me rephrase that. Fuck Frank!

I guess you hadn’t heard that after over a decade of being together he ditched me for a
“real” woman (his words) about a year ago.  He quickly sold the condo and I heard that
had moved abroad with her somewhere. He left me homeless and almost penniless. 

Frank and I never married. I told him about my rubber fetish early in our relationship and
I guess that held him back. He had a hard time dealing with even the mere thought that I
was not “normal” (his words, again) by his conservative standards. We stopped having sex
after a while. Even though I tried to suppress it, things became really heated after his
“Christian” family found out about my fetish a few years ago. They stopped speaking to
me except to confront me with snarky remarks. They repeatedly called me a pervert to my
face! Assholes! Soon the word got out and even my tiny circle of rather superficial friends
started to shrink.  After that Frank became increasingly confrontational about my fetish.
We had a big blow out when he discovered I was wearing latex a body suit equipped with
a phallus one day when he came home early from one of his many business trips. That
really blew his mind. Not long after that I could sense he was getting chummy with
what’s-her-name at the office. He kicked me out of the house with only the clothes on my
back and my car. He made sure I took my “nasty latex” with me.

It really devastated me emotionally but the hardest part soon became just trying to get
by. There was only a few thousand dollars of my own money in the bank from the modest
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by. There was only a few thousand dollars of my own money in the bank from the modest

allowance Frank had given me.  I’ve had been out of the workforce during my whole time
with Frank — he didn’t want me to work — he like the idea of having a “lil’ woman” to take
care of him and his house.  As a result, my employable skills are really rusty. And, of
course, no one wants to hire a senior citizen for any of the good jobs. The only work I
could find were entry level  in retailing which, by definition, are always wage-slave shit
jobs.

Soon my bank account ran dry and I had to give up my car and my phone. I moved
around from one flop house to the next. Basically, I was a homeless person until I found
the trailer in Ginene’s trailer park. It was a real crappy place. The rent was only $200 a
month. The faucets and roof leaked and there was no hot water. Fortunately, another part
of the park was for itinerant recreational trailers which had a public restroom and shower
that I could use.  There were times when the power company shut off my electric because
I couldn’t pay the bill. Inevitably, my finances really hit bottom.  I sold off pretty much
everything I owned to pay rent and buy a bit of food. I slept on a mattress on the floor! I
was at my wits end and one step away from becoming deeply homeless. I felt a mental
breakdown brewing.  

For a while I had a real shit job at convenient store. They paid me minimum wage to work
the grave shift. I got scared of being the only one in the store when the drunks showed up
in the wee hours. Last week some jerk tried to fondle me at 3:00 a.m. I walked out. Now
my rent is due and I have no money to pay it. In a day or two I’ll be out on the street.

By the morning of my little episode with Ginine I only had around ten bucks to my name. I
had to do something really radical to bust out of this mess! I had to get a real job and find
it, well, find it yesterday.

 I decided to do something crazy. I put on the last reasonably intact latex garment I
owned. I called it my “stealth” suit.  It was a sleeveless latex bodysuit with a low neckline
that can be worn undetected under my jeans and sweatshirt. The more interesting feature
is that it has two attached phalluses which I have named Tom and Dick. (If you are
wondering, I also have a penis gag which I call Harry.) When I wear this suit Tom and Dick
often make me “dance”. (Ahem) I stood looking at myself in the cracked mirror in the
bathroom in my trailer. It looked ridiculous over my shapeless, aging body. Latex is
supposed to be for young, shapely people. Despite that, the latex and the phalluses felt
wickedly delicious.  I resolved to myself that I was not going to take it off until I found a
decent job that I could live with. 
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{20.0115-2303.56.br§}`dildo`bodysuit`45%`natx`20.0329α0234.34

I put on my street clothes over the latex stealthsuit and left to catch the bus to downtown.
(Senior citizens ride free!) I had no real plan of attack or strategy in mind for finding that
job. I would just get off the bus when some place struck me as interesting, walk in and
apply for a job. I would let fate decide. Maybe Tom or Dick would bring me some luck.

Squirming a bit as I sat on the seat, I watched each building go by as the bus drove by
them and asking myself if this one or that one might be the sort of place I’d like to work
at. There were all kinds of fast-food places, banks, big-box retail stores, dentist offices and
so on. None of them struck me as being worthy of even stopping. 

I was becoming discouraged. Nothing seemed promising. Nothing grabbed my “interest”.
Also, I was rather lacking in job skills so any of the good ones would be out of my reach,
anyways. 

And I was already starting to feel sweaty in the latex suit. Normally, I enjoy that but there
was another problem.

I also had to pee. Badly.

The public library building was coming up on the left. They would have a public bathroom!
Hmmm…  I began to imagine what it might be like to work in a library. Quiet. Low
pressure. Suddenly I grinned. My over-active imagination took over. Wow! That might be a
great place to work. People would pretty much leave me alone. I could probably even wear
my stealth suit under my street clothes while there!
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I got off the bus and walked into the library building.

Yup. Musty smell of books. People talking in whispered voices. 

I walked up to the main desk and announced that I was looking for work. The two
youngish girls behind the counter looked at each other. “I’ll call the manager to come talk
to you.”

Nope. The library was not hiring. 

The manager then pointed over to the periodicals section. “Most of todays editions of the
local newspapers are over there. They have want-ad sections which are usually brimming
with jobs. Perhaps you might find a suitable job in one of their listings.”

The help-wanted sections of the newspapers had lots of ads wanting high-skill types like
software engineers, heavy truck drivers and many other positions, none of which I was
even remotely qualified for. Besides, who would hire a 65-year old woman with saggy
boobs and no particular job skills. Realizing the utter futility of my job search I was just
about to break down crying when  I stumbled on to this want ad:

Wanted: Housekeeper for elderly widower. Light duty. VERY isolated location. Includes
salary, room, board and other benefits. Start immediately.

My heart skipped a beat. I had been keeping house for the men in my life for decades and
I was good at it.  I asked the library staffer to let me use her phone and called the number
listed in the ad.

A man with a soft voice answered. We talked for a few minutes. He was self-employed
with a software business and worked from home. He also did some writing. He lived alone
in the house at the edge of the nearby national forest where he had grown up and where
he and his recently deceased wife had lived. Though nothing fancy, it was a fairly big
house and much more than he wanted to take care of by himself. He needed someone to
cook, clean, do laundry and so on to allow him to devote all his time and energy to his
work.  It was light work requiring only a few hours a day. He could not afford to pay me
much but could offer room and board as partial compensation.

When I told him that I did not have a car, he offered to come pick me up at the library to
show me his place. It was located an hour’s drive from the city so we could interview and
develop as sense about each other during the long ride back and forth.

It seemed to weird to be waiting for a job interview while sweating in my latex body suit
under my street clothes and being constantly reminded of Tom and Dick buried deep
inside me. It had been many years since I had a job interview but I had never done
anything nearly as crazy as this. I made a mental note to myself to have my head
examined for doing such a bizarre thing.

I must have read a dozen magazines before an older man wearing jeans and a white T-
shirt with a faded music band logo on it walked into the library. He was probably about 6
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shirt with a faded music band logo on it walked into the library. He was probably about 6

feet tall and surprisingly well built for an elderly man probably in his late 60’s or even
early 70’s.  His silver-white hair was banded at the back of his head into a ponytail and he
had a very short beard. His piercing eyes, heavy eyebrows and strong facial features gave
him an aura of quiet, sophistication which reminded me somewhat of Sean Connery. For
an old man, he was gorgeous!

`Javin`looks something like`Sean`Connery+20.0330α1541.42.jpg

He was obviously looking for someone. Our eyes met. I immediately saw a spark of
intelligence in them. I nodded my head toward him.

“Hi, you must be Carlee.” he said, shaking my hand and smiling genuinely. “My name is
Javin Hahn.” 

“Well, hello, Mr. Hahn. My name is Carlee Kosten,” I replied.  

He immediately said with a smile in his voice, “You can call me Javin if you’ll let me call
you Carlee.” 

We talked about the weather, Thorpton (the city we were in — population about 1 million),
the library and other mundane stuff for a few minutes to break the ice as people often do
when they first meet. He seemed to be articulate and well mannered yet very reserved.
He seemed very well educated, too. I felt comfortable with him very quickly.

“Well, shall we get to the elephant in the room,” he asked after a while? “My wife died a
year or so ago and now I live in our big, old, family house all alone. I am mostly retired. I
write high action space opera novels and do a bit of computer programming. I have a little
online store in the Internet to sell my programs. It’s all just a one man show and a very
small operation to supplement my pensions. Mostly, it gives me something creative and
constructive to do.  As I tend to overload myself with work most of the time I’m finding
that I just don’t have time or interest to do the day-to-day household chores around my
house any more.  The place has become a mess and I am really tired of my own cooking.” 
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He continued, “So, I’m looking for someone to relieve me of that burden. You’d do the
cleaning, laundry and the cooking for the two of us. I also have a dog, a cat and an old
horse that will need to be fed and cared for but you’ll like them. Overall, this is all
probably fairly light duty stuff and you’ll have a lot of time off to yourself. Even though it’s
a big house, there would be just the two of us.  Maybe, later on, you could start to
manage some of the household bills for me, too.  I assure you, this would all be a strictly
business relationship — I am not looking for sex or even a partner. I just want someone to
take care of my meals and my house. I actually prefer to be alone most of the time. Does
that sound like something you’d be interested in so far?”

“Yes, it does.”

“I would pay you $1000 a month plus your room and board. I’m sure you are worth more
than that, but that is all I can afford. After you have been with me for a while I’ll try to
jiggle my finances a bit and start to pick up some of your other expenses such as
providing a clothing allowance and medical insurance. Still interested?”

“Yes, it sounds lovely.” I was becoming excited. This was all sounding way, way better than
I had hoped for. Wow! There was even a horse!

“Now, here’s where it gets complicated. My place is located out in the seriously deep
boondocks an hour away from Thorpton out near the coast. There is no one around —just
lots and lots of forest in every direction. The critters and trees are my only neighbors. My
driveway is about 1/4 mile long and even the public road it connects to is not paved. I
even have to generate my own electricity and use a satellite connection for my Internet
access. The nearest store is 15 miles away and that is just a small country store and gas
station filled with rednecks with guns. My land is right next to the national forest so it is
surrounded by thousands of acres of trees. We have lots of bears around. The Hahn family
has always tended to be rather reclusive and we like our solitude. Someone once
nicknamed our house “The Hahnestery” because it could easily be the home of some
hermetic monastic order.  The name stuck. I usually come into Thorpton only once week
or less to shop for groceries. You would accompany me to help out. This is probably the
only time you will have an opportunity to interact with other people except for my a guy
George and his family who live on the other side of the mountain and sometimes drop in
now and then. Even your contact with me would only be a few times a day at meals.
Otherwise, I’ll be up in my study and do not want to be disturbed. Your lifestyle will
become quite reclusive.”

Oh! This was becoming interesting. My creative imagination was going crazy. I was
beginning to envision it being something like Count Dracula’s castle from some old black
and white movie.

“Is it a mansion,” I asked?

“Oh, no, nothing like that. The house is just a normal old house with five bedrooms. It’s a
nice place but it’s old. It is, however, located next to a nice mountain stream and there is
even a waterfall — it’s quite picturesque.  
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“One of my few rules is that you may not have any visitors. Period. My last housekeeper
often had friends drop by and that caused problems so I have adopted this new rule. I
don’t have many visitors, either, so it would be just the two of us. Since you don’t have a
car,  one of my main concerns is that you will be able to deal with that level of isolation.
Most people would have trouble with it.”

Then he looked me right in the eyes and asked, “Look, this is important. Isolation like this
can be soul crushing for the wrong person. Believe me, it’s almost a monastic lifestyle — I
live much like a hermit. I like the peace and solitude of the deep woods.  The only people
you and I will see, day in and day out, are each other. You will need to become
comfortable with being reclusive as well. Does all this seem OK to you so far?”

Then he added, “I’m serious… you’ll need to have some kind of all-consuming long-term
project like creating something useful to lose yourself in when you are not on the clock
working for me. There will be no one else there to distract you or confide with. You will be
alone. Very alone. I’ll be there, of course, but I will be your employer.   

I thought about it for a moment and then nodded my head. “Actually, I’m rather deeply
introvert by nature, so this actually sounds rather nice. In fact, I majored in English when
I was a youngster back in college and wrote a full term paper on Thoreau.”

His eyes lit up. “Oh, you might like this job. We have a rather extensive library of
Thoreau’s work that you would be welcome to study if you like.”

Then it was my turn. I told him about how everything collapsed when Frank left me and
that I was in a fairly bad situation now. “I’m at a big crossroad in my life right now. I’m
looking for a big change. The idea of living deep in the woods doing what I love to do,
which is housekeeping, but without the emotional involvement of a husband has a great
deal of appeal to me.”

I told him about the decade of living with Frank and that he had suddenly thrown me out
of his life for another woman. We had lived pretty well on his salary as a mid-level
manager for a chain of “big box” stores. I described our big condo in an upscale
neighborhood of Thorpton, the kind of cars we drove, etc. I also mentioned that Frank
often proudly referred to me as a “domestic engineer” because I did so well with
managing our home — he appreciated the complexity and challenges I often faced. I went
into some detail about specific tasks that I did such as manage our checkbook, cooking,
cleaning and so on. Javin’s eyes lit up again when I told him about my bread making. 

“I am very sorry for your troubles, Carlee. My late wife had a protracted illness that finally
killed her. It was not the same as your situation but  I can appreciate what you must be
going through now. They say that life is full of wounds of all kinds: physical, intellectual
and emotional. Most are just little scratches but sometimes something comes along to give
you a big gash that spills your blood. There’s a lot of scar tissue on my heart, too. ”

“Ok, would you like to see the house? I’ll bring you right back here when we’re done,” he
asked. “I give you my word on that.” 
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Whoa! All kinds of danger flags were supposed to be raised.  Here I am about to go off
with a man — a total stranger — to his house way, WAY out in the woods.  I could wind up
being raped or even killed. But then I thought about that. No, wait. My skin is wrinkled,
my boobs sagged like cow udders and what little hair I have left is white. I have lost all of
my youthful appeal. Even older guys like Javin weren’t interested in old broads like me.
Besides, what did I have to lose?

“OK, Javin. Let’s go.” I said.
______

br2012.0100-1100 #1817  The Ride to Javin’s place
§@22.0404-1658.29BR§

Dear Marla,

Javin’s truck was a fairly heavy duty vehicle with knobby tires on all four wheels. It looked
like it could climb trees or something. 

We rode in his truck for an hour. We had started out in a highly urban setting which
progressed to be more and more really out in the deep woods. The road kept getting more
narrow. After a while forest on both sides of the road became thicker and closer to the
road. There were fewer and fewer houses.  

We came into a little town. There was store there with what looked like a 60’s era gas
pump. Flashing neon beer advertising signs blinked at me from the windows. Above the
doorway was a big sign - twice the size of the door – which said “Guns & Ammo”.  Next to
this was a bar with tiny, dingy windows and a low, sagging roof. More beer signs. Adjacent
was a much smaller building:  a U.S. post office. A dozen or so derelict-looking houses
with moss covered roofs and alters to rusty old junk cars flanked around the these.   

This was deep red-neck country.

“This is Beaverville. It’s the closest place to get beer, milk or artillery. We still have another
15 minutes to the house. Once in a while I will send you here for some direly needed item
such as milk or, now and then, a 105mm howitzer.” He said kiddingly. “The trick is to avoid
eye contact.  Most of them are probably decent people but they tend to be quite tribal. If
you don’t quite fit their mould they may see you as a threat.”  

The road turned to dirt. We drove down one road a ways and then turned right. Or
sometimes left. Or, maybe, not at all. Finally we came to a gate with a sign with nothing
but a hand-painted “H” on it. 

Javin got out of the truck and unlocked the gate, swinging it open. 

Then he got back into the truck, drove through the gates and stopped. He stepped out of
the truck, walked back to the gate and closed it. “Part of the job includes you doing the
gate footwork.”
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We drove down a narrow, two-track dirt lane in a dark forest of hugely tall and profuse
trees and undergrowth. Parts of the pathway were immersed in shallow pools of
accumulated rain. He tried to avoid them. “Mud is nasty stuff for any vehicle. It’s slippery
like ice, heavy and very messy. Every now and then I get stuck may have to pull my truck
out of the mud with Buster – he’s the little buldozer who has been in the family since the
Sixties.“       

The truck kaplooshed on thru the muddy pathway toward the unknown. Was this guy
really a vampire or crazy person Each lurch, twist or careen awoke \#Tom and Dick for
brief moments. Some were intense enough to evoke responses in me that I feared Javin
might recognize.

Finally, after a good five minutes we came to a nice house amidst the trees. It looked to
be from the 1930’s. It was a two-story house of stone covered in ivy. A few implement
shed lined the drive. I saw a very old, rusty buldozer sitting in one of them. Javin nodded
toward it an said “That’s Buster. He’s an antique and doesn’t look like much but he’s at the
top of his game. 

The drive became a circular loop and Javin stopped the truck at the front  door.

I heard a dog barking.

Javin no sooner opened the door than large dog of obvious mixed breeds bounded out,
prancing and lashing his tail about with great enthusiam to see his master again. At one
point he seemed to have caught a scent when he checked out my groin area. I was afraid
he could smell my ripeness under the latex panties. \#Tom and Dick have “working” in
their all day long.  But then he quickly went back to the attentions of his master. Whew!

We walked around to the back of the house. A small backyard with a gazebo stood in one
corner and an 8-10 foot waterfall in another and a creek bordering it. It was loud. Sensing
that I was hearing it, Javin said, “It’s water music!”.  Yeah! Now that you mention it, I can
think of waterfall noise as a sort of ‘music’ now. Thanks for that little bit of wisdom, Javin!

We walked over to a small shed on the bank of the creek that had a big hose from
somewhere above the falls going into it. I could hear machinery of some sort. Javin
opened the door and we walked in. “We generate our own electricity here. The pipe comes
from upstream where water enters it to flow down here to power this generator.” He
pointed at a thing that looked like a big motor with the big hose entering it at the end of
the shed. I could see a shaft spinning in it.  Huge batteries the size of beer cases sat on
shelves beside me. There was some other electronic-looking box near the door. It had
huge cooling fins. 

“One of your daily jobs will be to clean the grating where the water for this comes in from
upstream. It’s a bit of a ways up to it but you can take Sarah with you after you get the
mail. She knows the way.”

“Sarah?”
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“Sarah is my horse. She’s friendly old soul and has just one speed: slow. It would be your
job to take care of her – it’s just 20 minutes a day of fairly light duty in the barn. I’m sure
you will like her. She can be a good friend.”

The house was just a big rectangle. When Javin and I entered, I was immediately greeted
to a large living room with nice hardwood floors, a huge fireplace at one end and sensible
furniture. A few aging tapestries hung on the wall. It was beautiful.

“There’s five bedrooms and two full baths upstairs. There’s a second set of stairs off the
kitchen. The Hahns have lived in this house for several generations. My great, great
grandfather won the land here in a cardgame back the 1890’s. Someone once remarked
how it was like a ‘Hahn -es-tery” and the name stuck. We call this place the ‘Hahnestery“
as a result. 

Next we walked into a home library. Widows overlooked the backyard with the waterfalls.
The other three walls were lined with bookshelves. Most of the books were hardbound and
looked fairly ancient.

“There’s an entire shelf devoted to works by and about Thoreau. They have been a
favorite of several generations of Hahns. My parents home schooled me. I gained a very
unique liberal education right in this room when I was young.”

The ‘Theater’ was next. We entered a room with heavy drapes, comfortable chairs and a
huge TV with big sound system.  “There’s no cable out here but we do have a satellite so
there is a plethora of programming available to us. I like to come in here after dinner for
an hour or two unwind. Sometimes I watch movies. Other times I get lost in some of the
better TV series. You would have a standing invitation to join me here in the evenings if
you like. 

Finally we came to the kitchen. It was large with most of the more modern utilities such as
dishwasher and even an air fryer.  A large pantry off of the kitchen had a large chest
freezer and several shelves containing all kinds of stuff including all manner of jars and
cans of food. It all looked “dusty”. 

“Are the washer and dryer in the basement?” I asked.

“No, one the former Hahns had the great idea of putting them on the 2nd floor where
both dirtly and clean clothes are located. It seemed stupid to carry them up and down
stairs all of the time. ”

“Oh, I like it!” I said.

A doorway off of the kitchen led to a recently built addon structure behind the house. One
end was all windows with a sliding patio door that looked out over the back yard. It was a
studio apartment with it’s own bed, bath, a tiny kitchenette and some large work tables
containing sewing equipment and supplies. “We built this for my wife’s mother so we could
take of her in her old age. She died several years ago. If you decide to work here, this is
where you would live.  You can even use her sewing machine if you like that sort of thing.
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On the way back to Thorpton we talked more about the entire situation. 

Finally, Javin then caught my eye. “I’m pretty satisfied this might work.” He offered me a
modest salary with room and board. After six months he would add in medical insurance.
“You can wear anything you like. However, if you start to feel the urge to get some sort of
uniform, we can talk about an allowance for that.”

“Do you want some time to think about it, Carlee?”

The money could have been a bit better, but I was desperate at this point and this seemed
like such a ‘dream job’.  “No, I think I’d like to be your housekeept. Sure, let’s do this.”

“When can you start?” he asked.

“Right now!”

“Ok, Great. Do you want me to take you home to pick up your things or just go back to
the library?”

Soon after we arrived at the dumpy trailer park where I had been staying and began
loading the half-dozen boxes of my remaining junk into the trailer. Javin reached down to
pick up the closed box which contained all my rubber stuff. The box burst, spilling my
smelly old transaparent latex catsuit, various panties and bras of rubber, my gasmask and
dildoes. When he saw the steel chastity belt, I could see him examine it briefly then
quickly diverted his eyes. He helped me put the items back into the box and loaded it in
truck. What did he think of me now? My new employer just found out I am a rubber freak!

Nothing further was said about it.

Soon after we returned to the Hahnestery, Javin had unloaded my stuff into my new
apartment at the back of the house. “It’s only 4:30 now. Why don’t you unpack your stuff
and then meet me for dinner at around six? I’ll cook tonight!” He said gleefully.  

Ten minutes later I was in the shower. I didn’t know if wearing \#Tom and Dick had given
me the luck to find this job but one thing was certain. They had played with me all day
long but now they were becoming sore. It was time for “the boys” to take a break now.

  
  
  
  

br2012.0105-0900  #1006 DAILY ROUTINES 
§ 190623-1528.44§

[  ] =ADD: Carlee is always singing to herself.  191119-2327.28idx 
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Over the next few weeks I gradually learned how to manage Javin’s household as I
became familiar with it’s requirements, rhythms and routines. I began to become
increasingly adept at the fine art of shopping and menu planning a week in advance. The
nearest super market was 40 miles away — if I didn’t have what I needed, I’d have to wait
until the following Saturday when we made our trek into Thorpton. (Javin liked to go on
Saturdays because he loved to shop at garage sales and that is the best day for them. He
found all kinds of unique, sometimes bizarre stuff at them.) Adding things we needed to
the weekly shopping list on the refrigerator became a matter of habit as well as necessity.

I discovered a small trove of cook books in the pantry. Some were quite old. Many had
words like “really good’ or “too complex’ written in pencil next to various recipes by some
past member of the Hahn family. I learned about his favorite foods. As I really like to
explore new foods, I suggested that I try 2-3 new recipes he had never had before each
week, which he gladly agreed to - he seemed to like just about everything. Occasionally,
when I asked him about his preferences on how I should do some housekeeping task, he’d
often just shrug his shoulders and reply that I should simply do whqtever I would do in my
own house. It became clear that he was fairly relaxed about housekeeping in general and
was willing to trust my judgment.   

The  Play

§dupe?@21.0708-0852.32 I’m not sure how it started but in the mornings when I was doing my
housekeeping duties (and wearing the apron), we began addressing each other as Mr.
Hahn and Ms. Koster. Conversely, in the evenings over dinner we would just be Javin and
Carlee. At first it was just fun and we would giggle when we did this but it slowly became
our standard protocol for greeting each other depending upon the time of day.

Before long we both realized that this was a sort of roleplay.  As time went by it took on an
almost theatrical quality. We played at it. The latex apron became my symbolic
housekeeper’s uniform. When I was in “apron mode” I was on duty as Ms._Koster. Perhaps
in response to this Javin started wearing an old, ratty sportcoat or sometimes a tie around
his neck and over his ever-present jeans and T-shirt. This indicated that he was “working”
and was not to be disturbed. At those times I began addressing him as Mr._Hahn. 

Sometimes we would mimic some bit of voice, action or mannerism vaguely remembered
from the old black and white movies we had watched together in the evenings where
traditional housekeepers, maids and butlers from earlier eras were involved.  I really
enjoyed playing at it. It was clear that Javin relished it as well because he, too, would try
to similarly mimic some of the role characteristics of the master of the house from them.
We both had some fun with it. Our antics during the day made for good dinner
conversation. The surprising thing was that, rather than ever becoming old and trite, our
bit of theater seemed to grow and flourish.

During the day I pretty much had the first floor of the house to myself. Javin would be
upstairs in his office most of the day working at his computer. At Noon, he came
downstairs and we would have a  quick lunch together. Then he’d go back to work. I tried
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downstairs and we would have a  quick lunch together. Then he’d go back to work. I tried

to avoid interrupting him at his work. Of course, if I encountered some ‘domestic’ problem
or needed to know where something was, I’d have to interrupt “Mr._Hahn” but he never
seemed annoyed. Often the problem could be resolved with a quick inquiry over the
intercom. 

Javin would generally quit work at around 5pm and come down to his library to smoke a
joint and have a cocktail while I finished cooking dinner. I often could see that he was
exhausted by then — I think he worked pretty hard. Then, at six o’clock, I would take my
apron off and we would sit down to dinner and drop our “professional” identities to
become Javin and Carlee again.  

I quickly settled into a routine.  I’d put on my apron as I walked out of my apartment into
the main house in the morning. I was On Duty now. First on the list was to make breakfast
for Javin.  Then he would head upstairs to his office to work and I’d wash the dishes and
start in on the myriad other chores. At first there was a lot to do because Javin had not
been very diligent in cleaning during the months before I arrived.  But, over time, I
eventually got all of the rooms picked up, dusted and vacuumed.   

Eventually, it got so that, as he had predicted, by lunchtime I was pretty well on top of
what needed to be done each day.  With just Javin and me in the house, there was not
much mess to clean up.  

After lunch I would put the saddle on Sarah and ride her to the mailbox to fetch the
mail. Then we climb the hill to the generator grating in the stream above the waterfall to
clean. (I tell you more about that later in Cleaning the Grating  (190802-1157.04.br§)). Sarah and I
became good friends. Sometimes in the afternoon I would take a book out to her stall or
paddock and read for a while, sometimes out loud. I think she appreciated the company.
Javin was right; she really was a gentle old soul.

Back when I was living withFrank, I had a similar housekeeping routine. Then too, I’d
spend my mornings doing the housework had the afternoons to “play”. I’d often go out
and poked about in the shops or, maybe, went to a matinee movie by myself. I have
always been a ‘loner”.  I never seemed to have any close friends — most of the
relationships I did have were rather superficial.

My new life at the Hahnastery was both different and the same.
—— 

br2012.01051-0800  The Apron #807 (pix) 
§ 190724-1609.43§

Dear Marla,

The next morning I made breakfast for Javin . 

We began to eat.
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“Today I would like you to focus on tackling the huge pile of laundry in my closet, please. I
haven’t done any laundry in weeks.” He requested. “You can throw your stuff in the wash,
too.”

“Thank you”, I replied. Pointing at my ragged blouse and jeans, “This is about all I have to
wear. I apologize for them being so dirty and ratty. I’ll buy some new clothes with my first
paycheck.”

“Nonsense,” he said jovially. “I can see that you have been a city girl for too long,” he
giggled. “Out here in the sticks, dirt and grime help repel the bugs!” 

“Ah!” He said, suddenly getting an idea. “I just realized that I have a something that you
could wear when you are working that may help keep the grime off of you.”

He got up from the kitchen table and rummaged around in the pantry for a moment, then
returned carrying something and set it on the table.

“This is an apron we bought a few years ago for my wife so she could help me butcher the
deer I shot, but we never used it. I think it would probably fit you. Try it on.” He cleared
his throat. “I think you’ll like it.”

It was still in the original packaging. I picked it up — it was heavier than I expected. I
opened the package and removed the apron.  My heart went pitter-patter and there was a
twinge in my groin — it was made of heavy, semi-transparent natural latex. It hung over
my shoulders and wrapped clear around me. I pulled the rear flaps around behind me,
pulled the waist side straps to the front and tied them. Only my arms and the upper
portion of my back remained exposed. It encircled me entirely and hung down nearly to
the floor. 

PIX: `BR  transparent latex apron   190714-1140.34€ 
PIX: `BR  smocks -transparent latex    190714-0907.45e 

“Do you like it,” he asked?

Did I like it? Hah! Even though I had my regular clothes on under it, I could still sense the
presence of the heavy rubber fitting snugly against my body. I could also smell the
characteristic odor of latex. My mind was suddenly flooded with all sorts of ‘naughty’
thoughts because of it. I could wear this all day and maybe even sleep in it at night. I
loved it! 
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But, I couldn’t very well tell Javin that I really liked the latex so, instead, I said, “Oh, yes.
It’s very nice. It’s looks very protective. I can see why you would use something like this
for very messy jobs like butchering a deer. It’s a bit heavy but I guess that means it is
quite durable.  I like the way that it wraps around me. It’s almost like a long gown that we
could think of as a housekeeper’s uniform. Yes, I think I could wear this while doing my
tasks here.”

“Good.” He giggled. “Maybe we could call this apron your ‘official’ housekeeper’s uniform,
at least, for the time being?”   

“So you expect me to wear the apron from 8am to 6p.m,” I queried?

“Well, not exactly. I really don’t expect you wear anything in particular. This was just a
whim and it just seems practical. After seeing all your latex stuff in the box I dropped
yesterday I figured you might like it. It was just a whim. I hope I haven’t embarrassed you
and I don’t mean to suggest that you have to wear it.”  He said with a seemingly genuine
voice.

“What should I wear under the apron.” I asked.

“I really don’t care,” he replied. “I suppose that jeans and shirt would probably be the
most practical.” Then he giggled. “You could even be naked under the apron for all I care.
Whatever floats your boat, Carlee.”

Then a look of embarrassment clouded his face. “Oh, no, I did not mean to suggest that
you should be naked. I assure you that sexual acts or nudity are certainly not part of the
job. I’m paying you to be a traditional housekeeper and nothing else.”

It was my turn to giggle. I discovered my hands subconsciously caressing the latex of the
apron which covered most of my body and had a wicked thought. “Why, Javin,” I said
mirthfully. “This rubber apron might become rather steamy on a hot day. Would you object
terribly if I did have little or nothing on under it?” I tried to sound sarcastic and not very
serious 

 We both giggled. At our ages, we both knew we were just kidding. Ok, well maybe not.
I’m not so sure I was.
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br2012.0110-0000 #19 [▲2.safety] - Protection,security,
order,law, limits,stability,etc.

§21.0305-1240.50BR§

[atx@21.0305-1242.40]

Safe at Hahnastery. Javin & Woof are protectors.

Br2012.0122-2130 #144 Glimpses of Javin’s character
§@22.0614-1632.04BR§

Dear Marla,

You asked what Javin is like.

I never ceased to wonder at Javin’s amazingly insatiable inquisitiveness. He wants to
understand how ‘everything’ works. I think he is so fascinated by my fetish because it was
brand new, vast and fertile territory for him to explore. (Yet he also respects my privacy
and personal spaces. He is a true gentleman.) He had the probing mind of an engineer
and asked questions about every thing around him profusely. He seemed particularly
fascinated by every aspect of my fetish, including it’s deeper, darker corners. He had an
open mind about everything. Javin  For some reason, he had a special empathy which
encouraged me to speak freely about the depths of my soul. A lot of that may be because
he had shared the “secret” of his impotency with me.  
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br2012.0203-0000 #730 1st Paycheck
••22.0106-1329.29

§@21.0917-1217.15BR§

Dear Marla, 

Wow! Got my first paycheck last week. It was almost $800 after taxes, etc.  When we
went into Thorpton I bought some badly-needed jeans, t-shirts and underwear. I really did
not need to buy much else. The great thing is that I have no real other expenses to worry
about other than health insurance to supplement my Medicare coverage. Javin said he will
eventually start to pay for that, as well

So, I still had lots of money left over.

After the first few weeks I began to know the rhythms of life in the Hahnestery. Javin had
made it clear that my apartment at the back of the house was my private domain and he
would not go there unless invited. He was a perfect gentleman in that respect.  

Gradually I become bolder with my fetish. I discreetly wore my body suit with Tom and
Dick mounted in it under my catsuit when I went to bed a few times. I felt increasingly
confident that Javin would not discover it as long as I took it off when I first got up in the
morning and did not put it back on until late at night when he had gone to bed and the
house was quiet.  

The problem was that both my bodysuit and catsuit were really old and had been repaired
with tape so many times they were almost no longer wearable. They were falling apart.

I decided that, now that I had some money in my pocket, I would order some new suits.
As I was the one who went to get the mail from the mailbox, I figured Javin would not see
the packages. Besides, even if he did, he was such a gentleman that  I seriously doubted
he would question a package addressed to me. 

I went online last night and ordered two new catsuits from Dogfish Latex in China. I’ve
bought several items from them in the past because they are much cheaper than most
European and US garment sellers. Their delivery is often a bit slow, but that is typical of
the industry.  I’ve always been satisfied with the quality of their garments and they seem
to do a pretty good job with the tailoring. 

 I have learned from past experience that “standard” size garments will vary greatly from
one seller to the next and may not fit me very well. I once wasted about $300 on a
“medium” catsuit that was just too short in the body for me to wear. It seems that the
“medium” size from one company is often another companies “small”, etc.  It’s always
worth the extra little bit of money to have them custom made for me.

Determining my measures was a little tricky because certain ones, like the measure from
crotch to floor, really need the assistance of another person. Obviously, I could not ask
Javin to do this but I was able to approximate these by attaching one end of a measuring
tape to a stick. I think I got it pretty close. I also paid a little extra for extradited delivery.
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tape to a stick. I think I got it pretty close. I also paid a little extra for extradited delivery.

I could expect to receive the suits in about 3-4 weeks.  

One of the catsuits was to be in natural latex with backzip, attached booties, and attached
hood with eye, nostril and mouth holes. This would be my "skinsuit" which I would wear
under everything else. The other was in black with backzip and a "window" at my cleavage
which I called my "outer" suit to be worn over the skinsuit. The idea was that, when
wearing both, I would be able to see the little beads of moisture gather on the inside of
the transparent latex at my cleavage. The more I can see how the inside of my skinsuit is
becoming steamy from perspiration, the more I know that I have been in it for a while.
That's a real turn-on for me.

I didn't have any credit cards.  (I had always used Frank’s cards because I had no income
history with which to get them in my name.) I had asked Javin to direct deposit my
paycheck into PayPal. I figured this might be easier to manage than using some bank in
Thorpton and would give me instant access to my money. For now, at least, PayPal would
act as my bank. It also made it easy to send my payment to Dogfish. 
br2012.0203-0000 #704 1st Paycheck
I cannot wait for the suits to arrive. I can only hope that the old body suit will last that
long.

br2012.0216-0900    #584 Bears and Garbage^ 
 §190802-1448.33.br§  

Javin had built a sort of “critter-proof” cage of chicken fencing mounted on a small two-
wheel utility trailer. It held a couple of garbage cans. We’d park this outside the kitchen
door and I’d empty the household garbage into the cans during the week. Mostly, the
bears, racoons and other creatures of the forest could not get into the cage or the cans to
make a mess. One can was designated for glass. 

When the cans were full I would hook up this trailer to the garden tractor and haul it over
to a large stone fire pit and burn it. Apparently the Hahn family had learned long ago that
if you burn the coating off of tin cans and other metallic packaging and then let the burned
hulks sit out in the rain for a few months, they will disentigrate into a pile of rust. Javin
knew someone in Beaverville who had a private dumpsite where he could take big items
like old washing machines, etc.      We hauled the non-burnable glass stuff to a recycling
place in Thorpton every now and then. I burned everything else.

I had lived in Thorpton all of my life where burning or dumping garbage was always
forbidden. It was “bad” for the environment, and all that. We religiously put our garbage in
bins out on the curb every Thursdays to have them (theoretically) disposed of in an
ecologically appropriate manner by professionals. I fully understood and agreed with the
necessity of that. When you live in a city with a half-million people, it was the only sane
thing to do. 

When I balked at burning garbage at the Hahnastery, Javin assured me that he was very
conscious of the environment, too. However, the small amount of garbage we burned
would have virtually no impact on the surrounding forest. Furthermore, because of the
long distances to anywhere, burning the garbage was vastly more practical than hauling it
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long distances to anywhere, burning the garbage was vastly more practical than hauling it

someplace. The amount of exhaust from the truck, alone, would contain more pollutants
than the fires did. 

One night I was awakened by a loud racket outside the kitchen. I ran to the window and
turned on the floodlight that illuminated the garbage trailer. I held my breath. Two large
bears had tipped the trailer over and had beaten through the chicken wire cage. Garbage
was everywhere. Soon Javin showed up carrying a rifle. He opened the door, stepped out
and quickly fired two rounds into the air. The bears fled! I never realized they could move
so fast. 

The next morning I went out to clean up the mess the bears had left me. There had been
a steady light rain since dawn. The ground was strewn with soggy papers, egg shells, bits
of chicken bone, soup cans, etc. Yuck! Wet, stinky garbage! I spent a good half-hour
picking it up. The only thing that made it tolerable was that the heavy apron protected me
from the drippy mess and even some of the rain. I enjoyed that part of an otherwise
generally unpleasant experience. I would have to talk to Javin about reinforcing the
garbage trailer!

br2012.0216 Dealing with our garbage`20.0323α1526.16.jpg

br2012.0300-0015 #494 the Isolation of the Hahnestery
§20.0422-1321.05br§

 Dear Marla, 

Overall, the demands of the job were very light duty. As he had predicted when he
hired me, I seldom worked much past mid-morning except for a brief flurry of activity to
get dinner ready.  Javin did not want to be disturbed during the day because it interfered
with his writing or the other things he worked on. He sometimes mentioned that
interruptions made him lose his momentum. So, I tried not to bother him then. Our social
time together began at dinner when I took my apron off. 

I found that I had lots of time to myself. 

At first I thought the isolation of the place would get to me. However, as the days
turned into months, I was finding that, more and more, I really liked being away from the
rest of the world. There was such profound peace, quiet and beauty here. It grew into my
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rest of the world. There was such profound peace, quiet and beauty here. It grew into my

soul. Perhaps you remember from our days in the dorm together that I had chosen
Thoreau as the topic of several of the papers I had written for various classes. I never
dreamed that his sentence in Walden, “my own mind is my primary source of
entertainment, which never ceases to be novel” would ring so true to my new life at the
Hahnastery. You might say that my deep introversion “blossomed” in ways and depth that
I never expected. The deeper I went “within”, the more interesting stuff I found there
which made me want to go even deeper. It “recharged my batteries”. I was becoming
profoundly introverted. 

It’s surprising how many people do not understand introversion.  Outgoing, extroverted
folks often think of us as “anti-social” if we do not want to be with people all the time.
They frequently feel that it is unhealthy to want to be alone. Some confuse it with shyness
or even zenophobia. They think that there is something wrong with seeking solitude.
Extroverted people, almost by definition, look outward to other as the main source of their
personal energy whereas the more introverted we are, the more we feel drained by social
situations and, instead, look inward as a the main source of our vitality. Of course,
everyone falls somewhere on a scale between the two. I have found that as I have grown
older now, I have swung quite heavily toward  introverted side of that scale.  Neither side
is right or wrong. It’s just how we are wired. They are personality traits — you cannot
choose to be one or the other. It just doesn’t work that way.

Javin often commented that the isolation of the Hahnastery continually transformed the
people who lived there into “nunks”. That was his non-gender specific term for nun +
monk. This also gave increased meaning to the reason why the seemingly ludicrous term
“Hahnastery” had stuck and was now part of the everyday vocabulary of the generations
of Hahns who had lived there.

 

br2012.1105-1310    #1545 A Cat Named Meow 
§190809-1558.43.br§

..atx@22.0114-2117.18..>

Dear Marla,

Meow, Javin’s cat, moved into my heart the day I started working here.

On that first day, when Javin had brought me to look at the house, the
moment we walked in the door Meow boldly walked up to me, sniffed me, and
then rubbed against my leg affectionately. 

I suspect she had a lot of Maine Coon in her bloodline because of her huge
size, gentle, laid-back disposition, long fur, and the little trademark tufts of hair
sticking out of her ears and between her toes. She was mostly white with big
splotches of black and a few bits of tan here and there. She was as big as a small
dog.  When I talked to her she would look right into my eyes to peer into my soul.
It was almost like some sort of “mind meld”. Even though she could not
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It was almost like some sort of “mind meld”. Even though she could not

understand the spewing of English blabber from my mouth, I had the distinct
feeling she could read my mind. Then, as is the prerogative of all cats, she could
choose to not comply with anything I said. 

I remember that twenty minutes later during the tour of the house when
Javin showed me his home theater, I sat down on one of the big sofas. Almost
immediately Meow jumped up into my lap to allow me to pet her. As I spoke to
her, she would look me right in the eye. The other cats I have known don’t do
that. She had a way of closing and then immediately reopening both of her eyes
as I talked to her. It was almost like she was acknowledging that she was
listening to me, saying, “Yes, Uh-huh, go on…”.    After a moment or two, she
rested her head on my knee.    I wonder if she had decided I was a “keeper”.

I quickly decided that she was the most gentle, affectionate, and social cat I
have ever known. I suppose some of that can be attributed to her genetics, but I
also know that pets often reflect the nature of their owners. Meow spoke volumes
on what Javin was probably like as a person. She had a lot to do with my decision
to stay at the Hahnastery and work for him. With a cat-like Meow, I figured he
was probably a good, gentle man.

Javin had rescued Meow from a shelter years ago. He told me that on that
first day he had jokingly asked her what her name was. She said “Meow” in her
small, kitten voice. It stuck. (Same story with “Woof”, his dog.) 

Now she was old. Very old.

At first, Meow would appear in my little apartment in the back of the house
only now and then, poke around and sniff things to check them out and then
leave, as if just patrolling. Cats do that. It’s part of their ‘job’.   As our friendship
began to blossom, she came more often and stayed longer.    

Sometimes, especially if I said something to her as she walked in, she
would look at me and announce her arrival with a distinctive “meow” as a
greeting.  After this happened a few times I realized that she was voicing a
consistent sound that always had the same two syllables, with an accent on the
first.    I swear it sounded like she was saying “Ell-o”. It was a word. A real word.
Hello!

As I got to know her, I began to realize that she would say other “words” to
me such as “chow” (i.e. “feed me”) and so on. She actually speaks English, albeit
with only a very tiny vocabulary.

While her much smaller brain capacity would always limit her vocabulary,
something in her genetics and brain had made a tiny leap to inter-species
communication. It’s not that other species don’t try to communicate with us.
Certainly, dogs, horses, parrots, and other animals close to humans do this in
abundance.    What was different here was that (apparently) Meow was talking to
me in my language.  She not only seemed to have a consistent  mental conception
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me in my language.  She not only seemed to have a consistent  mental conception

of a ”noise” which meant something like “greetings”, but she also voiced it in
English as well. I think this is sort of a big deal. It suggested evidence of a small
leap forward in the evolution of the language centers in the brains of her species.
No doubt, if she were able to have kittens of her own, they might have the ability
to formulate words in their minds, as well. 

Javin told me that he had taught her that word. The vocal cords or mouth
parts that cats have are not well suited for speaking human words, generally.
They cannot, for example, manipulate their lips and tongue to produce  ‘h’,  ‘ch’,
‘p’ or “t” sounds. Also, their vocal cords are not finely tuned enough to produce
the string of incredibly complex resonances in a phrase of more than a word or
two. This may have further limited her vocabulary. But even if she only knew one
or two words of English, I quickly learned much of her “cat-ese” language. 

On my second or third night at the Hahnastery, as I was climbing into bed I
suddenly heard a sort of “howling” coming from somewhere else in the house. It
was Meow. At first, I thought she was in great pain — maybe she had fallen down
the stairs and broke a bone or something. I got up and rushed toward the sound.
It came from the library. As soon as I arrived, the howling abruptly stopped.
When I turned on the light, I could see that she had her stuffed mouse toy in her
mouth. She just looked up at me and blinked a few times as if to scold me for
interrupting her. OK, there is no problem here. I went back to bed. A few minutes
later the howling began again. This time I was able to discern that it played at
having an almost musical quality.    It was more like Meow was having some sort
of fantasy-dream episode and was (literally) singing to her mouse about it.    

When I asked Javin about it at breakfast the following morning, he said,
“Oh yes, I call that ‘Meow’s Serenade’. She does that several times a week,
usually only after I have gone to bed and the house is dark and quiet. It only lasts
a few minutes; then she is quiet again. It always seems to be directed toward her
mouse toy, which she has had since I brought her home. She never chews on it or
damages it. I would love to know what she is telling it in her song.” 

I think I had been at the Hahnastery only a few days when I woke up in the
middle of the night and realized she was sleeping on my bed at my feet. Soon
after that, I discoveredshe had crept in on her silent, cat’s paws while I was at my
computer or watching TV, and was catnapping nearby. She had a way of watching
me through eyelids partially closed. Sometimes if I looked at her, she would raise
her head and look right back at me. Her eyes were saying “Yes? Did you have
something to say to me?”

This wonderful cat became a very close friend. Very close.

Meow was an “indoor only” cat. She never went outside. Javin explained
that was the reason she had lived as long as she had — most “outdoor” cats live
much shorter lives.    There were just too many predators, bugs (especially ticks) ,
and other menaces in the woods that posed a real danger to her. Furthermore,
once you start letting a cat go outside, they will become increasingly feral.
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once you start letting a cat go outside, they will become increasingly feral.

Staying inside also meant less maintenance — no dirt,    burdocks or tangles got
into her soft, long fur that would have to be brushed out. Meow seemed perfectly
happy to stay inside. The house was her world, she was the undisputed queen
and we humans (and the dog) were her subjects. I never saw any indication that
she wanted to go out.

 On my first day on the job, Javin showed me how to feed her — where the
food was kept, how much to use, etc. Then he took me down into the basement
and explained the mechanics of changing her kitty litter. These were my tasks
now. It didn’t take long for Meow to realize that I was her “food lady” and the one
who flushed her toilet. 

After I had been at the Hahnastery for a year or so, both Javin and I noticed
that her health was beginning to fail. She would not eat sometimes and I often
had to clean up little messes on the floor where she had vomited or lost control of
her bowels. Something was wrong inside her.

 Javin and I buried Meow together out in the backyard. He even made a
little concrete headstone for her.    She had taken me into her heart soon after my
arrival at the Hahnastery. My heart had taken her in, too. She died at the ripe old
age of 13 which is when most large cats like her tend to pass on. She took a bit
of my heart with her. I cried heavily that night. Even now, I tear up a bit when I
think about her. 

I love you, Meow. Rest in peace, my friend.

br2013.0000__ ACT II: DOWN
THE (rh) RABBIT HOLE [self
discovery] (point of no return)

 §21.0318-1654.15BR§
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Point of No Return Sign(pastorhanke.blogspot.com_2017_06_point-of-no-return.html)@21.1002-1150.28.jpg

br2012.0600-0000® [▲3.belong/love]. Javin, Woof, Meow and
Sarah feel like family now. 

§21.0305-1334.40BR§

3. Javin, Woof, Meow and Sarah feel like family now. 

 (Belongingness & love needs) Javin, Woof, Meow, Sarah feel like family now.
Goddess_Hevea as a tulpa is new family.  (Belongingness & love needs) Javin, Woof,
Meow, Sarah feel like family now. Goddess_Hevea as a tulpa is new family. 

br2013.0100 (NOTES)  Out of the Closet - Secret discovered! 
[time: Springtime]
§@19.1117-0244.22.br§  

Half-assed synopsis:
This is the first High point. 

=It’s late Spring
=has been employed ~4 months

Javin discovers her secret. It’s OK with him.

For rest of 1stDoor she wears rubber increasingly more often and longer but mostly
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For rest of 1stDoor she wears rubber increasingly more often and longer but mostly

around the house. At first she wears it only to bed as she has in the past, but now she is
determined to do it pretty much each night. It always feels wonderful when she wakes up
but still takes it off at ~0700 each morning, showers and putss on street clothers to make
Javin’s breakfast.

=Javin becomes the “teacher” at story point of no return (qua Heroes Journey)

br2013.0101-0100  #1509 late night walk in the woods^
§190706-1515.01BR§ 

[atx@21.0207-1559.10]

Dear Marla, 
 
I didn’t sleep well last night. Yeah, I was sleeping in nothing but the latex bodysuit.
Sleeping in rubber was something I had been doing regularly since Frank departed and I
had grown so accustomed to it that I actually slept better with it on than not. I can’t think
of any other reasons why this night was the exception.  Emotionally, nothing was
particularly bothering me. I really liked my new job. Mr. Hahn was very laid back and
undemanding as a boss and seemed like a decent person.  I guess that it was just
something in my body chemistry that was probably off somehow. It might have been the
new brand of pizza we’d had for dinner — the pepperoni seemed to be especially spicy.
Anyhow, I tossed and turned. 

Finally, at around 1 a.m. I got out of bed. Light from the full moon was streaming in
through the big sliding glass doors and played on the floor. It was a beautiful night. The
woods outside were illuminated and seemed inviting. Maybe a little bit of fresh air would
help me get to sleep. 

In the months that I had been there so far, I had never seen a single soul in the woods.
Not one. I had begun to take the extreme isolation of the Hahnastery for granted. I felt
quite a confidant that no one would be roaming around in the woods at that hour to see
me in my latex. 

However, it was a tad on the chilly side. I didn’t want to go out there in just the latex
bodysuit so I put the heavy natural rubber butcher’s apron that Javin had given me on and
slipped into some shoes. I slung the sling of the deer rifle stationed at the door over my
shoulder, grabbed the walkie-talkie and wrote a note on a blackboard by the door
describing where I was going. Javin strongly insisted that I always do these precautions as
a “required” safety protocol. 

Apparently one of Javin’s uncles, who had lived in this house when Javin was 14 years old,
had been out in the forest alone and was badly mauled by a rogue bear. It might have
been a female with cubs — that’s a particularly dangerous situation. Javin found his
uncle’s body. Things like this happen only very rarely, but they do occur. There were also
all manner of accidents that could happen — even something as seemingly minor as a
badly sprained ankle could become life threatening because there would be no one for
miles around to help. The rifle was mostly for signaling if the walkie talkie did not work. A
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miles around to help. The rifle was mostly for signaling if the walkie talkie did not work. A

gun shot from a powerful gun like this one could be heard for quite a ways in the forest. 

I opened the door and boldly stepped out on to the deck which extended the full length of
the back of the house. A second glass sliding door at the dining room also opened out on
to it. The deck was home to a wide assortment of typical deck furniture, an old wood-fired
hot tub and and a gas grill. 

I wandered a little ways out in the moist night air to the edge of the yard. It was only 100
feet or so from the house. This was one of my favorite spots. There was a nice little
gazebo with a bench to sit on. It was located on the bank of the creek not far from the
waterfall. There was a heavy dew which made everything glisten and sparkled with
moisture. Even though I was quite familiar with the trees, ferns and other things that lived
along that path, they looked completely different in the moonlight. Their shadows and
colors were all different now. I sat on the bench for a few minutes, enchanted by all of
this. I feel myself becoming a little dreamy by it. It was special.

I was really enjoying it until the first mosquito bit me. Then another! Damn bugs! All of
the enchantment suddenly disappeared as my attention shifted to swatting at them
defensively. Soon I became aware of even more mosquitoes who had, apparently, smelled
my blood and began to gather around me for a feast. Shit! They ruined the moment!

Then I had an idea. I quickly returned to the house and put on  my old latex catsuit and
hood along with some gloves and a gag. I also put on my gasmask to protect my eyes.
There! I was completely enclosed in my “bugsuit”!!  Finally, I put the heavy latex apron
back on to protect my suit from scrapes while out in the woods. Ok, bugs!  Try to bite me
now!
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[=walking into`woods` at`nightime]`97%`blk`rear-view`corset`&&`20.0328α1542.22.jpg

I went back to my bench and sat down again.  Soon I could hear the mosquitoes flying
around my ears and occasionally see them in the moonlight but, as expected, they could
not get at my skin to bite me. They seemed to give up on me after a while. 

At first I could not feel the magic of the woods because the latex seemed as a barrier
isolating me from the sensations of what was around me. As my brain began to map the
latex as a new, outer layer of skin my tactile perception began to extend to the world
outside it. I became aware of small breezes and the coolness of the moist air condensing
on my suit which sent small rivulets of cold-feeling water cascading down my back. I could
also feel the uneven surface of the old bench I was sitting on.  Latex is a particularly good
conductor of both temerature and tactile perceptions — perhaps much more so than just
about any other fabric. I could also hear well through my latex hood and see well through
the glass lenses of my goggles. My mind was adjusting to my total enclosure.

But I still felt isolated from the outside world, “protected” from it by a thin layer of skin-
like latex. I was, so to speak, “anaerobic”!

My awareness of the raw sensation of the latex against my skin felt good — really good.
Something in the depths of my being said this where I was “supposed to be”, as if it was
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Something in the depths of my being said this where I was “supposed to be”, as if it was

where my heart dwelt.  My fetish for rubber “talked” to me in the only language it knew:
tactile sensation. Lots of it. It spoke directly to me through my skin in words of touch.
Sometimes the “language of my suit” was  overtly sexual at times but mostly it was
deliciously sensual and not focused on potential orgasm.  What marvelous conversations!
At times, it seemed reminiscent of my mother’s womb.  It was like “going home”.

I understood, of course, that the suit, itself, was not actually a living, sentient thing. It
was just latex produced in a factory somewhere. It was the fetish doing this. The fetish,
itself, was alive, full of personality and very demanding. Somewhere along the line in my
life I had began to (playfully) think of my fetish as the manifestation of a sort of sorceress-
goddess of the latex rubber tree who has cast this enchantment on me since my early
childhood (and for reasons I have never understood! Why me?)  You can almost think of it
as being something like a classic magic spell as in Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella and others.
Of course, the nature of the spell that rubber has over me is quite different. 

I cannot explain this very well except to say that I started to become very faintly aware of
the energy field of the ferns and trees around me. Oh, this is weird — If I closed my eyes,
I could still somehow feel them around me. I could for example, (and with my eyes still
closed) sense that a big, benevolent, living thing was near me on my left. There was a
faint tingling on my suit, almost as if the latex, itself,  was some sort of  ‘conductor’ of life
force.  When I opened my eyes, I could see that this sensation came from  an big old tree
a few yards away from me. I somehow knew that it was there! I closed my eyes again for
a much longer period. This time I began to perceive some of the other trees and ferns
around me. It was all very, very subtle, but it was enough to make me realize something
special was happening here.  

I stayed out there for an hour, caught up in the enchantment of this discovery. However,
soon I began to yawn and shiver from the cold so I realized I should head back to bed.

br2013.0101-0200  #2140 Javin discovers my secret (pix)
 [Edited @21.0207-1558.24]

§190728-0349.28§

As  I stepped up onto the deck to return to my room, I stopped for a moment to remove
my goggles and gag.

Suddenly I realized that Javin was sitting in one of the deck chairs, watching me. He was
smoking a joint.

I froze and swallowed hard. Should I run away? 

“Oh, you couldn’t sleep either? Here, want a hit off of this joint? It might help,” he said
nonchalantly as if there was no “elephant in the room”..

The moonlight was still quite bright. I knew that Javin could see that I was entirely
covered in latex. There would be no mistaking that!  My heart fell into my stomach. I could
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covered in latex. There would be no mistaking that!  My heart fell into my stomach. I could

have died from embarrassment. My employer has just discovered me in a rubber suit! 

[=Javin discovers me in`100%`blk`gasmask`nighttime`outdoor`20.0329α0121.56.jpg

“Seriously, the cannabis might help you sleep. Go ahead, have a seat and help me smoke
this thing.” He proffered the joint to me and spoke as if there was nothing at all strange
about the lady in latex standing in front of him.

I hesitated. This was a bizarrely unexpected situation. My employer has just discovered
me all covered in rubber and is, of all things, offering to share a cannabis cigarette with
me. 

“Oh, no thanks,” I replied, my voice quivering with nervousness. “I’d tried smoking weed a
few times in my distant past, but I had felt nothing. It was just a waste of time.” 

He decided to address the elephant in the room head on. 

“Relax, Carlee,” he said, gesturing at my catsuit. “I figured you were probably into latex on
the first day we met when I dropped that box full of your rubber stuff back at your trailer.
I don’t have any experience or particular interest in it at all, but I have seen lots of
pictures of people in all kinds of exotic rubber clothing plastered all over the Internet for
years. The one thing I do know about it is that it is quite harmless and does not pose a
threat to anyone. By its very nature, your fetish is not a threat to me or anyone else. I
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threat to anyone. By its very nature, your fetish is not a threat to me or anyone else. I

want to make it clear that if this is what floats your boat, it’s fine with me!”

I could not believe my ears!  He was OK with it! Was that even possible for someone who
lived in this rather parochial part of the country?

[[= Respect starts with recognizing another person’s right to exist.]..atx@22.0423-1111.45..]

I stuttered. “Are you saying you don’t care if I wear it while I’m here? Aren’t you shocked
by this? Don’t you think it’s nasty and immoral?” I still felt so embarassed I could have
crawled under a rock!

“Are you hurting anyone when you dress like this?” He asked.

“No,” I replied. “I’m not.”

“And are you a predator of children or trying to have sex with animals or anything like
that?” He asked sarcastically.

“No, of course not.”

He furrowed his brow. “Then how can it be immoral or even nasty if no one else is
negatively impacted by it? Your behavior might considered by most people as unusual to
the point of bizarre but you are really no threat to anyone. You are just being true to
yourself in ways that are quite harmless to everyone including yourself.”

He took another hit off of the joint. “I lived in London for a few years not long ago and met
lots of gay and kinky folks there. At first I had trouble accepting them, especially because
I grew up back here in uber-redneck country. Eventually, as I got to know them, I realized
that they were actually just good, decent people who happened to be wired a little
differently than me. Some of the stuff they did was quite… well, ‘entertaining’, though not
in a bad way.”

“I observed that the Brits and, probably, most of western Europe seem to be very open to
fetish. I remember seeing several fetish faires in the city. It was not uncommon at all to
see someone walking down the street in some sort of rubber fashion. No one cared.”

Then he sighed, “Eventually I began to realize that the Europeans simply have no clue as
to how puritanical we still are here in the United States, especially outside the really big
cities like L.A, New York and Miami. The further out into the rural areas you go the more
insular and bigoted they are likely to be. They become more tribal.  If you don’t quite fit
into their mold of what they think is right or wrong, you are asking for problems. You’re a
‘freak’, a ‘pervert’ in their eyes.  Some would probably even jump to the conclusion that
you  might be a child molesters. They are such bigoted idiots. I suppose you have felt
some of that sort of cultural disapproval in your life time.” 

I said, “Oh yes. I have been vilified by three of my ex-husbands and their families and
even by my own family because of it. All of them were fine at first until they discovered
my dirty little secret. They would give me the cold shoulder and avoid talking to me. There
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my dirty little secret. They would give me the cold shoulder and avoid talking to me. There

were also the snarky little remarks that ripped right through my heart.”

Javin said, “One of my English friends, a dude I worked with named John, was heavy into
what he called ‘loving bondage’. We became very good drinking buddies and he told me
about his various explorations into BDSM. When I told him about how underground and
suppressed the whole kink scene is here in the States, he had trouble believing it. He had
never visited here, so he just couldn’t wrap his head around it.”

“I think all the rock stars in latex and some of the stuff we’re beginning to see on TV is
beginning to open up the conversation, but, like you said, we are decades behind the
British when it comes wearing rubber without fear.” 

Javin  offered the joint to me again. This time I sat down, grabbed it and took a deep hit. 

Over most of my life I had been deeply in the closet about my fetish. When my parents,
Frank, and, eventually — and much to my horror, his parents found out about it, I became
the brut of snarky remarks filled with dark, malevolent innuendos.   They all made it clear
that  having a “thing for rubber” was socially unacceptable behavior and something that I
should be ashamed of. I was a freak, a social aberration to them. I needed to keep it a
deep, dark secret from the rest of the world.  

I began to appreciate what gay people must have gone through in the not-so-distant past
and even now.

I had always wanted to feel that my enchantment with rubber was OK with the rest of the
world — that I was not “other” — that people accepted me for who I really am. I want to
know that the people around me including my mate would approve. 

But there I was suddenly I was sitting next to my employer, covered from head to foot in
latex gleaming in the moonlight and smoking a joint with him as if there was nothing out
of the ordinary going on. What did he think of me? Would he fire me there, on the spot?

“Well,” I sputtered, still deeply mortified. I guess I still could not believe this was actually
happening.  “It won’t happen again, Javin. I’ll throw it all out. You won’t see me in it
again.”  

He cocked his head and looked at me, deeply puzzled. “Why not? If wearing rubber is your
thing, living and working here in the isolation of The Hahnastery might be a better fit than
you thought. There’s no one around except me to see you in it and it doesn’t bother me at
all!”

I guess he could see that I was still having trouble digesting all of this.

“Look, I don’t pretend to know much about rubber fetish, but I do think that everyone is
subject to ‘enchantments’ of one kind or another. I’m talking about whatever ‘magic spell’
has been cast on us that determines the general direction of our life path. This is not
about fate but, rather, that relentless energy, drive and passion that pushes us, more or
less, in one direction as the general orientation of our life. It’s our Path, with a capital ‘P’.
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less, in one direction as the general orientation of our life. It’s our Path, with a capital ‘P’.

The philosophers call that entelechia. It’s the drive from within to fulfill your Purpose in
life, whatever that may be. It’s what makes us who we are. It’s our very soul.”

 He continued, “For example, I have been enchanted by engineering most of my life. I was
building things when I was young kid. Some of that magic may have sparked by reading a
lot of science fiction. I loved Jules Verne. That’s when I began to dabble in writing fiction.
I’m also something of a spiritual seeker always looking to expand my understanding of the
universe. This  me a voracious curiosity and appetite for learning.  These are what I love
to do more than anything else in my life. I live for them. They are my main enchantments.
Your enchantment is your rubber fetish. It is what you live for, isn’t it?”

“I never really thought about it that way but, yes, I guess you are probably right. I live for
many things in my life, but wearing my latex is right at the very top of the list. I suppose
it s my ‘enchantment’, as you call it.”

“Look, it’s been hard for me to find a decent housekeeper who will stick around for more
than just a week or two because of the deep isolation of this place. Most people simply
cannot handle it. You have been here the longest and seem to be adjusting to it fairly
quickly. You’ve also been doing a fine job in your work. I’ll do whatever I can to help you
want to stay on, within reason. Carlee, I want you to be happy here.  If you want to wear
your latex while off duty, that’s fine with me. Honestly, what you do on you off-time is
your business.” 

He paused for a moment, I could see his eyes evaluate the latex I wearing from head to
foot as well as the gasmask in my hand.  “Hell,” he said, “ now that I’m thinking about it,
if you’d like to do your housekeeping chores while dressed in latex…  even in what you
have on now, that’s OK, too. Wear it 24/7 if you want to! I really don’t mind. It doesn’t
bother me at all.  All I care about is that if you are happy here you’ll probably manage my
household well.”

I could feel my eyes dart open widely and my head pulled back a bit in amazement!  Holy
shit! Did Javin really just invite me to “wear it 24/7”? My heart leapt. For most of my adult
life I have had an ongoing fantasy about “Living For Rubber” in which I would go about my
everyday life entirely enclosed in latex around the clock. I would “Live For Rubber” (L4R)

Then a thought seemed to occur to him. “Well, now that I’ve opened the flood gates to
your fetish there is one caveat I must ask you to observe. If you are going to outwardly
wear your latex while you are living here, you must, at all times, keep it a secret. I am the
only one who can know about it. If someone comes in the driveway or knocks on the front
door and you are in your latex, you need to run up to the attic and be quiet as a mouse
while I deal with them.” 

I understood what he was saying. This is a backwater of ultra conservative country
bumpkins. It’s not like Los Angeles or even Thorpton. It’s the sort of place where queer
people might still wind up being beaten or even lynched. I grew up in Thorpton, not far
away,  so I had some insight into how these people think. If word got out that some sort
of weirdo was living here with me they might cause all kinds of trouble. 
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While we finished smoking the joint our conversation drifted to various topics such as
where I got my suit, what I paid for it and other things. When I told him about my
experience with the mosquitoes earlier, he giggled about the idea of a latex  “bugsuit”.

Javin’s avid cursiosity about my fetish surprised me. He asked deep, probing questions
and lots of them. Despite the late hour, we talked until after 4a.m. He asked deep probing
questions about my fetish in general and also had a plethora of inquiries into the
technicalities of my suit, etc,

br2013.0101-0300  #498  Javin’s secret  
[atx@21.0207-1516.23]

§190729-1526.06.br§

Dear Marla, 

My boss now knew about my fetish in all of it’s glory. To my great relief he said it did not
bother him.

“Carlee, I can imagine there are all kinds of thoughts going through your head how about
how I might to react to having a woman in sexy latex working for me.” 

Then a more serious look came to his eyes. “I know your little secret now. I think I should
tell you mine.” 

He continued, “From some reason, several years ago I started experiencing 
Testosterone Deficiency Syndrome (TDS). The doctors do not know why. What this means
is that I don’t have much interest in having sex with anyone, including myself. Well, the
drugs help get me hard, but the drive just isn’t there. There’s almost no more mojo juice
left. I am like a eunuch.”

I covered my mouth with my hand briefly as a reflex action, “Oh, I’m terribly sorry, Javin.”

“Oh, don’t worry. I have adjusted to it. It’s weird at times because now and then there is
just enough of the hormones to make me feel mildly horny. But even if I masturbate, it
feels really good but it’s never enough to get me off. Believe me, I’ve tried. It’s weird
because I still like to look at sexy women and have sexual fantasies but nothing happens
beyond that.” 

He continued. “Another big difference now is that I find is that I am more relaxed and non-
competitive.  I guess that’s what a lack of testosterone does to a man. I don’t feel nearly
as ambitious or pushy as I used to be. Social situations, for example, just don’t seem to
matter as much now. I guess that is all tied in with herd dynamics and competing for a
mate. I simply don’t need to be the alpha.” 

Then he giggled. “ My doctor even told me that this lack of stress may actually help me
live longer!”
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Then, just before I could respond, he cleared his throat and continued, “But! All of that is
still at the strictly physical sex level. Even though I have lost interest in sexuality, my mind
and heart still crave and remember how to love. I’m still heterosexual at heart.”  

Apparently he was on a roll and seemed long-winded. It was probably the weed. 

“What this means, Carlee, is that, while my mind and heart see you as very sexy in your
latex, my cock is snoring.  He’s just not interested.  Forgive me for saying this, but I just
don’t have any sexual interest in you or your latex. It’s not your fault, believe me.  But,
your fetish also does not harm me in any way and it warms my heart that you are
enjoying it. I am happy for you.  And, rest assured, I am still pleased to have you work for
me. You are still welcome to my home.”  

=======

br2013.0108-1205    #427 I can really talk to Javin 
 §190802-0306.24.br§

==Javin’s personal philosophy:  Your personal quest in life is to strive to live in a state of personal
authenticity, I.e. being true to one’s nature.    It’s your Path. If it floats your boat and does not harm others,
do it!

==[[SHOW - DON’T TELL]]

Dear Marla, 

Javin’s discovery of my fetish and his admission of being sexually inactive due to his
testicular cancer opened unexpected levels of communication between us. 

We each have a dark secret which we have now shared with each other!

It was as if a veil had been lifted, exposing great depths of soul hidden within each
of us. Almost instantly a door was opened where we felt really comfortable with candidly
discussing each other’s “deep secret”. Most often this would be about my fetish or his lack
of balls. (He called it his “ball-ectomy”.) The words came easy for both of us to use in
everyday conversation and were not judgmental. We both felt we could talk to the other
about anything.

Wow! I began to feel some of the weight of the world lifted from my shoulders that I
had carried most of my life as a result of being “different”. Here, for the first time, was
someone who not only seemed to accept me for what I am, but is displaying innocent
curiosity and even making good-natured jokes about it! 

We both found ourselves asking deep, probing questions about our respective
secrets often, it would seem, at the dinner table. 

At first I held back a little about telling about the more bizarre aspects of my fetish.
For example, it was kind of weird to tell him about how I like phalluses mounted in some
of my garments. That’s something that could really elicit a negative reaction or lead to
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of my garments. That’s something that could really elicit a negative reaction or lead to

uncomfortable questions if I wasn’t careful.

Then, one night at dinner, I let slip the pen name I used for the stories I had posted
on www.latexstories.net. I almost didn’t even realize that I had done that until a few days
later.

“I read some of your stories on the net last night.” He said.

 “Wow! You certainly have a fertile imagination!” He said. “The thing that stood out
to me is that, while many of them described activities which many people might think of
as a sort of mild torture, all of it was both harmless and consensual. It’s something your
protagonist, Mirinda, actually yearned for.  

  

Should I assume they are something you would like to experience in the real world,
as well?”

 

 

br2013.0109-1800 #1060 Ataraxia and fear
§21.0124-1224.28BR§

==Greatest regret is that her children rejected her years ago
==This (could) set the stage for 20@ in which she comes out to them.

The Little Voice: A Rebellious Novel [40kw]
THE #1 BEST-SELLER THE ESTABLISHMENT DOESN'T WANT YOU TO READ!!!
Dear reader,
My character has been shaped by two opposing forces; the pressure to conform to social
norms, and the pressure to be true to myself. To be honest with you, these forces have
really torn me apart. They’ve pulled me one way and then the other. At times, they’ve left
me questioning my whole entire existence.
But please don’t think that I’m angry or morose. I’m not. Because through adversity
comes knowledge. I’ve suffered, it’s true. But I’ve learnt from my pain. I’ve become a
better person.

====

Dear Marla,

I grew up in a world where those who deviated from the mainstream sexuality were
shunned and rejected. Through most of my life I have lived in deep dread that if the
people around me found out about my fetish they would summarily reject me. 

When I mentioned this to Javin, he tried to comfort me by quoting Nietzche: “Those
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When I mentioned this to Javin, he tried to comfort me by quoting Nietzche: “Those

who were seen dancing were thought to be insane by those who could not hear the
music”.

 

Oh, how true… 

Until recently homosexuals, bisexuals and transgendered people had to live with similar
fears, particularly in the United States, the Middle East, and other cultures where a strong
puritanical ethic prevails.  Here in the U.S. there was a time not long ago when these
people who deviated from the social norms suffered contempt, humiliation, physical
violence or even death.  They were without rights or dignity and lived on the fringes of
society in secrecy to avoid this. They were labeled as “sick”, “perverted” or abominations.
Their lives were made miserable.  Some of that still exists, even to this day, especially in
many of the religious fundamentalist communities where they are rejected by society.

Fortunately for many of these marginalized people, the U.S. is becoming somewhat
more tolerant of them although there are certainly still huge pockets of hatred and fear of
them here and there. The rural areas are the worst because tribalism is rampant there. In
the English speaking world, the UK seems to be one of the brighter spots — kinks of all
kinds, including rubber fetish seem to be regarded more as an “eccentric curiosity” than
deviant sexuality in, at least, London and the larger British cites. Germany and the
Scandinavian countries are this way, too.  A few of the larger US cities like New York and
Los Angeles are marginally more acceptive as well. However, in the backwater redneck
havens like Thorpton there is still very little acceptance of homosexuality and even much
less so of something as bizarre as rubber fetish.

Marla, as a “vanilla” person, you cannot begin to imagine the weight I have felt on my
shoulders throughout my life. Anyone discovering that my sexual orientation was not only
different from theirs but was somehow connected to something as bizarre as rubber would
cause them to label me as a pervert and probably destroy any relationship with them. This
included both social friends and the people where I worked. I have always assumed they
would immediately see me as a threat to them or even to their children. (They did not
understand that fetish is categorically not predatory by its very nature.) The entire milieu
of my sexuality had to remain in the “closet”. I had to hide a large chunk of who I am from
everyone. I have a feeling that had a lot to do with why I am such an introvert today. I
guess you might say that I have a fear of relationships because once my fetish is
ultimately discovered they are doomed to end in humiliation and heartbreak for me.
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There have been exceptions, of course, but only with very close friends who were
sufficiently liberal-minded to accept my peculiarities and were willing to discreetly keep it a
secret. 

In fairness to Frank I had made a point of telling him about my fetish right up front
early in our relationship. In past relationships I had always tried to keep it a secret—those
always seem to end up in disaster. This time, I decided that Frank should know what he
was getting into before he jumped in. At first he said he was okay with it and that he
would try to make it work. I abstained from buying any rubber. Despite his age, Frank was
fairly sexually energized man. I tried very hard to enjoy heterosexual, “vanilla” sex with
him. I really tried. At first the intensity of the newness of our romance helped carry me.
Those were times when I found conventional sex with Frank to be somewhat enjoyable.
But that didn’t last long. Eventually it became apparent to both of us that this just wasn’t
going to work for us. Bedroom friction became a commonplace thing. I think the thing that
really broke the camels back however, was when his family found out about my fetish.
Soon after that our friends began to shun me and even Frank to some extent. It was
obvious they also knew I was a “pervert”. I guess that was more than Frank could take.
That’s when he started looking around for another lady and eventually ran off with what’s-
her-name, leaving me  severely heart-broken, destitute and penniless.

Many years ago I ran across the Greek philosophical term “ataraxia” which means to
look upon all things with the mind at peace. This single word describes one of the greatest
goals in my life — my “holy grail”. 

I think ataraxia is what happens when someone reaches the top of Maslow’s pyramid
and becomes self-actualized — when they become all that they can be. This is the “holy
grail” which everyone quests for.  This is the pursuit of excellence that Aristotle speaks of
as the main source of happiness.

Obviously, I want to be happy. So do you. Everyone does.  

Happiness is different from pleasure. What your senses feel is pleasure. It is fleeting,
ephemeral and mostly physiological in nature. Sex is pleasure. Good food gives pleasure.
It is, inevitably, a brief sensation that is the result of endorphins released in your brain and
then it is gone.

br2013.0210-2100 In the evenings…

§@22.0421-1031.47BR§

Dear Marla,
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In the evenings after dinner Javin and I would often push the dirty dishes over to the side
of the dinner table, smoke a joint (or two), drink some wine and talk for another hour or
two about anything and everything. Javin was a brilliant conversationalist -- one of those
people who knew just enough about everything to be able to ask thought-provoking
questions about them. At first he came off to me as a “know it all” type. But soon I
realized that he was a teacher by nature and this is how he freely shared himself as a
resource. He was always giving of himself, in this manner. 

Other evenings we might drift over to his home theater to watch a movie together. A few
times per week we would find ourselves in the library, reading quietly together.
Sometimes, we’d just go off an do our own thing that evening. Each of these directions
were entirely a matter of moods which Javin and I shared.

I was beginning to really appreciate those evenings together. With the exception of
breakfast and lunch, Javin and I would often go through the entire day not seeing each
other. He would be upstairs in his study most of the day.
 
As you may remember, Javin warned me right at the beginning that the isolation of this
place was not to be under estimated.  the mere presence of another human has a
strangely calming effect on me.  Even though our minds are focused on on our books or
the movie and we are not paying any attention to the rest of the world, I sense that you
are here, sitting across from me. In the place so far out in the woods, I am not alone.

JAVIN>> “Feel like watching a movie tonight? It’s

br2013.1100-____ What it’s like to have a deep fetish(description)

br2013.11__-(NOTES) #414  RubberHome

DOC# §170904-1157.56BR§
atx@21.0406-0937.17

 atx@21.0808-0913.38
atx@22.0113-0438.21

NOTES which could be injected in the story at various places related to L4R. 

Note: Much of this has been adapted to [ Who is Gomu Yoku?
Doc# §@22.0113-0435.13BR§ ]

------------------------------------------------------------------------
As it is my nature to be a Rubberist when I am wearing it I feel at "home" in it . It feels
"right" and is where I belong. It seems like it is where I am supposed to be.
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"right" and is where I belong. It seems like it is where I am supposed to be.

Being "home" in my rubber is a "felt experience" that evokes fantasies, emotions and
comfort. My otherwise busy, recursive mind (I call him "Fred") is overlaid with the now-
ness of pure sensation. I am in the present when I am in rubber. (Or seem to be more so
than when I am not.)

When I am not wearing my rubber I sometime long for "home".

/"'Home' is an emotional state, a place of imagination where feelings of security,
belonging, memory and personal history reside"/. [MOOR-ENCH.77]

To be "home" in our rubber is to inhabit it. We inhabit a place (whether real or virtual)
when we give something to it and open ourselves up to
receive what it has to offer.

We “live” in our rubber.  (Origin of L4R — L4R. as a life goal.)

Home satisfies the heart and the imagination.

^It need not be a physical place or structure.^

A real home does more than just provide a place of domicile for the body and the mind. It
is also where the soul finds comfort and a sense of belonging.

It is a place of dreams and spells.

RubberHome is not defined by fashion styles or even the physical characteristic of a
particular garment or even the rubber, itself.

_^RubberHome^__^is a state of mind^_ and a place where the soul chooses to dwell.
Therefore, RubberHome is based on how deeply you react and
feel about a particular garment.

In fact, the actual garment may not matter at all -- it is how you feel when you are
wearing it that matters and makes it "home".

RubberHome is how your soul reacts to the spirit of the garment and the spirit of the
rubber. Even a simple rubber glove worn only on one hand can be RubberHome if it evokes
magic and mystery in your heart.

Home is a place of enchantment, otherwise, it is not "home".

Cultivate a sense of "home" while in your rubber. Remember, it is not the garment, itself,
but what it does to you that matters.

If rubber "sings" to you intimately, you are "home".
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= Wearing latex: I like it sweaty but not hot
§@22.0712-1238.59BR§

Dear Marla,

JAVIN>> “Isn’t it hot and sweaty? 
CARLEE>> “I actually like it a little steamy. My perspiration acts as a sort of

lubricant. The resulting slippage of the latex against my skin with each movement creates
as sensation that is very pleasurable to me. Your mileage may vary. 

What I don’t especially like is when I am too hot in my suit. I really like the cool
weather here on the Pacific coast. It helps me from becoming overheated. I often work up
a sweat when doing housework such as mopping or vacuuming because there is some
exercise involved which produces body heat that remains trapped inside my suit. Once I
have rested a bit and cooled down, I am left with the steaminess that I like without the
heat. 

JAVIN>> “So heat is a problem?”
CARLEE>> “Oh yes. It is neither comfortable nor healthy. I need to watch for any

sign of heat stroke. 
JAVIN>> “So if we put a big fan in the room where you are vacuuming, would that

help?
CARLEE>> “I’m sure it would. However, I would think I would be spending a lot of

time and energy just relocating the fan as I move from one room to another. Then there
are times when I have to climb stairs a few times or do some work out in Sarah’s stable.
That’s enough to heat me up. As long as I pace myself I’m usually OK. 

JAVIN>> “Yeah, that does seem a bit impractical.  We need to figure out how to cool
you down while you are moving around. 

CARLEE>> “One thing I discovered is that loose-fit garments seem to be more
prone to trapping the heat from my body than skin-fit garments do. I’ve always known
that dead air is a good thermal insulator. The looser-fitting garments trap body heat in the
air between latex and my skin where it builds up to become increasingly “hot and sweaty”.
My theory is that catsuits and other similar garments which do not have that airspace tend
to run a little cooler because my body heat is transferred more directly to the latex, where
it can be dissipated to the air outside. Keep in mind that, in contrast to air, latex is a good
conductor of heat and cold. 

JAVIN>> “So, it sounds like the latex in your tighter fitting garments act as a sort of
heat sink. 

CARLEE>> “Well, it helps. It doesn’t take much for me to go from “steamy” to “hot
and steamy”.  

JAVIN>> “What if you bought your tighter garments in some much heavier rubber? I
would think all that extra mass would create a better heat sink.”

CARLEE>> “When I was much younger I bought a made-to-measure catsuit in very
heavy latex. I think it was something like a full millameter thick. It was awful! I learned
very quickly that the thicker the latex, the less elasticity it has. That made bending my
knees and elbows difficult and sometimes cause abrasions. My backside was restricted so
much that when I tried to bend over, I could barely touch my knees. Wearing that suit was
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much that when I tried to bend over, I could barely touch my knees. Wearing that suit was

like some sort of sado-masochistic experience. It hung in my closet unused for many years
before I finally got rid of it. 

JAVIN>> “What about layers?  Suppose we bought you a half-dozen catsuits in a
thinner, more “comfortable” thickness of latex? If you wore several of them in layers, the
added mass would make a good heat sink. Also, as each (thinner) layer would have
independent elasticity when you move about, I would think it would be much less
restrictive and, certainly, more comfortable. 

CARLEE>> “Do you mean, like, put on three suits and then, maybe, something like
a maid’s uniform for when I am working during the day?”

JAVIN>> “Yes, that’s it. Do you think you would like that?
CARLEE>> “Oh yes, I would” 

== No heavy exertion. No heroics. I’m too old for that.
§@22.0712-2108.23BR§

Dear Marla, 
No heavy exertion. No heroics. I’m too old for that. My old ticker is relatively healthy, but
this old Chevy has over 250k miles on her. It’s weak and fragile. So, I prefer my play to be
slow and easy — something that is not likely to kill me.
  ==

br2013.1100-????  #52 awaken other senses  and perceptivity

§@21.0913-0806.20BR§

Dear Marla,

By excluding our normal sensuality of the  real world, we  awaken other senses  and
perceptivity. Rubber is the catalyser.

Our mind is wired to be aware of our surroundings. if it is excluded by some barrier, it
looks for away around it. it MUST be  cognitive of something  at all times. It cannot
function in a sensory vacuum.

Latex is an excellent conductor of the tactile perceptions of temperature and touch. This is
one of the things which makes it “special” and unlike other fabrics. (This is one of the
reasons why surgeons use latex gloves in their work — they can feel what is going on very
well.) 

When I wear a latex garment for a while, my body gradually “maps” it as my outer layer
of skin. My sense of tactility expands to include the membrane of latex as part of my
body’s sensual perception apparatus. Latex extends the border of where “me” ends and
the outside world begins outward.  And, because latex also protects me from the air, water
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the outside world begins outward.  And, because latex also protects me from the air, water

and other forms of externality, it becomes a layer of womb-like armor in both the
physiological and psychological senses.

Further more, my tactile perception of the light compression of latex garments against my
skin tends to nudge my attention inward somewhat. As I wear it year after year, I think it
ultimately makes me a more interior type of person.

Latex introverts me. Or, at least, it exacerbates my existing introversion. This is not a bad
thing. “The landscape lies far and fair within. The deepest thinker is the furthest travelled.”
(Thoreau)

br2013.1100-  #112 Pressure to conform to social norms

br2013.11__-NOTES #1882 NOTES on Fetish
Doc# §@21.1104-0147.45BR§

[[atx:[[This is a collection of notes which might be integrated into an examination of why
rubber feels so good. There is some narrative dialog below. IT NEEDS A LOT OF WORK]]]

==”That increased sense of isolation, of aloneness but with a whole world just a millimetre away” (Catasta)

1407 What latex feels like (SNIPPET LIBRARY)   [€n180810-1438.36€n] 

Describe wearing rubber to someone who has never worn it before Σn180723-1040.36Σn 
 

It’

Describe wearing rubber to someone who has never worn it before Σn180723-1040.36Σn 
(IAR thread)  

=I cannot think of many items of apparel which give more sensory feedback when worn 
=the closest you can get to putting on a second human skin. 
=It cools and heats with the body. It’s also very good at conducting tactile sensations, as any surgeon will
tell you.
=It clings in such an intimate way, the sensation of being inside it is like being hugged. 
=The sensation of latex against the skin varies a bit with changes in the presence of moisture from
perspiration. These are usually pleasurable. 
=Like being constantly hugged from all angles" reminding one of a persistent squeeze. 
=his catsuit allows him to access parts of himself – sexually and more cerebrally – that are normally very
controlled. 
=transforming herself into a living art piece. 
 
= I feel that my body is energised by the material, not just small bits of it but all of it. I know latex is not
alive, yet there are times when it vaguely feels like it is. It’s almost as if some of the life energy of the
rubber tree that the latex came from somehow survived the manufacturing process and is what I feel when
I wear it.

 I sometimes wonder if some sort of “energy” is being generated by the capacitor effect of an electrically
conductive film (the moisture) on a non-conductive film (latex).
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O something that lasts longer and embraces the whole person more fully than an exploding moment at the
orgasm.
O the pull of rubber becomes stronger than the pull of the person one is with`
O My mind has so completely mapped the latex that I forget that I have it on, but when I take it off, I really
know it. (orig)

====

“Her whole body was talking to her all the time, Cited `20.0221§0004.11`her sexual organs shouting the loudest of

all.”  BNOTES TheSuit1-6 by DonQuixote    [ref 200220-1400.45] 

Cited `20.0221§0004.11`

====

“I love to be completely covered up in full-body, no-skin-showing latex. Two or three heavy rubber hooded
catsuits, shoulder length gloves, hood with eye openings only, airtight gasmask. All in black, naturally, and
all as close to skintight as they can be made and still be comfortably wearable. The pleasure of this is
indescribable: no matter what part of my body I move, all I can feel is the thick stretchy rubber resisting
the movement -Cited `20.0221§0004.11`- if I effortfully stretch out an arm, the suits tug it back to a neutral position, if I
lie on my back and hitch my knees up so my heels are touching my thighs, I can't hold the position long,
because the suits want my legs stretched straight out.”  IAR: Rubber Endurance `20.0220ε2334.13` 

===============

“tight latex as a second skin imparts a completely different set of sensations than does your own human
skin. Whilst second skinned, your response to temeperature differentials is completely different. You cannot
feel the wetness of water for example... 

——————————————————

“In general, however, the alteration of the senses through rubber encasing the body starts a process of
internalisation. A way for me to describe this is a growing awareness of my usual exterior body, my skin,
my tactile sensations of touch and heat. As the rubber alters the overall temperature of my body at first and
I can feel it all upon me, then as I climatise to it, no. as it climatises to me and begins to warm up and
become more supple, then the rubber becomes my skin, it becomes the surface of my external world. My

old external skin feels now internalised.” [Catasta Charisma] |®| What is "Rubberspace"? `141026ε2347.37` 
——————————————————-

——————————-

“Wearing rubber is a very sensory experience, and different fetishists will key into certain sensations more
than others. But overall, wearing a latex catsuit has the converse sensations of feeling like a secure hug
that makes you feel exposed. The wearer can feel heat and cold instantly, so a touch is more intense and a
spilled drink will feel very cold (and then gone, because it just runs off). You can feel everything. The
constriction on sensitive areas heightens the wearer's awareness of the areas, yet you have full range of
movement,” she said. 

sublimating the body of the person wearing it. 

[The Wonderful and Bizarre World of the Latex Bodysuit Fetish +15.0606en ]

========
br2013.1100-0410  #471 Why ® feels good
<@20.0719-1432.12br§ 

==========
Because, unlike most other materials, latex has “presence” against my skin. It has a unique ability to
continually remind me that it is there, and pleasantly so. It’s erotic. And, since it also does a nice job of
mimicking the feel of contact with living skin, it feels like I am being embraced by the latex.
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The latex “hugs” me.

I’m not sure why being hugged all the time is so satisfying. I suppose much of that could be just  human
nature. However, the fact that latex does not affect most people in this way may suggest some sort of
autistic dynamic at work. There may also be some of the effects of swaddling, a technique that has
comforted babies back into antiquity.

==

br2013.1100-0412  #216 “Carlee, why do you like latex so much?” he asked one
night over roast beef and potatoes.

One night over our dinner of roast beef and potatoes Javin asked me, “Carlee, why do
you like latex so much?”

“Why do you like strawberries, Javin? Do you know? I’ve never figured out the answer
to your question, either. All I know is that not only does the physical sensation of latex
against my skin feel inexplicably marvelous but the entire gestalt of my fetish has given
me comfort nearly all of my life. I sometimes wonder if it might be some manifestation of
my anima or animus.  It all feels like I am in my element. I am doing what I was meant to
do. I am dancing the dance of my enchantment. I am ‘home’.”

“Ah!” he said, smiling broadly. “At home, you say. They say that home is where your
heart is. If your heart wants to “Be Rubber”, then why not follow your heart?”

“What do you mean?”

“Well, you have told me more than once that there is a part of you which feels
compelled to wear rubber 7/24/365. That sounds like a goal. Make that your mission; give
yourself a mountain to climb. Aristotle said that happiness comes from seeking excellence.
In your context,  he may mean to fully explore, understand your enchantment that, in
essence, you become it.

br2013.1100-0413  #717 What does feel like?
`20.0221-0004.11br§ 

Dear Marla,

At lunch today Javin asked me to explain what it feels like to be totally enclosed in
rubber. He seemed genuinely curious about it.

“What does it feel like?” he asked.

I was stumped. How does one explain anything what something feels like. As I
pondered this dilemma my eyes fell on the box of household latex gloves at the other end
of the table where “someone” (we know who! ;-) left them after some messy project was
recently completed.  

Yes!
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I grabbed a pair of the gloves and asked him to put them on.

“OK,” I said. “Hold your hands perfectly still and concentrate on what electro-
neurological signals the skin cells of your rubber-covered hands are sending to your brain.
Important! Just observe the sensations without judgment.

Now close your eyes for a moment and continue to concentrate on the sensations.

 What do you feel?

Do the gloves feel remotely like living skin? Do they “hug” your hand like an
embrace?

OK, now wiggle your fingers and hand very slowly. 

Did you notice that, as you articulated your joints, the latex in the surrounding areas
either stretched or relaxed, creating tiny bits of friction across your skin in a micro-
cascade of sensation? 

This is what wearing a catsuit feels like except on a much larger scale. Your whole
suit talks to you all the time. In fact, wearing a catsuit is like having a full body massage
as you work, play, eat, sleep or have sex.  It feels simply marvelous. 

As my subconscious gradually merges my skin with the latex I feel a sort of “glow”.
It’s really quite pleasant to me.  It’s almost as if some sort of energy was building there
which affects the nature of the contact, giving it a sense of being alive and much like real
human skin.  I sometimes wonder if the spirit of the living tree that produced the raw
latex in my garment somehow survived all of the manufacturing processes. Is the latex
loving me somehow?

Every sensory cell in your body is constantly sending signals to your brain whether it
is listening or not. It can only process a limited amount of sensory information at a time.
Your brain is wired to seek out and focus on the novel in your environment. This is key to
survival  — it’s always looking for danger lurking in the bushes. But your brain cank

You would think that, after a while, hedonic adaptation would set in as my mind
maps the experience of the latex against my skin and it ceases to be novel. I would begin
to focus on other, newer things happening. At that point, I would only dimly be aware of it.

Cotton is like that. You put on a cotton t-shirt in the morning, are aware of the
sensation of it against your skin for a brief moment and then pretty much forget about it
for the rest of the day. It’s benign and unobtrusive. Your mind knows it’s there, but has
turned it’s focus to other more pressing and novel aspects of living because cotton is
boring. It’s not erotic.

Latex is different. Way different. It’s the closest thing I can think of to putting on a
second human skin yet it’s also very different. When you are in a catsuit, your whole body
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second human skin yet it’s also very different. When you are in a catsuit, your whole body

talks to you all of the time. It has a way of constantly reminding you that it is there,
pushing itself at least partially into your consciousness with every movement. No matter
what part of your body you wiggle or articulate, you become aware of the skin-like rubber
gliding across your own skin as it resists that movement. It’s obtrusive, but all in a
deliciously pleasant sort of way. It fills your day with feel-good. 

 Unlike cotton, latex is a fairly good conductor of both heat and pressure but these
sensations are very different from that of your own skin. Your perceptions of temperature
differences are affected. The latex messes with them. You cannot, for example, perceive
wetness. 

== Latex is a reasonably good conductor of heat. In contrast, cotton and most other fabrics tend to

be insulators.==
==Also, latex is an excellent conductor of tactile sensations. Just ask any surgeon about that. ==  

 Wearing rubber — practical problems 
==JAVIN>> “Isn’t it hot and sweaty? 
CARLEE>> “I actually like it a little steamy. My perspiration acts as a sort of

lubricant. The resulting slippage of the latex against my skin with each movement creates
as sensation that is very pleasurable to me. Your mileage may vary. 

What I don’t especially like is when I am too hot in my suit. I really like the cool
weather here on the Pacific coast. That helps me from becoming overheated. I often work
up a sweat when vacuuming because there is some exercise involved which produces body
heat. Once I have rested a bit and cooled down, I am left with the steaminess that I like
without the heat. 

JAVIN>> “So heat is a problem?”
CARLEE>> “Oh yes. It is not comfortable nor healthy.
JAVIN>> “So if we put a big fan in the room where you are vacuuming, would that

help?
CARLEE>> “I’m sure it would. However, I would think I would be spending a lot of

time and energy just relocating the fan as I move from one room to another. Then there
are times when I have to climb stairs a few times — that’s enough to heat me up, too.

JAVIN>> “Yeah, that does seem a bit impractical.  We need to figure out how to cool
you down while you are moving around. 

br2013.1100-_ #42 fetish still retained much of the vitality of it’s
sex drive

§@22.0308-0240.41BR§

Dear Marla, 

CARLEE>> “My fetish has remained vibrant into these latter years even though the fires in
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CARLEE>> “My fetish has remained vibrant into these latter years even though the fires in

my genitals have pretty much gone out. I still love to wear rubber. I am drawn to it like
iron filings to a magnet. But my baby-making drives and equipment are quite asleep. ”

br2013.1100 #72 Tom, Dick and Harry

Dear Marla,

Over my lifetime I’ve noticed that people seem to chase after the climax in sex. In the
fetish genre the chase is much more cherished than actually snagging the rabbit. Fetish
eroticism seems more about the arousal phase, extended anticipation,  tease and denial.
It lasts longer.

Tom, Dick and Harry are my “Three Amigoes”. Tom is my butt plug. Harry is what I call
whatever gag I may have stuffed in my mouth at the moment and, well, you can guess
what “Dick” must be.  I have worn Tom and Dick for up to 12 hours. The tiniest swiveling
of my hips cause them to shift or plunge slightly within their orifice, which feels wonderful.
It’s nothing less than a “slow, comfortable screw” all day long, even while I am doing the
dishes. 

I have always had a thing for wearing these phallus's for extended periods of time because
they constantly remind me they are there. Every movement of my body causes them to
push me slightly toward orgasm. Every time I move my legs Tom and Dick rub against
something in my anatomy that sends a little “horny” signal to my brain. Going up and
down stairs is a real trip!

That “horny” signal is just strong enough to grab my attention for a moment. I can be
concentrating on almost anything else and that little bit of horniness will creep into my
forefront consciousness and merge into what else I am doing. This creates and maintains
a steady level of horniness in my body. It feels good. Really good! it makes me think about
orgasm. 

Once in a while the signals become strong enough reach orgasm, but most of the time I
cannot quite make it. I’m constantly on the ‘edge’. I love it~

This ‘sexualizes’ even the most non-sexual activities like vacuuming the floor or searching
the house for dirty clothes to be washed. It did not take me long to begin to equate chores
with sex.

br2019.04100-0426  #242 zen-like goals of Gomu Yoku

Dear Marla,

Do we feel our cotton garments, right now? How aware of them are you when you move
about in your everyday life? In the so-called “normal” world we cover your body with the
fabric and work, play, and sleep in it.  Most of us put on our “day” cotton clothing in the
morning and then exchange them for cotton pajamas in the evening.  
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 Latex is continually expanding and contracting when you are moving around. Bending a
joint or flexing a muscle is likely to cause the latex to lightly scrape across your skin.  The
sensation of this is something like someone lightly rubbing or scratching your back — it
feels really good. There is also something “sexual” about it that I cannot explain.  It turns
me on. It’s the rubber’s way of reminding you it’s still there, even though you may be
deeply absorbed in something else at the time. 

The fetish is all about “presence”. I think one of the  zen-like goals of Gomu Yoku is to
more fully integrate Mistress_Hevea directly into the other affairs of one’s life as much as
possible and realistically feasible. …To eroticise your existence.

 They are good source of PointZ, too.  The PointZ Protocol rating for each one is 10%  but
there is an additional 5% bonus for all three.  

Br2013.1100-???? #69  each suit I wear is unique.

§@22.0310-0014.36BR§

Dear Marla, 

I have noticed over the years that each suit I wear is a unique experience. They each feel
a little different. Their sense of presence varies. Each suit has its own, unique personality
(or "Spirit") -- like animals, pets and people do. I suppose we could give each suit its own
unique name.  They also have a limited lifespan, like animals do. Br2012.0614 Areobia vs.
Anaerobia

br2013.1100-???? a whole world just a millimetre away 
@21.1110-1035.19.txt

 
That increased sense of isolation, of aloneness but with a whole world just a millimetre
away but in that world maybe I could return to my child hood experiences.

<Catasta 150918 (Ataraxius@@)> 

• a fetish is defined as a sexual fixation on a nonliving object or nongenital body
part.
• We can

br2013.1100-0230 #93 Rubber must be important to you!
§@22.0411-1246.33BR§
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== that night when he discovers her in her catsuit coming in from the forest he says to
her well, I sorta knew this because that day when I helped you move your stuff here, all
you had were a few boxes. The biggest one tore open and dumped all of your rubber stuff
on the floor. The fact that you managed to hang onto that box while you lost pretty much
everything else you owned told me that rubber had to be pretty important to you.
===

br2013.1100-0414 #1132  Why do you like rubber?

 [atx@21.0202-1600.18]
§190831-1353.05.br§  

=I like the compression

=It’s like candy to my skin. Everyone smells and tastes things differently from each other. I like
cabbage. You hate it. Did you ever stop to consider why that may be? I’m no expert at neurophysiology, but
it seems to me that, as we are all so unique in other ways, doesn’t it stand to reason that our sensory
apparatus are also unique. You like celery. I like rubber. It just feels good. What else can I say? It just feels
good. In fact, it feels great. So much so, in fact, that once I have put it on, I don’t want to take it off…

atx@22.0112-2046.24..

Latex feels good because I bonded with it shortly after I was born. I suspect it offers
me a sense of returning to the womb.  

 
===========
Dear Marla, 

Javin asked me why I like rubber so much. 

Good question!  I was going to try to answer him right then but realized that I really
wanted to help him (and me) understand the answers. 

“It’s complex, so please let me give that some thought. I might have some possible
answers. Give me a day or two to contemplate that and then write my ideas down to
organize them. I’ll email it to you. It will give us something to talk about at dinner.” I
smiled.

Below is a copy of that email.
________________________

The sensation of latex catsuit against my skin feels like I’m being hugged all over by
something warm, friendly, safe and vaguely womb-like.  

At night, when I wear skinsuit to bed and snuggle under the bedcovers, it becomes
warm and makes me sweat very lightly sweat. It becomes mildly “slippery” inside the suit.
As the night progresses I feel like I am slipping back into my mother’s womb. The warm,
moist, hugging latex feels not just like a film of some skin-like material but that it is
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moist, hugging latex feels not just like a film of some skin-like material but that it is

almost somehow alive.

And it’s soft. Latex isn’t just skin like, it is reminiscent of baby skin. 

Maybe it’s actually the fetish, itself, (i.e. Mistress_Hevea) that has sufficiently
enchanted my mind and personae with this special sort of skin sensitivity focus. She also
has a fondness for very rubbery forms of light BDSM which she includes upon her spell
over me.

=something like opposing (word for tightly wrapping baby = Swaddle)
I often wonder if it might invoke the same kind of ef

You may not perceive things quite the way I do. No doubt, many of the
somatosensory (touch) nerves in your skin and the neurons in your head which process
their signals are probably wired differently from mine, stemming from subtle differences in
the genetic design of our DNA. While we have a lot in common as humans, no one knows
if we all see, smell or touch in the same way. When you see a rose, you see what you have
been taught to call red. I see red in a rose as well. But do we each see actually the same
color or are they different in our mind’s eye but have the same name? Is your “red” the
same as my red?

To a great extent, a second influence on how you perceive things, and, in particular,
how you react to them may be based on peer pressure — how the people and events in
your life have taught you to respond to them.   

When we press warm, moist latex against your skin, like seeing the color red, does
your mind perceive the same sensation in your head that I would? Does it evoke different
reactions?  Does it repulse you or do you find it pleasant because of  some aspect of your
conditioning — the influence of your culture — has taught you to have different emotional
reactions to it?

What I am suggesting is that how each of us actually perceives the world — what
our senses tell us to experience in our heads and how our culture has taught us to react to
it— is different from each other yet we have been taught to give them the same names.

=======
 190808-0959.39.br§“Is it a particularly sexual thing for you,” he asked? 

“Oh, it used to be, believe me.  I would buy gags to put in my mouth, not just because
that is erotic in itself, but to muffle the screams of my orgasms so my neighbors in the
apartment next door wouldn’t hear it through the walls. I would sweat so much in my
rubber suits that I had to be careful about heatstroke and dehydration. The explosive
energy which drove that has gracefully passed on as I have gotten older. I still find rubber

sexually erotic but nothing even close to when I was younger and my hormones flowed more strongly.  But
now, even though I am post-menopausal and my sexual drive has become much sleepier,
I still find that I gravitate to rubber just as strongly but now it is different — almost
“larger” and certainly deeper in unexpected ways.   My fetish still remains the primary
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“larger” and certainly deeper in unexpected ways.   My fetish still remains the primary

engine of my passion but manifests in new and different forms that affect me in surprising
yet subtle ways. You could say that Mistress_Hevea has been creeping into other realms of
mind besides the sexual one, looking for new, fertile places to grow and flourish. The
fountain of my fetish fantasies continually evolves to become deeper and more complex
and sophisticated. I think they are, for example, a significant source of my writing
energies and creativities. There’s a much bigger gestalt or spirit to all of this than you
might think.  I am still drawn to rubber quite intensely, but I don’t always want to fuck it.
There is something very comforting as well as deeply compelling to me about just being
wrapped in latex.”

I also vaguely remember a reference to a dissertation by someone at a university in Ohio
whose hypothesis was that rubber fetishism many actually be a distant aspect of autism.
She observed that both Rubberists and some on the autistic spectrum seem to be
comforted by compression and ‘hugging’.  I think she might also have alluded to the idea
that the sometimes unusual sensory processing attributes of some autistic people may
also be a clue as to why Rubberists seem “wired” for such a sensual affinity for rubber. 

I can certainly relate the former part — I often have an inexplicable craving for the
compressive aspect of rubber. The desire to wear tight-fitting garments, vacuum beds,
corsets and other constrictive garments and situations is commonplace among many
Rubberists.

My sense is that rubber fetish is probably more related to an initial association with being
in the womb and the sensory experience of nursing at a mother’s breast after birth. This
may have been gradually transformed and reinforced by pre-masturbatory behaviors at an
early age. 

br2013.1102-0302 #332 I spent most of my life in fear and
confusion ‼

§20.0318-1704.43BR§

Dear Marla,

It was the kind of fear I imagined many gays have experienced. Like them, I am “other”, I
am “deviant”. It’s like having a target on my back. 

[[atx:show — don’t tell!! Turn this into action somehow]]

Yes, I know, there has been enormous progress with Gay Rights, but keep in mind that the
place where gay people can be “out” is mostly in the cities. People in cities are used to
diversity and deal with otherness easily and routinely. The bigger the city, the more liberal
the people tend to be.  

[[atx:what happened?  Some incident where Carlee’s secret was exposed and there were repercussions.]]
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When I was much younger I decided that I was going to “come out”. I told some of my
friends about my fetish. I actually showed them the latex body suit I was wearing under
my street clothes. They wanted to touch it and oohed and aahed about how it felt to them
and reassured me that our relationship would not be affected by my “weirdness”. Soon
after there were subtle, sometimes snarky little comments about “freaks” and other veiled
references to my enchantment. Then came the quiet snubbing. Chatting with them on the
street became hollow, strained and uncomfortable. They no longer included me in their
social circles.  I felt like I was caught up in some soap opera scene in a neighborhood full
of whispers, secrets and petty drama. 

quickly became apparent they were having a hard accepting such a bizarre thing. I
thought maybe they just needed more exposure to it to help acclimatize themselves the
idea that I was different. I began to experiment with conspicuously wearing small bits of
rubber when I was with them. They Eventually, the word got out that I was a sex-weirdo
and everyone else started to give me the cold shoulder.

br2013.1175-????  #463 Rubberist Spectrum
§@22.0617-2054.41BR§

Dear Marla-

Last night at dinner Javin asked me about the breadth and depth of the Rubberist
subculture and its myriad niches ranging from haute couture latex fashions to extremes in
“Heavy Rubber” kinkiness with a healthy sprinkle of BDSM.

“It’s sort of all over the map, isn’t it?” Javin suggested.

I told him, “Yeah. ‘Rubberist’ is one of those terms which implies a broad spectrum
of tastes and orientations. Every Rubberist is unique in that sense.  The only thing we all
have in common is that, at some level, we all like to wear or at least look at clothing made
of latex or similar types of rubber.’ 

Did you know that the word “latex” is just one type of rubber. There are many other
types. In the worldwide Rubberist community, however, the term “rubber” often refers to
the entire milieu of one’s fetish including its psychological and cultural dynamics. In
contrast, “Latex” usually refers specifically to garments made of latex rubber. i.e.” Latex”
= garments; “Rubber” = the fetish and all that goes with it, including the latex garments. 

I continued, “Some say this spectrum may also extend to an affinity for shiny
garments in general, such as those made with vinyl or other plastics. The garments range
from simple, everyday rubber gloves to vastly more complex (and very expensive) “high”
fashion to those which cover every inch of the body including the mouth and eyes. Some
are even equipped with padlocks to prevent the wearer from removing them without
access to the keys.”

In addition to these various preferences for different types of garments,
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In addition to these various preferences for different types of garments,

there is also a very wide spectrum of gender identities that often do not conform to
gender physiology. For example, there seems to be a large portion of Rubberists who have
transvestite tendencies.  

There is also a wide range of gender orientations. This can range from
“binary”  hetero- or homosexual polarities to something more “non-binary” best described
as “rubbersexual”. 

JAVIN>> “I’ve read some of your stories, so I have a pretty good hunch
where you might be on some aspects of those scales. For example, it’s pretty obvious to
me that you tend to range well into the ‘heavy rubber’ areas. You seem to like BDSM
flavors and I think I detect a bit of a masochistic streak. Does that seem accurate to you?”

CARLEE>> “Oh yes. I love being restrained even if there is some
discomfort involved although I don’t care for outright pain such as from whips or extreme
bondage. That stuff just doesn’t float my boat, although I can fully accept that it might for
others.”

JAVIN>> 

The so-called “dominatrix” archetype usually consists of a black full
cover suit with a restrictive corset, high heel boots, and, perhaps a largely symbolic whip.
Each of these suggests a sort of archetypal “armor” impart the appearance of invincibility
which empowers the women who wear them.   

br2013.1200-____  Stagnation & Hedonic Adaptation Problems

Doc# §@21.1107-0725.56BR§

br2013.1200-(NOTES) Stagnation

Notes
1. In Stagnation we don’t want to get up in the morning. We dawdle on the job; we don’t put our all into it.
The work we do pays the rent, but it isn’t satisfying. In Stagnation it is not so much that we feel bad as that
we have lost track of how we feel.

1. Our job may not be something we can change. But how we feel about it, and the kind of energy we bring
to it, is indeed something we can change.

1. Ultimately, it is not our job that is blue, it is ourselves. Our job may not be something we can change.
But how we feel about it, and the kind of energy we bring to it, is indeed something we can change. That is
the spiritual opportunity of Stagnation.

1. There are numerous jobs (housecleaning, factory work, receptionist, retail clerk) that many people would
consider boring.
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<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 

1. Stagnation states are characterized by an inability to move, to change, to develop, to
grow.

<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 

br2013.1200-0500  #579 the Isolation of this place 
..atx@21.1123-0959.24..
§@19.0811-1032.20.br§

=It’s like a monastery! I should be a nun!  [tie in to nunk]

br2013.1305 #579 the Isolation of this place

Dear Marla-
 
Sometimes the isolation of the Hahnastery gets to me. Most of the time I’m engaged

in something that keeps my mind off of it. But it is in the spaces between those activities
where my sequestration from society creeps in my mind and niggles at me. 

I am out in the middle of a huge forest and there is no one to play with except Javin,
Meow, Woof and Sarah. 

 
People live in places like this specifically because they do not want contact with

others.

I’m not entirely sure I can do this. It’s a little scary. The name of this place -- The
Hahnestery -- seems particularly approrpiate. It really is like a monastery. The root of the
word monastery is derived from mono- which means one.   Javin is so deeply focused on
his writing that he’s in a different world. Everything else is secondary to him, including
social interaction with others. He has remmoved himself fromt he world to do his writing.
Sometimes he refers to himself as a ‘monk’. I used to think he was kidding, but the longer
I stay here I see what he is talking about. Would I have to become a ‘nun’ to survive and
flourish while I was here? [tie into br200700 §190629-1239.45§]  [[atx: a “monastic” is focused on one

thing. Mono = one ]]

[[[ Javin says “1. we can never find our purpose, peace or answers engulfed in the
tides of people or society.” 

<The Power of Solitude (Sol, Mateo)> 2022-03-05 21:58:23 ]]]

I’ve had spurts of intellectual curiosity about monastic lifestyles throughout my life.
I’ve wondered what it might be like. The whole idea of a monastery is to be focused on
one thing.  Mona = one, stery = thing. One Thing. What makes it difficult is that to do that
you have to find a living situation in which you are not overly distracted by all the Other
Things in life that require attention such as the need for food, clothing, shelter and a social
life.
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Monastic life is a practice of pursuing a personal enchantment deeply to the
exclusion of (nearly) all else. This provides an environment which nurtures self-growth and
the exploration of our meaning in life.  Javin’s writing is his ‘One Thing’.  He has a quest —
his ‘Holy Grail’. 

[Shinrin= forest, Yoku = often] 

I don’t think I’ve ever had a Holy Grail to seek -a mountain to climb —to help me
climb out of  each of my failed romances.  Except, maybe, the pursuit of my marriages
but, as you know, they ended badly. I’ve never done anything significant. What grails
could I pursue here at the Hahnastery to lose myself in as my One Thing.  

If I had some sort of ‘project’ that consumed my attention, that might help me get
through this. I like to write, but, unlike Javin, it is something that happens only when I
need to give life to some new fantasy that has been lurking in my mind. I don’t think it
happens often enough to qualify as a major quest. They are just not enough of a major
goal to qualify as a quest.  

I have my housework, of course. That occupies my mind and keeps me busy. An I
really do try to do my best at it. However, by noon or so, I’m pretty well on top of that. In
fact, I have so much time on my hands I often challenge myself to put extra effort into my
chores, not from pride, but just as something to do. As a result, my kitchen and the
bathrooms are spotless. I even look for new tasks such as vacuuming the floor in the
basement. Can you believe that, Marla?

In the afternoon there is my walk to the mailbox and other outside chores. I have
even tried to revive the garden out back, but the deer, ground hogs and myriad other
creatures have discovered that and often raid it. Javin plans to build a “proper fence”
around it soon to keep them out.

=======

Javin once said the Hahnastery was like brick monastery perched at the top of a
large rock. Alone. 

https://www.learnreligions.com/what-is-asceticism-700046

He’s right, you know. We have no visitors here, ever! Well, ok, that incident with Ramona
is an exception

br2013.1200-0500 Hedonic Adaptation

1. Stagnation states are characterized by an inability to move, to change, to develop, to
grow.

<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 
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== intensity fatigue 
== explain Hedonic Adaptation qua 24/7 rubber]]
==Becoming bored with constant sensation without some goal.

I’m not growing. I never used to grow much. Why would I feel the urge to do that now? Is
Javin’s “whatever Floats your Boat” policy changing me? I no longer have to “sneak”
wearing my rubber — I can do it all day and all night. But am I accomplishing? Where am
I going with this. It’s all becoming a blur. 

Hedonic Adaptation (i.e. living a life of unending hedonism) is beginning to creep in. This
wonderful gift of being able to wear my rubber as much as I want is starting to become a
little boring…

br2013.1200-1000  #176 I want to experience my stories
§19.1102-1244.35.br§  

Dear Marla-

At dinner tonight Javin mentioned that he read one of my stories on the net now and
then. While utterly bizarre in nature, he found them interesting enough that they would
“occasionally” distract him from his work.

“Something about them calls to me. I’ll be working at something and then suddenly
find myself on one of your story pages, reading intently. At first I thought it was the
bizarre novelty of what happens in them. But after reading a few of them, and starting to
get a sense of what your fantasies are like, I began to enjoy the ingenius yet diabolical
artistry of them. 

 Your stories also help me understand the depth and dynamics of your your deep
connection to rubber. But, also, see the endurance aspects as personal sporting events.
It’s a game that you play with yourself. It’s like climbing a mountain — you do it because it
is there!. 

 These stories are part of you and, therefore, demonstrate your real persona.

br2013.1200-1300 #563 It’s an addiction 
 §@19.0722-1021.51br§ 

Dear Marla, 

Someone in the Hahn family decided that there should be a full length mirror mounted on
the back of all of the doors in the bathrooms and bedrooms in the house.  The toilets in
both my apartment bathroom and the powder room downstairs in the main house were
located just across from these mirrors. This meant that when you sat on either toilet you
looked directly into your reflection.
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Many people find that sitting on the toilet often provides for a time of deliberation and
contemplation without interruptions. For some it is a tradition. I suspect that, ironically,
small epiphanies or solutions to problems sometimes come to mind for many of us during
these brief periods of time.

One afternoon I pulled the lower skirt of my apron up and bunched around my waist,
unzipped the crotch zipper of my catsuit and sat on the toilet as I had done countless
times since arriving at the Hahnastery nearly a year ago. My gaze naturally fell on my
reflection in the mirror on the door opposite from me.

It suddenly dawned on me that the person staring back at me seemingly every time I sat
there was always wearing latex. I very rarely saw myself in regular “street” clothes any
more.

[looking at self in mirror] in 100% black catsuit with wideview gasmask 190725-0129.12.jpg

What happened to that lady in the mirror, I asked myself?  Why did I always see her in
latex? Except for the occasional times when her face was uncovered or on Saturdays when
we went shopping, it seemed that I had not seen any of her naked skin in these mirrors
for months.  Had my fetish become an addiction?

At dinner that night I mentioned that I was struggling with this to Javin. He sat back in his
chair and steepled his fingers together as he listened to me.

“I guess a lot of that depends on how  you define ‘addiction’ in this case,” he replied.

RESEARCH NOTES on sexual addiction vs. fetish   €190723-1427.00€ 

I Replied, “I suppose it means something like compulsive behavior with negative
consequences.”

“Well, do you wear it compulsively? Could you simply stop if you wanted to?” He asked.
“What happens on Saturdays when we go shopping or on Saturdays when you are on your
day off and you visit your friends attend some event in town? Do you wear your latex
then? Do you feel some kind of withdrawal when you don’t?”

I had to think about this a moment. “On those days I am usually not thinking about it
because there are other things happening that occupy my attention. But toward the end of
the days, I do start yearning to be back in rubber’s embrace. I do miss it strongly for an
hour or so after I take it off on those mornings.”

“Suppose we decided that you would not wear any latex for the next seven days. How
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“Suppose we decided that you would not wear any latex for the next seven days. How

would that be? That would, at least, answer the question about compulsion, wouldn’t it.”
[[atx: no latex for 7 days could be idea for a scene or epistle.   190824-1040.23idx ]

“I’m sure I would yearn for it most of the time.” I replied.

“Yes, but I suppose the difference between being inclined to wear your rubber and being
compelled to wear it is a matter of degree.” He suggested.

There are conflict issues here. On the one hand I have purposely and deliberately internally enslaved myself
to Goddess_Hevea and on the other hand I am still free to abstain from wearing my rubber when we go into
town.  This is something of a dilema.Perhaps PointZ are the compensation mechanism. i.e. Carlee mangages
her own program. She is free to decide what, when and how much rubber she will wear just as long as at
the end of the month she has achieved her 720z quota to satisfy her obligation of devotion to
Mistress_Hevea.

Lexicon: PG&E - Plugged, Gagged & Enclosed
§@21.0929-0912.06BR§

“Enclosed” implies 100% coverage of the entire body including eyes and mouth but
begrudgingly allows for small nostril holes, tubes or the use of gasmasks to allow for
breathing. 

Br2012.0614 #398 Aerobia vs. Anaerobia
§@22.0516-1251.40BR§

Dear Marla,

In a sense, you could say that I live in two worlds and move freely between them.

One is Aerobia in which I am fully in contact with air. I’m wearing jeans, a t-shirt and
cotton underwear. I “am in air”. 

For a while. Sometimes days. Sometimes hours.

Inevitably, I am drawn back to Anaerobia where, instead of contact with air, my body
craves to be completely excluded from it, covered, instead, in the comfort of warm, moist
latex as much as possible and as often as possible. 

Why do I seemingly torture myself? Why would I lock myself in rubber so that I cannot
escape it, forcing me to endure such torture for x hours? 

Oh, that is not what I do.  What appears to you as torture is actually pleasure. 

I do it because it feels wooooonderfull! 
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Imagine what it would like to spend the night in 100% pure silk pajamas! Think “silky”!

Latex is probably the most humanly skin-like of anything I can think of. It is much more so
than silk. Try to imagine what sleeping in pajamas made from latex might feel like. 

But wouldn’t that be ‘hot, sweaty and generally uncomfortable’, you ask?

Well, there is that. But, there is a secret to this. If you can keep the temperature of your
environment down to where you are comfortably cool, and also refrain from exercise, the
result will feel more like ‘warm and moist’ inside the latex, instead. Yes, you will sweat
some but it ‘lubricates’ the latex, making it glide easily across your skin, very deliciously.
Warm and moist. And, since the touch of latex is so similar to that of our real skin, the
experience can be reminiscent of the womb. It is indescribably comforting and soothing to
some, like me. Your mileage may vary.

But why locked in? 

There is a term in the BDSM community known as “Internal slavery”.

It is a total submission to my fetish in an effort to experience it in its fullest manifestation.
I.e. a deliberate choice of internal slavery, which encompasses not only my body but my
heart and mind, as well. This is all about willful, deliberate surrendering. It’s not just
allowing the fetish to become a significant influence over my life for a while, but actually
inviting it to fully embrace me as deeply and completely as possible.

Dream:  completely covered in rubber 24/7/365. 

ADD CONCEPT: “I’ve had this dream in my head since I was a kid to,

somehow, be completely covered in rubber 24/7/365. I know that is not feasible in

the real world, but I feel deeply compelled to live it whenever I can.”  ==it’s like an

archetype because other deep rubberists share a similar dream.]]

[[Edited @22.0702-1032.57] ADD CONCEPT: “I’ve had this dream in my head

since I was a kid to, somehow, be completely covered in rubber 24/7/365. I know

that is not feasible in the real world, but I feel deeply compelled to live it whenever
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that is not feasible in the real world, but I feel deeply compelled to live it whenever

I can.”]]

br2013.1150-____  Starting Live4Rubber

•The goal, I think, is to get to a place in my life where wearing rubber all of the time
becomes my natural state. (Ataraxia)

•Another goal is to explore my fetish deeply. (RubberNauting) 

Dear Marla,

All my life I have had a fantasy of Living For Rubber 24/7. I want to eat, sleep and work in
my latex. This isn’t just “living in rubber”.  I want to “Live For Rubber” (L4R) by making it
the central purpose and activity of my life. It becomes the navigational beacon of my
Spiritual Quest.

I don’t know why I have this fascination. It has been a strong inlfuence during most of my
life. I am anaerobe by nature. My skin pines to be covered in latex all of the time. The
Aneorobe’s Mantra, “I will wear as much rubber as possible, as often as possible and as
long as possible” has always been my goal.

 I only know that 24/7 rubber is what my body craves. I often wonder if it is some sort of
“womb regression” thing. It’s all warm, moist and, most important, mildly compressive
inside a tight-fitting latex catsuit, vacbed, mummy bag, etc. It suggests swaddling, the
practice of tightly wrapping a new born baby in a towel to calm it.

Perhaps I am actually a highly specialized masochist?? I’m really not into the pains
normally associated with uncomfortable positions, whips, spanking.  Instead, my body and
mind thirst for what you might describe as the apparent discomfort that comes only from
wearing rubber for long periods of time. It can get pretty hot, sweaty and “nasty” inside a
latex garment after a while. Sometimes that can be erotic, but most of the time it’s even
Ever since I was a kid, I have always dreamed of being locked into my rubber

I am a point now where I need to move beyond just wearing my rubber at night. Javin has
often gently reminded me that it’s OK for me to do it around the house if I so choose.   I
also now have some new garments that are much more displayable than my the older,
heavily repaired ones with tape holding them together.

====0
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Once I started logging pointZ  the idea of “Quotas” gave me a numerical goal to wearing
as much rubber as possible, as often as possible and for as long as possible.

I play a little game with myself. How much rubber can I wear in a month?

Dear Marla,

I play a little game with myself. How much rubber can I wear in a month? Javin helped me
devise a somewhat objective ‘metric` we call HITEz. It provides a numerical index of the
intensity and duration of most rubbering experiences. It’s far, far from being perfect but
gives you the idea. (SEE appendix: H.I.T.Ez)

The problem of Pee

Dear Marla,

The nemesis of Rubberists is urine.

We all need to do it periodically and if you are in rubber, it very difficult to manage.  I’ve
read that even males face the problem of how to pee gracefully and without making a
mess. I’ve seen pictures of suits with attached penis sheath with drainage tube.
Apparently these work fairly well when the penis is hard, but when the penis softens up,
the sheath may no longer adequately contain the fluids, so some urine inevitably seeps
down into the crotch and legs. 

The problem is much more complicated for females. Sheaths don’t work. Cups help, but,
like sheaths, they tend to leak as well.

I talked to Javin about this last night at dinner. 

“Why don’t you just wear a catheter and some sort of reservoir? Wouldn’t that solve your
problem?” Javin asked.

“Catheters are problematic,” I replied. “They increase the probability of a urinary tract
infection dramatically and are also uncomfortable to wear.  Besides, I think you need a
doctor’s prescription to buy them.”

“Ok, let me think about this for a while,” he said. “Maybe I can come up with a solution to
your problem.”

A few days later I knew he was still stewing over this engineering problem because he
asked me if I could abide just peeing in my suit. He had not found any sorts of cups or
catheters that would meet my needs.

“Well, I’m not squeamish about it. If I must have fluids in my suit, I’d much rather it be
my own sweat than my pee.  Pee has a similar acidity level as skin, but ‘swimming’ in it all
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my own sweat than my pee.  Pee has a similar acidity level as skin, but ‘swimming’ in it all

day long is not particularly appealing. Besides, gravity would make all of the pee pool
down in the feet of my catsuits. It would become heavy and    cause the feet of my suit to
balloon, causing undue stress on the latex. By mid morning every step would be a “slosh”
and could end up with one or both of the feet of my suit bursting or leaking urine every
where I go. Without some way of draining that fluid out immediately after peeing, I don’t
think that option is very practical.”

He thought for a moment. “Suppose you had, say, knee-high rubber boots on over your
suit? They would act as a sort of ‘corset’ that could contain the ballooning. And, if you did
spring a leak, the boots would contain it.” He giggled, “I suppose that we’ll need to buy
you a pair of waders so that you can do your housework”, he said jokingly.

It was my turn to giggle. “Hah! By the end of the day I would be swimming in my pee.
That’s a turn-off for me. Besides, by then each pee-filled boot would be so heavy I could
probably hardly lift it!”  

“OK, here’s a thought,” he continued. “Suppose we put small drainage holes in each toe of
your catsuits and then you wear the knee-high garden boots.  When you need to pee, take
the boots off and stand in the shower. Let the pee flow down your body inside the suit, out
of the holes and then down the shower drain. You could even turn the shower on and,
using a funnel, channel the water into the inside of your suit.. You could ‘flush the toilet’
that way! After allowing time for you suit to drain, you could put the boots back on to
catch any residual drainage.”

“Wow! That might just work. `

  

It’s all about “presence”.
§@22.0528-0342.55BR§

Dear Marla,

It’s all about “presence”.

Presence?

Wearing latex demands your attention.  Every move you make, even if just bending a
knee or other joint slightly, pulls the latex across your skin as it stretches or contracts,
even if by only a few percent. In a way, its like “wearing” a constant, full-body massage.
Each body movement may produce myriad pleasant sensations which gently compete with
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Each body movement may produce myriad pleasant sensations which gently compete with

everything else for your mind’s forefront awareness. When you wear latex, you will get
constant reminders that you are wearing it. And it feels great! 

• develop a skill of “focused mindfulness” 
• experiment with flexing one muscle then another and so on as a sort of “secret dance”.
(No one else will know.) Try this: flex your calf muscle

During the high energy years of my youth Mistress_Hevea used to be the ”fires in my
groin” but now, as I have grown past menopause and those fires have dwindled, I think
she has spread out more into the rest of my body and my mind.  Much of my sex energy
has diminished and the fires gradually cooled because as I have aged. Unexpectedly, the
presence and influence of Mistress_Hevea has not diminished at all. She still has as much
presence even in the later years of my life as before, if not more. It’s not all about the
hormone-fired horniness of late-teenage rutting any more; it has broadened out into other
paths, as well.   I still crave rubber, but the source of the magnetism that energizes it has
evolved and mutated significantly. It has also become more pervasive in my life.

br2013.1150-0100 Vacuuming living room
Doc# §@21.1209-0909.23BR§

Dear Marla,

You are probably wondering how I can get anything done when I am doing housework in
my latex.

When Javin first indicated his approval of that a few weeks ago I thought that the constant
presence of the latex would distract me too much to concentrate on doing my various
tasks around the house. How can you vacuum the living room or do the laundry when
every movement reminds you that the latex is there. 

Well, the first few days were a constant struggle between focusing on my tasks at hand
and playing with myself. 

Unike cotton, latex demands your attention. All of the time. You could think of it as a full
body massage that you wear. It feels wonderful — all of the time. When you wear latex,
you know that you are wearing it. (Dupe?)

As I had expected, exertions such as vacuuming the living room floor or carrying a few
piles of clean laundry up to the second floor caused me to sweat heavily in my suits. In
addition, the hood made things even more intense. The sweat from the top of my head
dribbled down to my eyes which made them very uncomfortable and impaired my ability
to see well. 

The other really big pain in the ass is peeing.

Once I started wearing skin suits with dual condoms to accomodate “Tom and Dick”
mounted in my chastity belt, peeing became next to impossible.  
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I mentioned this Javin. He didn’t say much about it at first but a few days later he began
asking me questions about how the chastity belt worked and so on. 

br2013.1150-0200 #57 My first dinner in Rubber with Javin .pix
§@19.0813-1236.23.br§

.pix: Carlee mature lady in elegant catsuit 190812-1008.24 

= Happens after Catfish shipment arrives. The catsuit is in the order.
= does she wear it under her apron while cooking dinner and then takes the
apron off when they sit down to eat? — yes. 

I took my usual shower at 4:00. My first order from Dogfish had arrived
yesterday and I wanted to could not wait to try on my new evening latex
wear. I chose 
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`BR@1700`[=getting`dressed`for`dinner]layers`80%`natx`blk`glasses^20.0308α2346.jpg

`BR@-1700-1759    [=eating `dinner] formal  dress`red`190730-1452.jpg
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@-1700-1759    [= eating`dinner] 190730-1433.jpg

br2013.1150-0200  #166 Clothing Allowance
§@19.0421-1007.51BR§

Javin blows me away by offering a $100 a month clothing allowance as my
6-month raise. He says it’s OK to blow th whole thing on latex, if I want. I mention to him
that large orders through Dogfish Latex can earn significant wholesale discounts. OK, I can
have it paid annually, so I can send a big order to Dogfish.   

=By the end of this phase she begins to play around with the idea of doing it 24/7. 

=======

“I’m sure you know, Carlee, I may be having as much fun with this as you are. It’s
not that I have any interest in wearing latex myself. I just really enjoy learning about the
whole milieu of your fetish and how it affects your life and worldview. I seem to discover
something new about it every day. I had no idea that it would be so vast and diverse.
Wow! It’s all utterly fascinating.”

We’re not lovers. We’re just colleagues. 
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(But I do like is the brief spark of desire that I see in his eyes. It’s 

 br2013.1150- The Night of Secrets
§@22.0425-0909.49BR§

 
Dear Marla, 

For weeks after our “Night of Secrets” when Javin had told me to “float my (latex) boat”, I
began to wear my latex much more freely at night but tended to avoid having it on during
the day when he was around. I guess all those years of repressing and keeping it secret
still held me back. The idea of him seeing me in latex again was embarrassing. 

There was now a steady trickle of new latex items coming into my life from Dogfish Latex.
Ooooh. It felt so good to have new rubbery garments against my skin again. 

Even tho’ our earlier dinner table conversations began as rather stiff and formal, after our
Night of Secrets, our relationship began to blossom into something not only warm and
friendly but also, clearly, without romantic intentions.  Over spaghetti or whatever (and
wine, of course)  we’d have intelligent, often lengthy yet casually comfortable
conversations about each other’s deeper selves.  It pleasantly stunned me how curious
Javin was about my fetish. It was difficult for me to get used to that his interest was
purely just curiosity rather than having any hint of lust. He wanted to understand my
fetish fully yet, because of his lack of testosterone, he had no interest in participating in it
himself. I even offered to help him order some latex garment of his choosing, but he
declined. 

 He seemed to have some new, often deeply engaging question about my fetish at dinner
each night. He’d ask about my garments, how much they cost and where I get them as
well as other, more personal inquiries into why I liked them and how profoundly it affects
my life, etc.   No one in my entire life had taken such a non-judgmental interest in my
bizarre enchantment.  While he clearly did not dance to the song of Mistress_Hevea as I
did, his level of overall curiosity about my dance was quite extraordinary.

JAVIN>> “Carlee, you live here, too. This is your home. Feel free to practice your fetish as
deeply as you want in the privacy of your apartment. If you need occasional help with a
zipper or something, I’d be glad to assist. You may also wear your rubber stuff while you
work. I think I would like that, too.  All I ask is that it does not interfere with your
professional duties. “

JAVIN>> “I have to admit, Carlee, that your rubber fetish is an absolutely amazing thing.
While I still have no interest in wearing it myself, I find your obsession over the material
utterly fascinating. I enjoy observing your dedication, your passion and your uniqueness. I
think it helps you deal with the solitude of this place as you begin to explore your inner
self.” 

Rubber vs. Latex
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Dear Marla,

I had never really thought of this before, but there is abig difference in the terms “rubber”
and “latex”.

“Rubber” is the entire milieu of rubber fetish, including garments, practices, mindset,
mindgames, psychology, spiritual quest, goals, etc. It 

Latex refers specifically to garments.

MARiNDA NARARTIVE:  No street clothes

Dear Marla,

I ceremoniously burned all of my cotton clothing today.

The idea was to give me only two choices: either wear rubber or go naked. 

Well, I  burned all of them except one “emergency” change of clothes in reserve for special
situations that required me to leave the monastery such as doctor’s appointments, etc. I
put this change of clothing sealed container and hid it out by the mail box to add a hurdle
to obtaining them. I did not want it to be easy for me to get at them on a whim.
Furthermore, tThe container, itself, was locked. Javin had the key along with strict
instructions that it could only be unlocked when I had a legitimate need for them.

Javin and I talked about burning even these clothes. If I had to leave the monastery to
see a doctor, dentist or other unavoidable foray into public, I would have no choise but to
wear latex. One of the first things I did was to buy a light summer blouse and skirt combo
in textured, pastel colored latex that would not scream out quite so much that I was
wearing something weird. The items were not shiny but, rather had a dull surface which
made them more “passable” in public. In fact, one lady in waiting room of my doctor’s
office told me that she “liked my rain dress”. Both my main doctor and dentist were a little
thrown off at first, but when I told them that I “merely had a fetish”, they seemed to take
it in stride. The lady at the DMV just gave a weird look. The picture on my driver’s license
shows me in that latex blouse and skirt. 

Most of the time, however, most p

Javin chuck

Secondly, I “passed a law” which said I could not leave my apartment unless fully enclosed
in latex. 

br2013.1300-____ Bottom of the Rabbit Hole

br2012.0108-0800 #1493  Life at the Hahnestery
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br2012.0108-0800 #1493  Life at the Hahnestery

[atx@21.0807-1059.52]
§20.0422-1321.05br§

[[atx:== pay attention to sequencing of these paragraphs.==][atx@21.0807-1059.42]]

 Dear Marla, 

I have been really careful to hide all of my rubbering activities. When you live in the
same house with someone, the chance of being discovered becomes significant — there is
an increased probability that some unexpected incident might let the cat out of the bag.
So, I seldom put any latex on much before 10 or 11pm when I am quite sure that Javin
was very much asleep in his bedroom upstairs. (I can sometimes hear him snoring.) I
usually set an alarm clock to get me up early to remove it and  take my shower long
before Javin awakes at around 7am. Not only do I desperately need this job, the longer I
stay here at the Hahnastery, the more I have begun to really like it. I don’t want to
jeopardize that by having my new employer discover that I am a pervert.

In addition, Javin is turning out to be a real gentleman and decent person to work for.
He seems genuinely interested in my welfare yet there are no hints of any sort of sexual
innuendos or personal attraction beyond polite conversation at dinner. I feel strangely
comfortable with him and, increasingly, feel I could tell him some of my darker secrets.  

 He expects me to manage his house as if it was my own. When I ask him, for example,
if I should clean the downstairs bathroom, his stock answer is usually something like,
“You’re the housekeeper. If this were your house, what would you do?” and leaves it at
that. He seems to trust my judgment and sense of responsibility to take care of whatever I
think needs doing. Mostly, he just wants meals and clean laundry, and, even then, he is
pretty laid back about it. He often compliments me on the food I cook for him and
emphasizes how much he appreciates it. About the only specific things he might ask me to
do now and then was to help him with some special project, such as making repairs to one
of the sheds or clearing junk out of the basement. Once in a while he’d ask me to take
Woof with me in the truck to Beaverville to get some beer or something.  He’d often tell
me that he was very satisfied with my work. He was not demanding at all. 

Yeesh! I wish my former husbands and Frank had been like that!

Overall, the demands of the job were very light duty. As he had predicted when he
hired me, I seldom worked much past mid-morning except for a brief flurry of activity in
the late afternoon to get dinner ready.  Javin did not want to be disturbed during the day
because it interfered with his writing or the other things he worked on. Interruptions often
made him lose his momentum. So, I tried not to bother him then. Our social time together
began at dinner when I took my apron off. 

I had lots of time to myself. 

At first I thought the isolation of the place would get to me. However, as the days
turned into months, I was finding that, more and more, I really liked being away from the
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turned into months, I was finding that, more and more, I really liked being away from the

rest of the world. There was such profound peace, quiet and beauty here. It grew into my
soul. I never dreamed that the sentence in Thoreau’s Walden, “my own mind is my
primary source of entertainment, which never ceases to be novel” would ring so true in my
new life at the Hahnastery. You might say that my deep introversion “blossomed” in ways
and depth that I never thought possible. The deeper I went “within”, the more interesting
stuff I found there which made me want to go in even deeper. It “recharged my batteries”.
I was becoming profoundly introverted. 

It’s surprising how many people do not understand introversion.  Outgoing, extroverted
folks often think of us as “anti-social” if we do not want to be with people all the time.
They frequently feel that it is unhealthy to want to be alone. Some confuse it with shyness
or even zenophobia. They think that there is something wrong with seeking solitude.
Extroverted people, almost by definition, look outward to others as the main source of
their personal energy whereas the more introverted we are, the more we feel drained by
social situations and, instead, look inward as a the main source of our vitality. Of course,
everyone falls somewhere on a scale between the two. I have found, however, that as I
have grown older now, I have swung quite heavily toward the introverted side of that
scale.  Neither side is right or wrong. It’s just how we are wired. They are personality
traits, not moods or philosophies. 

Javin often commented that generations of his family who had grown up and lived in
this house thought of themselves metaphorically as  “nunks”, their non-gender-specific
term derived from nun + monk. This also gave increased meaning to the reason why the
seemingly ludicrous term “Hahnastery” had stuck and became part of the everyday
vocabulary of the people who lived there.  I found myself not only using the term but
beginning to identify with it.

br2013.1300-NOTES   #152  I’m nothing but a rubber-junkie!
..Doc# §@22.0302-1157.51BR§..

It suddenly dawned on me that I’m nothing but a rubber-junkie! A rubber whore. 

[[ In Casablanca, at the exact midpoint of the film, Ilsa comes to Rick's saloon after closing time. Rick has
been getting drunk, remembering with bitterness what happened with him and Ilsa in Paris. Ilsa tries to
explain why she left him in Paris, that she found out her husband Viktor Lazlo was still alive. She pleads
with him to understand. But Rick is so bitter he basically calls her a whore. She weeps and leaves. And Rick,
full of self-disgust, puts his head in his hands. He is thinking, "What have I become?" The rest of the film
will determine whether he stays a selfish drunk, or regains his humanity. That, in fact, is what Casablanca is

truly about, in both narrative and theme. James Bell —Write novel from middle]] 

br2013.1300-0000 The Great Purge     

 §@21.0926-0926.21BR§

◦ Soon after I had burned all of my old rubber stuff including my housekeeper’s
apron in a great purge I realized I had made a big mistake. Within just a day I
immediately felt the return of the force of Mistress_Hevea’s magic spell on me
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◦

immediately felt the return of the force of Mistress_Hevea’s magic spell on me

and began foraging in my drawers and closet for any bit of latex garment I
may have missed so that I could be back in her embrace.

▪ The small trashcans in the little bear-proof trailer outside the kitchen
door were full. Tomorrow I would hook the trailer up to the small
tractor and haul it over to the old concrete silo we used as a burn pit
and burn the garbage in the cans. With just two of us here, there
really wasn’t much stuff to burn. Javin wanted me to burn often to
keep the attraction for bears to a minimum. 
▪ I’m not sure what triggered it, but all day yesterday I was feeling

very depressed. Even Javin commented on it. It had been slowly
building for days but I had managed to keep it in the background. I
had been stewing over a sense of a lack of purpose in my life. Here I
was at 65 years old and had nothing to show for my life. While my
life had seemingly improved with all of the rubber I was able to wear
lately, this was all just hedonistic pleasure and did not stand for
anything. It was not the “pursuit of excellence” that Javin spoke
about so often. The rubber felt great but there was no forward
movement. It was pleasure but not happiness. I was going no where
and could feel a sort of desperate boredom pervading my life. I
needed some sort of challenge — a mountain to climb.  

◦  Fortunately, 5-6 weeks before doing that I had placed a large order with
Dogfish for a new batch of garments. I spent nearly two months salary on it!
A half-dozen skinsuits, some worksuits and various other odd items were
presumably enroute and should arrive any day. 
◦ When they arrived I vowed to Mistress_Hevea and to myself I would not do

that again and, instead, would fully commit myself to diving headlong into
exclusively Live In Rubber. This time I burned all of my street clothes instead.
Now I had no choice but to wear latex all of the time. The only alternative was
to go naked. Further, I decided I would log my nakedness as negative PointZ.
Any part of me that was not covered in latex counted as demerits to my
quota. So, if I decided to sleep without a hood on one night, I would have to
wear two of them or compensate with other garments the next night to stay
on track with my quota. It was a big step which demanded a whole new level
of devotion.
◦ However, as this posed a problem with our shopping trips to Thorpton on

Saturdays, Javin suggested I keep a single cotton jumpsuit in one of the lock
boxes timed to open only on that morning. I would try to wear as much
“stealth” latex under the jumpsuit as was socially feasible to help keep my
PointZ count up even then. Once we were back home and I had put my
rubber back on, the jumpsuit would go back into the lock box and would no
longer be available to me until next week.

br2013.1300-0050  #1099  Need a Goal, a navigation beacon [atx
§@20.0413-1107.32br§ 

————————
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Dear Marla,
Where have I taken my life? Do I even have a “journey”? 

Oh, sure. I have brought some children into the world but everyone does that. Granted, it
is no small feat to raise kids, but in the grand scheme of things is it really all that
important? Think about it. In an age where overpopulation is the major cause of our
ecological crisis, does the world really need more children?  Just more mouths to feed.
Besides, once they have grown and left the nest, they are really not much of a part of a
parent’s life any more — life becomes an "empty nest". 

Raising kids turned out to be a nightmare for me. Both of my daughters from my first
marriage had become fanatical Christians and rejected me because they regarded my
fetish as perverted and immoral. They even tried to get me to go to some “counselor” who
would show me how to “pray my fetish away”! Hah!  I lasted only one session with him
and my kids wasted a hundred bucks on it. What a bunch of bullshit that was!  Shortly
after that they told me they no longer wanted me, their mother, in their lives unless I quit
being such an “abomination”. Whoa! Talk about stabbing me in the heart… I could not
make them understand that my fetish was part of me. I could not just “take a pill” or see
some counselor or shrink to make it go away. It's in my "wiring". They both walked out of
my life.  I have not talked to either of them in 20 years and don’t even know where they
are now. I tried to contact them at first but they simply ignored my attempts. After a while
I got the message and stopped trying.

And now that I am 65, I look back on my life and see that I have had very little other
impact on the world. …Or on myself, for that matter. I have done nothing more significant
with my life than wander from one marriage to another (I’ve had four of them if you count
my ten years living with Frank). I didn’t even finish college, as you know. I am just an
aimless drifter in the late autumn of my life. I feel like I have wasted my life.

Sorry. I just had to unload that baggage. 

A few days later I was dusting in the library shortly after my episode of feeling that my life
had been utterly meaningless. I picked up the book on the table which, apparently, Javin
had been reading recently to dust under it. It was Walden by Thoreau. I know this book
well.  I opened it to the first page and read this opening paragraph:

“I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front only the essential facts
of life, and see if I could not learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die,
discover that I had not lived. I did not wish to live what was not life, living is so dear; nor
did I wish to practice resignation, unless it was quite necessary. I wanted to live deep and
suck out all the marrow of life, to live so sturdily and Spartan-like as to put to rout all that
was not life, to cut a broad swath and shave close, to drive life into a corner, and reduce it
to its lowest terms...” 

Thoreau is such an inspiration, yet, I have failed even him. I have not lived my life; I have
mostly lived the lives of others by doing their bidding rather than my own. So many times
in my life I have refrained from wearing rubber, repressed my need to do so and even
burned my wardrobes of it because it was not in step with the beat of their drummer. 
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I’m not sure I even know how to dance to my own music. I can’t hear it.

I suppose that much of this is my own fault. I have allowed myself to fall in love with
binary men knowing  my own sexual orientation is non-binary. They were heterosexual
and I am not. Yet, at the emotional level I am very much binary. My mind is also wired to
seek the company of men. I have loved them strongly with all of my heart and mind but
not with my vagina. That has been the main cause of the disasters which always follow my
relationships with men.

In some ways this may carry over into my social relationships as well. I suspect that the
dynamics of my fetish have somehow resulted in my deep, almost pathological
introversion. Don’t confuse this with shyness — I am quite capable of handling myself at
parties or other social gatherings. It’s just that, I guess, my soul, itself, is also not binary
to some degree. I find that social situations drain me. I’m OK for a while and can even
enjoy myself at a party for an hour or two. But soon I’m ready to go home where I can be
by myself. I am probably the sort of person who would thrive in a cloistered monastery.
This is why I jumped at this job. 

Other people just don’t seem to be able to grasp that I prefer to be alone, looking inward.
Thoreau explains it beautifully: “The landscape lies far and fair within. The deepest thinker
is the furthest traveled.” 

In my path in life thus far I have been forced to repress the idea of Living For
Rubber(L4R). I have been required by the people around me to opt for the “other side”
which refuses to acknowledge not just my very sexuality but, even more fundamentally,
also denies who I really am. 

Things change… Now I leap into a full lifestyle of L4R. with an eager heart and, to my
amazement, the full support and blessings of my employer. It is an alternative reality
which I chose to make my primary reality as much as possible. I want it to be the norm
for my everyday life, not the exception. It is a conscious act of excursion which I want to
explore completely as catalyst to spiritual transformation. Everyone has their own path.
This is how I self-actualize.

br2013.1300-0100  #692 Javin and I explore the woods together
Edited @21.0707-1543.41]

 §@19.0812-0015.25.br§

Dear Marla,

Every month or so Javin gets the urge to explore the woods on the land he owns
around the house. He calls this “patrolling his woods”.  [[atx:Notes: 1) 1000 acres elewhwere 2) we
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around the house. He calls this “patrolling his woods”.  [[atx:Notes: 1) 1000 acres elewhwere 2) we

aways carry rifle in the woods ]]

I think he told me he owns several hundred acres. That’s pretty big chunk of land. It
borders the national forest which, unlike his land, still has many old growth trees. When
Javin’s late father owned the land he had all the really big ones logged 30-40 years ago.
There were a few really huge trees left near the house but the rest of the plot was now
mostly new growth trees that had sprung up since then. Still, many of these were already
quite tall. Many of these are young temperate rain forest redwoods which would grow to
be hundreds of feet high if left alone. In a few centuries they, too, will become the new old
growth forest.  

Javin usually asks me to go along with him. We often ride Sarah who seems to know
every inch of every trail.  “This is deep wilderness and parts of it can be a bit treacherous,”
he explained. “You always want to have a rifle and someone with you just in case. ” I
always go with him, not only for his safety but because his forest is an amazing place. I
have always loved camping and have a little bit of knowledge about the indigenous botany
and zoology, so I love to go with him. 

Woof does too.

We usually stick to the main trails but once in a while we’ll head off in what Javin
whimsically refers to as “uncharted territory” — there is no established trail. I wear my
skinsuit on these adventures, of course, but there are often thorns and other sharp
hazards in these areas, so I wear my jeans and a shirt for protection. 

This time Javin has me carry an empty basket — something like a small picnic
hamper.  “What’s this for?” I asked. He winks and says, “You’ll see.”

We started at the upstream base of the Perimeter Trail near the house and worked
upward. This a well-worn pathway that begin at one side of the house at the stream,
circles out into the woods 2-300 feet out from the house and then comes back in at the
stream on other side of the house. The land it contains includes the garage, outbuildings
and a cemetery of old, long dead farm implements encased in rust and buried in weeds. At
a leisurely pace, this takes about 10-15  minutes to walk, or more if you look at
everything. One of my jobs was to mow it with the lawn tractor now and then. Jill, Javin’s
former wife, was a runner and used it often. Even though I am not a runner, I grew very
fond of this trail.

About half way back in the Perimeter Trail a few undeveloped trails branched out into
the deep woods.    

When I am out here by yourself, he wants me to stay on the Perimeter Trail. It’s not
a smart thing to wander out into the deeper woods alone. There are too many things that
can go wrong. It became a house rule when one of his dad’s brothers had an accident out
there and died long before he  was born.”

We turned off into one of the branch trails. It began to weave around big rocks and
had a bit of an uphill grade. Soon the forest changed dramatically. The trees became
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had a bit of an uphill grade. Soon the forest changed dramatically. The trees became

much, much larger and had become more coniferous.

“You’re in the old growth in the national forest now. Some of these trees are 2-300
years old and wise.”

 He led me off of the little trail over into a spot located directly under one of these
giants. Only small shafts of sunlight made iit through the thick canopy and onto the floor
here. There were centuries of needles, cones and downed branches here. The humus on
the ground was rich with the dead plant of centuries and may have been a full foot thick.
The canopy above was so thick that very little sunlight made its way to the forest floor.

 

===Notes: 1) continue----- search for mushrooms 2) Needs more words xyz 
==What’s it like climbing through the woods in rubber?  ¶190920-1712.06¶ 

There is a large topographical map of the area mounted on the wall in Javin’s library.
It show his land adjacent to the national forest on the west side of a gently sloping hill.  

One of my daily jobs was walking the perimeter. This consisted 

br2013.1225-0000  #226 Mushroom hunt [atx@21.0205-1504.10]
 

§@19.0629-1239.45br§
 

[[atx: +eats them with Javin. Has trip in which she “becomes one” with Goddess__Mistress_Hevea.
+ preliminary glimpse at GomuYoku concept]]

if we always paid attention to every perceptible sensation or impulse like this, we’d be incapable of focusing

at all. 
Huxley posited that ordinary consciousness represents only a fraction of what the mind can take in. In order
to keep us focused on survival, Huxley claimed, the brain must act as a “reducing valve” on the flood of
potentially overwhelming sights, sounds and sensations. What remains, Huxley wrote, is a “measly trickle of

the kind of consciousness” necessary to “help us to stay alive.”   
[Magic Mushrooms Expand the Mind By Dampening Brain Activity  +17.0404-1103.44 ]

Rubber shaman. Rubber tree is “power plant” which guides and energizes me. [atx@21.0202-1036.48]

===
Dear Marla,

I cannot sleep tonight. My mind is racing!

After lunch today Javin and I went for a walk. It  was a nice day. He took me down a new
trail that I had not seen before. Suddenly he stopped and pointed at some mushrooms
growing by an old moss-covered log. 

“Carlee, do you know what those are?” he asked.

I shook my head.
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“They are psylocibin shrooms. Magic Mushrooms! And it looks like they are just about
ready to eat!”

 br2013.1300-0300 #99 I want to do something significant with
my life

§@20.0722-0006.55br§

JAVIN>> " Have you ever asked yourself what you really want to do with your life? 

CARLEE>> " I had to think for a moment.  I want to do something significant, Javin. Not
just have kids or a career… that kinda stuff. No, I want to do something that will have an
effect on the world. Something new and different like, I dunno, maybe discover a new
dimension or something.

JAVIN>> " Isn’t that what you are doing now?

CARLEE>> " What do you mean?

JAVIN>> " 

br2013.1300-0500 #332 Depression and ennui settling in. 
+ is it the isolation or the fetish? 
+ is my fetish actually an addiction?

Dear Marla,

Last night I told Javin that I felt like I had been "floating" through all of my life
without any real sense of direction or purpose. I had been reactive rather than proactive
because, well, I had no particular goals for the most part. I just drift from one set of
events to the next without direction. I have no rudder.  

Oh, sure. I’ve had two children, but not long after that my first husband and I
divorced and he managed to convince the court that I was unfit to take care of them
because of my fetish so I lost custody. I didn't accomplish much there did I?

After that it seemed like my life consisted of the brief ecstasy of new romances
inevitably followed shortly thereafter by slow decline and then crashing and burning as my
fetish ultimately reared its ugly head and destroyed the relationships. Each time my heart
was smashed. I remember these bad times much more than the good times. Now, after
three marriages and the decade that I spent with Frank, there is so much scar tissue on
my heart I doubt I will ever be able to love again.

At first I tried to draw on my college background in English to build a career. But, as
you know, I quit school in my third year and never got my degree. This lack of
professional credentials held me back. No one would hire me for a writing job and I really
didn't have the talent to freelance. So, to pay the bills I would take whatever demeaning,
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didn't have the talent to freelance. So, to pay the bills I would take whatever demeaning,

crappy job came along. Most of these were minimum wage jobs in retailing that never
went anywhere and only further exacerbated my depression periods. I was stuck
somewhere near the bottom of the Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. 

br2013.1300-0515 Even Javin noticed my melancholy.  #256

§@19.1009-0042.18.br§  

Even Javin noticed my melancholy. “You have been moody lately. Is there something I can
help you with?” he asked.

I tried to explain to him (and myself) that much of my melancholy seemed to grow from a
general sense that I was getting old and  had lived my life without accomplishing anything
significant. What had I done that affected the world?  Really?  Oh, I suppose  I could say
that one of the things I had done was to spread chunks of my life around with four ex-
husbands. Big deal! It’s not something I am particularly proud of. Besides, those were
events, not accomplishments. It seems to me that the only thing I had become fairly good
at was housekeeping. There is dignity in that, but it’s affect on the world was not
significant. 

If I look back over my entire life, what have I done that means anything? This is probably
the classic problem of Existentialism: How do I give meaning to my life?

Javin frowned and then said, “Who decides if something has meaning or not?

I told him how I was beginning to grow somewhat bored of the focus merely on the
hedonisms of my new rubberlife. Yes, it all still felt REALLY good as body pleasures but I
began to realize I was looking for something more.  There was no sense of growth beyond
the purely sex-sensual.  I needed to move forward somehow. Grow. Perhaps there was
some new way to experience it that might move things beyond this stagnation. 

Javin smiled a bit and said, “Oh, it sounds to me like you are having some sort of
‘awakening’. The Hahnestery will do that to you. The solitude here is making you
continually go more inward. You may not realize it yet, but you are probably discovering
and exploring new places within yourself - whole new regions. It’s like Thoreau said: The
landscape lies far and fair within. The deepest thinker is the furthest travelled.”  

Of course, as my enchantment is the source of my core identity, it would have to be pretty
powerful to give my life a sense of Purpose.

=a “zen” of rubber?
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=needs a “mountain to climb”     —> THIS IS WHERE WE NEED TO INTRODUCE THE
ARISTOTLE QUOTE.  WE do this in br2018.0200-0120  #849 Aristotle: happiness
[atx@21.0125-1351.36]

br2013.1300-1010 #481 No sense of Purpose or Direction.
§@19.0921-1401.30.br§  

=depressed. I’m just a pervert. Why can’t I be ‘normal;, etc.
= I have squandered my life. Have contributed nothing.

[[atx:“You are here because you are mediocre in every aspect of your lives. You’re boringly redundant,
unnecessary, borderline ridiculously obsolete and useless, and you lack the discipline and knowledge to even
recognize just how pitiful your state actually is. And, it is that inconspicuous ordinariness that makes you
valuable. You are just the necessary background character in someone else’s dreams” [from "Underneath It
All"By: Loxy Isadora Bliss]].  

==Life feels empty & pointless

Dear Marla, 
Here’s a little poem I wrote last night. It kind of explains my dilema

Tomorrow
by Carlee Koster

When we are young, everything is about tomorrow.

Tomorrow we graduate from school.
Tomorrow we get the "big" job.
Tomorrow we get married.
Tomorrow we have kids.
Tomorrow our kids have kids.
Tomorrow we retire and move to Florida.
Tomorrow we play Bingo at 4pm in the clubhouse.
Tomorrow our body will heal from the ravages of old age.

But then the day comes when we stop moving forward.
Our life now has become all about yesterday.
We have run out of tomorrows.

I want to find another tomorrow.
I want to move forward again.

 

I’ve done nothing “important” in my life that substantially affects the lives of others.  I
have not made much difference in the world. Not much at all.

I’ve put my heart into caring for the home and hearths of several men who did not
appreciate it.  
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I’ve mothered a daughter and a son. Neither of them have spoken to me in decades. 

This has been in an era when the earth is angry because the human race is simply way too
bigand too irresponsible to be sustainable.  I read someplace that for natural balance to
take place, our population on this planet needs to be in the low 100-Millions and not the 8
billion of us here now. Something will cull us eventually.

[  ] CONVERT TO PRESENT TENSE

I have been at the Hahnastery for just about a year now. A subtle malaisze has begun to
creep into my worldview slowly and almost imperceptibly. 

At first I simply shrugged it off, thinking that it was just the isolation from other people.
But then I began to realize that it was more than the more obvious physical remoteness of
the Hahnastery that might be causing these dark clouds to gather. 

It dawned on me that during most of my life I had felt separate from other people because
of my fetish. It made me “other” to them —the freak show. Rejected. Throughout my life
it has channeled my mind to become increasingly introverted and solitary. 

But I am used to that. 

There was something even deeper, more fundamental, creating this ennui. It was like a
veil of gloom would sweep over me and drive the sparkle and luster from my life. 

It occurred to me that during most of my life one of my biggest struggles had simply been
to find the opportunity to wear my rubber. My constant dream was to wear it all of the
time, every day, all day. Of course, my husbands had all put a squash on that and when
they were not around, society always found a way to hold me back. 

But, n this last year since Javin had discovered and approved of my desire to wear my
rubber all of the time, I thought it would be a dream come true. My life at the Hahnastery
now made that possible. What I found that, even though I now had the opportunity to L4R
24/7, it did not happen.

After a while it became simply a matter of mood. I found that after the first week or two of
it, I was beginning to become somewhat bored with my dream. I would wear my catsuit to
bed but, then, in the morning, instead of keeping it on I’d be more inclined to take it off
and jump into the shower. Often, while in the shower, I’d tell myself that I would but my
suit back on and spend the rest of the day in it. When I got out of the shower, however, I’d
find some excuse to wear cotton clothing, instead.  

A big part of the problem that grew on me slowly was that it seemed like I was going no
where with it — there is no sense of growth. It began to seem empty after a while. I still
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where with it — there is no sense of growth. It began to seem empty after a while. I still

felt compelled to live the dream of rubber-centric life, but it gradually lost much of it’s
magic.

It began to wear at me…  I needed some new mojo!

Something was missing.

———

br2018.0100-1500 #288 Crisis! Puts ®stuff in trash 
190721-2333.50§  

The recriminations from Ramona, Javin’s sister, were just too much. It triggered a
bunch of bad memories. This was just like when Frank’s family found out about my fetish.
Or like my husband before him and the one before him. Even my own children had
rejected me because of the goddamn rubber.  I could not get all of these unhappy times
out of my mind. 

Even Javin could tell that I had been devastated by Ramona and he tried to console
me, but he not experienced the rejection and pain I had suffered in my life.

After a few days gathered up all of my rubber stuff and shoved it into a black trash
bag. I threw the apron in it, too. I told myself that I would never wear rubber again. I
would have ritually burned it, but decided against that because the smell of burning
rubber was not something I wanted to subject the surrounding woods to. So, I took the
bag out to the garbage can outside the house and thrust it in with the rest of the
household trash for us to haul away the following Saturday. 

 I decided that my fetish would end on that day. I was repudiating it. All my life it
had been an emotional roller coaster of both bliss and heart break. I had always been
“other”; someone outside of the accepted mainstream. It had deeply affected may facets
of my life — especially the gloomier parts of my relationship with Frank. It had always
been a source of friction and contention between us.  But now I was renouncing my
enchantment with rubber. I wanted to be “normal”, like everyone else. I wanted dignity. 

I ceremoniously slammed the lid back on the garbage can, signifying that this was
the end of an era in my life. I was ending my addiction rubber. I wanted to become a
“vanilla” like Javin and even Ramona. Tomorrow I would arise as a new person, like the
Phoenix from the fire.

[[atx:Notes: 1) but later that night I retrieved it and put it on. My angered was replaced by a wave of comfort. I had thrown

my stuff out before but it never lasted long. one cannot simply quit a fetish. ]]

br2013.1300-2000  WHAT I WANT MOST is to be in love with
someone 

§@19.1221-1049.00.br§  
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[[atx: She’s  having feelings for Javin but tries not to admit it to herself]]

Dear Marla,

I guess you could say that my heart is lonley. My feelings for Javin have gradually shifted
from growing fondness to something a bit closer to desire. It occurs to me that I could
love this man someday. Yet, every time I have fallen in love before, it has ended in pain
and disaster. Ultimately, this happens without fail because of my fetish. Our hearts and
minds would click but there was always a major disconnect in our sexualities. Each time I
would try to somehow fool myself that I could make it work — that I could extrovert my
own sexuality outward toward his and forget the rubber. It works for a while. But the
deep, demanding introversion of my fetish always creeps back into my life and wins in the
end. Our sexual orientations were always simply too much at odds with each other. In the
end we would discover that we simply could not meet each others needs. And now, gray
and post-menopausal, there is too much emotional scar tissue on my heart. I can never
fall in love again, even though it is what I want most.

br2013.1300-???? (need a “melt-down” scene)

Carlee 

br2013.1300-2150  #100 Afraid of new “feelings” for Javin 

Carlee doesn’t want to become emotionally involved with another vanilla. Her ~25
years of marriage to Frank were, on the whole, problematic and unsatisfying.
Furthermore, she’s not interested in any sort of (emotionally charged) with another
Rubberist. (Why???) 

For this reason, she resonates with Javin because he also seems to want to maintain
emotional distance. It would appear that his main reason for going along with Carlee’s
strangeness is that he just wants to keep her as a housekeeper and has had such rotten
luck with the previous ones.

br2019.0900-0500  #24 Can a ® love a non-®? 

Premonitions of a romance?? Do I have feelings for Javin? Would it work between
us??

1. Our society labels anything sexually different as deviant or perverted. These labels hurt
deeply to those whose sexual make-up is out of the norm. Fetishists feel weird, ashamed
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deeply to those whose sexual make-up is out of the norm. Fetishists feel weird, ashamed

and guilty for their desires.
<Article on Sexual Fetish (therapywithcare.com)> 

br2019. shame is one of the biggest obstacles most of us face in learning to embrace our
sexuality

1. The feeling of shame is one of the biggest obstacles most of us face in learning to
embrace our sexuality.

<What is Spiritual Sex? ⋆ LonerWolf (Mateo Sol)> 

br2013.4000_Notes #65 Mistress_Hevea

IDEA:  Burn my street clothes

Goal: normalize my life as rubbernunk 

i.e. get to a point where life in rubber is the norm. To wear as much rubber as possible
and as often as possible in a way that it becomes part of everyday life. 

The first step might be to ceremoniously burn all of my cotton street clothes. Every stitch
of it! Then my only choices will to either be naked or to be enclosed in rubber when I do
the housework, go for the mail, etc.

Br2017-  Javin has suggestions
§@22.0601-1230.08BR§

Ever since our ‘Night of Secrets’, Javin had been reading not only my own stories but also
lots of other deep fetish literature. 

“It’s getting close to the end of the month and I am running a bit behind on my quota. I’m
going to have sleep in five suits or something to catch up. I need to come up with an
Ordeal that will earn me a big pile of pointZ. 

Javin surprized me by saying “I read a story a while ago about someone who slept in a
tight-fitting latex sleep sack in a padded coffin-like box every night for a week. It was
pretty intense. Does anything like that interest you, Carlee?”

br2013.0420- #539 Frolic in the rain 

[..atx@22.0210-1028.18..
atx@21.0202-1612.51]
§190817-1509.46.br§  
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Dear Marla, 

I usually work most of the morning, but then I have a few hours with nothing to do
before I start working on dinner at 5p.m. 

Foggy, misty or even rainy days have always turned me on. I’m not sure why but
they seem to invite me to put on some rubber. Maybe there is some protective aspect of
that because my mind knows that the rubber will keep me dry. I often like go for walks in
the woods in just my suit then. Javin calls it my “frolic in the rain”. 

Sometimes I would follow what we called the “Main Trail”. This was a well-
established footpath that created an irregular perimeter around the house about 100 yards
out.  Spokes of the wheel provided access routes from the house. I mow the grass on this
trail with the lawn tractor regularly. Perennial wild flowers grow profusely on either side of
it, making this an inviting place for a stroll. One section of this includes the ruins of a very
old foundation of a big building, such as a barn, which was now long gone. The walls are a
big, flat chunks of ancient concrete heavily covered in moss. I liked to lie on this, close my
eyes and drink in as much of the experience of lying in the rain in a latex suit as I could.

I espcially liked the foggy, misty days when it was not actually raining, but close to
it. As the Hahnastery was located just a few miles inland from the Pacific Ocean, the
moisture rising from the sea would drift inland. We had these misty, foggy conditions
often, especially in the fall, winter and spring months. This created the conditions for the
temperate rainforests of the region.

This is where I go to “frolic”. As a safety precaution Javin does not want me
wandering around at random in the woods. The rule of the house is to stay on an
established path.  

Yeah, I like to work in my garden when it is raining or really foggy. I love how
everything glistens when it’s wet, including me.  The rain feels cold at first. There is some
obscure pleasure center in my body that “thrills” in knowing that I am “protected” from it
by the latex. It’s not that I am afraid of the rain, I guess its the anaerobic aspect of
Mistress_Hevea’s influence on me. 
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I’m usually a muddy mess when I’m done. Gardening in the rain is certainly not a
“clean” endeavor. My knees, thighs and hands are quickly covered in mud. It is fun to slip
and slide around in nice, soupy mud — it’s a very unique sensation. Fortunately, the mud
was composed of a loamy soil so it was easily washed off with the garden hose. The rain
helped, too, of course. 

The raindrops hitting my suit create a constant reminder that I am covered in  latex.
In particular, the constant drumming of the droplets hitting latex right over my ears can
be demandingly loud at times. The harder the rain, the louder it became. 

 
I really like that focus, even though it can be a little cold at times. It’s not the same

as when rain hits my bare skin. There is a different kind of feel to it. My mind knows I am
getting wet but my skin is sending back signals that it is dry.  Even when I am doing
something which requires a bit of concentration — like gardening — in the background of
my mind I am still quite aware of the presence of the latex like a mantra. I don’t just know
it is there; it’s part of me. It’s omnipresent in my life. I am L4R.

`

 
[.pix: LIR in the woods raining  190714-1113.51€ ]

br2013.0430- M.Hevea has been with me all my life
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Carlee: Mistress Hevea has been the spirit in my head ever since I can remember. She's
always been there. It is her that was the way rubber, not me. Sometimes when I had them
in the middle of a new relationship she kind of goes to sleep. But after a while she always
wakes up and takes over. The result usually is the demise of the relationship.

Carlee: if Mistress Hevea was to have her way, I would be 100% TE 24/7/365. Of course
that's not feasible.

Javan: the day after Carlee comes out of the closet Javan suggests over that if she wants
to do TE 365 that's fine with him in fact why doesn't she do that. Who would make hurl on
a happier person. And it certainly doesn't bother him in any way.

Javan: "oh, this mistress of yours sounds something like a tulpa."

No. Carlee has not really thought of that is being mistress to have the. But rather just
some sort of""spirit in her head unquote. It's not until she has settled into the month the
Honda stare that the topo of of Mr. Sabia starts to actually emerge, largely because of
Javan's suggestion. "Holy you mean she's like a topo?"

What does the spirit look like? Is she? What does she sound like.

A fetish is a fixation on an inanimate object which enchants us
deeply.

Dear Marla,

A fetish is a fixation on an inanimate object which enchants us deeply.

1. An object believed to procure for its owner the services of a spirit lodged within it

“The spirit within it”? Hmmm. This is going way out on a limb, but suppose that by some
crazy way, the “spirit” of the rubber tree some energizes your life through the latex you
wear?  I know that’s nuts, but it does suggest some interesting dynamics manifested in a
fetish. It could also be seen from different perspectives, such as thinking of the “spirit” of
the raw latex as being it’s anaerobic abilities, thus firmly connecting with Rubberists. 

That is why I like the metaphor of Mistress_Hevea as the personification of my fetish. It’s
just important you to understand that I fully grasp that she is not real. Her character is,
however, a marvelously rich writer’s device for telling a story.

br2013.4000  #90 Mistress_Hevea is a metaphorical
SorcereressGoddessTree .pix 
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Gomu Majo -- “ Rubber Enchantress ” (pronounced “GO-moo MA-dzi-oh” from the
Japanese)

Enchantress - Two Steps From Hell - extended version~23 mins (music)  https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=F7SEGxRpi6I&ab_channel=EpicMusicMix

• Mistress_Hevea` casts fetish enchantments over people, causing them to crave latex
clothing.  The name is derived from Mistress_Hevea_brasiliensis, the biological name
for the commercial rubber tree from which latex garments are made. While Carlee,
our protagonist, often alludes to submitting to or being embraced by
Mistress_Hevea`, the reference is strictly metaphorical. Carlee uses Mistress_Hevea
as a trope with which to describe aspects of her fetish. She does not believe that
Mistress_Hevea actually exists as a personage. 

br2013.4000  It's not masochism; it's all about _Presence_  
Doc# �@21.1117-0941.40BR�
Make MH the most predominant aspect of my life. Fill my mind and day-to-day
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Make MH the most predominant aspect of my life. Fill my mind and day-to-day

consciousness with her as much as possible and as instensley as possible. This often
means wearing (r) when I'm not in the mood or using (mild) pain, immobility and other
(delightful) tortures to keep me focused on her.. 

br2013.4000 NOTES #201 Fidelity (to Mistress_Hevea)

§@21.0913-0829.29BR§

Fetish (f̍ɛtɪʃ; f̍itːɪʃ) or fetich
• (Anthropology & Ethnology) something, esp an inanimate object, that is believed in ce

rtain cultures to be the embodiment or habitation of a spirit or magical powers
• An object believed to hold magical or spiritual power, especially one used by a shaman

. 
• fetich -

 excessive or irrational devotion to some activity; "made a fetish of cleanliness" 
•  an object regarded as having magical power; talisman.
•  any object, idea, etc., eliciting unquestioning reverence or devotion: to make a fetish 

of sports.

Fidelity:  
• Loyalty 
• devotion, as to a person or cause
• Faithfulness
• Devotion
• Loyalty
• allegiance
• ardor
• attachment
• constancy
• dependability
• devotedness
• faith
• fealty
• integrity
• piety
• reliability
• staunchness
• steadfastness
• trustworthiness
• True-heartedness

•  Faithfulness to obligations, duties, or observances.

• The condition or behavior of engaging in sex only with one's spouse or only with one's
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• The condition or behavior of engaging in sex only with one's spouse or only with one's

 partner in a sexual relationship.

Synonyms: fidelity, allegiance, fealty, loyalty
These nouns denote faithfulness. Fidelity implies the unfailing fulfillment of one's obligatio
ns and strict adherence to vows or promises: fidelity to one's spouse; acted in fidelity to re
ligious laws. Allegiance is faithfulness considered as a duty: 

Consecration: A solemn commitment of your life or your time to some cherished
purpose (to a service or a goal)

br2013.4000 NOTES  #132 Archetype: Seductress is all about fully embodying
the more sensual and sexual aspects of yourself

While the Sorceress archetype is all about exploring the darker, more mysterious sides of you in secret or
private, its opposite, the Seductress is all about fully embodying the more sensual and sexual
aspects of yourself. There’s power in owning your Seductress energy and letting it come into the light
instead of keeping it in the shadows. If nothing was stopping you or making you feel shame or
embarrassment, how would you like to embody and embrace your sensuality and sexuality? How can you
become more sensual and sexual in your everyday life? Who would you like to share this part of
yourself more with? How do you plan on taking the steps to do so? (source???)

Is this Mistress_Hevea???

br2013.4000 NOTES  #2239 Archetype:  Dominatrix

Friday, October 3rd, 2014
Source: http://www.nubberist.net/forums/printthread.php?t=11035&pp=40&page=1

The emergence of any icon in culture is dependant upon it spreading through the population and this can be
by word of mouth, person to person, or more likely with the assistance of mass media. Before mass media
these icons took perhaps more time to manifest as there was little media and what there was was very local.
In the middle ages the closest thing to the internet was the traveling minstrel which was supplanted when
the printing press came on the scene and allowed multiple copies of text to be distributed widely. When
people read accounts of "things" the idea would then reside in masses of people simultaneously and these
could become icons, memes of culture. We have lived in basically a patriarchal society and this was even
more strongly enforced by Abrahamic religions which were all male centered and strongly supported the idea
of patriarchy.

At the root of this was that males had control and power over females and so the dominant submissive
theme was infused into relationships. It was thought to mimic nature in many cases, but there were many
counter examples of the female of a species being stronger and dominant.

Regardless, it seemed that the power dynamic was essential to a stable order. There obviously were
examples where females held power, usually as a result of their birth into positions of authority or royalty.
For the most part they "behaved" much like their male counterparts and accepted the expressions of power
such a waging wars and so forth.

As civilization progressed technology provided for more comfortable clothes made of clothe, which could be
mass produced, and the need for protective clothing, as armor faded away, except for soldiers and special
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mass produced, and the need for protective clothing, as armor faded away, except for soldiers and special

work which necessitated special strategies to protect the worker for the harsh environment where they had
to work. The notion being that our bodies are perhaps delicate and vulnerable to assault from the
environment and hence we would adapt protective clothing which rendered us less vulnerable by creating a
barrier between us and the environment or the potential assault. This was very much armor as the warriors
of the middle ages used referred to be dullrazor.

Leather clothes obviously represented a tough veneer which would provide increased protection from
environmental assaults. It certainly made sense to use them in harsh climates as outer clothes, and as
shoes which require much more strength because of the interactions they actually encounter.

How the notion of the female sexual dominant submissive male began and was able to spread as it has is
perhaps the harder part in understand the evolution of the dominatrix.

Perhaps casting males as the dominant though stabilizing was truly not universal and there were sufficient
numbers of males who did not feel dominant or comfortable in that role and identified more with being
submissive and playing the role associated with the female and even femininity. In fact, despite the
existence of the macho gay male which seems to be in ascendancy, the role most associated with the gay
male is one where he acts feminine and even looks feminine.

The male gay movement perhaps in the 50s seemed to latch on to the idea of the macho gay male. What
happened was that rather than want to appear to be just another male, some gay males pushed this
maleness to the extreme and this found expression in the muscle bound male gay stud. To emphasize his
power these gay males resorted to the same armor and tough looks. This became the leather S&M culture.
For not only did these males look very like macho males, but they expressed it in their sadism, in what
became known as power exchange which was also seen in practices of bondage, discipline and any other
means to express the power dynamic in their relationships. In attempts to signal their position, or desired
position in a relationship, the gay culture adopted the various "looks" which became a shorthand language
easily read to indicate which side of the power dynamic the person was on. They even adopted things such
as the hankie code so that one could signal exactly what "things" they were into. My, how organized they
were.

The gays who were into the power dynamic became the leather culture, wore leather, piercings, tattoos and
almost warrior looks. This was unmistakably understood to mean control and power. S&M became the means
of expressing this power. The idea of master and slave was born (again) as a consensual relationship. All the
behavior associated with this dynamic was adopted - whipping, bondage and any way to express the power
dynamic became an acceptable and identifiable niche in gay culture. They began it and they get the credit.
Did Marquis de Sade have any influence? For sure, but I suspect this applied to theoreticians of the
movement more so than it did to the grunts who were feeling their oats.

I can't link the rise of feminism with the appearance of the dominatrix because I believe she began to take
"form" (the one we recognize) before the rise of feminism. The suffrage movement (at least in the States)
began in the late 19th century, but was mostly about women achieving rights, or equal status to men, not
"superior" status. It was less an attempt to install matriarchy ( as some feminists and female supremacists
advocate) than it was to strip away the assumed powers of patriarchy.

In the male dominated relationship a complex dynamic in sexual relations had evolved. The female was
desired, courted and cherished and from the middle ages we saw the rise of the idea of courtly love where
the powerful knight (or others) is devoted to his lady (who he never actual gets but perpetually serves.

"Poets adopted the terminology of feudalism, declaring themselves the vassal of the lady and addressing her
as midons (my lord), a sort of code name so that the poet did not have to reveal the lady's name, but which
was flattering by addressing her as his lord. The troubadour's model of the ideal lady was the wife of his
employer or lord, a lady of higher status, usually the rich and powerful female head of the castle. When her
husband was away on Crusade or other business she dominated the household and cultural affairs;
sometimes this was the case even when the husband was at home. The lady was rich and powerful and the
poet gave voice to the aspirations of the courtier class, for only those who were noble could engage in
courtly love. This new kind of love saw nobility not based on wealth and family history, but on character and
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courtly love. This new kind of love saw nobility not based on wealth and family history, but on character and

actions; thus appealing to poorer knights who saw an avenue for advancement."

While this notion of the reversal of power had fallen out of favor it obviously held sway for enough males
and females to adopt a reversal of the accepted power dynamic of the times, but do it under the radar as it
were in brothels and bedrooms. It was and almost to this day remain un "PC" for the male to take the
submissive role in the male female relationship in public. Males are expected to be aggressive acheivers who
dominate the workplace or the sport's field or any place where a competitive environment exists.

As an object of sexual desire, the submissive male objectives female characteristics and as such places more
emphasis on them to signal the differences between the male and the female. So the powerful female is not
masculine looking but more feminine and more beautiful than even the typical female in the submissive
(patriarchal) role. He sees her feminine side as the well of power she has in the relationship. A seducer
wields power.

And as with the gay male culture of the 50s, the female dominants adapted the look of the idealized super
female as the look of power and dominance. This is what held and attracted the male, her sexual power as a
seductress.

The effect was that she wore tight revealing sexy clothes, emphasizing her figure, the corset and tall heels
and lace up boots which focused on the leg at the time which was rarely seen as it was thought to be very
sexual. But rather than adapt a vulnerable look of available sexuality as the sex slave in the Arabian harem,
she adapted the "inaccessible" look of the Victorian female the prostitute mistress.

"The Victorian bourgeois may have covered their piano legs out of modesty, but as an emergent social and
political force they chose sexuality as the basis for delineating their identity from the aristocracy, peasants
and emergent working classes."

"This need to take sex â€˜into accountâ€™, to pronounce a discourse on sex that would not derive from
morality alone but from rationality "

"C?line, the strikingly attractive Parisienne is far from the ideal Victorian womanâ€”especially the markedly
more modest English version, which consequently posits her as a highly sexualized being â€“ one who
receives lavish gifts from lovers, conducts her affairs and conceives a child outside of marriage."

So the stage was set for the dominatrix to emerge as women's suffrage encountered the repressed sexuality
of the Victorians which has given rise to prostitution and courting a mistress as acceptable practice, but still
very much under the radar. (in fact, it is common in Italy, France and Spain for husbands to have long term
relationships with a mistress - even Mitterrand had one)

The dominatrix then adopted the identical approach to her look as the gay dominants in the leather
community had. It is hard to identify which came first, but perhaps easier to see why they are so similar.
Each traded and adapted the visible expression of the power dynamic in leather clothes, which represented
a look of impenetrability and invulnerability. She adapted intricate laced corsets which made her body more
feminine but more inaccessible. She clothed herself in tight revealing garments again concealing her skin
but revealing her form. Her clothes were seductive inviting the male desire but forbidding him access. She
adapted alternative expressions of sexuality as dominance as the gay community had, sado masochism,
bondage and all sorts of what would be considered perverse sexual expression which share one common
thread, that it did not resemble male dominated penetrative sex (of the female). Some submissive males
sought to be made to look and behave as females and the dominatrix willingly accepted this role (for
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sought to be made to look and behave as females and the dominatrix willingly accepted this role (for

compensation) as she was a kind of prostitute evolved from the Victorian era but who gave or provided
sexual pleasure, but didn't have sex.

We feel comfortable in reading and using stereotypes which are now created by the media drumming into us
"memes" over and over again until we cannot escape the associations and shorthand they represent.

A collar is something a human places on an animal as an expression of control and dominance and
something that is part of their control of that animal. This symbol was easily ported over to BDSM as an
expression of submission. It has replaced the ring worn on the finger to represent the bond between the
dominant and the submissive. Even the slave ring from O has a small captive iron ring and not a gemstone
one it.

Female dominants have almost all bought into and exploited the stereotype of the look associated with
female domination. They strive to look as sexy and inaccessible as they can, since this is what they use to
hold and control their submissive partners. While all females will strive to be attractive and use this to land
and hold a partner, the dominatrix never gives up what the vanilla girls do - control of her sexuality.

Why can't the dominatrix just act the role and dispense with the gear? Many do and feel that submissive
males are attracted to the clothes and not the domination, while others feel that the two are inextricably
linked and are empowered by what they wear, much the way the knight felt protected and empowered by
his armor, she feel empowered and protected by her corset, leather, gloves, tall heels even a chastity belt
(on her and for her submissive). She hold both keys of course.

I suspect the protective sexy theme will continue to evolve, though it will be hard to dislodge the basic
elements which are so deep within out collective psyche, leather, hardware, metal, lacing, protective clothing
and of course garments revealing the female form. We may see more metal armored looking dominatrixes,
so long as they can move and continue to look fetching and sexy. Too restricted and they begin to look
submissive and in bondage.

Rubber has augmented the dominatrix look, replacing leather, because it offers the same level of
inaccessibility and protection (look) while allowing more freedom of movement, more seductive quality and
the enhanced ability to conform and even shape and of course emphasize her attractive curves. It is obvious
that as the technology advanced rubber would be integrated into her wardrobe.

The media has spread this meme and so the iconic dominatrix look is well understood by anyone who has
not had their head in the sand for the past decade or two. The behavior may not be understood, but the
look is as identifiable as the tutu is to the ballerina.

br2013.4000 NOTES #313 Mistress_Hevea is a Fetishaman
Doc# §@22.0113-0459.25BR§

(derived from RubberHome (notes)DOC# §170904-1157.56BR§

 x-scrivener-item://C:/Users/atara/Documents/MEGAsync/m.nOVELS/m.`BR` - Becoming
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 x-scrivener-item://C:/Users/atara/Documents/MEGAsync/m.nOVELS/m.`BR` - Becoming

Rubber/`br`@22.0104 (183,486wds).scriv?
id=6474EEDF-6012-4A85-9429-8B06F754904B

she is a shaman because her goal is to have our shared body not only totally enclosed in
rubber but to be at home in it. She transports me to a state we call RubberHome

Why? Because this is what we were born to do. Rubber is our nature. To strive for

RubberHome is how we become true to ourselves, to self-actualize our life.

What is this ’RubberHome’ you speak of, Carlee?

Mistress_Hevea is a fetishaman because her main role/goal is to transport me

(or us?) to a alternate consciousness.  I call it RubberHome

• -RubberHome, a.k.a. RubberSpace, is being consciously aware of being in rubber,

even as we do other things and go about our lives. The rubber is always there, not

in the back of our minds but somewhere in the forefront of it. We “rubber-fy” our

lives. We live it.

• RubberHome is a state of mind that is an enchantment which sings to me and

evokes magic and mystery in my heart.

• RubberHome is where my soul reacts to the latex garment against my skin. It can

be either light or deep feeling.

• A sense of belonging because it is my nature to be there

• It feels like where I am supposed to be

• RubberHome “is an emotional state, a place of imagination where feelings of

security, belonging, memory and personal history reside"/. [MOOR-ENCH.77]

• To be "home" in our rubber is to inhabit it. We inhabit a place (whether real or

virtual) when we give something to it and open ourselves up to

receive what it has to offer.

• Sometimes RubberHome can be sexually driven but not always. As I grow older it

increasingly becomes other things as well. 
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br2013.4000_Notes #65 Mistress_Hevea

br2013.5000-0105 #1221 (tulpa) I call my fetish “Mistress Hevea”^§21.0318-1712.31BR§

“Mistress_Hevea” is always written with an undescore. It is also always written out or
spoken completely — never abbreviated or nicknamed. 

Carlee Begins to feel a sense of growing devotion toward mistress Hevea, as a goddess.

How could a fetish be a goddess?  Well, for one thing, who else but a goddess could (or
even would) cast a spell of enchantment like this fetish on me.

Mistress_Hevea’s ultimate goal is to be totally enclosed all of the time. That is what
she wants desperately. Since I am the one with a body, this means that _I_ am to be
physically in Total_Enclosure for her 720 hours a month, month after month. 

720 hours per month (24hours x 30 days = 720) in T/E is the “magic number” which she
demands from me.

 However, the reality of the matter is that I cannot be in T/E every hour of the day.  There
are too many forces which make that simply not feasible. For one thing, I clearly need to
take it all off for shower and hygiene breaks for 2-3 hours every day. Then there are times
when I have to go to the doctor or shopping. I also need a few days or hours off to
maintain my sanity. I simply cannot be in T/E 720 hours per month. It’s just not feasible.

Mistress_Hevea was not real happy about this.

But then we hit on a sort of compromise. I could double or even triple up on the layers of
garments I wear. I  can get credit for multiple layers of T/E. So, if I wear my green T/E
suit over my similar black T/E suit for, say, 12 hours, I would meet 24 hours of the quota
requirement. In doing this I could be out of rubber 12 hours a day.   

This would give me to wear as much rubber as possible and yet still have the flexibility to
take showers

Obviously, a 2nd or 3rd layer does not carry the impact of the first layer. Under this new
protocol, I would not quite be able to earn the full impact of 24 hour minimum by simply
wearing two identical layers suits for 12 hour. She would not agree to that. Each additional
layer supplements the intensity of the 1st but is progressively less than equal to it.  I
would have to give each successive layer less credit. So, instead, those two might only
earn, say, 18 hours. The 2nd suit earns only 1/2 of the first, even though they are the
same design. Earnings for a 3rd suit may drop to only 1/3 of the first suit.
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br2013.4000-????  #119 shrine to Mistress_Hevea
Doc# §@21.1113-0044.42BR§

==”having those pictures at work uplifts you and gives you energy and a sense of purpose. Those
pictures, or seashells, or stones, or cartoons, or whatever it is we have collected to personalize our work
space function as a kind of shrine to our inner self.” (Work as Spiritual Practice - Lewis Richmond)

=Don�t talk casually about the Energy Shrine to others

Carlee collects pictures of who she envisages as what Mistress_Hevea might actually look
like. While she keeps most of them in her cloud drive, she prints out quite a few of them
and keeps them in a 3-ring binder which she looks at now and then. These are both a sort
of ”shrine” to the personification of her fetish. This unwittingly helps her create the tulpa.

Gomu_Yoku is about deep introversion into rubber. 

br2013.4000-???? #70 Just BEing in Rubber
§@22.0513-0221.50BR§

Dear Marla, 

It's all about presence-- filling my mind with M.Hevea to the point where there is nothing else.

Totally enclosing myself, restricting my breathing, vision and movement, filling myself with Tom,
Dick and Harry, flooding my sensory apparatus in every way possible -- all these things help
me focus on the present. 

Sensation is here, now.

It's all about Being Here Now in the arms of M.Hevea

=============

br2013.4000-0000 Who is M.Hevea; what does she want?

br2013.4000-0025.B?  #1650 The Enchantment of
Mistress_Hevea_atx@21.0811-0127.13__

§20.0410-0005.16§ 

[[MERGE TO br2013.4000-0025.A?  #567 lifestyle of serving Mistress Mistress Hevea]] 

[[atx:The pull of Mistress_Hevea on my life is significant. The spell she has cast over me is like an
irresistable magnet which draws me to her. My understanding of her requirements and their rewards has
grown along with me and as a prominent part of me.]]
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Dear Marla, 

You asked for more details of my enchantment with rubber.
 
First, let me get some terminology issues relating to the differences between “rubber” and
“latex” out of the way.  

Latex is one type of rubber. There are many others — nitrile, silicone, butyl and others.
So, latex is just a subset of rubber. Most fetish garments are made of it.

However, in my world there is another important distinction. I refer to “rubber” as the
entire milieu of my rubber fetish including the overall sub-culture, activities, psychology
and philosophies related to it as well as a broad reference to latex garments. Latex, on the
other hand, refers specifically to physical latex garments. Thus, one might say I do my
“rubbering” by wearing latex. 

I really didn’t wear much rubber back when I was married because my various husbands
hated it. Somehow they would know that I had indulged when they weren’t looking and
then I’d have to bear the brut of their punishment with subtle snarky comments indicating
condemnation of my fetish. They were often a source of heartfelt pain to me. 

After the collapse of several romances and my first marriage, I began to tell my partners
what they were getting into early into our relationship.  Of course, at that stage, we were
already falling in love so I could have probably told them I was a serial killer or something
and it would not have mattered. Their attitude was usually something like “we’ll get past
this” or “I can handle it”. Invariably, sooner or later, the fetish would drive a wedge into
our romance and cause it to crash and burn. 

My last husband, Frank, loved me dearly in every other aspect but could never quite bring
himself to loving that side of me. However, in the last 4-5  years Frank began go on
business trips for several days at a time. During these times my fetish blossomed, but I
still had to keep it very secret from him. I called it my “stealth fetish”. Occasionally he
would stumble across some evidence of it. There would be acrimonious arguments that
had a habit of resurfacing at any time. He often referred to the whole gestalt of the fetish
as my “rubber-shit”. That always stabbed me right in the heart.  Ouch! When I discovered
his little tryst with what’s-her-name, he yelled back at me, “at least she’s a real woman!”

Javin genuinely interested in my fetish  ¶190721-1522.29§    

=Mistress Hevea wants me to wear rubber all the time.  xyz

However, it was quite different at the Hahnastery. Occasionally Javin would gingerly ask
me some intelligent question about rubber fetish in general. He was genuinely curious, but
seemingly only at the intellectual level. Where did I get my rubber garments, what items
were available, how much did they cost — and that sort of thing. Sometimes he also
wanted to know about the Rubberist sub-culture — how many of us are there in the world,
where do we live, our likes and dislikes differ from each other, etc. He’d seen various bits
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where do we live, our likes and dislikes differ from each other, etc. He’d seen various bits

of Rubberist lore on the Internet and in the fetish faires when he was in England. Javin
seemed particularly curious about various bizarre activities typical of many Rubberists
such as total enclosure or breath control. The sheer size and reach of the fetish garment
industry which supported this subculture astonished him. He especially liked to hear about
the “early days” of the the underground Rubberist subculture when names of visionary
pioneers like Sealwear, John Sutcliffe, Skin Two Magazine, Rubberist.net and others stand
out.  

Then, sometimes, we’d talk about what the driving psychology behind the queer activities
and rituals might be, including many of my own. The longer he knew me, the deeper the
digging became more personal but always respectful. It was quite evident from the
beginning that his probing was all quite innocent and that he was just genuinely fascinated
by all of this. Most importantly, unlike most people I had met throughout my life, he was
not judgmental about them. I doubted that he might have a latent rubber fetish of his
own. 

He just wanted to understand me. 

“Are you in love with your rubber,” he asked?

I had to think about that for a moment. No one had ever asked me that question point
blank like that.

“No, not in a purely romantic sense. I guess it has a lot to do with how you define love.
There are two main aspects to my fetish.  One relates to the actual physical latex
garments, themselves. They are just inanimate, non-sentient objects made in a factory
somewhere, and which produce pleasant sensations against my skin. It feels great— even
erotic, but there is certainly no romance or emotional bonding there. 

The second aspect is the psychological manifestation of the fetish is actually both animate
and sentient because the are a living part of me as a human being.  It exists in my head,
body and even bits in my heart. My sexual orientation is, of course, the main aspect of
this, although the intensity of my sexuality has significantly waned since my menopause a
decade ago. Rubber is just something that my body has to have, like food or water or,
well, sex. But it’s important to understand that it’s not all about orgasm or hedonistic self-
gratification. I feel strongly compelled to L4R as a lifestyle. In fact, you might say that I
live for rubber.   Apparently, this is the path toward self-actualization that I am uniquely
wired to aspire to pursue.  The fetish manifests as a powerful drive within me to live as
much of my life in rubber as possible even when the sexual fires in me are subdued. It’s
who I am and what I struggle to be.  It is my Path in life.

Yes, I guess you could say it is the fetish that I love, not the actual pieces of latex I wear.
Mistress_Hevea has immense magical power over me. I am drawn to her  like iron filings
are drawn to a magnet. 

The logical reasons for all of this totally elude me. It just is. Keep in mind that I don’t have
any more choice in the matter than someone who is homosexual or heterosexual. For
some reason, I was programmed to fill my life with as much rubber as possible. There’s
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some reason, I was programmed to fill my life with as much rubber as possible. There’s

also some BDSM dynamics to this, as well. It’s my orientation. I am a rubbersexual.

But where it all gets very, very complicated is that, while oriented so strongly to rubber,
other parts of my psyche programs me to fall emotionally, intellectually and spiritually in
love with a man yet reserve the physical attraction primarily to the fetish. 

You might say that there is a (metaphorical) rubber “sorceress” who deeply pervades and
controls my life. From an early age she has cast her magical spell on me, making me her
rubber toy.  This might be difficult for you to understand, but “submitting” to her whims is
something I am strongly (and curiously) compelled to do. When I do as she wishes, she
rewards me with contentment.  It’s a major source of my overall happiness as well as
resulted in many catastrophic relationships with the real people in my life. I often
personify her as “Mistress Hevea”. (The name is derived from Mistress Hevea.brasiliensis,
the species name of the commercial rubber tree.) It might help to think of her as some
immortal, mythological rubber tree Mistress who has cast a spell (or curse) on me, a mere
mortal woman, to be utterly enchanted into wearing the milk of her tree known as latex.  I
have had an intensely entangled ‘relationship’ with her nearly all of my life. She lives
inside me which makes her “alive” and a part of me. She’s always there and will not go
away.  Yet, despite this, my heart has belonged to the men in my life, not my Mistress.
inevitably, the men simply cannot deal with the rubber side of me. It’s the biggest reason
why I have four ex-husbands and a lot of emotional scar tissue. 

She’s the spirit of the rubber tree. 

`Mistress Hevea`tree`Mistress`sorceress`y`20.0107-1111.35α

[ I am her “toy” to enclose in rubber. She surrounds me; encapsulating me in her. She
plays with me. It just feels right — like this is where I am supposed to be doing what I am
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plays with me. It just feels right — like this is where I am supposed to be doing what I am

supposed to do with my life. I am home in her rubber.  190815-1131.17idx  ]

I suppose one might argue that I “love” Mistress Hevea because I must submit to her
whims, but that’s not really romantic. My relationship with her is not one of the heart.
[[atx: its more like a hunger for food. there is appetite. ]]  Romance is something I have with men. Or,
rather, I used to. I have been beaten down by so many romances gone bad that I am
really not that inclinded to seek them out any more. Frank was the straw that broke the
camel’s back in that respect.

While I stumbled for words to explain all this to him adequately, he just nodded his head,
smiled and nudged me to continue. I felt strangely comfortable in confiding my deeper
secrets to him. 

Unlike most of the other people in my life, Javin was surprisingly relaxed and non-
judgmental about how rubber affected me. While I didn’t think he had any interest in
wearing it himself, he seemed particularly curious about how and why it affected me so
profoundly.  I became increasingly comfortable discussing it with him. I even confided in
him how I had put the phallus panties on early in the day we met at the library and could
not take them off until the end of the day.  “Wow,” he said. “That must have been an
interesting day for you!” Then he asked, jokingly, “Hey, if you wore them while you are
doing housework here, would you do it any faster or better,” giggling a bit as he spoke. No
one had ever gently joked with me about my fetish. He simply accepted me for who I
really am. I cannot begin to tell you how good that felt.

br2013.4000-01??  #1041 L4R, lifestyle of serving Goddess_Hevea 

..atx@21.0814-0004.25..
§@19.1214-1022.29.br§

[[[MERGE WITH  br2013.4000-0025.B?  #1650 The Enchantment of Goddess Mistress_Hevea]]]]

Dear Marla, 

Please allow me to wax metaphorically for a few hundred words. 

I am an enchanted person. Deeply enchanted. 

Don’t roll your eyes. There is actually some serious magick in play here. It’s like
something from the great fairy tales such as the Beauty and the Beast or Repunzel — it’s
kinda like that. 

I am equally sure that this spell of enchantment, which is so strong that it defines me, is
also loving and not malevolent. 

Who has cast this spell on me? You’re going to laugh, but bear with me for a moment. 

In the days of ancient Greece and Rome, it was thought that each person was guided and
guarded by one of the gods or goddesses.  It is not by coincidence that each one
represented a different personality type. Hestia, for example, is the goddess of home and
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represented a different personality type. Hestia, for example, is the goddess of home and

hearth. If Hestia were your primary guardian, your orientation in life would tend toward a
domestic nature. Zeus represented the alpha-male type. And so on.

I have learned that it is an obscure goddess named Mistress_Hevea who has cast the spell
of enchantment which defines who I am. She is the goddess of rubber trees,
Mistress_Hevea.brazilansis, the commercial rubber tree from which latex is made. She is
my Goddess/lover/mistress. 

She plays with me. Her magic spell over me compels me to wear skin made from her own
body, the rubber trees. Latex. The wonderful thing is that when I am in her embrace, she
makes me feel not just good, but also at peace with the world. She wants me to show her
my devotion by wearing her latex skin. I do so enthusiastically and with great love for her
as I am most at most at home when in her embrace. 

This is all just metaphor, of course, but it gives you an idea of how my life works.
Mistress_Hevea is my Goddess/mistress. 

Who is yours?

——

All my life I have felt a compulsion to live a lifestyle serving Mistress_Hevea. I even felt
her presence way back in my early childhood. She has always been there, tugging at me
to seek her constant embrace as devotion. But, the other people in my life as well as
society at large have never allowed me to fulfill that dream. In fact, most of the
relationships I have had with loved ones have been fully at odds with it and usually ended
painfully because of it. There is a constant civil war inside me between the inside world of
my fetish and the outside world of people, places and things. Instead of submitting myself
completely to the overpowering enchantment of full-time rubber enclosure which
g.Mistress_Hevea blesses me with, I have always limited to only a few hours or a few days
of deep devotion to her magic now and then, when I could “sneak” it from my family and
lovers. 

When she is with me I can feel her love through my skin.

Things change.

For the first time in my life I can jump into exploring the widths and depths of
Goddess_Hevea’s gift with commitment and an open heart. I can be fully in Goddess_
Hevea’s heart and she in mine. 

She has already given me brief glimpses of an alternate reality. 

I want to live inside her as much as I can. 

My suit is my temple to Goddess_Hevea.

========
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br2013.4000-0215 #391  Living For Rubber(L4R)
[atx@21.0807-1337.01]

§21.0406-0231.17BR§

Even though I have always had a sort of lifelong ideological(?) goal to be in rubber at all
times, there are many times when, in reality, I simply cannot for practical reasons. Or, I
am distracted and am not thinking about enclosure at the moment. To truly “L4R” one
must be engaged in its presence to the fullest extent possible.

When I was a younger woman, fully in my prime, I would become horny for rubber now
and then, just as you became horny in your own way when you were a youngster. It was
the result of the ebb and flow of our sexual hormones.  It’s not there all the time -- It
comes and goes as your body swings from one hormonal stage to the next. 

During these times I felt insanely compelled to put my latex on and when I did, it almost
always ended in orgasm. It’s just my particular sexual orientation for some reason. Then,
after my climax, I wanted to take it off — I was done with it until the next upswing of my
hormonal cycles. If I didn’t remove the garment just yet, soon I would often find myself
working into a second sexual frenzy. It is during these times that this my fantasy of “L4R”
was most prevalent. It’s an underlying compulsion to inject a bit of rubber into all aspects
of my day-to-day life. Goddess_Hevea is always there.

The horniness comes and goes, but the idea of “L4R” is always there, extending well
beyond mere sexuality. It’s like a life-long goal that is always hanging around in the
corners of my mind, even though my body may not be particularly in tune with it at any
given moment. 

I don’t remember exactly when I started to feel a need to L4R, but I was probably in my
late teens. It’s been with me a long time. The idea was quite murky at first, but as I grew
older I began to realize that it was one of the constants of my life. 

Now that I am much older and no longer driven by sexuality nearly as much, I still find
that I am driven to put my latex stuff on. Goddess_Hevea is still with me although the
nature of our relationship has changed in subtle ways. It has grown, deepened and
matured. The weird thing is that L4R is no longer really an overtly sexual act for me as it
was when I was much younger. It may result in orgasm, but that’s no longer the primary
driving force behind it. Now it’s… oh, I dunno, more of a comfort thing. I’m doing what I
am supposed to be doing. I just feel at “home” in my rubber. 

It’s how I recharge my batteries.

=========

br2013.4000-0400 I ordered a RubberDrone hood 
§@21.0809-1034.59BR§

Dear Marla,
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I ordered a RubberDrone hood inspired by my dreams of being objectified into a blob of
intelligent but compliant rubberdrone. The oval mouth hole is only 1.5 inches/4cm.  It will
cover most of my lips but is only just big enough for me to talk through. Forming each
word will cause my lips to deliciously brush against the latex with every word. I imagine
eating will be a rather messy affair. I’ll probably consumed most of my food in liquid form.
The mouth hole is also just big enough to allow the insertion of a gag, which I expect to
do often.  The “pepperpot” eye covering will remove me from most of the world, yet allow
just enough visibility to do my chores. Seeing the world thru the small holes in the latex
mesh over my eyes is a constant, insidiously nagging reminder that I am inside the
Temenum of Goddess_Hevea, and not out in the “world”. 

The hood helps me focus on my fetish more deeply. Much more. At times it makes me
think of myself as one of Goddess_Hevea’s temple virgins or some sort of priestess in her
temple.
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`Carlee`hood`wht`99%`pepperpot`frills`small mouth opening`&&`[Soft Skin Latex]@21.0611-1021.12.jpg

br2013.40006-0400  #2,286 emotionally involved
[atx@21.0807-1406.48]

[atx@21.0215-1213.40]
§190808-0040.20.br§

==========

 How does Mistress_Hevea affect the other parts of your life?

§21.0318-1713.58§
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==Does it make you more introverted?
==Does it orient your sexuality inward rather than toward another person? If so, do you mourn the loss

of hetero-sexuality?

==”she owns my heart.” (Malkinius. I Can Do This: A Study In Consensual Enslavement (p. 41). Kindle Edition. )

========

Dear Marla, 

You may find this interesting.

For some reason Javin seems to like to ask questions about my fetish in the
evenings at the dinner table. Maybe it was because, at that time, he was
starting to relax from his work and I had just taken my apron off for the day.
It was clear that he was researching it on the Internet because his questions
became increasingly more focused on deep rubbering. Some where far-
reaching and profound. Although he insisted that he had no personal interest
in trying rubber, his curiosity about the entire gestalt of my fetish seemed
insatiable. 

I remember one evening we had smoked a joint after dinner and were talking
about things in our lives which seemed to demand most of our attention:
work, play… lovers.

A perplexed look came over his face. “Are you somehow emotionally involved
in your latex the way you could be in love with a man? Is there any sort of
romantic connection to it for you?” he asked.

“Oh, heaven’s no.” I replied. "It’s nothing like that. I have never regarded any
of my rubber things as persons or actually alive in any way. They are just
objects made in a factory - probably somewhere in China. I still prefer being
in love with men at the emotional and intellectual levels.  But at the purely
physical level, it’s rubber that I need.” I struggled for words. “All I can say is
that I don’t love the rubber, but, rather, what it does to me. I suppose you
could say that I am ‘hetero-emotional’ and ‘hetero-intellectual’ but I serve
Goddess_Hevea as a ‘rubber-sexual’.”

He frowned. “I still don’t understand,” he replied. “You often refer to your
fetish as Mistress_Hevea. Are you suggesting you are in love with her?”

I had to think about this a moment. “Keep in mind that Mistress_Hevea is
just a metaphor for my rubber fetish. Actually, I hated Mistress_Hevea until I
was 28 years old. I could not accept that is who I was. I felt she - or, rather,
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was 28 years old. I could not accept that is who I was. I felt she - or, rather,

the fetish was almost a form of cancer that affected my soul and needed to
be eradicated. She was a disease. I sought treatment from a number
psychology professionals during the early adult years of my life to try to rid
myself of this perverted disease. I fought it hard.  I was sick and needed to
be healed.”

“Oh? What happened?”

“Basically the same thing that happens when someone with homosexual
tendencies tries to fight them. The very fact that one is inclined to ‘fight’ a
condition or situation such as my fetish is, in itself, an acknowledgment that it
is something is wrong and needs to be eliminated or expunged rom me. The
harder I fought and the more it became apparent that I could not win over it,
the sicker I felt. It became apparent that the treatments were ineffective
because my fetish is not just some simple tumor attached to my soul that can
be removed. There was no situation where I could decide between having it
or not having it.  The fetish is a fundamental component of who I am.  It’s
how I am ‘wired’. It’s never going to go away. I might as well accept that.”

“And, did you?”

“Yeah, finally a psychiatrist, basically, told me that there was no ‘cure’ for the
fetish because it is a basic orientation and not some psychosis or other
psychological aberration. I was simply ‘wired’ this way.  They said I would
probably be happier if I just accepted it and learned to live with it. In fact, he
suggested I might even find a modicum of joy in it.”

“JAVIN>> " How did that work out for you?”

CARLEE>> " “The self-acceptance aspect was like having the weight of the
world lifted from my shoulders. I decided I was no longer going to feel guilty
about being that way.  My sexual polarity was that of a non-binary Rubberist
and there was nothing I could do about that. I suppose it was a similar kind
of feeling when someone realizes she is homosexual and finally accepts it.
She stops looking for male partners as society says she is supposed to and
places her focus on other women. The world becomes a brighter place for her
when that happens.

CARLEE>> "  “That’s not to say I don’t still struggle with it, even to this day,
even when I have arrived to my sixties. I am still ‘other’ and that keeps me
outside of mainstream social acceptance.  I have accepted the identity for
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outside of mainstream social acceptance.  I have accepted the identity for

myself but the fact that I cannot just walk out in the world in my rubber and
expect everyone to accept me that bothers me more than anything else..
Even though there are places - like parts of Europe, especially the UK, where
rubber fetish is often dismissed as a harmless eccentricity, but the plain fact
of the matter is that no Rubberist can routinely circulate in social situations
while dressed in rubber. Oh, maybe some of the rock stars or professional
models can do that a little, but a plain-looking old broad like me could never
get away with it. Wearing rubber is pretty much assumed to be a sexual thing
and, therefore, while some members of our cultures may allow it in the
bedroom, it is taboo in public situations. To make things worse, I think most
vanilla’s think it is seedy and perverse.  I blame the porn industry for helping
to give it that stigma.” 

CARLEE>> " “Probably the bigger issue I have to deal with is that, while
rubber is what drives me to orgasm, it is not a living person. I cannot have a
romantic or intellectual relationship with it. My heart and mind want a man to
fall in love with, but not if it will end in disaster as it always has in the past.
My heart wants men and women in social relationships. I cannot do this with
my sexuality oriented to rubber.”

JAVIN>> " “Why don’t you try to find someone who loves rubber?” he asked.

CARLEE>> "  “My second husband, Robert, was a Rubberist.  We met through
a personal ad that had caught my eye. He lived in L.A. We corresponded a lot
at first and then began spending long hours on the phone with  each other.
This was before email and the Internet were ubiquitous.  Eventually we got
married and I moved to southern California to be with him. He loved stuff like
total enclosure as I did so the first year we had a lot of fun. We wore a lot of
rubber in those days.  Soon, however, rather ominous dark clouds appeared
on our horizon. He started to devolve into a big domination trip and wanted
me to be his slave all of the time.  That didn’t agree with my nature. I didn’t
realize it then but I was already enslaved by Goddess_Hevea. He started
forcing me to do things, often quite unrelated to our rubbersex play, which I
didn’t want to do. He began to enjoy humiliating me which really turned me
off. Our personalities clashed in many ways such as he was mostly
extroverted while I was introverted and that sort of thing. It became
apparent we just weren’t suited for each other. Our marriage went into
meltdown shortly after that. We got a ‘quickie’ divorce and I moved back to
Thorpton deeply hurt by the whole affair.” 
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JAVIN>> "  "Did you keep trying after that?"

CARLEE>> " "Yes. Several years later I flew to Montreal where there is a
small, budding Rubberist community. They have a festival in the fall and
people from all over the world flock to it. It was really just a big party. It was
liberating to be in a microcosm of society where all of the others wore rubber,
too.  The men significantly outnumbered the women so they were constantly
hitting on me. Most seemed like nice guys. However, I only had a few days to
mingle before I had to go back home. Afterwards I followed up with emails to
some of them. (The world had discovered email by then.) When I dug a little
deeper it became apparent that most had lifestyles or personalities which just
plain didn’t interest me or they were too young or too old. Many were "A/C
extroverts" while I am a "D/C introvert", so to speak. I quickly learned that
Rubberists come in a wide variety of flavors and orientations — no two of
them are quite the same. Most of the guys were gentlemen but we didn't find
much else that could lead us into a romantic relationship.   Several were
married. Some of them turned out to be just plain creepy and just a little too
desperate.   Mostly, I think they were all just a bit too extroverted for me. I'm
not suggesting that there was anything "bad" about any of them, but they
just weren't right for me. So, no ‘magic’ happened.”

CARLEE>> " “I’ve tried at other times to reach out and find a rubber man
who both my heart and mind can get involved with, but nothing ever seems
to happen, especially in Thorpton. Mostly, I just find creeps and guys who
want to be my 'Master'. In desperation, I just wind up, instead, falling in love
with someone like Frank or my other ex-husbands who were strictly vanilla
and had no interest in rubber at all. That never works out, either. I have a lot
of scar tissue in my emotional life because all of those relationships crashed
badly. That just drives me deeper into the one source of happiness that has
always been stable in my life and never lets me down: my rubber. After the
really bad ending with Frank I’ve pretty much decided that I do not want to
get romantically involved ever again. It always winds up being a source of
pain.”

JAVIN>> " “Don’t forget that it’s actually OK to be non-binary. While around
half of the people in the world are introverts, it's the extroverts that control
everything. To justify their existence they think you should also be outward
looking and binary. They will tell you that it's not healthy to be alone or
inward looking. That doesn't make them right. Just because any people must
have relationships with other people doesn’t mean you are immoral or that
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have relationships with other people doesn’t mean you are immoral or that

there is anything wrong with you for not being that way.  You just dance to
the beat of a different drummer, that’s all. I’m sorry that doesn’t make it any
easier for you, but it may be helpful to know that you are certainly not an evil
or imperfect person because of it, Carlee.”

CARLEE>> "  “The real problem has always been that the men in my life have
not connected with me physically. We have not met each others needs. It’s
not their fault — they are just being who they are, but so am I. They are A/C
and I am D/C. So, I suppose, I inadvertently wind up with my heart focused
on Mistress_Hevea, who exists only as a metaphor in my mind..

JAVIN>> "  "So, are you saying that, even right now as you sit here in your
latex, that you are having sex with it?"  

CARLEE>> "  "If you had asked me that 20-30 years ago I probably would
have said yesl But my relationship with Mistress_Hevea is much less sexual
now that I am much older and my sex drive has diminished significantly. Even
those moments of rubber-lust which I still get occasionally have lost some of
their intensity and are not nearly as satisfying as when I was much younger.
This is something I could not fathom when I was, say, 25 years old and my
life was still driven by sex. I know… everyone goes through this as they age.
However, quite unexpectedly, my need to wear rubber now is just as potent
and all-consuming but has gradually morphed from being primarily erotic  in
nature to something else much more sensual and powerfully subtle. I still
have the fetish just as intensely even though orgasm is no longer the main
driving force. My mind and body still crave it and the whole milieu
surrounding it. Oh, I still love the constant erotic tease of Tom and Dick, but
there is also something else much deeper there now than when I was still in
my child-bearing years. The very nature of my need for rubber has changed a
great deal.

“Are you hurting anyone, including yourself?”

I shook my head.

He said, “Your fetish is a big part of who you are. From what you have told
me, it sounds like it might be your primary identity. You should be proud of
who you are!”

“But it has been the source of so much misery in my life,” I replied. 

“Perhaps you are looking at it all wrong. Is your glass half full or is it half
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“Perhaps you are looking at it all wrong. Is your glass half full or is it half

empty? ”

“What do you mean,” I asked.

Marla, Much of my life until my arrival at the Hahnestery was in the fetish-is-
a-cancer belief mode. I was convinced that I was sick and needed to be
healed and that I would could never find happiness until I did. But suddenly,
my new employer, of all people, threw in the idea that it could actually be a
good thing. It wasn’t just Javin’s ‘whatever floats your boat’ philosophy. 

[[atx: =Transcendence is the gradual and incessant movement toward your own, particular personal

authenticity and results from being true to one’s nature]]

He challenged me to think outside of the box. Javin taught me “my fetish is
not a bug; it’s a feature!”

How could I re-engineer my entire attitude to experience my fetish as a
positive, useful aspect of my life? What could I learn from it? What does a
fetish have to offer besides good sex? What happiness could I derive from it?

Javin liberated me. Suddenly, I felt the weight of the world lifted from my
shoulders! I cannot begin to tell you how much joy crept into my worldview
at that moment.

I’m OK. Really! If I could take a pill and make the fetish go away, I wouldn’t
do that. Not now.  Given other choices I would still choose the fetish because
it enriches and defines me. It has been the mainstay of my otherwise
turbulent life. 

And… I had a hunch that it could be much more than just really good sex.

br2013.4000- #44 primal need to submit to
Goddess_Hevea

§190905-1009.04.br§  

=Being in a suit which is constantly demanding my attention helps to place me in
the NOW. 

== how does this affect other areas of my life?
=== my work as a housekeeper?
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==== problems with overheating and dehydration?

=

br2018.ACT III __  MIRROR
MOMENT: It’s not a bug; it’s a
feature!
“Individuation is the process in which you become what you were destined to
become.” -Anthony Stevens

“The privilege of a lifetime is to become who you truly are.” (TTOSBT!!)

- Carl Gustav Jung 

“This above all:
To thine own self be true.
Then, as the day follows the night,
Thou cannot be false to any man.”

(Hamlet)

n Casablanca, at the exact midpoint of the film, Ilsa comes to Rick's saloon after closing
time. Rick has been getting drunk, remembering with bitterness what happened with him
and Ilsa in Paris. Ilsa tries to explain why she left him in Paris, that she found out her
husband Viktor Lazlo was still alive. She pleads with him to understand. But Rick is so
bitter he basically calls her a whore. She weeps and leaves. And Rick, full of self-disgust,
puts his head in his hands. He is thinking, "What have I become?" The rest of the film will
determine whether he stays a selfish drunk, or regains his humanity. That, in fact, is what
Casablanca is truly about, in both narrative and theme.  (James Bell - Write your novel
from the middle.)

Br2018.0000 The MM Epiphany:  Shinrin Yoku -->Gomu Yoku → Zen
of Rubber (® as a way of life) →HITEz as metric →  RubberNunk(an
Order of One) → Vow plus Commitment: burn all my street clothes →
BR → Self-Actualized

Why?
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Anchorite life: No distractions. Can devote full life focus on rubber.

Spend time writing Anchoress Manual about inner feelings, advice to others, etc.

Anchorite: male,. Anchoress: female

br2018-0000-NOTE  #291 Mirror Moment Structure
Notes

§@19.1022-1303.15.br§  

My overall plot design is largely based on “Write Your Novel From The Middle” by James
Scott Bell. His concept of story plot theory is that there is a fundamental shift in the
protagonist’s journey midpoint in any story. He invokes a vision of a large suspension
bridge with two tall pillars or pylons and a mid-point. It looks something like an upper-
case “M”. Following the guy wires of this bridge, the plot starts on the first shore, rises to
the top of the first pillar (1st point of no return PNR), plummets to a low spot at the
middle of the bridge and then rises to the top of the second pillar (2nd PNR) and then
gracefully decends to the second shore. 

Each act in the story represents one of these segments.

(Spoiler Alert!!!)

1. br2012. Introduction:The beginning of a novel tells us who the main characters are
and the situation at hand: Carlee (protagonist) is a deep Rubberist. We meet Javin
(cotagonist) who lives at the “Hahnastery”.

2. br2013. The First Pillar: The point of no return: Down The Rabbit Hole. Javin
discovers Carlee in full rubber.  

3. br2018. Mirror Moment is a moment in the middle of the story that pulls together
the entire narrative. Mirror Moment: TTOSBT  (i.e. “To Thine Own Self Be True”)

4. br2019. Gomu Yoku — Epiphanie of Purpose. She imagines a “Hevean Order of One”.
This is the climb to the second pillar of the bridge.

5. br2020 The Second Pillar: denouement:  Bodhisattva:  Javin dies, leaving the
entire estate to Carlee. She is alone for a while but then Jenny, Carlee’s first Hevea.
Yoku “apprentice”, appears. Now it is an Order of Two with prospects for more to
come, assuring Carlee & Javin’s legacy. 

Tomorrow
by Jack -c-

When we are young, everything is about tomorrow.

Tomorrow we graduate from school.
Tomorrow we get the "big" job.
Tomorrow we get married.
Tomorrow we have kids.
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Tomorrow our kids have kids.
Tomorrow we retire and move to Florida.
Tomorrow we play Bingo at 4pm in the clubhouse.
Tomorrow our body will heal from the ravages of old age.

But then the day comes when we stop moving forward.
Our life now has become all about yesterday.
We have run out of tomorrows.

I want to find another tomorrow.
I want to move forward again.

Br2018.0000 NOTES: Rubber as conduit for mind expansion  

(From )181231-1254.49ε 

(Boldfacing and links in Heaths message below are mine. My responses are in italics. Atx.)

On 150917 1742, Heath_ wrote:
It is funny how the world works, my thoughts have been travelling very much down this
road recently. I am working on an all rubber art installation that will take a few years to
come to fruition. The idea is several people totally encased in catsuits made to resemble
bark that as it comes around the front of the body starts to resemble the rotted mulch of
the earth with all the critters of decomposition included. Harnessed upon the back of the
characters are forests, again all made from rubber in various states of seasonal change
with the birds and beasts, the undergrowth and even the odd habitation appearing here
and there. The people manoeuvre around one another upon all fours, the landscapes of
the forests undulating upon their bodies, rising, rolling, falling. In the background the sun
rises and sinks and the cosmos of stars turn and from the void come figures that I have
already made the outfits for, bronze guardians weathered beaten by the eons, sentinels
from the depths of time who look down upon the forests and conduct their movement.
Ideas are still forming and I am currently experimenting with the making of the trees that
will form the forests. The individuals can also come together, standing to form a singular
organism.

An amazing concept. I can almost hear my mind stretch as I struggle to visualize it!

Do each one of the "individuals" represent some different constituent of the whole or are
they all somewhat identical in appearance?

I am intrigued, as someone who very much utilises rubber in its capacity as a material to
radically transform the look of a person and become an avenue for exploring ones identity
or the nature of ones being, to see people in role play games, in all their myriad forms,
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or the nature of ones being, to see people in role play games, in all their myriad forms,

the dynamic of the communication in these altered states. I am fascinated by the thought
of what may be revealed by people who aren’t playing doctor and patient, or doggy and
master but are now, maybe, a reflection of Gaia. How would someone act, behave,
perceive as an entity that is actually a collective of entities? I don’t think I can
anticipate the result, I don’t think I could really choreograph a performance until I saw
how people worked within such outfits. Anyway things are a long way off before any of
that can be answered. I have to see if I can build these forest landscape outfits first!

Would the costume of each individual represent, say, a tree or a mushroom or insect, etc.
which, collectively, become a forest?  How could you somehow tie all of them together as
a metaphor for the interactivity and interdependence of each individual. For example, tie
them together with common breathing and/or feeding tubes or mycorrhhizae which, if
damaged, would affect the lives of all of them???   How are they conscious of each other?
Do they have some sort of universal "language"?   What about the non-living things in
your forest?? Are they also interdependent?

How could you express all of this with rubber as your medium?

Now I have spent a number of occasions encased in rubber in the forests nearby and in all
seasons. I have laid upon those pine needle beds in the warmth of summer and in the
snow thick cold of winter watching snowflakes land upon my latex hot body, evaporating
and disappearing in a puff of vapour. I find that in nature, more so than in my home or the
distraction of entering the enduring flow of public display in more urban settings, that a
peculiar alteration of ones senses happens. Maybe the alone time gives the time to
observe ones sensations. The strangeness is a kind of reversal as to where the sensation
comes from. An example of this which others may appreciate is feeling the sun, basking in
its warmth whilst dressed in rubber. One feels the parts of the body in more direct
alignment to the sun warm up and one makes sense of this - I feel the warmth upon my
body and can associate that it comes from the sun, I see the source of it, its direction of
blaze and its fall upon my body. However a reversal sometimes occurs in which that
warming patch does not seem to come from the sun but rather seems to emanate from
the body itself, that somehow, inexplicably, a part of my body is warming up of its own
accord. I know, I know that this is not the case and yet through rubber it is very much
a real feeling that all sensation is not caused by an external factor but is
emanating as a sensation into the external world. The external world is just a picture
of my own painting. It is an acute sense of solipsism and in that state I can come closer to
experiences I once use to have as a child which I’ll come to shortly.

Could that "sensation emanating into the world" be what heavy Rubberists would call
"rubberspace"? - an almost hypnagogic or lucid-dreamish "place" of extreme comfort that
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"rubberspace"? - an almost hypnagogic or lucid-dreamish "place" of extreme comfort that

transcends mere physical sensation  - that is something beyond touch, sight, sound, taste,
smell or Proprioception? 

How could this be expressed in the context of empathy with all life in the forest? (If at
all???)   How could rubberspace be utilized as a "conduit" or "catalyst" to expanded
empathic environmental consciousness?

I would dearly love at some point in the future to heighten this alternative sense of
internalisation through balloons. I have been in balloons many many times, either
privately or at an event. When you are inside an inflated balloon (I stress inflated because
things alter as air is removed) there is just a thin membrane of rubber between yourself
and the outside world. The outside world becomes blurry, unformed, the sounds muffled
and overlapping. More immediate senses of smell and taste belong inside that world and
you can acquire an overwhelming desire to want to test the unformed external world by
reaching out with hands and feet and head and press them against the membrane, just to
discover if you can attain some direct contact. It is a womb, a pod within which a sense of
great contendedness comes upon you to live within that world, little exists beyond yourself
and that skin of rubber. I have been inside such a balloon, floating upon a pool of water,
being carried wherever it may take me, into the dark and the cool and into the light and
the warmth, Just floating, gently floating, peaceful, submerged in my passing
consciousness. And I have been gently birthed from such a balloon into the waters, the air
slowly deflating, supported by a “midwife” and brought out into the world. Exhilirating and
disorientating and it does take a short while for you to regain your feet. It may not be
possible to have a balloon in a forest - lots of prickly things, but I would love to experience
what it would be like. That increased sense of isolation, of aloneness but with a whole
world just a millimetre away but in that world maybe I could return to my child hood
experiences.

My earliest “fetish” recollections are as a child of 5 or 6 years old, swaddled in layers and
layers from head to toe of nylons, wrapped and strapped and wedged down the side of my
bed or crammed into the dark confines of a wardrobe. In that state all the frustrations I
had as a child were swept away, I had my peace, my focus, my control and, in that state,
I would mind travel, the geometries and abstractions breaking away upon a mythic
landscape that I would fly over and sweep down and examine in minute detail conversing
with animals and the strange inhabitants. Sometimes these experiences were brief,
sometimes I could not reach the land of faerie my meditations conjured as real,
sometimes they were scary but most of the time they were beautiful and I still long for
them and every now again I catch glimpses of them when in my rubber.

In all these states there is either a removal or a deprivation of key senses and
maybe once the physical sensations that connect us to the external world of our
relationships and context with the world beyond begin to dissolve we become for
more keyed into the internal world of our mind, of our dream scape. Perhaps the
external world has an important part to play in the determination of the dream world,
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external world has an important part to play in the determination of the dream world,

what differences materialise in our wondering imaginings between a float on water,
basking in open sunlight, enclosed within the confines of a forest canopy etc, and how
does the transition between the “real" and the “unreal" worlds differ? Is the journey
always the same or are their different forms of transportation? I know from personal
experience that really after an initial stage of becoming more acutely aware of physical
sensation, examining the alteration caused by rubber to the sights, sounds and feelings of
the world around me, entering a greater perception of everything as a projection of
myself, calming and regulating my biological functions, gaining that sense of just the
here and now, I actually cease to observe and ask questions, such considerations as to
what will next happen and how just do not come. If I force such thoughts to arise I lose
where I am, I begin to come out of where I am heading. So, it becomes difficult to answer
the kind of state of altered being I may enter into, whether new senses awaken or more
subtle and less recognised ones take a more predominant position in my bodies need to
remain connected to the external.

I have always been the type of person who adores the grand view of the universe we
inhabit, the entirety of its being as well as the minutiae of it’s components. I live on the
edges of an ancient forest and I like to feel a connection to it, I have to feel it to feel
myself. I perceive the importance of the woodlouse as much as the oak and the creeping
nature of the forests movement through time, the changing of its woods, of its trees. It
gives me context. It tells me everything I need about who I am. Cities do the
opposite to me. They can fill me with wonder and awe and excite and inspire me and I can
project far into the future through them but they also devour me and I lose myself. In a
forest, or at least in particular in a forest, I find myself, my ancient mammalian
rodent self maybe in many ways, I know my function and purpose within the nature of
that realm, the simple world to find shelter and food, to burrow in the leaf mulch, to
gather nuts and berries. My life is short to the giants of time that stand all around
me, that provide my existence with the means of survival and maybe this is the
empathy, the knowing of ones place, the forest reminding me of my simple self,
my honest beginnings, my animal being. I gain this sense all the time in nature, of my
natural being, of how to be natural, of just how to be, whether enclosed in rubber or
not. I think, however, that when totally encased and in the right frame of mind to simply
allow the rubber to take me where it will, it becomes a catalyst.

"The forest showing me my place" - also, the "empathy" aspect -- I am not quite
understanding how that can be related to total enclosure rubber. Could you expand on
that a bit, please?? Thanks! ..atx..

On 16 Sep 2015, at 21:11, Ataraxia <ataraxius@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi Everyone!
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I hope all is well with all of you!

I've run into a bit of a brick wall in my novel and I wonder if I could pick your brain about
possible ways to bust through it.

Have you ever been out in the deep woods while fully enclosed in latex? If not, can you
imagine it? 

Let's say you are lying down on a thick carpet of pine needles, leaves, bits of twigs, etc.
There are myriad trees and ground plants growing around you in great abundance and
thickness. Perhaps it has rained recently and everything is still  looks and smells damp.
The air is filled with the sound of birds and breeze.

But you are under at least one layer of latex which covers every inch of your body. Your
gasmask lets you see a bit of this and you can hear some of it, but the layer of non-
permeable latex or the clear lenses are a barrier to actually being actually in contact with
it.  Your sensory apparatus are utterly separated from this world of Nature.

Here's my question:   How could this total enclosure environment in the woods somehow
be used to actually make a deeper, more profound contact with it?  Perhaps something
beyond sight, sound, smell, taste or touch.
 
How could Total Enclosure be used to actually enhance perception or awareness
of Nature (but not, necessarily, through the five senses)?

It's common knowledge that when you are deprived of say, sight, your hearing becomes
more acute. If deprived of both of them, your sense of touch or smell may improve.  But
what happens if you are deprived of all five senses? Is there something else -- perhaps a
sixth sense -- that becomes correspondingly more acute? 

What about empathy?  Is it conceivable that, somehow, and as crazy as it sounds, being in
Total Enclosure might focus one's consciousness to a place where it is one can actually
better feel what the forest is feeling at the moment?

My story falls within the genre of "speculative fiction", so there is a bit of latitude to be a
little off-the-wall, but the closer to being actually possible/feasible in the real world, the
better.

What are your ideas for utilizing Total Enclosure as a means to enhancing one's connection
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What are your ideas for utilizing Total Enclosure as a means to enhancing one's connection

to Nature?

Even if you think your ideas are totally crazy, throw them at me anyways, please. If
nothing else, they may trigger some ideas that might work!

Please reply to the O_T_R group so that everyone will see it.

Thanks for your help.

Carpe Rubber Diem!
..ataraxia.. 

Br2018.0000 NOTES: Shall I serve M. Hevea 1000% -- devote life
to it for a year or two.  MM??

Big decision to serve M. Hevea 1000% -- devote life to it for a year or two.  MM??

Make it “sacred”

Br2018.0000 NOTES: Simple Play vs. Deep Play
1. What is the difference between simple play and deep play? Simple play can take many
forms and have many purposes, but it goes only so far. When it starts focusing one’s life
and offering ecstatic moments, it becomes deep play.

<Deep Play (Ackerman, Diane)> 2021-11-23 22:06:11

br2018.0000-0050 #128 I want my life to mean something. 
§21.0415-0421.07BR§ 
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[[“You are here because you are mediocre in every aspect of your lives. You’re boringly redundant,
unnecessary, borderline ridiculously obsolete and useless, and you lack the discipline and knowledge to even
recognize just how pitiful your state actually is. And, it is that inconspicuous ordinariness that makes you
valuable. You are just the necessary background character in someone else’s dreams” [from "Underneath It
All"By: Loxy Isadora Bliss]].  

=Floating thru life without direction or sense of purpose
 

Dear Marla, 

I’ve done nothing “important” in my life that substantially affects the lives of others.  I
have not made much difference in the world. Not much at all.

I’ve put my heart into caring for the home and hearths of several men who did not
appreciate it.  

I’ve mothered a daughter and a son. Neither of them have spoken to me in decades. 

This has been in an era when the earth is angry because the human race is simply way too
big to be sustainable.  I read someplace that for natural balance to take place, our
population on this planet needs to be in the low 100-Millions and not the 8 billion of us
here now. Something will cull us eventually. More likely, we will do it ourselves through the
propensity for war that is so typical of our species.

br2013.1200-0050  #311  Need a Goal, a navigation beacon
§20.0413-1107.32br§ 

1. The goal is never to get rid of the fetish but to normalize it, accept it and incorporate it into your life with a feeling of acceptance,
personal fulfillment an happiness.

<Article on Sexual Fetish (therapywithcare.com)> 

Dear Marla,

Where am I taking my life? Do I even have a “journey”? 

Oh, sure. I bore some children but everyone does that. In an age where overpopulation
is the major cause of our ecological crisis, who needs more children?  Besides, once they
have grown and left the nest, they are really not much of a part of a parent’s life. 

It’s worse than that. Both of my sons from my first marriage had become fanatical
Christians and rejected me because they regarded my fetish was perverted and immoral.
They even tried to get me to go to some “counselor” who would show me how to “pray my
fetish away”! Hah!  I lasted only two sessions and my kids wasted a couple hundred
dollars on it. What a bunch of bullshit that was!  Shortly after that they told me they no
longer wanted me, their mother, in their lives unless I quit being such an “abomination”.
Whoa! Talk about stabbing me in the heart… I could not make them understand that my
fetish was part of me. I could not just “take a pill” or see some counselor or shrink to
make it go away. I have not talked to either of them in 20 years and don’t even know
where they are now. I tried to contact them at first but they simply ignored my attempts.
After a while I got the message and stopped trying.
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And now that I am 65, I look back on my life and see that I have had very little impact
on the world. I have done nothing more important than drift from one marriage to another
(I’ve had four of them if you count my ten years living with Frank). I didn’t even finish
college, as you know. 

Last night I realized that what I want most in this world is to be able to is to live what’s
left of my life in rubber with dignity. I want to, for example, vacuum the living room while
in Total_Enclosure and feel as if it were the most normal thing for me to do.

br2018.0000-0210  #294 Mirror Moment NOTES (Individuation)

[ 200108-1505.03.br§  

Dear Marla, 

I was feeling so depressed about of how I was spiralling into my fetish I
decided to burn all of my latex stuff. [[atx: show, don’t tell here!]]

I was done with my fetish. My heart had been broken by an uncountable
string of friends, relatives and lovers who had rejected me because I am
“other”. 

My (Jungian) “dark shadow” has been the notion that I am perverted by my
fetish, and that makes me a bad person.

Individuation is the process in which you become what you were destined to
become. -Anthony Stevens

I cannot accept that I am a bad person. I don’t hurt people  or things. I am a
threat to no one. I love animals. 

“If you don't know who you truly are, you'll never know what you really
want.” - Roy T. Bennett 

Javin says:

“Eastern claim that "Religion is a learning experience in which a basic
requirement is 'First change your consciousness'." Psychedelics and Self-
Actualization [2.5kw]   §190108-1553.17e ] 

Your fetish is not a bug. It’s a feature. It’s a matter of how you decide to
see it. It’s the reality that you chose to live in that becomes who you are in
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see it. It’s the reality that you chose to live in that becomes who you are in

some ways.

 (I.e. “Experience Design”, which is the capture, control and creation of
attention). Subjectivity engineering. Got lemons? Make lemonade. [Silva,
Jason - Experience Design  (narrative transcribed) 140330-1301 

=It suddenly dawned on me. I am a rubbersexual

=The TTOSBT moment is HERE

JAVIN>> " OK, then BE a rubbersexual. 

= “I am a RubberSexual”. She acquiesces to the increasingly stronger pull of
Mistress_Hevea.

“We have to dare to be ourselves, however frightening or strange that self
may prove to be.” - May Sarton

The goal is never to get rid of the fetish but to normalize it and make it a
“pursuit of excellence”. Celebrate it!

br2018.0000-NOTE #441 Life lessons from Jonathan Livingston
Seagull

“He spoke of very simple things- that it is right for a gull to fly, that freedom is the very nature of his being,
that whatever stands against that freedom must be set aside, be it ritual or superstition or limitation in any
form.

“Set aside,” came a voice from the multitude, “even if it be the Law of the Flock?”

“The only true law is that which leads to freedom,” Jonathan said. “There is no other.””

Of all the great things Jonathan Livingston seagull has said in Richard Bach’s book of the same name, this
speaks the most to me.
at which leads to freedom,” Jonathan said. “There is no other.”

To me Jonathan Livingston seagull brings 3 life lessons:

1- Our potential is limited only to the extent we let it to be
And I do not mean in ‘we as humans use only 10% of our potential’ way, but more often than not, we are
limited by our perception of what we are capable of achieving. Changing that mindset is solely under our
control. Why should we let someone else tell us what we can and can’t do?

Remember Chris from the movie ‘Pursuit of Happyness’? The scene where he tells his son, “Hey. Don’t ever
let somebody tell you… You can’t do something. Not even me. …’.

That about sums it up.

2- Find your passion and be relentless in your pursuit of it
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Our seagull Jonathan was exemplary in illustrating that sometimes following our passions can take us away
from places and people that we hold dear, but in no way did that deter him from following his passion, or
giving it his all. It’s because at the end of the day, he was answerable to himself. And so are we.

To quote Steve Jobs, “Stay hungry, stay foolish”. Being loyal to our passion brings us
profound happiness and contentment and that’s the state that we all ultimately strive for. Don’t we?

3- Pay it Forward
Jonathan didn’t just stop at achieving perfection, he took it a step further. He thought it best that learnings
be shared with others, to let them know that we can think beyond our present circumstances for a blissful
future.

It may not be entirely selfless given that there is a significant upliftment we feel when we help others , but
Hey! its feeding two birds with one scone.

I cannot help but quote Film critic Roger Ebert who praised the book by saying ” the book was so banal that
it had to be sold to adults; kids would have seen through it.”

Good for thought.

(Source unknown)

br2018.0000-NOTE Find your passion and be relentless in your pursuit of it

Our seagull Jonathan was exemplary in illustrating that sometimes following our passions can take us away
from places and people that we hold dear, but in no way did that deter him from following his passion, or
giving it his all. It’s because at the end of the day, he was answerable to himself. And so are we.

br2018.0123-  #262 Shrooms
§@22.0413-1050.26BR§

Dear Marla,

Last night one of Javin’s friends visited for a quick drink. I sequestered myself to my little
hiding place in a corner of the attic. 

It was Javin’s idea. We seldom had visitors but, in cases like this, it was best for me to
disappear from the world, sometimes for several hours and on short notice. We had set
this up hideaway  for me with a networked computer, cot and a night bucket. We sound-
proofed the floor with scraps of old, thick carpet. There was also some bottled water,
packaged foods, a well stocked library and a set of “emergency” street clothes. I  even
had nice windows at each end which could be opened to allow breezes. The only thing
missing was a shower. I could stay up there for a day if needed.  
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Glancing out one of the windows I could see Javin and the other fellow talking casually
while leaning up against the friend’s truck.  They each had a bottle of beer in their hand. 

Perhaps an hour later Javin signaled the all clear. His friend had left.

“Hey, do you want to try some shrooms?” asked Javin.

“Mushrooms?” I asked rhetorically. “I love mushrooms. What type of ‘shroom’ do you
have?”

He smiled. “Magic!”

Oh! 

-br2013.1310-1113 We gather mushrooms
§@22.0323-1521.45BR§

In the fall we began to go on short hikes into the woods to gather “magic” mushrooms,
which grow in abundance around here. 

[research gathering mushrooms - how is it done? What would it be like in 97% or even
98% rubber?]

[how to dehydrate magic shrooms?]
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br2018.0200-____  #963 The MM:  TTOSBT
 §190722-0941.59§  

Javin noticed that I was not wearing the apron later that afternoon while I cooked
his supper. It was not one of my better meals — my heart just wasn’t into it.  During
dinner I was in still in a deeply unhappy mood. I just picked at my food. 

In less than a minute Ramona had ground my self-esteem into a pulp.  

Javin looked at me with soft eyes, cleared his throat and said:

“This above all;
To thine own self be true.
Then, as the day follows the night;
Thou canst not be false to any man.”

“Shakespeare,” I asked?

“Yes. It’s from Hamlet. Do you understand what it means?” He asked.

“I vaguely remember it from college, but never gave it much thought,” I replied.

“The line ‘To thine own self be true’ is saying that to be a real person you need to be true
to who you really are. Any thing else is simply not being authentic  or true to who you
really are. Instead, you are just wearing the false personae masks that society imposes
upon you.”

[[atx:You cannot be true to yourself if you are a slave to someone else (or society).]]

“False personae?”

“Yes, from the moment you were born, people and the world tried to make you conform to
their worldview.  For example, when you were very young your parents, your religion and
society in general were forming your insights into what was right and wrong, good and
evil, important or trivial and so on. Some of their subconscious motivation for doing this
was because it lent legitimacy to their own worldview — a sort of reality by majority rule.
I’m not saying that this was bad… when you were very young and did not know how the
world works you needed this kind of guidance to survive and prosper in it. Most of this
influence was well-intended and it has helped you get through life. My point is that they
imposed their reality  over who you really are. They showed you how to perceive and react
to the world through their eyes. You wear their mask to hide the real you that is buried
underneath so that you are seen as not ‘other’. You conform to their worldview.”

I nodded that I was following him so far.
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“But as you got older, you started to see bits and pieces of who you really are peek out
from under that veil and react with the world. For example, when your fetish began to
manifest itself conflicts with this superimposed worldview started to become apparent. You
were ‘other’ and did not conform to the majority reality. It challenged the validity of their
ideas about what was right and wrong because it was different from their own belief
system. Sometimes people react violently to this — you saw this in the recent episode
with Ramona and over the last several years with Frank and your own family.”

As you grew older you begin to get a sense of how you are actually “wired” as opposed to
the way which society, your partners, your teachers and everyone else in your life thinks
you aught to be whether they do so consciously or they, too, are being influenced by those
around them. This is your ‘essence’. It’s a bit different from ‘self image’ because this is the
part of you that never changes. It’s not subject to the whims of the world around you. 

“OK, I think I understand so far…”, I said. 

“So, what Shakespeare was saying is that to be honest with yourself and the rest of the
world, you need to remove the mask that society has imposed upon you and live the life of
the real you as much as possible. You need to be true to yourself. Remember that
‘authenticity” —to Be All That You Can Be — is one of the basic elements of life.  Jung
called it ‘individuation’. It is a basic human need.  As your fetish seems to be your primary
identity — your ‘Enchantment’, I think this probably means you should live it as fully as
possible. Perhaps you might think of it as your Path in life?” 

“But, how do I find out who I really am?” I asked.

He gathered his chin into his hand, looked off into space. He was deeply in thought for a
moment. Then he looked at me. “ To find out who you are — who you really are --your
essence, you need to identify the stuff at your core that is not affected by external
influences such as society, your parents, lovers or even me.”

“My ‘essence’”, I asked? This was getting deep. Javin thrived on this stuff. 

Again, he went off into thought briefly. “Your essence is the thing that stays the same with
any situation.”

“Like my fetish?” I asked. I began to understand. “Yes, even as I grew up, went to college,
had many different interests come and go, worked a bit and had many relationships that
ended in pain, Mistress_Hevea has always been with me. Is she my essence?”

“Only you can answer that for sure, but, yes,” he replied, “that is probably pretty close to
your core. No doubt your it has grown and evolved over the years, but you told me that
you remember bits and pieces of it that go back to your early childhood. You have
repressed it much of the time since then because society sees it as being “other” to their
norms, but that does not mean it goes away. It seems to have always been a part of you.

  [ Aristotle speaks of ‘entelechia’, which is about the drive from within to fulfill purpose,
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  [ Aristotle speaks of ‘entelechia’, which is about the drive from within to fulfill purpose,

which, in your case, might be to live your enchantment as deeply and as richly as you
possibly can because it is who you are. Even Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs talks about this:
everyone is ‘wired’ to become all they can be, to become self-fulfilling. None of them say
this is particularly easy to do.” ]

br2018.0300-____   THE EPIPHANIES

br2018.0600   New Goals

br2018.0600  Why Enter into other worlds? (Casteneda)
§@21.0628-1436.46BR§

BNOTES: The central importance of entering into worlds other then our own - and
hence of anthropology -  itself lies in the fact that the experience leads us to understand
that our own world is also a cultural construct. By experiencing other worlds, then, we see
our own for what it is and are thereby enabled also to see fleetingly what the real world,
the one between our own cultural construct and those other worlds, must in fact be like.

Source: BNOTES: (Casteneda) WHY enter into worlds other?   [DOC# @21.0310-1134.59Îµ]
Don Juan - 01 The TeachingBNOTES: (Casteneda) WHY enter into worlds other?   [DOC# @21.0310-1134.59ε]

br2019.0700-  A Zen of Rubber

“as true of the art of archery as of ink painting, of the art of the theatre no less than the tea ceremony, the

art of flower arrangement, and swordsmanship.” Zen in the Art of Archery 

k

br2019.1000-0000    __ THE QUEST__

br2019.3000-0010  #432 __RUBBERSPACE__
 190813-1254.01.br§

= A RubberSpace experience   080806-0735ε 

=  search RubberSpace tag  190813-1259.03ε 

Dear Marla,

You asked me to  explain RubberSpace. 

It is probably something that can never be adequately explained in words. Words can only
serve to tantalize you to seek it out, not explain it. It has to be experienced. 

But I’ll try.
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It’s a purely personal, inner experience that is exceptionally profound— the kind of thing
that, when it happens, you realize "Ah, so this is rubberspace..."

Hmmmm…  Being in deep total enclosure (T/E) often results in an amazing
adventure in rubberspace which is much less likely to happen when only wearing, say,
simply latex leggings. The tight latex encapsulating me acts as a sensory filter, altering the
way my skin receives and processes  sensory neural activity.  It imparts completely
different sensations than human skin does.  It becomes my skin and the surface of my
external world. No matter which part of my body I move, all I can feel is the thick stretchy
rubber resisting the movement. It’s much more than that, however. It’s also a deeply
mental state of “flow” in which I become separate, disassociated and significantly less
conscious of the universe outside and, instead, am utterly immersed in the entire milieu of
my rubber enclosure. Some say it is like returning to the womb. You could almost say that
it’s some kind of shamanic journey.  It’s an ecstatic alternate state of consciousness which
quite profoundly transcends my every day reality. Time and meaningless thoughts
dissipate.  Only the moment matters. Just my enclosure in rubber dominates everything. A
total feeling of being captured in comfort  

This is one of the aspects of wearing rubber that transcends sex and even physical
reality while in Mistress_Hevea’s full embrace. Sexual impulses based in the amygdala
often move to become more cerebral experiences.  It’s one of those things in my life that
only becomes stronger as I get older, even as my sexuality wanes. 

I think RubberSpace begins as a sort of hypnagogia. Look that word up in Wikipedia.

It’s a dreamy, drifty state of lucid dreaming that is so focused on the overall
sensation of the rubber on your body that you “become rubber”. It’s alternate state of
consciousness that could almost be described as a shamanistic journeys. You live your
deepest ecstatic fantasies there. You are a warm, comfortable and being loved which gives
deep sense of “ataraxia” (peace of mind) that is almost womb-like. This is where you want
to be. This is home. Yet there is also adventure and exploration with no limitations of time
or space or imposed by the real world. Masturbation or edging amplifies it. It’s generally
not linear, so there is no particular perception of time. At times it could even be described
as a mystical. 

Often, when I move about or even just roll my hips a tad, I can feel the phalluses in
my chastity belt. Their presence creates little sparks of sexually-charged electricity that
move through my body and force themselves into my consciousness. It’s kind of like
having someone scratch your back while you are trying to do the dishes. It makes what
ever you are doing feel good. I love doing my housework in it. Everything I do has a bit of
sex attached to it. It’s nice.

—————————————
Ataraxia , IAR 2007
 
Re: What is "Rubberspace"?
"Rubberspace" strikes me as 
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I sometimes wonder if the "rubberspace" experience is kind of like the "transcendence" that people who
practice yoga and mediation try so hard to achieve.

[[atx: =Transcendence is the gradual and incessant movement toward your own, particular personal authenticity and results from being

true to one’s nature.  If it floats your boat and does not harm others, do it!]]

It's also the kind of thing that, once you have experienced it, you definitely want to revisit that experience
often!

It is certainly very "other" from daily life and "normal" consciousness! 

——————————

[05/03/09, 10:14:45 am] Ataraxia: Mindfulness is a mental state, characterized by calm
awareness of one's body functions, feelings, content of consciousness, or consciousness
itself are occuring within mind. (wikipedia)
[05/03/09, 10:15:02 am] samanthaer: (started breakfast, too, while I was out getting
coffee)  Mindfulness is basically cultivating a sense of being aware of what is happening...
around you, inside you, depending in part on what your focus is.
[05/03/09, 10:15:09 am] samanthaer: okay...
[05/03/09, 10:15:26 am] Ataraxia: mindfullness is the crux of Zen
[05/03/09, 10:16:03 am] Ataraxia: I am beginning to see it as a "bridge" between Flow
and Enchantment
[05/03/09, 09:24:59 am] samanthaer: ^*New conversation started.^*

br2019.3000-0105  #25 ZEN OF RUBBER - Seeking a deeper
experience
 190729-1245.50.br§

[from: ZEN OF RUBBER - Seeking a deeper experience  141009-1838€  ]

The idea is that as the mind has fewer and fewer external sensual stimuli it tends to focus
more on those that remain.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
3, loc. 38-39. Accessed: 12/27/2019

So, in total enclosure, if we remove sight, sound, taste and smell as much as possible, the
mind focuses more and more on the only remaining sense, touch.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
3, loc. 39-40. Accessed: 12/27/2019
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The goal of full enclosure is to flood the mind with the presence of rubber by eliminating
or reducing its awareness of the other senses as much as possible.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
4, loc. 52-54. Accessed: 12/27/2019

The theory here is that by (temporarily) reducing as many sensations EXCEPT tactile
contact with rubber as possible, the feeling of being fully enclosed in rubber will be
magnified, much in the same sense that the blind person hears more.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
5, loc. 64-66. Accessed: 12/27/2019

By “rubberspace” I was referring to the kind of mind environment that occasionally
happens when you are fully enclosed and, say, have been lying peacefully in bed for
several hours. It really has nothing to do with role playing or any other “external” activity.
It is more of a “meditative journey in your own mind”.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
15, loc. 229-232. Accessed: 12/27/2019

only seems to happen well after the passions have been satisfied and the mind can focus
and drift on to other things as well as drift in and out of sleep. It is extremely restful.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
16, loc. 232-233. Accessed: 12/27/2019

I suspect this special state (“rubberspace”) is a combination of lucid dreaming (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lucid__dreaming) lucid dreaming that is affected (or triggered??) by
the unusually strong focus on the feel of the warm, moist rubber. It is a deeply meditative,
almost “womb-like” state that does not seem possible to experience for any length of time
if there are external interruptions.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
16, loc. 233-236. Accessed: 12/27/2019

too have reached a timeless state of vacuuous existance through short term t/
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rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
19, loc. 284-284. Accessed: 12/27/2019

I’ve also found that in wearing it for such long periods my sexual libido is not as
profoundly stimulated but is increasingly replaced by what I will call, for lack of a better
term, a “sensual libido”. Most of the time the suit simply feels marvelous and comforting,
but not in a sexual kind of way.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
26, loc. 394-396. Accessed: 12/27/2019

I might describe this experience as “tipping over” from “sex in rubber” (i.e. short term, hi-
stim sessions) to “living immersively in rubber” (L4R)where it becomes part of my every
(other) day life, going well beyond the sexual dimensions.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
26, loc. 398-400. Accessed: 12/28/2019

The word zen itself is Japanese and means “meditation” or “absorption.” Traditional zen
practice emphasizes sustained meditative breathing, but in the largest sense, zen is simply
an absorption in life-the essence of life.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
29, loc. 432-434. Accessed: 12/28/2019

think it is this continual sensual experience which makes wearing for long periods, and
wearing in public [where of course sexual stimulation is highly unlikely] so enjoyable.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
31, loc. 463-464. Accessed: 12/28/2019

Perhaps, one does have to reach a certain age to truly experience the sensual sensations
of latex [slightly tongue in cheek]. Or maybe at a younger age the sexual sensations of
latex so dominate the experience that the sensual sensations are masked.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
31, loc. 464-466. Accessed: 12/28/2019
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Each time I put the “skinsuit” on, there was a sense of “newness” for a few hours at first,
but as the days went by, I noticed that it became “second nature” to me more quickly
each time I put it on.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
33, loc. 502-504. Accessed: 12/28/2019

After the first few days the focus of the sensation shifted from erotic to sensual quite
decidedly. The sensual component was apparent most of the time at various levels of
consciousness and was quite pleasant.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
33, loc. 504-505. Accessed: 12/28/2019

at times when I would, for example, set back in my chair to review what I had written, the
pleasantness of having the skinsuit on might move to the focus of my mind, even if just
briefly. It was a constant reminder.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
34, loc. 507-508. Accessed: 12/28/2019

Yet for others it would be experienced as uncomfortable, hot restrictive, even noisy etc…
annoying by its presence and not fading into the background.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
35, loc. 532-533. Accessed: 12/28/2019

What IS the point of wearing something which becomes largely invisible to your senses?
Isn’t the point that it is supposed to provide stimulation? I guess |LIR| |sex2sen|
.pixwhat I found is that is that it did NOT become “largely invisible to my senses”.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
37, loc. 562-564. Accessed: 12/28/2019

Basically, anything I did that, in particular, involved bodily movement had a (pleasureable)
“rubber dimension” added to it. As the days went by, the sensation of rubber seemed to
become part of my activities rather than something separate and distinct.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
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rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.

37, loc. 566-567. Accessed: 12/28/2019

Notes: 1) was it erotfication or a pleasre lie a back scatch?

have come to the place where the rubber experience is nothing more than “foreplay”…
erotic, sensual kinky… but always ultimately part of the sexual experience. As I mentioned
before, after the first few days, the sexual element seemed to disappear almost
completely. It was no longer “foreplay” but just “living” but in a heigthend state of
pleasure. Think of someone scratching your back or massaging your feet— it feels great
and you don’t want them to ever stop doing it, but it is simply not of a sexual nature. I
found that my mind began to regard wearing rubber similarly.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
38, loc. 574-578. Accessed: 12/28/2019

“immersion” experience?

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
42, loc. 634-634. Accessed: 12/28/2019

Notes: 1) ITE= ImersiveTotalEnclosure

All items can be used as a focus for our energies and expressing our desires. From swords,
to staffs, to robes, these things in themselves are not magickal, it is the feelings, the
meanings we give them that are the true power. The staffs, swords, robes and Skinsuits
are all symbols of our desires, these things relate to what we percieve as magickal in
nature, the help attune and focus our minds on an atmosphere where we can percieve the
spiritual level of things.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
51, loc. 779-782. Accessed: 12/29/2019

It keeps us in the mindset of being “not mundane” but magickal in nature.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
52, loc. 785-786. Accessed: 12/29/2019
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While inside the Skinsuit one feels like one is protected, like armour, yet at the same time
it is symbolic of ones true nature, smooth hairless, and when polished glossy and
reflective.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
52, loc. 788-790. Accessed: 12/29/2019

rubber is very much a part of my spiritual nature

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
52, loc. 793-793. Accessed: 12/29/2019

in essence, anything that brings you pleasure, excites of comforts you, is spiritual,
because you put emphasis on it and it helps connect you to another level of yourself, be it
sexual, sensual, or spiritual they are all connected.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
52, loc. 795-796. Accessed: 12/29/2019

I just wondered if anyone had considered that there is a certain inner tranquility achieved
when one is totally encased in latex :)

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
53, loc. 799-800. Accessed: 12/29/2019

I would never “rub” my arm…chest… thigh etc.. in normal clothes because the sensation is
not especially pleasurable… but it IS in rubber.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
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rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.

55, loc. 843-844. Accessed: 12/29/2019

At some point your body becomes completely “attached” to being enclosed in the tight
skin and you do feel especially naked and “vulnerable” when you disrub.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
56, loc. 846-847. Accessed: 12/29/2019

Is Kink ZaZen a religion? No , it is a discipline . a philosophy and a living art form at this
point . it does not pretend to deal with questions of God for the universe

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
60, loc. 920-921. Accessed: 12/29/2019

“Life Art” — a creative endeavor in which sensual awareness and a lifestyle itself are
endlessly practiced as an art. Meditative sensuality and awareness are an art form!

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
61, loc. 926-928. Accessed: 12/29/2019

br2019.NOTES.3000-0010  #82 Transcendental Sensuality  by Desmond Paget

“Enlightenment resides in the sexual parts.” (Gautama Buddha) pg9

Emptiness of aftermath

Fetish is enchantment added to sex. In some cases, it replaces hetero- or homosexual
orientation. (jc)

The sex manuals have no mention of inner self. Pg21

Sex is at the base of everything we do. Pg27

Tantra  provides a .. Practical system for manipuplating and focusing human libido,
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Tantra  provides a .. Practical system for manipuplating and focusing human libido,

enhancing it, and tra3nsmuting  it to a transcendent object — in other words — for
ecsatcy.

==  In essence, anything that brings you pleasure, excites of comforts you, is spiritual,
because you put emphasis on it and it helps connect you to another level of yourself, be it
sexual, sensual, or spiritual they are all connected.[ 050701-1036.32ε ]
 

Latexistentialism #524
by
ataraxia
73M Fetishist
Latexistentialism
By Ataraxia @ rubbernaut.com

Its the existential question that philosophers and poets have been asking for centuries
Does my life have any meaning?

The answer to this is generally something like You make your own meaning. In other
words, your life can be given meaning depending upon what you do with it.

Most people regard fetish as a form of sexual entertainment. Its good sex but after the act
is over and done with, it becomes, at best, a fond memory rather than having any real
meaning. Yes, it may have enhanced an act of love and there may be a tiny bit of meaning
in that, but mostly, its merely titillation followed by satisfaction and dismissal. Its like
television or sports -- we are caught up in the action and the story, our emotions are
moved and played with but when it is all over, we change the channel and look for some
new source of entertainment. Our lives are not affected by it in any long range sort of way.

For something to have real meaning, it must affect our lives in some way  we
must grow from it somehow. For something to have meaning, it must lead to
some sort of self-actualization.

One does not grow from conventional fetish. There is no forward movement, no upward
climb toward the peak of the mountain. No skills are developed or improved. It does not
evolve us toward who we can be. One does not become a better Rubberist by doing
conventional fetish. One does not take any steps toward being all that he can be One does
not evolve toward self-actualization.

If you are reading this, you are probably a Rubberist. Like it or not, life has somehow dealt
you the fetish card. Its part of you. Theres not much you can do about it. You might find
life easier to take and even enjoy if you accept your fetish. Thrill to it if you can.

But consider this. As your fetish is intrinsically intertwined with your sexuality, it is a very
powerful force. Some say that sex, the propagation of the species, is the single strongest
force affecting the behavior of any living creature. Sex is magic. It affects all of us in just
about everything we do. In our younger years when our hormones are strong, physical sex
is the driving force of our lives.
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So, heres my proposal. Youve got this rubber fetish running a good part of your life. Its a
strong force and its not going to go away. Mostly what you have done with it in the past is
enhance your sex life. But in and of itself, it provides very little meaning to the rest of your
life.

Why not use the power of your fetish to drive other things which do bring meaning to your
life?

Use it as a catalyst, a conduit, or fuel to push other aspects of your life which can give it
meaning and a sense of purpose. While there is nothing wrong with sex, you can use your
fetish to power new practices in your life.

“The literal meaning of life is whatever you're doing that prevents you from killing yourself.”
― Albert Camus

br2019..ACT IV__The QUEST:
PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE 

 §20.0318-1713.06BR§

===

{{Aristotle}} But how am I growing internally amid all of the pleasures I experience
all day and night? What “excellence” am I seeking? 

==is it endurance? That could almost be a sort of “athletic”, physical dimension to
Gomu Yoku. Kinda like a Martial Arts Sport??

==What about my spirit. How does wearing my rubber affect my spirit?

==

br2019.????  Find your passion and be relentless in your pursuit of
it

§@21.0828-1046.55BR§

===
“ Find your passion and be relentless in your pursuit of it
Our seagull Jonathan was exemplary in illustrating that sometimes following our passions
can take us away from places and people that we hold dear, but in no way did that deter
him from following his passion, or giving it his all. It’s because at the end of the day, he
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him from following his passion, or giving it his all. It’s because at the end of the day, he

was answerable to himself. And so are we.” [source ??]

========

br2019.1000-01__  #7 Heveanism - a spiritual path for Rubberists

br2019.1000  #158 Deliberately induced psychosis 
§190426-0850.08§ 

Dear Marla,

 I want to live deliberately within a carefully controlled psychosis designed and
engineered to help me find substantial transcendence over my current state through the
vehicle of my fetish  for the next year and then return to “normal”, mainstream life. During
that time I want to be cocooned in rubber as a self-aware blob of rubber but still retain all
of my current intellect and memories. I want to go so far into my enchantment that I
come out the other side. At the end of this wild odyssey, I want to be able to
metamorphize into something new and larger than I am now.

For the first time in my life I find myself in a situation which not only allows me to
wear my rubber freely, but even encourages it. I feel utterly compelled to deeply explore
this enchantment to it full depth to find out who I am. 

br2019.1000-0050  #350 Happiness is the pursuit of excellence
[atx@21.0731-1043.08]

§190820-1113.23.br§  

==To exist for the sake of living is not life.

Dear Marla,

~~~Aristotle supposedly once said that “happiness comes from the pursuit of
Excellence”. 

I feel happy when in my rubber. I am “home”.  Am I somehow getting better
at it or growing from it?  What excellence am I pursuing?

Perhaps that’s the difference between pleasure (hedonism) and happiness.
My latex suit feels great (hedonism) but how am I transcending myself to
produce happiness through it? How can I ”pursue excellence” through it?  

What can you do in latex beyond sex and hedonism?

I suspect I need to find a way to transform the hedonism of my fetish into a
skill of some kind.  I need to find a lofty ideal — a Holy Grail — to work
toward for the rest of my life. 
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It was fate, deep fate, that made being a deep Rubberist the very essence of
who I am. It is the song of my (rubber) soul”.

(I don’t begin to know why. It just is. Let’s save that for another
conversation.)

How can I become the best possible Deep Rubberist? What does that involve?
How does one define what a “Deep” Rubberist is?

How does one transcend from the primal sexual  to one for whom the entire
milieu of their fetish has taken on significant spiritual dynamics. It can
become a Quest.  

One way to do that is to simply grow old. “Sex at sixty is like trying to play
billiards with a rope.” (George Burns) 

In the latter half of your life, when hormone production diminishes, it’s no
longer all about making babies for many (but not all) people. Your life is no
longer dominated by horniness. It’s still there but just not as intensely as it
used to be. When you wake up one day and realize this has begun to happen
to you, it is time for your “mid-life crisis”. Women are no longer of child-
bearing age and the physical passions of early manhood seem to whither
away gracefully and, perhaps, almost imperceptibly. So, if not sex, now what?

You become a “seeker”.

br2019.1000  #75 The path is not just something we follow, it is something we
create as we go.

 To follow the path, or the Tao, in the ancient Buddhist or Taoist sense, is to explore the
terrain of our mind and feelings and to remain open to what we see and hear. The path is
not just something we follow, it is something we create as we go.

<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 

br2019.1000  Difference between transcendental and "regular" rubbering
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br2019.1000-????  #32 Go beyond survival can transform & evolve

 But when you begin to enjoy things that go beyond survival, then there's more of a
chance to transform yourself and to evolve.

<CSIK - Dr._Mihaly_Csikszentmihalyi_-_Flow_with_Soul (jack@jack-c-.us)> 
br2019-0500 #32 Go beyond survival can transform & evolve

br2019.1000-0005  #849 Aristotle: happiness   
[atx§@21.0125-1351.36br§

[Revised @20.1222-2040.10]
 § 20.0302-1556.10§ 

Dear Marla, 

Javin asked me, “Are you happy”?

“Uh, yes, I quess so”, I replied.

“You don’t sound very convinced. Do you know what Aristotle says about
happiness?”

I shook my head.

“He said that happiness comes from the pursuit of excellence.”

“Well I guess that tells you that I am not trying to be perfect“ I replied
flippantly.

Javin frowned. "Do you understand what that means?”

I stammered, “well I haven’t ever really thought about it, so why don’t you
go ahead and tell me, anyways”, I replied. I knew he loved to get into these
deep discussions. Apparently the few years he spent as a monk had quite an
effect on him. 

He scratched his chin and then said, “I think the ‘excellence’ which Aristotle
speaks of is your true person —who you really are deep down inside of you,
under the mountains of fake masks that society makes you wear. The real,
deep down you!”

He paused for effect and then continued with, “and the word ‘pursuit’ implies
a quest for a ‘holy grail’ of some kind — a mountain to climb. So, I think what
the old man is saying is that to be happy in your life, be all of the Real You
that you can be. Make that the path of your life.”
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 “Hey, do you mean like that army recruiting slogan years ago that said ‘Be!
All you can be!’. Same thing?” 

“Yes. Whoever dreamed that up probably looked at a chart of Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs, pointed to the top of the pyramid and said ‘Self-
actualization. This is where everyone wants to be. Let’s let them know a
career in the Army can help them get there.’  The hardest part, of course, is
to figure out who you really are so that you’ll know which direction to head
toward. I’ll guess by the white hair on your head that you’ve had several
decades of experience in self-identification.”

I thought for a moment. “Ya know, I’ve always thought of myself as a home-
and-hearth person, traditionally represented by the goddess Hestia. I’ve
always preferred staying at home and leading a fairly introverted life. I found
when I was a kid that there is a certain stability for me in the domestic
routines of cleaning, cooking and so on. For example, I really enjoy the work
I do as your housekeeper. The thing is, after all these years of experience in
managing households, I take pride in knowing that I have become very good
at what I do today and will be even more so tomorrow.”

Javin said, “You mention Hestia. Did you know that many of the Greek and
Roman gods and goddesses actually represented various human archetypal
behaviors. The people thought these gods “cast spells” to make you feel and
do things in certain ways. Zeus, for example, was a classic alpha male. Your
Hestia is another fine example. A complex pantheon of hundreds of deities,
demigods and daemons describing increasingly minute characteristic behavior
types gradually developed over the years. If you knew who your patron
deities were, you knew who you were and which life paths you should pursue
your excellence on.” 

“Oh, so like I know Hestia might be one of my major patrons, so following her
path of home-and-hearth is best suited for me and the thing I should learn to
do the best?” 

“Yes, I think you have the idea. It’s basically follow your heart but it helps to
know what your heart actually wants. Any sort of archetypal behavior such as
represented by Hestia in your case.

But think about this more, now. Hestia is not the only deity I see in you. In
fact, there is one which seems to be much more of an influence  in your life.”
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“And who is that?” I asked.

He looked surprised. “Why, it’s the deity of your fetish.” He became a bit
more excited. “Think about it! What has been the most stable dominating
influence throughout your life?” He asked.

I suddenly saw where he was going with this. “You mean, my rubber fetish
could fit into the ‘goddess’ metaphor?”

“Yes! Hestia may be your vocational goddess, but I think there is a different,
much more powerful Enchantress Deity behind your fetish. When you told me
that night that this had been with you all your life and the source of problems
with other lovers I realized something.  Mistress_Hevea has always been the
orientation of your sexual energies.”

"Hmmm..." he stammered, "I wonder if there were any archetypal gods
representing heterosexual and homosexual orientations?" 

“Are you suggesting that I am neither hetero- nor homosexual but, rather,
that I may actually be a ‘RubberSexual’?”

He replied, “Those are your words not mine, but I think they describe your
polarity quite well. For whatever reason, you are the toy of Mistress_Hevea.
She is your Goddess.  And, because  you have no real control over that it
must be your destiny to be so.”

1. Stagnation states are characterized by an inability to move, to change, to develop, to
grow.

<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 

br2019.0700-  #11 Sensory adaptation is biggest challenge to
maximizing Rubber  Presence

,Doc# §@21.1117-1103.06BR§..

br2019. Do Something CRAZY! PointZ??

J: Yes, the isolation can get to you. You need something to consume your
passion with. You need a mountain to climb!

C: A mountain? What could I do?
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J: Well, you’re always talking about how M.Hevea wants you to be in rubber
24/7/365. That’s 720 hours per month. Why don’t don’t you give yourself a
quota to do that?

C: You mean wear it while I cleaning house, cooking, eating, watching movies
with you and sleeping? Would you be OK with that?

J: Of course I’m OK with that as long as there are clean sox in my drawer and
meals on my table. If this is what floats your boat, go for it!

C; I don’t know if that is actually possible. I would have to take bathroom
and bathing breaks. I would have to take everything off, bathe, and then put
it all back on. I can stay in my rubber for 12-14 hours with no problem but
when I have taken it off and had a shower, it’s REALLY hard to get up
gumption to put it back on.  Besides, all of that would take an hour or so.
Doing that twice a day would short my quota by 2 hours. Maybe more. Then,
there’s times like when we go into Thorpton to shop or, for that matter, if I
wanted to take a vacation from it for a day or two.  I’d always be seriously
short on my quota.

JAVIN>> “What if you wore another suit over your main suit for 12-14 hours?
Would that double your pointZ?”

CARLEE>> “Hmm. That’s an interesting idea. I could even wear a third layer
to triple my pointZ!  

===============

br2019.0700 JAVIN>> “I think that wearing your latex is sacred to you. 

JAVIN>> “I think that wearing your latex is sacred to you. I imagine that it is a very
special mind space. You could almost say that your latex is your temenum."

CARLEE>> “Tememum?” I asked.

JAVIN>> “The word ‘temple’ is derived from temenum and refers to the border between
the sacred and the mundane. It is the point where the outside world ends and the sacred,
inner world begins. Temenum is the "membrane" between your inner and outer worlds.
The walls of a church are an example of temenum. There is also ‘adytem’ which means the
‘inner sanctum’. I suspect this is where your mind goes when you are in your rubber
tememum. Both are kool words to explore.”
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CARLEE>> “Are you saying that my fetish is my religion?”

JAVIN>> “One of them. It seems like a major one for you”.

CARLEE>> “

Deep Play — Quest for Meaning

Knotes from Rev. Dr. Sandra Fees :
 
2021-12-08 #19-21 
For adults, play too often comes to be seen as a waste of time, goofing off, or something to do in our spare
time. At best, we set aside time for play—times of the day or week or year. The Protestant work ethic, our
culture of busyness and drive for achievement 
2021-12-08 #28-29 
When play stops, it becomes hard to find pleasure in the world. 
2021-12-08 #39-41 
For one thing, **the point of play is that it doesn’t have a point**. People who study play consistently name
purposelessness as a central quality of play. In other words, **play isn’t goal-driven**. You do it for the
sake of the activity itself. Margaret Guenther, an Episcopal priest and spiritual director, says, “Play exists for
its own sake. 
2021-12-08 #47-48 
Similarly, Stuart Brown says, “[Play] doesn’t have a particular purpose, and that’s what’s great about play.
If its purpose is more important than the act of doing it, it’s probably not play 
2021-12-08 #51-52 
A second, striking, aspect of play is that it is deep. Soul level deep. It has its own reality. It runs counter
to cultural norms, rules, and expectations. 
2021-12-08 #57-58 
play arises from deep within us, not from the world’s standards for us. It is an authentic expression of self. 

=============

br2019.1000-____ The Aristolesphere

br2019.1300-    #1099  Need a Goal, a navigation beacon 
§@20.0413-1107.32br§ 

————————
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Dear Marla,
Where have I taken my life? Do I even have a “journey”? 

Oh, sure. I have brought some children into the world but everyone does that. Granted, it
is no small feat to raise kids, but in the grand scheme of things is it really all that
important? Think about it. In our current post-modern age where overpopulation is
probably the major cause of our looming ecological and environmental calamities, does
the world really need more children?  Just more mouths to feed? Besides, once they have
grown and left the nest, they are really not much of a part of a parent’s life any more —
life becomes an "empty nest". 

Raising kids turned out to be a nightmare for me. Both of my daughters from my first
marriage had become fanatical Christians and rejected me because they regarded my
fetish as perverted and immoral. They even tried to get me to go to some “counselor” who
would show me how to “pray my fetish away”! Hah!  I lasted only one session with him
and my kids wasted a hundred bucks on it. What a bunch of bullshit that was!  Shortly
after that they told me they no longer wanted me, their mother, in their lives unless I quit
being such an “abomination”. Whoa! Talk about stabbing me in the heart… I could not
make them understand that my fetish was part of me. I could not just “take a pill” or see
some counselor or shrink to make it go away. It's in my "wiring". They both walked out of
my life.  I have not talked to either of them in 20 years and don’t even know where they
are now. I tried to contact them at first but they simply ignored my attempts. After a while
I got the message and stopped trying.

And now that I am 65, I look back on my life and see that I have had very little other
impact on the world. …Or on myself, for that matter. I have done nothing more significant
with my life than wander from one marriage to another (I’ve had four of them if you count
my ten years living with Frank). I didn’t even finish college, as you know. I am just an
aimless drifter in the late autumn of my life. I feel like I have wasted my life.

Sorry. I just had to unload that baggage. 

A few days later I was dusting in the library shortly after my episode of feeling that my life
had been utterly meaningless. I picked up the book on the table which, apparently, Javin
had been reading recently to dust under it. It was Walden by Thoreau. I know this book
well.  I opened it to the first page and read this opening paragraph:

“I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front only the essential facts
of life, and see if I could not learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die,
discover that I had not lived. I did not wish to live what was not life, living is so dear; nor
did I wish to practice resignation, unless it was quite necessary. I wanted to live deep and
suck out all the marrow of life, to live so sturdily and Spartan-like as to put to rout all that
was not life, to cut a broad swath and shave close, to drive life into a corner, and reduce it
to its lowest terms...” 

Thoreau is such an inspiration, yet, I have failed even him. I have not lived my life; I have
mostly lived the lives of others by doing their bidding rather than my own. So many times
in my life I have refrained from wearing rubber, repressed my need to do so and even
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in my life I have refrained from wearing rubber, repressed my need to do so and even

burned my wardrobes of it because it was not in step with the beat of their drummer. 

I’m not sure I even know how to dance to my own music. I can’t hear it.

I suppose that much of this is my own fault. I have allowed myself to fall in love with
binary men knowing  my own sexual orientation is non-binary. They were heterosexual
and I am not. Yet, at the emotional level I am very much binary. My mind is also wired to
seek the company of men. I have loved them strongly with all of my heart and mind but
not with my vagina. That has been the main cause of the disasters which always follow my
relationships with men.

In some ways this may carry over into my social relationships as well. I suspect that the
dynamics of my fetish have somehow resulted in my deep, almost pathological
introversion. Don’t confuse this with shyness — I am quite capable of handling myself at
parties or other social gatherings. It’s just that, I guess, my soul, itself, is also not binary
to some degree. I find that social situations drain me. I’m OK for a while and can even
enjoy myself at a party for an hour or two. But soon I’m ready to go home where I can be
by myself. I am probably the sort of person who would thrive in a cloistered monastery.
This is why I jumped at this job. 

Other people just don’t seem to be able to grasp that I prefer to be alone, looking inward.
Thoreau explains it beautifully: “The landscape lies far and fair within. The deepest thinker
is the furthest traveled.” 

In my path in life thus far I have been forced to repress the idea of Living For Rubber. I
have been required by the people around me to opt for the “other side” which refuses to
acknowledge not just my very sexuality but, even more fundamentally, also denies who I
really am. 

Things change… Now I leap into a full lifestyle of L4R with an eager heart and, to my
amazement, the full support and blessings of my employer. It is an alternative reality
which I chose to make my primary reality as much as possible. I want it to be the norm
for my everyday life, not the exception. It is a conscious act of excursion which I want to
explore completely as catalyst to spiritual transformation. Everyone has their own path.
This is how I self-actualize.

br2019.3000-1645  #26 Get “lost” in ® like getting lost in music
 §190717-1043.08§ 

==a training technique of Gomu Yoku 
==Ecstatic Sensuality

(clues from Desmond Paget???)
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br2019.0900-0413  #349 want a producer not a master
§190629-1245.28§ 

Dear Marla,

In my new life alone I was now free to pursue my dream of L4R. I realized was not really
interested in being a “slave” to any person but, rather, directly to my rubber fetish itself. I
was not looking for a “master” but, rather, for a “producer” -- like in the movies --
someone who could simply make my dreams happen according to my script, not theirs. 
———
CARLEE>> "Why do you enjoy watching me endure long sessions in rubber and helping to
make some of them possible if you do not have the fetish and are not really into wearing it
yourself?

JAVIN>> "I like the creative aspects of scripting and producing the scenes and then
watching you work so hard to squeeze as many PointZ from them as you can.  Each one of
these is like a small mountain that you choose to climb, be it hard bondage or just role
playing. It’s all delightfully amusing. You are fun to watch. But, mostly, I find it quite
satisfying because you get so much from it. It makes me happy to help make you happy.
To use your metaphor, I suppose you could say that I am employed by Mistress_Hevea as
a producer. She pays me with your happiness.”

CARLEE>> ”A producer? You mean like someone who makes the creation of a Hollywood
movie possible?”

JAVIN>> "Yeah, that’s a good way to put it.” 

He scrunched his face for a moment. “You do want to be happy, right? I mean, is it your
main priority?”

“Of course. Everyone wants to be happy. Isn’t that what life is all about?”

Aristotle nailed it when he said that happiness comes from a quest for excellence.
Shakespeare nailed it when he said;

This above all,
To Thine Own Self Be True.
Then, as the day follows the night,
Thou canst not be false to any man.

But Aristolespeare really nailed it when he said: What if you decided that being true to
yourself is the excellence you should quest after?
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The pursuit (of excellence) is your personal energy pushing you down the path. The
excellence you search for is your navigation beacon — it give direction and destination.
Think about it. We already know that being true to yourself is one of our strongest
innermost drives. This is what Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs is all about — the energy
within us that pushes us toward being all that we can be. This is personal growth. We are
happiest when we are growing.   

br2019.1000    #75Go into fetish so far might come out other side

1. What an exciting feeling to have. Maybe that can be what “coming out of the other side
means”. As though fetishism is like a wormhole, and by entering into it with complete
dedication – that is to say, with no rope tethering you back to the “real world” – you pass
through it and realise: “No. Actually THIS is the real world”.

<Goddess Hevea (Ataraxius)> 

wants to go so far into her fetish so far… 

§@21.0807-0136.33BR§

On 21.0806 1936.11, David wrote:

I meant to ask about this line: "wants to go so far into her fetish that she comes out the
other side”. Have you pinned down what exactly it means to emerge from the other side?

Hi-

Excellent question!!

 I think of "going into my fetish so far that I might come out of the other side"as implying
something like "You explore your fetish deeply until there's nothing left to explore".   i.e.
When you get to the end, you're done. 

Practicing  Gomu Yoku seeks to help you continue to find lots of new stuff to explore. i.e.
You ain't done yet.

Do people ever actually "come out the other side"? Fetish tastes and activities change and
evolve over the years.  Doe the fetish ever magically disappear? Does it ever actually
come to a stop?

Methinks not. 
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Methinks not. 

Within the context of BR, I think the phrase is actually a statement of very deep
submission to Goddess_Hevea

CRD/j 

1. To practice the koan of everyday life means to confront every situation as though it
were a profound spiritual question.

<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 

1. Spiritual practice is more about questions than answers, more about searching than
finding, more about effort than accomplishment.

<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 

1. true intent of a spiritual practice is not about mechanically obeying rules but developing
an awareness of the sacred.

<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 

br2019.1000-____  #759“Happiness comes from the pursuit of
Exellence”

§190905-1035.44.br§  

[ yoku = immersion ]

?? One of Javin’s brothers is a monk in an urban monastery near Los Angeles. Javin
had, in his earlier days, seriously considered becoming a monk, himself. He researched a
number of monastic orders as possible candidates. It never quite happened.   I.e. Javin
knows a bit about monasticism. 

This could set the stage for a conversation about how one becomes a monk. Does it
have to be aligned to a church or organization? Involves ordination which you can do
yourself by attaining some level of authority in a related practice.

== it’s a Practice!

……………
= A monastery focuses on some central ideology as its theme. This ideology is the
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= A monastery focuses on some central ideology as its theme. This ideology is the

"glue" that holds it together and provides a purpose for its existence. The ideology needs
to be very powerful and self-perpetuating. It should ask compelling questions but not
provide answers. My Suit is my Monastery/Temenum  070831-0805ε 

The main tenet of Benedictine monastic life is to give oneself to Christ. (but a monastic from

some other order might give herself to another person,  entity or enchantment.] Thoughts on Monasticism 
071107-0911ε

Give oneself to your Enchantment?  Why?
• TTOSBT  : Who am I?  Isn’t my enchantment who I am?
• Is Mistress_Hevea my “inner wisdom”?

◦ Jung suggests that our psyche - the deepest parts of our-self, our soul - is
guided by inner wisdom, the healing transcendent function, which leads us
toward becoming all we can be. [sandyfostermorrison.com, Becoming Whole.] 
◦

……..
(Jung’s) transcendent function is the psyche's way to bring the consciousness and the
unconscious into a dialogue with each other towards individuation and psychological
growth. Article Source: http://EzineArticles.com/2292595

……..
Think: ZARF = ZADRF  Could this suggest studying the “art” of deep rubber fetish(DRF)? 

An athlete might devote much of her life to developing her endurance as, say, a runner.
But why running? Because she is enchanted by running. 

It’s said that The essence of Zen is to immerse yourself in Zen, if Zen is your calling.
The essence of DRF is to immerse yourself in DRF, if that is your calling.   

………..

Two types of monk: Cenobitic (lives in a community of monks) or Hermetic, lives
alone.

=Basic principle: the practice of the monk does not need to be 24/7. 

= The aim of the monastic life, however, is to not feel 'lonely' in our solitude -
eventually - but rather to feel our vast 'connectedness' in the grounding of our solitude.
Secular vs. "Inner" monks  §60901-1144.56ε ] 

= is it possible to be a dedicated secular monk without having had a prior spiritual
formation in the context of some spiritual community?  Secular vs. "Inner" monks 
§60901-1144.56ε 

. 
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=Cloistering, or separation from the rest of the world is an important aspect as it
allows focus. This is the essence of Temenum. It is also largely symbolic. Instead of
building a cloistering wall of stones and mortar around us to separate us from the rest of
the world, why not cloister ourselves in rubber? We symbolically "wear the walls" of
our monastery. When in total enclosure we become monks or nuns in our monastery. My
Suit is my Monastery/Temenum  070831-0805ε 

I knew instantly what my life's purpose was...to continue to seek the heart and mind
union

[I knew instantly what my life's purpose was...to continue to seek the heart and mind
union, to continue to remember the essence within which was so peaceful, in spite of
worldly activities. Adam revealed a new potential which I knew was there, but was too
afraid to experience alone. As far as my studies, I realized they were important, but they
only mattered in the world. I saw that I was worrying too much about others' opinions of
my work. I realized that the intellectual work has been a saving grace for me...I truly love
the the work of the mind, I have always been an avid reader. But now I can put it in
perspective. I have been putting too much energy in concepts and theories that may
change in ten years, whereas the eternal principles of love, truth, self-realization, etc.,
remain the same. Now I can, with the help of Adam, tap into the deeper resources which
were always my goal. I am still a bit afraid of the future, of going back "into the world,"
but after the session, I feel that the inner connection will guide me through and I will find
my place. The place will definitely be working directly with love energies.

br2019.0700-0000  #298 RubberNunk
 §190722-1106.54§ 

I had a growing feeling that our Gomu Yoku concept was something which other
Rubberists might benefit from, particularly those who were feeling a yearning to somehow
take their rubber enchantment deeper and into new, uncharted territories. They become
“RubberNauts” — they are explorers and pioneers. 

 I had followed my path to where I am now and gained a lot of insight and wisdom
along the way. I began to feel a duty to share it with them.  

If nothing else, many of them might find the PointZ system useful.

= The little stories I write began to take place in monastery-like settings
with “RubberNunks” (nunk = nun+monk) and Gomu Yoku-like principles and protocols. As
I wrote my fiction, however, my mind also worked on ways to feasibly make my stories a
real possibility in the real world.
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It really isn’t a religion. No, not at all. There is no theology involved. Period.  Gomu
Yoku is simply a practice, perhaps something like a martial art or a yoga with a dab of
shamanism thrown in. It’s also probably something that only deep Rubberists can
appreciate.

“You are always talking about Goddess__Mistress_Hevea. If she is a goddess,
wouldn’t your relationship to her be a theistic one by definition?” asked Javin.

“No, it’s not like that. Goddess__Mistress_Hevea is just sort of a shorthand
description of whatever it is that compels me to wear latex. It’s just the name I give to my
fetish.  I actually don’t believe that some strain of trees such as
Mistress_Hevea_brasiliensis could somehow be a diety. And the thought that trees could
cast some sort of “magick spell” over me to make me crave wearing latex is preposterous.
But as a descriptive metaphor, the idea of Mistress_Hevea is fairly effective.

br2019.1000-???? 37 Sensu-sexualize my life

§@21.0911-1314.00BR§

== “amplify” everything I do by giving it a sensual-sexual context. 
==find ways to overcome sensate adaptation to experience it all the time and with as
much consciousness as possible.
== sexulaize my life

br2019.1000-0005  #350 Happiness is the pursuit of excellence
[atx@21.0731-1043.08]

§190820-1113.23.br§  

==To exist for the sake of living is not life.

Dear Marla,

~~~Aristotle supposedly once said that “happiness comes from the pursuit of
Excellence”. 

I feel happy when in my rubber. I am “home”.  Am I somehow getting better
at it or growing from it?  What excellence am I pursuing?

Perhaps that’s the difference between pleasure (hedonism) and happiness.
My latex suit feels great (hedonism) but how am I transcending myself to
produce happiness through it? How can I ”pursue excellence” through it?  
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What can you do in latex beyond sex and hedonism?

I suspect I need to find a way to transform the hedonism of my fetish into a
skill of some kind.  I need to find a lofty ideal — a Holy Grail — to work
toward for the rest of my life. 

It was fate, deep fate, that made being a deep Rubberist the very essence of
who I am. It is the song of my (rubber) soul”.

(I don’t begin to know why. It just is. Let’s save that for another
conversation.)

How can I become the best possible Deep Rubberist? What does that involve?
How does one define what a “Deep” Rubberist is?

How does one transcend from the primal sexual  to one for whom the entire
milieu of their fetish has taken on significant spiritual dynamics. It can
become a Quest.  

One way to do that is to simply grow old. “Sex at sixty is like trying to play
billiards with a rope.” (George Burns) 

In the latter half of your life, when hormone production diminishes, it’s no
longer all about making babies for many (but not all) people. Your life is no
longer dominated by horniness. It’s still there but just not as intensely as it
used to be. When you wake up one day and realize this has begun to happen
to you, it is time for your “mid-life crisis”. Women are no longer of child-
bearing age and the physical passions of early manhood seem to whither
away gracefully and, perhaps, almost imperceptibly. So, if not sex, now what?

You become a “seeker”.

br2019.1000-0035  #264 Give my fetish meaning

 190812-0855.23.br§
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= I need some sort of tangible goal as a sort of navigation beacon to give my
efforts direction toward giving my fetish meaning, even if only just to myself. 

Dear Marla, 

The Life Mantra that Mistress_Hevea compels me to live by embodies a goal. I am to
immerse myself into wearing as much ® as I possibly can. Ideally, I would be in 100%
total enclosure all of the time. It’s part of the magic spell she has cast upon me — her
enchantment of me. It just feels right that I comply with it. The goal is to “become
rubber”.  But, obviously, in the real world it’s not always possible to be in rubber. Social
situations, skin care, toiletting and myriad other details create interruptions.  I need some
way of monitoring67 how well I am doing with it. How do I know exactly how much I am
“wearing as much rubber as possible, as long as possible and as often as possible”

=The fact that it is simply not feasible to Totally Enclose myself 24/7/365 as the
ideal way of living the mantra completely complicates things. 

=A goal gives me something to shoot for, to pour my passion into. As I am a
Rubberist deep down to the core of my being, then being a Rubberist as much as possible
seems like a logic goal, hence the mantra. By submitting to the enchantment of my fetish,
a.k.a. Mistress_Hevea, I am being true to myself. It’s what I was meant to do.

br2019.1000  #75 The path is not just something we follow, it is
something we create as we go.

 To follow the path, or the Tao, in the ancient Buddhist or Taoist sense, is to explore the
terrain of our mind and feelings and to remain open to what we see and hear. The path is
not just something we follow, it is something we create as we go.

<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 

br2019.1000  Difference between transcendental and Deep
rubbering

..Doc# §@22.0209-1241.07BR§..

Dear Marla,

Somewhere on the Internet last night I stumbled onto the phrase “transcendental
rubberist”. I asked Javin what he thought it might mean and how it might differ from what
most Rubberists do.

“Hmmmm…” he said. “The term ‘transcend’ means to ‘rise above’. It suggests a profound
personal quest of some kind — seeking something more than what you have or where you
are now as a person. I think it has something to do with self-actualization,. You, know, like
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are now as a person. I think it has something to do with self-actualization,. You, know, like

climbing up Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. He said something like “what someone can be,
they must be’. Someone who is transcending herself toward self-actualization can
generally be thought of as questing for full realization of her highest  potential. It’s worthy
to note that this happens through a purely internal motivation rather than from  external
rewards such as money, status, or power. It is the realization of their true, inner identity.”

He continued, “I suppose a ‘transcendental Rubberist’ is simply some whose fetish is such
a strong part of their identity that they are compelled from within to be all of the Rubberist
they can be.”

I was confused. “Then, what’s the difference between a transcendental Rubberist and a
“deep” Rubberist?”

Javin scrunched up his nose a bit. “I suspect they are actually one in the same. You call
yourself a Deep Rubberist because you seek, as you put it, ‘to go so far into your fetish
that you may come out the other side’. To me that you are trying to self-actualize your
identity as a fetishist. That is, you are trying very hard to be ‘true to thine own self’.”

br2019.1000-0100  #259 The Quest: Living for Rubber (”L4R”)
§20.0126-0800.44§ 

=L4R (Living Immersed in Ribber)   a rubbercentric lifestyle. Resolved to devote as much of her
consciousness as possible to all aspects of her fetish to discover the full width and depth of it.
191125-1647.09idx 

=this is, quite simply, THE quest: to yield to my fetish fully to explore it for excellence

To Live a life of Rubber, one simply yields to her fetish as much as reasonably possible
to explore and experience it fully. It becomes a spiritual practice. She adopts a life-mantra
of “I will wear as much rubber as possible.” She becomes a “rubber monastic”. 

A “monastic” is someone who is focused on one thing.  Mono = one. We often think of
ascetic or hermetic nuns and monks as monastics. These are extreme cases. Monasticism
is simply a mode of living and need not have religious or philosophical underpinnings. 

Important: this is all about becoming a monastic for a specific period of time. I.e.,
being a rubbernunk (nun+monk) for a year or two or, maybe, when you have earned a
certain number of PointZ. The point is that there is a clearly defined ending date.
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What this means is that, to a rubbernunk, rubber becomes one’s primary focus in life to
the greatest extent possible. She can certainly engage in the joys and responsibilities of
her family, her job and the rest of the real world. The point is that a rubbernunk will
endeavor to make rubber the focus of her attention as much as possible. She yields to
rubber as fully as is reasonably possible.

Think of it as something like serving in Hevea’s Temple. You exalt  in being her toy and
fully caught in her spell of enchantment.

br2019.1000-0110  #18 Show me some pictures on the internet that you like
[ 200110-0224.14.br§  

br2019.3000-  #335 Rubbering Skill Sets

From OTR

Nov 16, 2013, 8:08:16 PM
Essence of TR (Transcendental Rubbering) 10-12-13 7:45 Every flow experience: Provides
a sense of

LatexLady LL
Nov 20, 2013, 5:31:20 PM

On 131120 1731, LatexLady LL wrote:
I believe there is a set of skills that one masters to enable pleasurable and successful
rubbering.
Donning garments
Lubricating garments
Smoothing garments
Cleaning garments
Hooding in the proper manner
Breathing exercises in TE
Walking properly in total rubber
Gestures and stretching
**Making love in latex
Sleeping and composing oneself for sleep in rubber
Relaxing in rubber confinement
**Dealing with claustrophobia 

Ataraxia@rubbernaut.com's profile photo
Ataraxia@rubbernaut.com<Ataraxia@rubbernaut.com>
Nov 22, 2013, 5:07:59 PM
to o_t_r@googlegroups.com
Lady-
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Many of the various skills you mention below are abilities which people who wear a lot of
rubber eventually acquire over time usually with some effort.  These are certainly all
"skills" which involve various levels of concentration and challenge.

I was wondering if you (or other OTR members) could suggest what might be referred to
as some "Meta" Rubberist skills.

For example, Donning, Lubricating, Smoothing and Cleaning garments are things which we
learn largely through practical experience, often through trial and error. Over time we
learn how not to tear our garments when putting them on, we learn which brands and
types of lubes seem to work best for us, etc.  The key, here, is the word "learning".   I am
wondering if there might be some sort of "philosophy of learning" that could be applied to
_all_ of these examples and others.

What I am looking for is a broad methodology or philosophy for enhancing the Rubberist
experience generally.   For example, how could one learn to inject/expand the "flow"
experience (e.g. qua Csikszentmihalyi) into all or most of the things we do as Rubberists?
How could we transform our general mindset to gain deeper satisfaction from our fetish?

How can we transcend ourselves as Rubberists in a way which gives deeper meaning and
happiness to our lives?

Ideas, anyone??

CRD/j

br2019.3000-  Visualize what you want to be

 suggests that you visualise yourself being what you want to be, they are encouraging you
to change the meaning of your life. 

<Tantra, Sex, Orgasm and Meditation (Sean Orford)> 

1. any experience is limited by what is meaningful to me at that time. As
<Tantra, Sex, Orgasm and Meditation (Sean Orford)> 

1. It is only when we change what is meaningful to us that we change what we perceive. 
<Tantra, Sex, Orgasm and Meditation (Sean Orford)> 

wants to go so far into her fetish so far… 

§@21.0807-0136.33BR§

On 21.0806 1936.11, David wrote:
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I meant to ask about this line: "wants to go so far into her fetish that she comes out the
other side”. Have you pinned down what exactly it means to emerge from the other side?

Hi-

Excellent question!!

 I think of "going into my fetish so far that I might come out of the other side"as implying
something like "You explore your fetish deeply until there's nothing left to explore".   i.e.
When you get to the end, you're done. 

Practicing  Gomu Yoku seeks to help you continue to find lots of new stuff to explore. i.e.
You ain't done yet.

Do people ever actually "come out the other side"? Fetish tastes and activities change and
evolve over the years.  Doe the fetish ever magically disappear? Does it ever actually
come to a stop?

Methinks not. 

Within the context of BR, I think the phrase is actually a statement of very deep
submission to Goddess_Hevea

CRD/j 

br2019.2000-____ POINTZ 
_
Dear Marla,

 “Pointz” = “PointZ” 

Pointz was the original term for the rubber fetish metric system I posited in the IAR more
than a decade ago.  It’s burned into my brain and shows up in my writing here and there. 

PointZ is the more recent term. HITE = Hours In Total Enclosure.

You’ll find both here. At this point I am ambivalent about which term to enshrine in this
story.

What is pointZ? It is a metric system to (somewhat) objectively quantify an erotic
experience so that it may be communicated to others numerically. It’s based on the % of
garment coverage and time. Think: this is sorta like ounces,  gallons, inches or other
measures. It is far from being perfect and is always under development.
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br2019.2000-NOTES #711 THE POINTZ QUOTA SYSTEM 

O  The PointZ system is a relatively objective measure or “metric” for tracking
how much rubber you wear. 
O  The PointZ system allows you to monitor the minutiae of your activities down to the
minute.  This includes even small items like wrist cuffs, etc. - all logged down the minute. 
O  The PointZ system is imperfect but usable.
O  A PointZ QUOTA is a way of attaching a goal to your PointZ protocol. 
O  PointZ attempt to be an objectively derived numerical measure of your rubbering
activities. They are a “metric”. 
O  A PointZ “quota” is a number prescribing a daily, weekly, monthly or yearly goal for
wearing rubber.
O  A simple PointZ Quota Log could be maintained on paper.  An electronic spreadsheet
version will calculate complex date math and provide opportunities for sophisticated
analysis and presentation of data but will require some basic computer skills.
O  it gives you a concrete number which describes the depth of your experience  progress
toward monthly goal. 
O  The Quota system provides flexibility to take hygeine breaks or a day off now and then
when they are most needed. Just remember, however, for each minute you are out of your
rubber you will need to make up for before the end of the month. i.e. Use your time wisely
to meet your quota. 
O  The Quota system tells you when you are behind and helps you pour on the coal when
needed. (If, near the end of the month, you are in deficit you may need to wear more
layers as a way to catch up.) 
O  It gives you a historical log of your rubbering activity. 
O  It establishes a minimum, desired level of activity.  
O  It’s important to establish what happens if Quota is not met by the end of the month. 
O  Note that monthly quotas can be adjusted as needed. Carlee's quota could be
automatically incremented by 10z at the beginning of each month.  If she starts out with a
quota of, say, 300z, by the end of the year she will need to attain 420z. That will
continually raise the bar of what she must do. By her fifth year she’d be approaching
100% full time which is 24hrs x 30days = 720z <<—the “magic”number! 
O  PointZ deficit/surpluses for a given month can be added to the quota of the next
month. A surplus will allow you to relax a little; a deficit will require you to wear even
more rubber. Deficits could be doubled to the following month quota to create an extra
challenge.  

O  Mistress_Hevea (your fetish) controls your quota. She establishes a minimum
acceptable activity level. 

O  You can (also) manage bitchboys minimum overall remote activity levels.  You could
just say "OK, bitchboy, over the next three days while you are at your home you must
earn 150z or else..." and let him manage it from there.  (Might not be your thing, but
could be useful when you're not present.)
Make bitchboy log every single "approved" activity into spreadsheet from the "Item"
dropdown menu. You create the Inventory page and have final say on pointZ index for
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dropdown menu. You create the Inventory page and have final say on pointZ index for

each item. He has to work from that. 

O  PtZ allow you to set a minimum requirement for his activity levels.
You may elect to allow him to decide what/how/when he will wear stuff and will provide a
platform for developing penalties for failing to do so. 

O  Quotas do not have to be monthly. It could even apply to a single session or a single
day. You could set daily, weekly and mothly quotas for bitch boy.
"Inventory Page":  This is a listing of all garments and activities which may be utilized.
(Listed as separate lines in a separate tab in your spreadsheet. This allows it to show in a
drop-down selection menu on your current log page.)

O  Each listing also includes the PtZ "index" for that item encoded in the description to be
extracted for use in calculations. 

O  You can add any item at any time, but once you have decided on a PtZ index for it, you
should stick with that. 

br2013.1200-1150  #1152 JAVIN>> “Show me some pictures that
interest you

[ 200110-0224.14.br§  

Dear Marla, 

JAVIN>> “Why don’t you show me some pictures on the Internet of stuff that you
like. Maybe you’ll find something that can pull you out of this malaise. Maybe there is
some contraption of infernal rubber torture that I can build for you?”

CARLEE>> “I already have a ‘million’ pictures of stuff I like on my computer.
Fortunately, years ago I began saving them to a cloud account. When I had to sell my
laptop to get some money for rent just before I met you I didn’t lose them. I have
thousands of them!

JAVIN>> “Thousands? Wow. That’s impressive. Where did you get them?

CARLEE>> “At first I just spent a lot of time surfing rubber fetish websites and
saving the pictures which fascinated me. You’d be amazed at how many sites there are.
This kept me busy and provided some ideas for my stories while Frank was off on his
many business trips. However, it became a bit tedious with having to find new sites, page
through them to find stuff I liked and then individually downloading them. There was often
written content of interest, but, in many cases, the sites also had lots of other “noise” that
didn’t really interest me. “

JAVIN>> “Like what?”

CARLEE>> “Well, there were lots of rubber sites featuring gay male or ‘fuck’ picture
content which isn’t my cup of tea. In my travels I also ran into a lot of what I call ‘skin
sites’ which featured mostly bare skin but very little rubber. There were also many sites
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sites’ which featured mostly bare skin but very little rubber. There were also many sites

which had marvelous rubber pictures, but were duplicates of stuff already in my collection.
But most of the pictures were of women in black latex catsuits posing for photographers in
a studio setting. While they were often aesthetically pleasing, if you have seen one of
these, you have seen them all. I like more variety.”

JAVIN>> “What do you look for, then?”

CARLEE>> “I tend to look for pictures of women in total enclosure doing things
rather than posing. I like it when they seem to have normalized wearing latex into their
regular, everyday lives. For example, I have a fondness for pictures of maids ‘Living For
Rubber, doing domestic chores around the house while wearing latex maid costumes over
most of their bodies, even to the point of 100% enclosure.  

JAVIN>> “Are you into women, then?”

CARLEE>> “No, not really. I don’t care much about activities with men, as well.I just
like to imagine myself in their situation but without interaction with others. I am very
much a solo player. I guess you could say that my entire sexual orientation is what they
call ‘non-binary’. I’m very, very introverted.”

JAVIN>> “If you don’t mind me asking, didn’t you have sex with Frank? Was any of
with rubber?”

CARLEE>> “Yes, at first, we had strictly vanilla sex but it was mainly because
I wanted to please him. He did not like my fetish and was adamant about keeping it

out of our sex lives. He, like so many of my previous partners had real problems with the
fetish.  After the high energies of our new romance started to wear off we had
progressively less sex. We still loved each other, of course, but after a while we no longer
expressed it through sex. He stayed with me for almost a decade before it all finally
became too much for him and then he dumped me.”

JAVIN>> “How did you cope with not having sex all those years?”

CARLEE>> “Fortunately, Frank worked for a large ‘big box’ retailer with stores all
over the U.S. and Canada. His job was to open new stores which meant he was off in
some other city for a week or so every month. I had lots of time by myself and could ‘Live
In Rubber’ the whole time he was gone. I just stayed in the house most of the time doing
my domestic chores while dressed from head to toe in latex. This is also when I began to
write my stories. However, every once in a while Frank would discover some of my latex
stuff stashed in the house. More than once he came home unexpectedly early from from
one of his trips and caught me wearing it. There would be hell to pay for that. He really
hated it.”

JAVIN>> “Is that why he threw you out of his house?”

CARLEE>> “Yes. One day he came home very early due to a labor strike or
something and found me covered in latex from head to foot and locked into my steel
chastity belt. That really messed with his head.  I had one of those digital timed key vaults
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chastity belt. That really messed with his head.  I had one of those digital timed key vaults

— I’d just locked it closed, put the key into it and set it for 24 hours, so I had to endure
his wrath until the vault clicked open and I could take it all off. When he found out that the
belt was equipped with double dildoes, that was the last straw. By then he was already
messing around with what’s-her-name, so he threw me out.”  

JAVIN>> “Phew! That must have been a bad time.”

CARLEE>> “Yeah, it was probably the worst of all the break ups I have had in my
life.  My fetish has caused me a lot of heartbreak.  I’ve spent most of my life trying to
understand it and wishing it would go away. It won’t, though. I’m stuck with it. It’s never
going to go away.  That’s why I am so happy that you are OK with it.”

JAVIN>> “What else do you like?

CARLEE>> “ I have numerous fantasies of being strapped, laced or zipped into
various rubber bondage garments such as gags, gasmasks, mummy bags, vacbeds, etc.
The idea of tease, denial and enforced orgasms while in rubber are a real turn-on for me.
One of my fantasies for years has been to be strapped on to a sybian in full latex from
2pm to 4pm every day. It’s probably not very realistic, but anything is possible in a
fantasy.”

 

 Eventually, I found some software that is kind of like a search engine that finds and
downloads pictures based on keywords. It’s not limited to one site, so it tends to find lots
of them. It’s much more efficient at ‘harvesting’ them. I spend most of my time weeding
out the stuff that does not do anything for me and saving those which do. I’ve developed a
lexicon of keywords that I add to filenames. I can, for example, search my hard drive for
something like “hogtie” or “yellow”. It’s pretty kool, actually. I’m rather proud of it. 

 JAVIN>> “I’ve stumbled on to pictures of people in latex on the Internet over the
years.  If you don’t mind, I would like to go through some of your collection with you to
help me understand what your particular tastes are.  Why don’t we set aside, maybe,
15-20 minutes after dinner now and then to do that. We’ll make a regular event of it if you
like. I think it would be really interesting to get a sense of what you like.

CARLEE>> “So, you like rubber, then”, I asked. 

JAVIN>> “No. Rubber, itself, does nothing for me. I don’t have a fetish for it as you
do. My tastes before my testosterone problem were quite ‘vanilla’, as you would call it.
What really interests me is how it so profoundly affects you. I find your fetish utterly
fascinating. Don’t take this the wrong way, but I could watch you play at it all day, so to
speak. There is so much to it that I never dreamed of.” 

CARLEE>> “I think it would be fun to talk about the pictures after dinner. They are
often a source of ideas for my stories and I think it would be absolutely marvelous to talk
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often a source of ideas for my stories and I think it would be absolutely marvelous to talk

about them with a real writer.”

JAVIN>> “I was thinking it might also just help me understand what you like.”
 

br2013.1300-0005  #1145  DISCOVERED BY RAMONA & grandson 
 §@19.0719-0225.46§

=the term abomination is very subjective.  No two people an agree on what constitutes an abomination. You, in particular, have
no idea even what the word means!  

=There is nothing I do that hurts you. You may say that I am a threat to your way of thinking, but I can throw that right back
by claiming that you threaten mine. I pose no danger to you, but you pose danger to me. What does that make you?

=Are you in this life to meet up to my expectations? Of course not. Then why do you insist that I must meet yours?
=You say that as one who is not binary I do not contribute to the gene pool. If that is the case, would you really want me to

contribute to it?
= You say that I am sick and should seek out professional help. Boy, are you ignorant. Fetish is a fundamental identity

orientation, not just some personal quirk that can be fixed by taking a pill or seeing a shrink. It’s like your stupidity. It cannot be fixed.

================================

Dear Marla,

One morning I went outside to refill the bird feeder. I was in my usual black catsuit and
the apron.  I didn’t think anything of it.

After returning I went into the downstairs bathroom to clean it.

Suddenly, I noticed a young boy watching me working from the doorway. When our eyes
met he ran toward the living room yelling “Grandma! Grandma!” 

A moment late a woman appeared at the doorway with the boy alongside of her.  She was
probably in her mid 50’s and wore jeans with a sweatshirt. When she saw me the look on
her face exploded into shock and then morphed into anger. 

“Who… or should I say what the hell are you,” she demanded with her hands on her hips.

I died ten deaths of embarrassment at that moment. I was about to mutter a response to
her when Javin appeared at the doorway next to her. 

“This is not what you think, Ramona. This woman is Carlee, my housekeeper,” he
stammered uncomfortably. “She works for me, that’s all. We did not hear the alarm when
you entered at the driveway gate. Apparently it’s not working again.” Then he looked at
me. “Ramona is my sister. We have never liked each other. It seems she still has a key to
the gate. The young boy is Jimmie, her grandson on her current husband’s side.”

Ramona angrily commanded the boy to “Go sit in the car”. When he started to balk at
that, she screamed at him, “Do it now! Wait for me there. Do not come back into the
house!”  After he left she turned to me. “Why are you dressed like that? Is that a rubber
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house!”  After he left she turned to me. “Why are you dressed like that? Is that a rubber

suit that you are wearing? Are you some kind of pervert?” She asked incredulously. Then
she put her hand to her mouth. “Oh! I know now. You’re a prostitute,” she shrieked! The
skepticism in her voice was unmistakable.

Javin became defensive. “Look, Ramona, before you jump to conclusions, all you need to
know is that Carlee is a professional housekeeper who happens to have special needs. Our
relationship is all business. I simply pay her to cook and clean here. That’s all.”

“I don’t care what you do here or who you do it with, Javin.” There was ice in her voice.
“You have your own life to live. However, I don’t appreciate that now I am going to have to
explain this depravity to Jimmie and, probably, his parents, as well. If this was supposed
to be your secret, the cat is seriously out of the bag now, mister!”

I could see that Javin was becoming really pissed. “Look, if you would have announced
yourself at the gate or called ahead like any other normal person would do, this would not
have happened. If I had known you were coming I would have made sure that Jimmie was
not exposed to this. This is on you, Ramona!”

Uh oh. I could feel a family argument brewing. I was not only in the middle of it but was
boxed in to the bathroom so all I could do is just stand there in my very obvious black
rubber suit and try to smile as much as possible while these two battled it out. This was
the first time I had ever seen Ramona so I had no idea what to expect from her. I decided
that while they fought, the best thing I could do was to just continue cleaning the
bathroom. 

The two yelled at each other for several minutes. She tried to drag me into the argument
several times but Javin would have none of it. I was surprised at how strongly he tried to
defend my dignity. She referred to me as his “prostitute” or  his “harlot”. She was
obviously not at all convinced that we were not having sex. But what really hurt was that
she repeatedly called me a “sicko sleazy creep” to my face. There was hatred in her eyes. 

Javin was becoming quite furious. He was almost screaming at Ramona now. “The first
thing you need to understand, little sister, is that Carlee is my hired housekeeper, not my
lover. She is here to take care of the house and do some cooking. Period. When she is not
working she stays in Audrey’s old room. She does a wonderful job but we also maintain a
level of professional distance.” 

Ramona started to open her mouth to say something about that when Javin continued his
yelling. “Secondly,  don’t forget that you were the one who continually pressed me to hire
a housekeeper. You grew up in this house but you have forgotten what the isolation is like.
What you don’t understand is that no one wants to work way out here in the woods. It’s
almost impossible to find anyone who will adapt to that well. I managed to find three other
housekeepers before Carlee came along. None of them stayed on more than a week or
two. Carlee is still here after eight months and has been very professional in the way she
conducts herself. She thrives on the isolation of this place.  

Again, Ramona tried to get a word in edgewise, but Javin stormed on with his tirade.
“Lastly, keep in mind that I am not an idiotic xenophobe like you are, so I have no issues
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“Lastly, keep in mind that I am not an idiotic xenophobe like you are, so I have no issues

with Carlee’s peculiarities. They do not affect me or the quality of her work. If allowing her
to dress this way is what is needed to keep her here and happy, then I am fine with that.” 

I had never experienced such virulence. It was more than I could bear. Tears filled my
eyes.

Finally Javin had had enough. “Ramona, I think it is time for you to leave. If you ever want
to visit again, please call ahead and come alone. I’ll ask Carlee to stay out of sight while
you’re here. I also think you owe her an apology.”

“Apology! It is she that owes me an apology for displaying her sickness to my grandson!”
Then Ramona stormed out of the house, slamming the door behind her. 

“I’m very sorry that happened, Carlee. She has always been a little hot headed and we
have never gotten along with each other very well, even as family. In fact, we pretty much
hate each other most of the time. She tends to be rather judgmental and is quite heavily
conservative and xenophobic about other people’s lifestyles, as you can see. I don’t think
we’ll see her again any time soon.”

Still crying, I went back to my room, took my catsuit off and spent the rest of the day
moping in my room. Javin stuck his head in the door said, “You can pour your heart out to
me if it will make you feel better. You know where to find me.” Then he wisely left me
alone to lick my wounds, although he had no idea of the depth of my misery.

=Rope does not turn her on. She wants her bondage to be with rubber, leather and steel
restraints. She also likes the idea of “boxes”.

§@22.0730-0840.11BR§

Br2031 Ordeals: ==Orgasms at 3pm.

Like an athletic performance?

Pretty much everything I wear is intended to make me mildly horny most of the time, yet
not quite allow me to orgasm. The chastity belt helps restrain me from cuming yet is also
an inescapable tease.  I remain “on the edge” most of the time.

But then at 3:00 my role becomes to orgasm as violently as possible and as often as
possible for an hour, non-stop.

I think of it as a sporting event with Javin as the only spectator. It’s an athletic
performance in which I try to entertain Javin while I orgasm my brains out. Again and
again. For an hour. It’s really challenging because the “random” setting makes every thing
it dos to me, and how long it does it unpredictable. It’s even worse because I might be
right in the middle of an orgasm when the program stops or changes, leaving me hanging
and maddeningly unfulfilled.  If I can show him a good, strong orgasm, I think he enjoys it
vicariously, even though he cannot orgasm himself.

Usually this means strapping me on to a sybian, turn the controls to “random” and then I
perform for him for an hour. I have asked Javin to put his engineer’s brain to work to come
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perform for him for an hour. I have asked Javin to put his engineer’s brain to work to come

up with variations on this theme.

I like the idea of structure

br2013.3040  PointZ only count on host body

They only count when worn on Carlee’s body. Latex worn by the tulpas does not count
toward points.

br2013.8000    aging in ®??

==sensual, not sexual
==How does constant rubbering affect an aging body?
=== skin?
===dehydration

br2019.04100-0426  #242 “The 3 Amigoes”: Tom, Dick & Harry

Dear Marla,

Do you feel your cotton garments? How aware of them are you?  Latex is continually
expanding and contracting when you are moving around. Bending a joint or flexing a
muscle is likely to cause the latex to lightly scrape across your skin.  The sensation of this
is something like someone lightly scratching your back — it feels really good. It’s the
rubber’s way of reminding you it’s still there, even though you may be deeply absorbed in
something else at the time. The fetish is all about “presence”. I think one of the  zen-like
goals of Gomu Yoku is to more fully integrate Mistress_Hevea into the other affairs of one’s
life as much as possible and realistically feasible. …To eroticise your existence.

Tom, Dick and Harry are my “Three Amigoes”. Tom is my butt plug. Harry is what I call
whatever gag I may have stuffed in my mouth at the moment and, well, you can guess
what “Dick” must be.  I have worn Tom and Dick for up to 12 hours. The tiniest swiveling
of my hips cause them to shift or plunge slightly within their orifice, which feels wonderful.
It’s nothing less than a “slow, comfortable screw” all day long, even while I am doing the
dishes.  They are good source of PointZ, too.  The PointZ Protocol rating for each one is
10%  but there is an additional 5% bonus for all three.  

br2019.0510-0004  #847 SYNOPSIS of PointZ 
..Doc# §@22.0209-1238.49BR§..
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Dear Marla

[[From email to RbrBill ^20.0418]]

Part of the later activity in my story involves PointZ. A "PointZ" is an hour in 100% Total
Enclosure.  Carlee (protagonist) struggles to earn her monthly quota of 720z. (24hrs x 30
days = 720 PointZ) to appease Mistress_Hevea.

 This monthly target represents being in 100% T/E 24 hours a day for a month. She
had dreamed of doing this throughout most of her adult life, as many other
Rubberists do. (She's 65 years old now. When she and Javin (employer) exchange
“came out” to each other on the Night_of_No_Secrets this quickly became item #1
on her "bucket list".)   As this is not feasible in her real world, she must often double
or triple up on the layers she wears. 

Meeting my PointZ quota is like climbing a mountain. You do it “because it is there”.
The real me lies at its peak. It becomes my holy grail. I have a Quest that I have
wanted to pour my passions into all of my life. 

Could that attitude could be sort of Zen-like?

The quota target provides a good source of story conflict because it creates thematic
challenges which are ongoing. In theory, if she were to stay in 1 layer of 100%
coverage for the entire month, she’d meet her quota. But that’s not feasible as she
must take it all off to bathe at least twice a day. That’s 2-3 hours of daily deficit that
she has to make up for. Sometimes she just really an extended vacation from rubber
— even a day or two  — which means at other times she must double up on her
garments or engage in PointZ-rich acts of penance to catch up. Also, while she
learns to sleep with hoods covering her entire head, it is very difficult for her to do
all day long, especially if she has to do some strenuous work which will make her
sweat. 

When she finds herself falling behind it becomes necessary for her to compensate by
increasing the layers and duration of the garments she wears, often to the point of
panic. She may also engage in "ordeals" such as bondage scenarios (vac beds,
pillories, etc. or other more diabolical activities which are rich in PointZ value but can
be quite challenging (and make good fodder for storytelling)). There is also the more
insidious background problem of "rubbering fatigue" -- those times when it may feel
like drudgery to put her suit back on, say, after a bath. It’s day after day of being
covered in latex without end, often to the point of discomfort. She refers to this as
“the Grind”.  It’s just too easy to procrastinate. She has to do it or she may not meet
her quota which represents her larger goal.

At her request, Javin is not to pay her for the month if she does not meet her PointZ
quota. (Javin balks at this at first because it could be legally construed that he is
paying her to do be his slave. She insists that they videotape her making this
request just to cover his ass.) In a way, she plays a “game” with herself. She works
hard at meeting her goal all month. Her reward for “winning” is her paycheck. If she
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hard at meeting her goal all month. Her reward for “winning” is her paycheck. If she

doesn’t quite meet her quota, the deficit is doubled and tacked on to next month’s
quota so that she has to work extra hard if she wants to get paid. 

Where the “fun” begins is when she slacks off during the first part of the month and
then finds that she has to jump “through hoops” as the 3rd or 4th week of the
month approaches with a large deficit.  She has to double up on her efforts. She no
longer has the luxury of deciding not to, say, sleep in 100% coverage or wear
multiple layers, gas masks, etc. all day long while working. She also needs to do this
if she wants to take Saturday off or go to town. As the final days of the month
approach, if she has a large deficit she may have to resort to “storage” scenarios
that involve feats of bondage, immobilization, and endurance. They can be quite
diabolical and masochistic but provide opportunities to earn large chunks of pointZ
to meet her deficits.

She can also “pay it forward”. If she ends the month with a surplus (over 720
PointZ), the amount is doubled and then credited to her quota for the following
month. This can enable her to “buy” a little vacation now and then. Often Carlee will
spend several afternoons in “storage” early in the month so that she does not have
to work so hard at the end of it to meet her quota or, perhaps she may need to take
an afternoon off to go to the dentist. 

I present her fetish as a (metaphorical)"sorceress/goddess/dominatrix" named
"Mistress_Hevea" who has somehow enchanted her with a real-life "magic spell" not
unlike that from a fairy tale such as Cinderella or Sleeping Beauty. This Enchantment
(upper case "E") defines who she is and demands that she must submit to the
whims of her Goddess. All Rubberists are, at one level or another, subject to her
spell.

PointZ are a "metric" for measuring her submission to Mistress_Hevea. They are a
mode for submitting DIRECTLY to your fetish! 

Mistress_Hevea is your dominatrix!  

 Consistent with the archetypal dream of many Rubberists, Mistress_Hevea demands
that Carlee be 100% enclosed in latex 24/7/365. As this is not feasible in the real
world, earning 720z each month by other means is the next best thing. 

br2019.2000-????  #92 PointZ system designs

=All kept on a spreadsheet. It tracks duration times, calculations, conversions and
statistical charts and graphics of all of my activities. 
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=I began to discover that I was becoming very fond of the various little habits and
rituals I routinely pursue in my life now. I celebrated some of them! I think both the
monastery-like environment of the Hahnastery and envisioning myself as a sort of “rubber
nun” had a lot to do with it. I was not just turning inward, I was diving in.

= a PointZ is an hour in total enclosure. 

• It is intended to provide an approximate indication of experiential intensity over time
as a numerical index. 
• E.g. if you wear a suit that covers 100% of your body — including eyes and mouth

for one hour,  you will earn one PointZ.  
• (The only exception allowed to the 100% rule is some minimal means to allow for

adequate breathing. This may be small holes at the nostrils, breathing tubes,
gasmasks, etc.)
• This  means that if you wear some garment the covers only 50% of your body (e.g.

leggings, etc.) for one hour you will earn 0.50z (the “z” suffix is short hand PointZ)
HOWEVER, if you wear that same 50% garment for TWO hours, you will earn 1.00z.
• Garments are classified by the amount coverage they provide expressed as a

percentage. The “Rule of Nines” used by medical technicians to describe burn
victims is utilized. It divides the  body into 11 zones each representing 9% of total
coverage. (11 x 9 = 99%. Genitals are the remaining 1%) 
• E.g. the head is one of these zones. A hood without eye or mouth openings would be

9% of total enclosure. Holes for eyes and/or mouth are (usually) (negative) -1%
each. Therefore, a hood with three eye/mouth holes would have 6% coverage.
“Pepperpot” coverings at eyes and/or mouth are (negative) -0.5%. Therefore, a
hood with pepperpot eyes and mouth would be 9% - 1.5% = 7.5%. If worn for one
hour it would earn 0.075z.
•

br2019.2000-???? #243 rubbering becomes heavier

§@21.0820-1402.48BR§

Dear Marla, 

Javin began to noticed that my rubbering activity level had become heavier toward the
end of the month.

JAVIN>> " “I’ve noticed that you seem to get crazier toward the end of the month. … stuff
like padlocking your gasmask on, active storage, etc.”

CARLEE>> " “Yeah, it’s usually because my quota will be due soon so I have to add in
more PointZ-rich activities to meet it.  That usually means more bondage and endurance
kinds of stuff. Most of these are all-or-nothing protocols, so it can be pretty intense. For
example, Goddess_Hevea will pay me and extra 25 PointZ if I wear my gasmask without
interruption during my entire 8am-4pm shift. Have you ever tried 10 hours in a gasmask?
It’s an intensely delicious T/E experience at first but, believe me, after 4-5 hours in that
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It’s an intensely delicious T/E experience at first but, believe me, after 4-5 hours in that

thing it becomes something that I want to take off. But if I do that before the term of the
protocol, I lose any of the PointZ I would have earned. “So, I padlock it on and put the key
in the 4pm timebox down in the basement. I earn that extra 25z every time. I do that with
my burka, too. The latex is very heavy and it gets mighty hot and steamy in there with
only the pepperpot panel to breathe and see through. The longer I wear these things the
more intensely aware I am in Goddess_Hevea’s embrace.

===

br2019.2000-  Mistress_Hevea allows no (r) in evening IF quota is on track.

br2019.2000-____ ▓ PointZ ▓

Dear Marla,

 “Pointz” = “PointZ” 

Pointz was the original term for the rubber fetish metric system I posited in the IAR more
than a decade ago.  It’s burned into my brain and shows up in my writing here and there. 

PointZ is the more recent term. HITE = Hours In Total Enclosure.

You’ll find both here. At this point I am ambivalent about which term to enshrine in this
story.

br2019.2000-0001  “Devotion PointZ” 

§@21.0902-1003.01BR§

Dear Marla, 

It occurred to me the metaphor of “Mistress_Hevea”, as a Goddess/Sorcerer/Dominatrix of
Rubber, seems to fit my urges,  experiences and feelings so well that I was beginning to
see this as some sort of alter-identity thing. And, to complicate things even more, I feel
compelled from the depths of my soul to submit to “her”. I am her rubberslave-toy, even
though I also know from the depths of my logical mind that she is not real. In the real
world, this is all a matter of relatively major “wiring” in my psyche which, somehow, draws
me to rubber as iron is drawn to a magnet.

========
=======
At first Javin seemed very hesitant to be actively involved in any of what he affectionately
termed my rubber “shenanegans” except for an exceptional desire to try to understand
me. He made it clear that, unlike me, he was not inclined to wear rubber. However, as
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me. He made it clear that, unlike me, he was not inclined to wear rubber. However, as

time went by, he became not only acceptive of my relationship with Mistress_Hevea, but
increasingly comfortable with it as long as he didn’t have to wear any rubber himself. “It
looks like torture and I think you’re a text-book masochist. But if that floats your boat,
that’s fine with me. I’m just not into it.  

br2019.2000-0004  #847 SYNOPSIS of PointZ 

Dear Marla

[[From email to RbrBill ^20.0418]]

Part of the later activity in my story involves PointZ. A "PointZ" is an hour in 100% Total
Enclosure.  Carlee (protagonist) struggles to earn her monthly quota of 720z. (24hrs x 30
days = 720 PointZ) to appease Goddess_Hevea.

 This monthly target represents being in 100% T/E 24 hours a day for a month. This has
been my goal throughout most of my adult life. She has often laid awake at night
dreaming about it as many other Rubberists do. (She's 65 years old now and this is item
#1 on her "bucket list".)   As this is not really feasible in her real world, she must often
double or triple up on the layers she wears. 

Meeting my PointZ quota is like climbing a mountain “because it is there”. 

The quota target provides a good source of story conflict because it creates thematic
challenges which are ongoing. In theory, if she were to stay in 1 layer of 100% coverage
for the entire month, she’d meet her quota. But that’s really not feasible as she must take
it all of to bathe at least twice a day. That’s 2-3 hours of daily deficit that she has to make
up for. Sometimes she takes an extended vacation from rubber — even a day or two  —
which means at other times she must double up on her garments or engage in PointZ-rich
acts of penance to catch up. Also, while she learns to sleep with hoods covering her entire
head, it is very difficult for her to do all day long, especially if she has to do some
strenuous work which will make her sweat. 
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When she finds herself falling behind it becomes necessary for her to compensate by
increasing the layers and duration of the garments she wears, often to the point of panic.
She may also engage in "ordeals" such as bondage scenarios (vacbeds, pillories, etc. or
other more diabolical activities which are rich in PointZ value but can be quite challenging
(and make good fodder for story telling)). There is also the more insidious background
problem of "rubbering fatigue" -- those times when it may feel like drudgery to put her
suit back on, say, after a bath. It’s just too easy procrastinate. She has to do it or she may
not meet her quota which represents her larger goal.

At her request, Javin is not to pay her for the month if she does not meet her PointZ
quota. (Javin balks at this at first because it could be legally construed that he is paying
her to do be his slave. She insists that they video tape her making this request just to
cover his ass.) In a way she plays a “game” with herself. She works hard at meeting her
goal all month. Her reward for “winning” is her paycheck. If she doesn’t quite meet her
quota, the deficit is doubled and tacked on to next month’s quota so that she has to work
really extra hard if she wants to get paid. 

Where the “fun” begins is when she slacks off during the first part of the month and then
finds that she has to jump “through hoops” as the 3rd or 4th week of the month
approaches with a large deficit.  She has to double up on her efforts. She no longer has
the luxury of deciding not to, say, sleep in 100% coverage or wear multiple layers,
gasmasks, etc. all day long while working. She also needs to do this if she wants to take
Saturday off or go to town. As the final days of the month approach, if she has a large
deficit she may have to resort to “storage” scenarios which involve feats of bondage,
immobilization and endurance. They can be quite diabolical.

She can also “pay it forward”. If she end the month with a surplus (over 720 PointZ), the
amount is doubled and then credited to her quota for the following month. This can enable
her to “buy” a little vacation now and then. Often Carlee will spend several afternoons in
“storage” early in the month so that she does not have to work so hard at the end of it to
meet her quota or, perhaps she may need to take an afternoon off to go to the dentist. 

I present her fetish as a (metaphorical)"sorceress/goddess/dominatrix" named
"Mistress_Hevea" who has somehow enchanted her with a real-life "magic spell" not unlike
that from a fairly tale such as Cinderella or Sleeping Beauty. This Enchantment (upper
case "E") defines who she is and demands that she must submit to the whims of her
Goddess. (I'm certainly under a "spell" like that. I'll bet you are, too!) 

PointZ are "metric" for measuring her submission to Mistress_Hevea. Consistent with the
archetypal dream of many Rubberists, Hevea demands that Carlee be 100% enclosed in
latex 24/7/365. As this is not feasible in the real world, earning 720z each month is the
next best thing. 
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br2019.2000-0006  #90 BNOTES: Ataraxian PointZ (ptZ) PLAY SYSTEM
§@21.0819-0618.21BR§

 BNOTES: Ataraxian PointZ PLAY SYSTEM  [ 200104-0053.20ε ] 

You may want to consider using ?PointZ? Play system.

PointZ are an attempt to be a reasonably objective metric for calculating
the experiential impact of wearing a particular latex garment over time as
an approximate indication of devotion to Goddess_Hevea.

Calculating PointZ:

The standard unit of measure for a ptZ. is a garment which covers the body entirely( i.e.
100%) worn for 1.0 hour. 

This includes coverage of eyes and mouth (includes mesh screens) and allows for use of
system hoods. Essential nostril holes or breathing tubes are ignored in the definition.
Gasmasks may be included if worn over a full-face hood with eye and/or mouth openings. 

PointZ values for non-garment items are much more subjectively determined based on the
impact of it’s particular experience relative to that of an approximately equivalent
garment. Examples may be gags, phalluses, bondage, chastity, tasks, devices, etc. 

Basically, a 100% coverage garment earns 1 PointZ if worn for 1 hour. An 80% coverage
item earns 0.80 ptZ. per hour, etc.

Notes: 
• For consistency recommend indexing all items in a “PointZ Catalog”
• Shorthand: use “z” as suffix of numerical value to indicate PointZ. E.g. “13.5z”

Ataraxian PointZ PLAY SYSTEM [7.6kw]. Kindle Edition. pg. 1, loc. 12-13. Accessed: 12/13/2019

sdd

br2019.2000-0600  #598 PointZ System as metric to
Gomu Yoku [atx@21.0804-1421.08]

 190729-0107.53§ 

Dear Marla
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I played a little game with myself.

My mantra has always been simply to wear as much rubber as possible.

How much rubber can be worn? And for how long and in what intensity?  How would
I know that I was actually wearing “much rubber”? 

I needed some way of measuring and tracking how much rubber I wore.

Did I wear as much this month as last?

Somewhere along the line I realized that to do this I needed was a metric — a way
to measure my rubber experience as objectively as possible so that the methodology was
fairly stable and consistent. 

To devise some sort of unit of measure, I knew that I would have start with some
universal standard on which it could be based. 

How about total enclosure as the base for this metric? Total Enclosure or T/E, is the
holy grail for many Rubberists, particularly for those who lean toward the anaerobic side of
rubbering. T/E means to have every single bit of your skin covered in rubber —  air cannot
get to any of it. This include the eyes and mouth. Everywhere.  Total Enclosure. 

Obviously, one has to breathe, so small breather holes in the rubber at the nostrils is
generally acceptable for this system of measure. Some T/E Rubberists will cover all but the
eyes and mouth but then put a gasmask on to cover the entire face. This  provides the the
ability to see and talk while still at, quite literally, 100% of Total Enclosure. 

OK, my standard of measure would be to 100% Enclosed for one hour. An Hour In
Total Enclosure. I would call this one “Point”.

Let’s say that I climb into a 100% Enclosed suit and sit in it for, say, two hours. I
have “earned” two PointZ. (I’ll explain the “z” suffix later.)

But in my real life there are actually few opportunities to do that. Most of the time I
am wearing some garment, like my latex leggings, that covers, say, only 50% of my body.
It’s only half of the total enclosure metric.

 If my leggings enclose only 50% of my body for an hour, then wearing them for two
hours would be the equivalent of one Hour In Total Enclosure or one Point?  

 [ this needs to be integrated into some other discussion devoted entirely to the concept of rubberspace — maybe something

like ‘Why do T/E?’ XYZ   190729-1315.46idx ] 

While somewhat ignoring that flaw, the “% coverage x hours = PointZ” formula was
rock solid, consistent and could be used to measure the usage of  a wide variety of
garments.

While not a perfect system, I decided to adopt the PointZ formula because it was a
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While not a perfect system, I decided to adopt the PointZ formula because it was a

highly objective means of measuring my Rubberist activities.

br2019.2000-0010  #2786 Javin offer his PointZ
idea[atx@21.0731-1042.19]

 190801-1100.04.br§

Dear Marla- 

Javin and I were in “Truck” (that’s what he called it) heading home from our weekly
Shopping Spree in Thorpton with a load of groceries and other supplies today. 

He asked, “Hey, remember when you were telling me that you would love to be
completely covered in latex all day, every day if it were practicable? I believe you called
this Total Enclosure or TE.”

I nodded.

“Hmmm.” He swaid. “All of the stories you have written which I have read so far
seem to be filled with this total enclosure idea.This is a pretty predominant theme in your
life. It’s probably one of your identities. If it were feasible, would you live this way? Is this
something that you want to do?.

“No, I’d love to do that but I can.”

“Why not?”

I stammered a bit while thinking how to answer this. “Well I guess there is really
two reasons why I can’t. One of them is that society just won’t let me. I’m a freak. Oh,
sure. If I was to go out into public, say, to the grocery store, all dressed up in rubber.
What would it be like? There'd be a few who are as worldly as you are, Javin, and not bat
an eye. But mostly there would be quiet whispers at first which would explode into loud
gossip of the “wow, you should’ve seen the weirdo I saw at the supermarket today”
variety. I’m not sure I can live with that kind of constant recrimination of their cold stares.
They would not be smiling when they look at me.

Javin looked a little perplexed at first. But then his eyes widened a bit, and he said
“well, you’re hiding behind a mask when you are totally enclosed in latex. No one can see
who you really are. Does it matter what they think if they don’t know who you are?”

“Actually, there are many times when people would know who I am when totally
enclosed.” 

I continued, “Certainly any sort of social gathering with friends or family, if I had
any. They would have to know that the person in the rubber suit was Carlee, otherwise,
they would not realize that the rubber drone sitting on the other side of the room, is, in
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they would not realize that the rubber drone sitting on the other side of the room, is, in

fact,  known to them.

The biggest problem has been with the men in my life. I’ve had really lousy luck with
them. They have generally had a low tolerence for this sort of thing. Some thought the
catsuit was sexy at first. But when I put on a hood or gasmask, that changed quickly.
Maybe it’s  because that occluded my facial expression which made it hard for them to
“read” me. 

“Carlee, how much rubber have you worn in the last week, would you say??”

“Most of the time, I guess. Many times I have worn more than one layer of it. At
night I tend to go for total enclosure, as well. I do that a lot.”  

I think it dawned on both of us at that moment that this was a very subjective
answer so nebulous that it really didn’t mean anything.

“That’s not a very useful answer, is it,” he volunteered.

I grunted a yes.

Javin said, "Would it be interesting to make a sort of ‘game’ for that?”

I’m sure my eyes lit up. “Wow, that sounds cool!”

“Well, I’ve got an idea. You might want to get the notebook and pen from the glove
locker and take some notes while I explain it to you. We’ll want to make a record about
this.”

“Perhaps you need some kind of ‘metric’ — a way to measure how much rubber you
wear.” He offered.

My mind began to go crazy with this idea. “Yeah, something like a numerical number
would allow me to establish a baseline and then help me monitor how close I stay to it.
Wow! I could even set quotas and have consequences for not meeting them.” I chuckled.
“Mistress_Hevea would really like that.” 

[[atx:xyz] yeah, PointZ are something like a game or a sport that you play with
yourself. [giggles] Maybe someday there might even be a ‘PointZ Olympics’!” [more
giggles] I can just see it! Different rubber garment firms might sponsor their favored
athletes to compete in it! ]]

“You’d need some kind of very objective base standard to measure it by. Something
stable that doesn’t fluctuate. We measure a room in square feet, which is the base
standard.  Could you, for example, measure the the number of square inches in a
particular latex garment to use as measure?”
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He grunted. “A metric for measuring ‘how much’ rubber you wear also implies a ‘how
long’ element to it. You’d need to figure out your square inches and then add time into it
somehow, as well. Hmmm. How about creating an index based on the formula of AREA
times TIME = whatever you call your new measure.” He giggled. “Then you’d have to come
up with a name for your ‘rubber minutes’.” He chuckled again and said in a distorted voice,
“Oh yes, last week I wore 34,327 “rubbles” of rubber!” 

I had to interrupt. “Well, there’s a practical problem. It’s something of a nightmare
to determine the measures of complex garments because they have so many irregular
shaped areas such as the tubular sleeves or feet of, say, a catsuit. I doubt I could do that
very effectively. That’s a lot of complex math.”

[[atx:Notes: 1) add in somewhere about being 100%covered for 1hr=1 unit. is same as wwaring

50% for 2 hours. ]]

“Yeah, I suspected that might be a problem. Then I happened to stumble across a
website explaining what they called the ‘Rule of Nines for Burn Victims’. Apparently it’s a
system widely used by medical people to quickly assess and describe the amount of skin
area that is burned. They divide the various of the body into 11 zones, each of which is
approximately 9% of the total body area. Hence, the ‘rule of nines’. For example, your
head, each of your thighs, parts of your back and so on are each about 9%. 
Rule of Nines for burns?   190801-1124.11ε 

I looked at my arms and then my legs. “Oh. Eleven times nine equals 99%. I see.
What about the remaining one percent?”

He smiled. “Oh, the remaining 1% is the groin”. 

Javin continued. “OK, so, ideally, you want your body completely covered in rubber
all the time, right? It’s your dream, right?”

“Yes”
 
“Wouldn’t that Total Enclosure suit be the same size as your skin?” he asked

rhetorically. 

I nodded. I could almost see where his idea was going.  “Yes, I suppose it would be.”

“So,” he continued. “To live your Total Enclosure dream, you would need to wear a
suit that covers all of your body and wear it, as you put it, every day all day. Correct?”

I nodded.

“Ah, but what if a particular garment  does not cover your entire body? What if it’s,
say, a pair of pants or a face hood? How do we account for these partial items?”

I said, “So, are you suggesting we could use this Rule of Nines to describe the partial
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I said, “So, are you suggesting we could use this Rule of Nines to describe the partial

items as a percentage of Total Enclosure? 

“Yes. First, we need to define some terms. Let’s agree that wearing a 100%
coverage garment for one hour constitutes one rubber unit.”

I said, “Hey! We could call them ‘PointZ’ ” We both laughed.

Oh, how I loved when he gently played humor at my fetish and poked innocent fun
at it!  These were not the usual snarky remarks I was used to from my previous husbands
and lovers. These were well-intentioned and deeply respectful. They promoted a sense of
dignity to my relationship with Mistress_Hevea. That part of my self-esteem, which had
been beaten down by my husbands, my family and society generally, was finally beginning
to come out of it’s shell, rub it’s sleepy eyes and look around at a whole new world which
welcomed me — all of me. Except for that brief time in the college dorm with you, Marla, I
have never felt so good about myself. But, now I was actually beginning to feel some pride
in my fetish. I cannot begin to explain how good that felt

I said: “OK, I’m with you so far. Wow! You must have been up all night thinking
about this!”

He smiled. “It’s really just an bookeeping system for tracking how long you wear
each garment and an attempt to measure the impact it has on you. If you ‘earn’ 24 PointZ
in each day, you know that you are REALLY living your TE dream.“

I nodded.

He continued. “But, what about a 50% cover garment — maybe some pants — that
you wear for two hours? Could we say that is the equivalent of one hour in 100% Total
Enclosure or one Point?”

I said: “That would be technically true in terms of the square inches of rubber worn,
but real Total Enclosure often creates realms of headspace that are much more profound
than any thing produced by, say, a 50% cover garment. It’s just not the same.”

“OK, we cannot really measure deeply subjective and abstract things like the quality
of your head space. That is something based on your own perspective and would probably
vary substantially from one individual to the next.  But, if I asked you, or anyone else,
how many PointZ you logged last week, your answer would give me a pretty good clue
about how much rubber you actually wore then.  PointZ Protocol is far from perfect. What
it does do well, however, is that it calculates a quantifiable, objectively produced numeric
value for describing a combination of garment coverage and duration that would be
reasonably consistent from one person to the next.”

Then he giggled. “We’ll need to get the International Bureau of Standards in on our
discovery!” He said with playful sarcasm in his voice.

I had been trying to follow his narrative and also scribbled notes in the notebook.
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I had been trying to follow his narrative and also scribbled notes in the notebook.

We did this often. He discovered that I had learned how to write quickly when taking notes
in my college classes years ago. He would often voice other ideas while driving. They
mostly pertained to the novels and computer programs he was working on. Sometimes he
would ask me to write specific sentences or bits of highly technical computer
gobbeldygook in the notebook.  Most times, I just took general notes as he talked about
something. 

 Javin said, "It all might all sound complex, but actually, it’s really just an index of
intensity.” 

Oh! This began to sound like a cool idea. I started to imagine various possibilities for
it.  “Hmmm. There are 720 hours in a month. That’s 30 x 24 = 720. So, if I logged 720
PointZ I would, theoretically, have been the in approximate equivalent of total enclosure
the whole time.”

Then I added, “and if, toward the end of the month I found that I was going to be
deficient in the goal, I’d just have to pile on more rubber to earn the additional PointZ I
would need to meet it.”

He giggled, “I suppose that means that if you wear TWO layers at, say, 50%
coverage for an hour, we could log each layer separately. Two 50% garments for an hour
would earn one Point.”

“I dunno, I’m not sure that really adds up. Wearing a 2nd layer always feels nice and
upgrades the session a bit, but, as it is not directly on the skin, it’s not as intense. That
doesn’t quite jive.”

He thought for a moment. “OK, how about this. We multiply in a ‘Layers Index’ to
accommodate layers. We multiply the Point value of the garments next to your skin by
100% — it gets the full value. But the second layer only gets 50%, the third layer gets
33% and so on. Would that give you a reasonably accurate indication of the overall
experience?  So, your 50% garment worn as a 2nd layer over some other garment for an
hour would earn you only 0.25 PointZ. That’s 1 hour times 50% because it covers only half
of your body and then times 50% again to factor it in as a 2nd layer, equals 25% of a
Point. Am I warm?” 

It took a moment for me to wrap my head around all of his math and then finally get
the drift of what it meant. “This is really a cool idea, Javin. I could see that, to meet the
720 Point quota each month, I’d probably have to really apply myself and pile on the
layers to compensate for necessary times out of latex such as bathes, social events, etc.
That’s fine. I like layers.”

Javin said, “I suppose you could even apply the basic idea to other things that are
not garments or which require special compensation. Some of the bondage situations
mention in your stories are good examples. For example, the jackhammer corset is pretty
outlandish. The intensity level of having its phalluses expand and contract inside with
every breath is downright diabolical! Even when you wear it as a layer over some other
garment, it is so fiendish that you might want assign it an Intensity Index of 200%.” 
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He grinned. “You have told me that one of the real challenges to L4R is what you call
‘the grind’ —there are times when your body has had enough and you just want to take it
off for a while. It occurs to me that if you this system will allow you to do that. The only
thing is, you will need to double up at other times so that you will still meet your 720
PointZ quota at the end of the month. In fact, if you do get way ahead, you could even
take a little vacation at the end of the month.  Of course, the other side of that is that
when the end of the month approaches and if you are way behind on your quota, you’ll
need to double up a lot more earnestly.”

“Yeah, I could probably come up with a bunch of ordeals that would earn me a ton
of PointZ but are also pretty challenging. I’m thinking of bondage scenario’s and that sort
of thing.  Maybe use ideas from some of my stories.”

“You mean, like your story with the wall-mounted vacbed in the lawyers office?” He
asked.

“Sure, why not. In fact, the idea of ‘storage’ scenarios just jumped into my head.
Maybe during some of the afternoons when I have gotten all my work done and have
nothing else to do I could be ‘stored’ in some interesting bondage situations.” I giggled.
“You know, like hang me up in the closet or put me in a box until I am needed to make
dinner — that sort of thing. Yikes, maybe I could be made into a piece of furniture for a
couple of hours. I know this is really all just play but rather like the idea of being
objectified like that at times.  My mind is already going crazy with ideas. Some of these
ordeals could punch pretty big holes in a PointZ deficit!!”

Javin’s eyes sparkled.  “I’ve been around your weirdness long enough that maybe I
could help with some ideas, too. I’ve never really thought about this before, but the notion
of being like a movie producer who would make the equipment and materials available to
help you with this is actually rather exciting for me, as well. I’ve seen numerous pictures
of some pretty wild props and settings on the internet. If you can show me ones that
particularly interest you perhaps I could help make them happen. I think there would be
interesting challenges in building some of the contraptions needed. It would give me a
reason to start using the shop in the basement again. I used to spend hours and hours
down there making some pretty weird things. I’m pretty good at it but I haven’t done
much of that in several years. I miss it.”

Then I realized something. “Realistically, how could I manage logging all this stuff?
It would be  There’s a lot of minutia involved  - I’d have to log when I put on and take off
every garment and do it right down to the minutes and then do all that date math for the
coverage and intensity indexes. This all seems very complex.”

He grinned. “Do you have any experience with spreadsheets?”

“Actually, I do. I’ve maintained my household checkbook and other finances using
Excel for years. My sheets have evolved in sophistication over the years.  …Oh! I see
where you are going with this.“
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“Yeah, remember that I am a programmer, too. If you wanted to do something like
this I could build a pretty slick spreadsheet for you. I immediately envision one where all
you do is pick an item from a drop-down menu and then enter the start and stop times.
The sheet would do all of the date math and provide a huge body of data to play with. ”

Javin’s PointZ idea was very intriguing. If nothing else, it would be a reasonably
accurate way to keep track of how much rubber I was wearing from month to month. It’s
imperfect, to be sure — there were lots of flaws in the overall logic -- but I was not aware
of any other system that could even approach what this tries to do.

I particularly like the idea of a monthly quota. It would be like a game to try to meet
it. I would find myself struggling with it from time to time. There would need to be real-
world consequences of some kind if I did not meet the quota.  

“What happens if I don’t meet my quota for a given month?” I asked.

He frowned and thought for a moment. Then his eyes lit up. “This is strictly your
call, of course, but we could tie your salary to your PointZ quota. If you meet your quota,
you get your salary. If you don’t, you simply don’t get paid at all for that month. Of
course, that’s something you would decide once without any recourse — once you do, it’s
the ‘law of the land’.  I’d say that would be a pretty strong incentive to meet your goal of
720 PointZ per month!” 

I smiled. “Great idea. And…  we could add any deficit ...or surplus to the following
month’s quota!” I said, excitedly. 

I realized that I still had to hide my fetish from the rest of the world. But in this
microcosm of the Hahnastery, Javin has made it possible for Mistress_Hevea to sprout
wings and learn to fly.

And for me to submit to her fully.

br2019.2000-0010  #2786 Javin offer his PointZ idea[atx@21.0731-1042.19]
 190801-1100.04.br§

Dear Marla- 

Javin and I were in “Truck” (that’s what he called it) heading home from our weekly
Shopping Spree in Thorpton with a load of groceries and other supplies today. 

He asked, “Hey, remember when you were telling me that you would love to be
completely covered in latex all day, every day if it were practicable? I believe you called
this Total Enclosure or TE.”

I nodded. 
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“Hmmm.” He swaid. “All of the stories you have written which I have read so far
seem to be filled with this total enclosure idea as devotion to Mistress_Hevea. This also
seems to be a pretty predominant theme in your life. It’s probably one of your identities.
If it were feasible, would you live this way? Is this something that you want to do?.

“Yes, I’d love to do that but I can’t.”

“Why not?”

I stammered a bit while thinking how to answer this. “Well I guess there is really
two reasons why I can’t. One of them is that society just won’t let me. I’m a freak. Oh,
sure. Suppose I was to go out into public, say, to the grocery store in Thorpton, all
dressed up in rubber. What would it be like? There'd be a few there who are as worldly as
you are, Javin, and not bat an eye. But mostly there would be quiet whispers at first which
would explode into loud gossip of the “wow, you should’ve seen the weirdo I saw at the
supermarket today” variety. I’m not sure I can live with that kind of constant recrimination
of their cold stares. They would not be smiling when they look at me. I’d just be a freak
show.”

Javin looked a little perplexed at first. But then his eyes widened a bit, and he said
“well, you’re hiding behind a mask when you are totally enclosed in latex. No one can see
who you really are. Does it matter what they think if they don’t know who you are?”

“Actually, there are many times when people would know who I am when totally
enclosed.” I continued, “Certainly any sort of social gathering with friends, if I had any.
They would have to know that the person in the rubber suit was Carlee, otherwise, they
would not under stand that this rubberdrone is, in fact, a known friend.”

“The biggest problem has been the men in my life. They have generally had a low
tolerence for this sort of thing. Some thought the catsuit was sexy at first. But when I put
on a hood or gasmask, that changed quickly. Maybe it’s  because that occluded my facial
expression which made it hard for them to “read” me. It probably hit home that, due the
depth of my fetish, I was really more drawn to the rubber than them. I guess they didn’t
know how to compete with that.

JAVIN>> “What’s the other reason?”

CARLEE>> “I tried living totally enclosed a few times back when I was living with
Frank. I’d be all alone at home during his frequent business trips which were usually for a
week or more while he opened a new store for his company in some distant city. I had
plenty of opportunity. But I soon found that there are practical limitiations to it.” 

“Carlee, how much rubber have you worn in the last week, would you say??”

“Most of the time, I guess. Many times I have worn more than one layer of it. At
night I tend to go for total enclosure, as well. I do that a lot.”  
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I think it dawned on both of us at that moment that this was a very subjective
answer so nebulous that it really didn’t mean anything.

“That’s not a very useful answer, is it,” he volunteered.

I grunted a yes.

Javin said, "Would it be interesting to make a sort of ‘game’ for that?”

I’m sure my eyes lit up. “Wow, that sounds cool!”

“Well, I’ve got an idea. You might want to get the notebook and pen from the glove
locker and take some notes while I explain it to you. We’ll want to make a record about
this.”

“Perhaps you need some kind of ‘metric’ — a way to measure how much rubber you
wear.” He offered.

My mind began to go crazy with this idea. “Yeah, something like a numerical number
would allow me to establish a baseline and then help me monitor how close I stay to it.
Wow! I could even set quotas and have consequences for not meeting them.” I chuckled.
“Mistress_Hevea would really like that.” 

[[atx:xyz] yeah, PointZ are something like a game or a sport that you play with
yourself. [giggles] Maybe someday there might even be a ‘PointZ Olympics’!” [more
giggles] I can just see it! Different rubber garment firms might sponsor their favored
athletes to compete in it! ]]

“You’d need some kind of very objective base standard to measure it by. Something
stable that doesn’t fluctuate. We measure a room in square feet, which is the base
standard.  Could you, for example, measure the the number of square inches in a
particular latex garment to use as measure?”

He grunted. “A metric for measuring ‘how much’ rubber you wear also implies a ‘how
long’ element to it. You’d need to figure out your square inches and then add time into it
somehow, as well. Hmmm. How about creating an index based on the formula of AREA
times TIME = whatever you call your new measure.” He giggled. “Then you’d have to come
up with a name for your ‘rubber minutes’.” He chuckled again and said in a distorted voice,
“Oh yes, last week I wore 34,327 “rubbles” of rubber!” 

I had to interrupt. “Well, there’s a practical problem. It’s something of a nightmare
to determine the measures of complex garments because they have so many irregular
shaped areas such as the tubular sleeves or feet of, say, a catsuit. I doubt I could do that
very effectively. That’s a lot of complex math.”

[[atx:Notes: 1) add in somewhere about being 100%covered for 1hr=1 unit. is same as wwaring
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[[atx:Notes: 1) add in somewhere about being 100%covered for 1hr=1 unit. is same as wwaring

50% for 2 hours. ]]

“Yeah, I suspected that might be a problem. Then I happened to stumble across a
website explaining what they called the ‘Rule of Nines for Burn Victims’. Apparently it’s a
system widely used by medical people to quickly assess and describe the amount of skin
area that is burned. They divide the various of the body into 11 zones, each of which is
approximately 9% of the total body area. Hence, the ‘rule of nines’. For example, your
head, each of your thighs, parts of your back and so on are each about 9%. 
Rule of Nines for burns?   190801-1124.11ε 

I looked at my arms and then my legs. “Oh. Eleven times nine equals 99%. I see.
What about the remaining one percent?”

He smiled. “Oh, the remaining 1% is the groin”. 

Javin continued. “OK, so, ideally, you want your body completely covered in rubber
all the time, right? It’s your dream, right?”

“Yes”
 
“Wouldn’t that Total Enclosure suit be the same size as your skin?” he asked

rhetorically. 

I nodded. I could almost see where his idea was going.  “Yes, I suppose it would be.”

“So,” he continued. “To live your Total Enclosure dream, you would need to wear a
suit that covers all of your body and wear it, as you put it, every day all day. Correct?”

I nodded.

“Ah, but what if a particular garment  does not cover your entire body? What if it’s,
say, a pair of pants or a face hood? How do we account for these partial items?”

I said, “So, are you suggesting we could use this Rule of Nines to describe the partial
items as a percentage of Total Enclosure? 

“Yes. First, we need to define some terms. Let’s agree that wearing a 100%
coverage garment for one hour constitutes one rubber unit.”

I said, “Hey! We could call them ‘PointZ’ ” We both laughed.

Oh, how I loved when he gently played humor at my fetish and poked innocent fun
at it!  These were not the usual snarky remarks I was used to from my previous husbands
and lovers. These were well-intentioned and deeply respectful. They promoted a sense of
dignity to my relationship with Mistress_Hevea. That part of my self-esteem, which had
been beaten down by my husbands, my family and society generally, was finally beginning
to come out of it’s shell, rub it’s sleepy eyes and look around at a whole new world which
welcomed me — all of me. Except for that brief time in the college dorm with you, Marla, I
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welcomed me — all of me. Except for that brief time in the college dorm with you, Marla, I

have never felt so good about myself. But, now I was actually beginning to feel some pride
in my fetish. I cannot begin to explain how good that felt

I said: “OK, I’m with you so far. Wow! You must have been up all night thinking
about this!”

He smiled. “It’s really just an bookeeping system for tracking how long you wear
each garment and an attempt to measure the impact it has on you. If you ‘earn’ 24 PointZ
in each day, you know that you are REALLY living your TE dream.“

I nodded.

He continued. “But, what about a 50% cover garment — maybe some pants — that
you wear for two hours? Could we say that is the equivalent of one hour in 100% Total
Enclosure or one Point?”

I said: “That would be technically true in terms of the square inches of rubber worn,
but real Total Enclosure often creates realms of headspace that are much more profound
than any thing produced by, say, a 50% cover garment. It’s just not the same.”

“OK, we cannot really measure deeply subjective and abstract things like the quality
of your head space. That is something based on your own perspective and would probably
vary substantially from one individual to the next.  But, if I asked you, or anyone else,
how many PointZ you logged last week, your answer would give me a pretty good clue
about how much rubber you actually wore then.  PointZ Protocol is far from perfect. What
it does do well, however, is that it calculates a quantifiable, objectively produced numeric
value for describing a combination of garment coverage and duration that would be
reasonably consistent from one person to the next.”

Then he giggled. “We’ll need to get the International Bureau of Standards in on our
discovery!” He said with playful sarcasm in his voice.

I had been trying to follow his narrative and also scribbled notes in the notebook.
We did this often. He discovered that I had learned how to write quickly when taking notes
in my college classes years ago. He would often voice other ideas while driving. They
mostly pertained to the novels and computer programs he was working on. Sometimes he
would ask me to write specific sentences or bits of highly technical computer
gobbeldygook in the notebook.  Most times, I just took general notes as he talked about
something. 

 Javin said, "It all might all sound complex, but actually, it’s really just an index of
intensity.” 

Oh! This began to sound like a cool idea. I started to imagine various possibilities for
it.  “Hmmm. There are 720 hours in a month. That’s 30 x 24 = 720. So, if I logged 720
PointZ I would, theoretically, have been the in approximate equivalent of total enclosure
the whole time.”
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Then I added, “and if, toward the end of the month I found that I was going to be
deficient in the goal, I’d just have to pile on more rubber to earn the additional PointZ I
would need to meet it.”

He giggled, “I suppose that means that if you wear TWO layers at, say, 50%
coverage for an hour, we could log each layer separately. Two 50% garments for an hour
would earn one Point.”

“I dunno, I’m not sure that really adds up. Wearing a 2nd layer always feels nice and
upgrades the session a bit, but, as it is not directly on the skin, it’s not as intense. That
doesn’t quite jive.”

He thought for a moment. “OK, how about this. We multiply in a ‘Layers Index’ to
accommodate layers. We multiply the Point value of the garments next to your skin by
100% — it gets the full value. But the second layer only gets 50%, the third layer gets
33% and so on. Would that give you a reasonably accurate indication of the overall
experience?  So, your 50% garment worn as a 2nd layer over some other garment for an
hour would earn you only 0.25 PointZ. That’s 1 hour times 50% because it covers only half
of your body and then times 50% again to factor it in as a 2nd layer, equals 25% of a
Point. Am I warm?” 

It took a moment for me to wrap my head around all of his math and then finally get
the drift of what it meant. “This is really a cool idea, Javin. I could see that, to meet the
720 Point quota each month, I’d probably have to really apply myself and pile on the
layers to compensate for necessary times out of latex such as bathes, social events, etc.
That’s fine. I like layers.”

Javin said, “I suppose you could even apply the basic idea to other things that are
not garments or which require special compensation. Some of the bondage situations
mention in your stories are good examples. For example, the jackhammer corset is pretty
outlandish. The intensity level of having its phalluses expand and contract inside with
every breath is downright diabolical! Even when you wear it as a layer over some other
garment, it is so fiendish that you might want assign it an Intensity Index of 200%.” 

He grinned. “You have told me that one of the real challenges to L4R is what you call
‘the grind’ —there are times when your body has had enough and you just want to take it
off for a while. It occurs to me that if you this system will allow you to do that. The only
thing is, you will need to double up at other times so that you will still meet your 720
PointZ quota at the end of the month. In fact, if you do get way ahead, you could even
take a little vacation at the end of the month.  Of course, the other side of that is that
when the end of the month approaches and if you are way behind on your quota, you’ll
need to double up a lot more earnestly.”

“Yeah, I could probably come up with a bunch of ordeals that would earn me a ton
of PointZ but are also pretty challenging. I’m thinking of bondage scenario’s and that sort
of thing.  Maybe use ideas from some of my stories.”
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“You mean, like your story with the wall-mounted vacbed in the lawyers office?” He
asked.

“Sure, why not. In fact, the idea of ‘storage’ scenarios just jumped into my head.
Maybe during some of the afternoons when I have gotten all my work done and have
nothing else to do I could be ‘stored’ in some interesting bondage situations.” I giggled.
“You know, like hang me up in the closet or put me in a box until I am needed to make
dinner — that sort of thing. Yikes, maybe I could be made into a piece of furniture for a
couple of hours. I know this is really all just play but rather like the idea of being
objectified like that at times.  My mind is already going crazy with ideas. Some of these
ordeals could punch pretty big holes in a PointZ deficit!!”

Javin’s eyes sparkled.  “I’ve been around your weirdness long enough that maybe I
could help with some ideas, too. I’ve never really thought about this before, but the notion
of being like a movie producer who would make the equipment and materials available to
help you with this is actually rather exciting for me, as well. I’ve seen numerous pictures
of some pretty wild props and settings on the internet. If you can show me ones that
particularly interest you perhaps I could help make them happen. I think there would be
interesting challenges in building some of the contraptions needed. It would give me a
reason to start using the shop in the basement again. I used to spend hours and hours
down there making some pretty weird things. I’m pretty good at it but I haven’t done
much of that in several years. I miss it.”

Then I realized something. “Realistically, how could I manage logging all this stuff?
It would be  There’s a lot of minutia involved  - I’d have to log when I put on and take off
every garment and do it right down to the minutes and then do all that date math for the
coverage and intensity indexes. This all seems very complex.”

He grinned. “Do you have any experience with spreadsheets?”

“Actually, I do. I’ve maintained my household checkbook and other finances using
Excel for years. My sheets have evolved in sophistication over the years.  …Oh! I see
where you are going with this.“

“Yeah, remember that I am a programmer, too. If you wanted to do something like
this I could build a pretty slick spreadsheet for you. I immediately envision one where all
you do is pick an item from a drop-down menu and then enter the start and stop times.
The sheet would do all of the date math and provide a huge body of data to play with. ”

Javin’s PointZ idea was very intriguing. If nothing else, it would be a reasonably
accurate way to keep track of how much rubber I was wearing from month to month. It’s
imperfect, to be sure — there were lots of flaws in the overall logic -- but I was not aware
of any other system that could even approach what this tries to do.

I particularly like the idea of a monthly quota. It would be like a game to try to meet
it. I would find myself struggling with it from time to time. There would need to be real-
world consequences of some kind if I did not meet the quota.  
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“What happens if I don’t meet my quota for a given month?” I asked.

He frowned and thought for a moment. Then his eyes lit up. “This is strictly your
call, of course, but we could tie your salary to your PointZ quota. If you meet your quota,
you get your salary. If you don’t, you simply don’t get paid at all for that month. Of
course, that’s something you would decide once without any recourse — once you do, it’s
the ‘law of the land’.  I’d say that would be a pretty strong incentive to meet your goal of
720 PointZ per month!” 

I smiled. “Great idea. And…  we could add any deficit ...or surplus to the following
month’s quota!” I said, excitedly. 

I realized that I still had to hide my fetish from the rest of the world. But in this
microcosm of the Hahnastery, Javin has made it possible for Mistress_Hevea to sprout
wings and learn to fly.

And for me to submit to her fully.

br2019.2000-0020  #1731 PointZ: a metric for rubber fetish

(From: Being Rubber; an Epistolary Novel of Deep Rubber Fetishism by Ataraxia)

=PointZ = a sort of rubber-yoga?????
=suggested by Javin
= PointZ System as metric to Gomu Yoku

==
Dear Marla,

Javin and I were talking at dinner last night. It was one of those long, lingering meals
where there is lot of “good talk” — and a fair amount of wine and weed consumed.   

We talked a lot about the book he was working on. He writes mostly space opera
stories. As we exchanged views on his plot, characters, etc., he would often get an idea or
make a crucial observation on something.  Then he would furiously scribble something on
an index card for later reference. 

Eventually our talk drifted to rubber. It always does. Javin is one of those guys with
a strong curiosity about everything, but I am still amazed at how utterly fascinated he is
about my fetish even though he has no interest in wearing rubber himself. It’s as if he
wanted me to teach him all about it, yet he would probably never practice it.

“I noticed you sort of suddenly started wearing your rubber all of the time a week or
so ago. I don’t think I have seen you in regular clothes for quite a while.” A look of concern
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so ago. I don’t think I have seen you in regular clothes for quite a while.” A look of concern

suddenly swept across his face. “ Oh, there’s nothing wrong with that at all… I am merely
curious about what may have brought that on. Did something change?” he asked.

“I think it might be because I am becoming so comfortable with wearing my rubber
when you are around. I feel an urge to wear more of it more often, to become true to
myself.”

“This all sort of started abruptly. Did something precipitate it?”

I had to think about that a moment. “Oh, maybe it might have something to do with
my new mantra.”

“Mantra?”

“Yeah, it just came to me one night.” I had said the words in my mind so many
times previously that they  just slipped out of my mouth now. “I will wear as much rubber
as possible, as long as possible and as often as possible.’ I think it captures the essence of
the Living For Rubber concept.”

“Wow! That’s quite a mouthful,” he replied. “Do you meditate to it?”

“No, I don’t… at least, not yet. It’s really more of a life goal that’s been in the back
of my mind for many years. It’s the number one item on my ‘bucket list’.  As you know, I’d
love to be 100% covered in latex all of the time if I could. Of course, I understand that full
time Total Enclosure is simply not feasible in the real world. But you have blessed me with
a welcome environment for attaining at least part of that.”

“So, how much rubber have you worn in, say, the last week?”

“Quite a bit.”

He furrowed his brows and thought for moment. “That’s rather subjective, isn’t it?
What do you mean by ‘quite a bit? Is that in comparison to, say, some time last month?”
Then his eyes lit up. “Hmmmm… this is actually an interesting engineering problem! I can
see that you need some sort of metric for measuring how much rubber you wear and a
system for tracking it.  Maybe something like 'rubber hours’.  Let me think on that.”

“Wow. A way to measure how much rubber I wear! I never thought of that. How
would you do it?”

Javin replied, “I don’t quite know just yet. Let me sleep on it and maybe I’ll have an
answer for you in a day or two.”

As he often did, Javin was already in the kitchen and had made a pot of coffee. He
was sitting at the table with his laptop on. He looked up at me and smiled. 

“I really like that full suit of yours that covers you so completely. If I were a younger
man it would drive me crazy. It used to disturb me a tiny bit at first because I was not
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man it would drive me crazy. It used to disturb me a tiny bit at first because I was not

used to being blessed with a Rubber Being in my house. But now that you have been here
long enough I’ve fully come to terms with it. Nothing you do quite surprises me like it used
to. In fact, I have seen and read enough so much about rubber fetish in general recently
that I am beginning to really see and understand the general landscape and gestalt of it.
I’ve even gotten to a point where I prefer seeing you in your rubber. It’s not so much that
I have any desire to wear it personally. It is my newly forming understanding of what it is
doing to your being that I enjoy seeing so much. I love seeing you in all this wild stuff
because I know you love it. And THAT, my favorite Rubber Being, is what makes it and you
so sexy.”

(Javin started calling me “Rubber Being” a few weeks ago. At first it was just funny
bit but it stuck and now it’s one of his terms of affection for me. I rather like the idea of
the term. He’s still sometimes rather distant and often hides behind his “employer”
personae during the day but I have never felt so comfortable with anyone else.  His overall
response to my rubber fetish has always been complete acceptance, not to mention
interest, enthusiasm and support for what I do. He has also adjusted well to seeing me in
it. As a result, now I feel dignified instead of self-conscious and “perverted” when I parade
even my most bizarre rubber in front of him. I am particularly pleased to tell him whatever
he wants to know about it. No one in my past ever dignified or showed interest in my
fetish. That’s one of the things that has niggled me throughout most of my life.) 

“Actually, I’m glad you wore it because I’m still working on the rubber metric
problem and need to ask some questions about it.”

“Oh, OK. Shoot.”

“OK, first one. Is what you are wearing now what you call ‘Total Enclosure’?”

“No, not quite. I can still feel fresh air circulating on the skin at the holes in my hood
that were cut for my eyes and mouth. If you want to split hairs, technically, I suppose
there probably should be breathing tubes in my nose or maybe a gasmask or respirator.”

I could see him absorbing that for a moment.

 “OK Second question. What about layers? How would they figure into to your
RubberHour metric? If you put on a 2nd suit that is identical to what you have on now,
would you be wearing ‘twice’ as much rubber?”

“Oh, that gets complicated, doesn’t it?” I asked.

“Wow! We may be on to something here. Your big fantasy goal is to be in total
enclosure 24 hours a day, right? But we both know that in the real world that just isn’t
feasible. So, what if you wore two identical suits for 12 hours? Would that be the same?
Perhaps something like that might almost be doable.”

“No,” I replied. “The intensity of my perceptions of the 2nd suit just aren’t the same.
Oh, it affects the potency, character and presence of the overall sensation — it still feels
good, only a bit different. But it’s a diminishing returns thing. The depth of the sensation is
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good, only a bit different. But it’s a diminishing returns thing. The depth of the sensation is

just not quite as pronounced as with the 1st suit’.  Each additional layer adds an
increasingly more subtle sort of sensation ”

I thought for a moment. “OK, let’s say we’re talking about a skinsuit. All of it is in
direct contact with my skin. Let’s say I wore it for an hour. Let’s call that “100% presence”.
Now, if we layer a 2nd identical suit on top of the first for an hour. I would say that the
“presence” facto is probably equivalent to about half that of the first suit.“ So, in effect,
the combined suits would have a presence of 150%.”

He looked at me questioningly. “What do you mean by ‘presence’”, he asked.

I stumbled on that. “I guess I think of “presence” as how much and how long my
consciousness is directly aware of the latex I am wearing. Something with high presence
will be the focus of my attention longer. It’s a function of sensory adaptation in which
sensations loose their focus over time. Fortunately, latex is one of the few materials that
continually renews it’s presence with body movements. The more one wears of it and the
longer she wears it the more it demands her attention.”

“So this is all about presence over time?” He asked.

“Yeah, I guess you’re right!”

“OK, final question. What about smaller latex items that, in themselves, do not
provide anything close to the Total Enclosure you seek. For example, suppose you wore
only latex bras and panties under your street clothes every day for a week. How does
something like that apply to your Total Enclosure goal?  What about if you wear the
panties and a bra under your full cover suit?”

Yeesh! I never realized this could be so complicated. I could see that he was still
fishing wildly for the technical requirements but was beginning to get a sense of the
nature of the problem.

How does one measure the intensity of  the presence of latex over time?

“It’s also obvious that what is happening around you will affect how much presence
of the latex you will be aware of. Certainly, you won’t be thinking about the latex you are
wearing under your street clothes at an exciting football game or doing some complex task
that requires your attention such as doing your taxes. There are just too many other
things competing with the presence of the latex for your conscious focus at that time. Am
I on the right track?”

I giggled. “Oh, you might be surprised at how much awareness of the latex I would
still have. Latex is a rather unique material because it has a way of erotically reminding
you that it is there with each bending of your elbow or even with your breathing. It tickles
at your attention unlike cotton or any other material I can think of. And it feels good, too.
I think that’s one of the reasons why I like it so much. It interrupts my other streams of
consciousness to fill my life with pleasant sensations that I am continually aware of. Cotton
fabrics feel benign and undemanding, even with body movement. Latex is just the
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fabrics feel benign and undemanding, even with body movement. Latex is just the

opposite. Latex is more fun! :-)”

br2019.2000-0030  #316 What is a Point? .pix
• §190831-1124.03.br§  

A PointZ (”point’-zee”) is a somewhat objectively determined numerical metric
indicating the condition of  being 100% enclosed in latex for one hour. That includes
hands, feet, head, face eyes, mouth, etc. — the entire body (breathing holes allowed.)
The term “Total Enclosure” (or “T/E”) are somewhat archetypal to several tribes within
the Rubberist Nation. An hour spent such a garment would be the equivalent of 1.0
PointZ. Similarily, a garment which only covers 50% of your body will earn 0.5 PointZ. The
same 50% garment, worn for two hours will earn 1.0 PointZ.

A “Total Enclosure Index” is assigned to each garment in your inventory based on
the “Rule of 9’s” used by medics to estimate burn coverages. For example, the T/E Index
for a hood would be 9% because it covers both the back of the head (4.5%) plus the front
of the head (4.5%). Conversely, a suit which covered the entire body except for the head
would earn 0.91 PointZ if worn for a full hour. The hood and suit, together, would earn a
full 1.0 PointZ

There are 720 hours in a month of 30 days.

br2019.2000-0150  Javin hatches the PointZ idea
Doc# @20.1105-1009.08BR§
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Dear Marla, 
Ever since that night when Javin discovered me in my rubber stuff I have become

increasingly comfortable with telling him my deepest fetish secrets and desires. He seems
to thrive on it and, much to my delight, is utterly fascinated by them. His questions are
deep and and creative yet he never appears to pass judgment on me.  In fact, he seems
particularly interested in the practical, everyday problems I encounter and thrives on
offering possible solutions to them. He has a distinctive way of probing for mechanical
details such as measurements, durations, etc. I suppose that might be because of his
background as an engineer, among other things. (He’s a true “Renaissance Man!”) He's a
problem solver by nature and, to boot, a damn fine gentleman as well. 

A few nights ago at dinner I reiterated my deepest desire to be totally enclosed in latex
all of the time.

 
"Why are you so driven by this, Carlee," he asked.

"I simply need this — I really don't know why. It's a mystery," I replied. "I've always
felt a deep sense of yearning to be enclosed in rubber ever since childhood. It only seems
to grow stronger the older I get". He'd heard me talk about this many times before and I
think he's begun to grasp how deeply important this is to me, though the reason for it
utterly confounds both of us. He's also becoming aware that being 100% enclosed
24/7/365 is really not very practical in the real world. In addition to social interaction with
the world at large, at some time my body needs to come out for "air" to attend to
bathroom and bathing needs, skin hygiene and other issues which cannot be ignored.

The really amazing part was that Javin seems to actually _want_ me to be in this
anaerobic state!  because he had become convinced that this is my core identity and
something I should pursue with all my heart.  He suggeste that the cloistered, monastic
life at the Hanhestery seems well suited to living true to myself. There is no one here
except Javin to see me and he also claims he finds me aesthetically attractive in my 100%
coverage. He insists that it's not a sex thing for him at all. In fact, he describes his sex life
in general as "running on only one sputtering cylinder with a bad spark plug" as a result of
his testicular cancer. His sexual appetite for anything was pretty much lost. He confided in
me that maybe once or twice a year he might masturbate to what he referred to a "pitiful
orgasm", but that was very rare and took a lot of work. Most of these efforts ended in
failure.  He just likes the obsidian-like shine of my suit.  But he insists that what really
turns him on is simply the fact that it makes me happy.

`
"What is the biggest issue you have in being a full-time anaerobe," he asked.

"Anerobe," I asked? "What do you mean?"

He made a funny little grimace with his mouth. "You know, sort of protecting your body
from exposure to air. It's the opposite of aerobic."

That's kind of kool term, I thought. "Well, I guess my biggest problem is that I can be
in my latex for 12 hours or so a day with no real problem, but once it is off and I have
taken my shower, my body is not very inclined to put it back on. Yeah, I know that my
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taken my shower, my body is not very inclined to put it back on. Yeah, I know that my

goal is to be 100% covered on latex all the time, but it just doesn't happen.My head wants
it but my body doesn’t. It's almost as if I need someone to force me to put it back on and
keep it on."

"But why is that your goal? 

br2013.1100-0050  What does Carlee want?

br2019.2000-0205  #150  By doubling layers or doing self-bondage
[ 200102-0720.56.br§  

== “penance” to Mistress_Hevea??
==” fealty” to Mistress_Hevea?

Dear Marla, 

I was well on the road to my goal of “L4R”, which I defined as be in total enclosure
(100% coverage) 24/7/365. I was spending most of my days and nights in it’s embrace.

And I was earning pointZ. 

But it was rarely actual total enclosure all of the time.  And it was never quite 24/7.
It was more like 21/6. I simply had to be out of the suit some hours each day as well as
an occasional full day off. Mostly, this was for showering. I found that two nice, long
showers or baths twice day. 

By doubling layers or doing self-bondage, she can earn the PointZ needed to make
up for loss time of showers, etc. Also allows her to have “holidays” from it.

Also discovers that shooting for daily, weekly and monthly quotas help her pace
herself  

br2019.2000-0400  ☼44  I need to earn a ton of PointZ!
[ 200101-1141.53.br§  

= Javin- I need to earn a ton of PointZ to meet my PointZ quota for this month!

=I’m way behind and need to catch up. 

[[atx: insert ☼rdeal here]]

br2019.2000-0505  #50 Need to wear more to make
quota

§20.0414-1012.44br§ 

== My skin is beginning to itch and I really want to be out of these layers, but I am
behind on my quota so, instead of taking anything off, I need to add more. Yeesh. 
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== game: During duty hours (8am-4pm) must wear locked chastity belt Tom&Dick chasti-
stim (not optional - this is a standard part of my work uniform) but any orgasms COST
10z each. Failure to wear it costs 5z per hour.  Wearing T&D chastity during NON-duty
hours earns 110%z.

==During non-duty hours orgasms EARN 10z each. 

==Any time I leave the Hahnestery property line, such as Saturday shopping spree in
Thorpton, wearing Tom&Dick chastity belt earns 150%z. Latex under street clothes earns
125%z.  Times start/stop at leaving/returning to front gate of Hahnestery property.

== there is a networked laptop or desktop computer in most major rooms of Hahnestery,
including the bathrooms and my apartment. Can update PointZlog at any of them. 

==Workhoods (system hood) are usually worn with pepperpot eyes and mouth covering to
hide my age. Extra PointZ can be earned by wearing the butterfly gag insert. At first this
was very distracting but,  like everything else, while daunting, my mind mapped it, and I
was able to get some work done. Based on full hour protocol — must wear uninterrupted
for full hour to earn PointZ. If I take the gag out before the full hour, I lose any PointZ I
may have earned during that hour. I also wear a notepad on a string around my neck or
use instant messenger in case I really need to communicate with Javin during that time.  I
am not supposed to be talking to Javin during the day, anyways.

`worksuit`workhood`99%`blk`eye`pepperpot`loose`mesh`buttons`bugsuit``WFC`&&&&@20.0123-1226.jpg
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br2019.2000-0505  #50 Need to wear more to make
quota

§20.0414-1012.44br§ 

== My skin is beginning to itch and I really want to be out of these layers, but I am
behind on my quota so, instead of taking anything off, I need to add more. Yeesh. 

== game: During duty hours (8am-4pm) must wear locked chastity belt Tom&Dick chasti-
stim (not optional - this is a standard part of my work uniform) but any orgasms COST
10z each. Failure to wear it costs 5z per hour.  Wearing T&D chastity during NON-duty
hours earns 110%z.

==During non-duty hours orgasms EARN 10z each. 

==Any time I leave the Hahnestery property line, such as Saturday shopping spree in
Thorpton, wearing Tom&Dick chastity belt earns 150%z. Latex under street clothes earns
125%z.  Times start/stop at leaving/returning to front gate of Hahnestery property.

== there is a networked laptop or desktop computer in most major rooms of Hahnestery,
including the bathrooms and my apartment. Can update PointZlog at any of them. 

==Workhoods (system hood) are usually worn with pepperpot eyes and mouth covering to
hide my age. Extra PointZ can be earned by wearing the butterfly gag insert. At first this
was very distracting but,  like everything else, while daunting, my mind mapped it, and I
was able to get some work done. Based on full hour protocol — must wear uninterrupted
for full hour to earn PointZ. If I take the gag out before the full hour, I lose any PointZ I
may have earned during that hour. I also wear a notepad on a string around my neck or
use instant messenger in case I really need to communicate with Javin during that time.  I
am not supposed to be talking to Javin during the day, anyways.
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`worksuit`workhood`99%`blk`eye`pepperpot`loose`mesh`buttons`bugsuit``WFC`&&&&@20.0123-1226.jpg

br2019.2000-1535  Javin’s “PointZ” Idea (composite)

§@21.0929-0024.43BR§

Dear Marla,

 Javin was goofy about giving everything names like that. He claimed that
personifying even inanimate things such as his truck helped him and his family deal with
the isolation of the Hahnestery over the years. Even the old bulldozer was called “Dozer”.
He said it increased the “population”.  At first I thought this was all just a bit crazy, but
after a while I began to appreciate the wisdom of this apparent nonsense and engaged in
it, as well. I found myself getting caught up in addressing “Mr. TV” or “George Coffee
Maker”, too. If nothing else, it was kind of fun.   

What the hell… I’ve been doing that for years, too. There’s Tom, Dick and Harry.
And, if I can personify my fetish as a full-blown goddess/sorceress/mistress “who must be
obeyed”, I guess I cannot take issue with Javin or his family.

We were in “Truck” and had started heading home from our weekly shopping spree
in Thorpton. I had pulled a pair of rubber gloves out of “Truck's” glove locker and began to
put them on. I caught Javin watching me do this out of the corner of my eye as he drove. 

CARLEE>> "I'm trying to wear as much rubber as I can”, I volunteered.”‘I'll never
make the 24/7/365 in Total Enclosure that is the Holy Grail for Deep Rubberists like me,
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make the 24/7/365 in Total Enclosure that is the Holy Grail for Deep Rubberists like me,

but every little bit helps. The more I can do this, the more devotion I can show
Mistress_Hevea."

JAVIN>> "You really want to submit to your fetish as much as possible, don’t you?
As it is such a major part of who you are, I suppose the more you do that, the more you
are being true to yourself. Am I right?”

CARLEE>> "When I was younger my passion for latex was all about sex. But when I
hit menopause, it all changed. The sex part went away but the rest of the fetish didn’t.
Mistress_Hevea still compels me to wear it as much as possible but now it the driving
force is something deeper and subtle. 

JAVIN>> "How close have you come to your goal in the last week or so? How much
rubber have you worn?”

CARLEE>> "Well, not as much as I would have liked to but I think I did a littler
better than the week before.”

JAVIN>> "That’s not a very clear answer, is it?” He was grinning. Something was up.

CARLEE>> "No, I guess that was a rather nebulous answer, wasn’t it.”

Javin’s face lit up now. “I had an idea last night for fixing that kind of problem that
might interest you. You might want to get the notebook and pen from the glove locker and
take some notes while I explain it to you. We’ll want to make a record about this.”

He continued. “Perhaps you need some kind of ‘metric’ — a way to actually
measure your devotion to  Goddess_Hevea by tracking every bit of rubber that you wear.”

“Measure my devotion?” I asked.

“Yeah”, he said excitedly. “I’m talking about an actual number — a sort of
“index” — which at least somewhat objectively measures your devotional activities.”

CARLEE>> "A number? How would that work?”

JAVIN>> "You’d need to set some kind of very objective base standard to measure it by.
Something stable that doesn’t fluctuate and that everyone can use and agree on. Could
the percentage of your body covered by latex be that standard? We measure a room in
square feet. Why not measure the number of square inches in a particular latex garment
to use as our index?”

CARLEE>> "Wow! That has all sorts of implications! I think Mistress_Hevea might really
like this! 

He grunted. “A metric for measuring ‘how much’ rubber you wear also implies a ‘how
long’ you wear it. You’d need to figure out your square inches and then add time into it
somehow, as well. Hmmm. How about creating an index based on the formula of AREA
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somehow, as well. Hmmm. How about creating an index based on the formula of AREA

times TIME = whatever you call your new measure.” He giggled. “Then you’d have to come
up with a name for your ‘rubber minutes’.” He chuckled again and said in a distorted voice,
“Oh yes, last week I wore 34,327 ‘rubbles’ of rubber!” 

“Rubbles? You’ve got to be kidding!”

I had to interrupt. “Well, there’s a practical problem. It’s something of a nightmare
to determine the square measures of complex garments because they have so many
irregular shaped areas such as the tubular sleeves or feet of, say, a catsuit. I doubt I could
do that very effectively. That’s a lot of complex math.”

[[atx:Notes: 1) add in somewhere about being 100%covered for 1hr=1 unit. is same as wwaring

50% for 2 hours. ]]

“Yeah, I suspected that might be a problem. Then I happened to stumble across a
website explaining what they called the ‘Rule of Nines for Burn Victims’. Apparently it’s a
system widely used by medical people to quickly assess and describe the amount of skin
area that is burned. They divide the various of the body into 11 zones, each of which is
approximately 9% of the total body area. Hence, the ‘rule of nines’. For example, your
head, each of your thighs, parts of your back and so on are each about 9%. 

 

br2019.2000-0400  ☼44  I need to earn a ton of PointZ!
[ 200101-1141.53.br§  

= Javin- I need to earn a ton of PointZ to meet my PointZ quota for this month!

=I’m way behind and need to catch up. 

[[atx: insert ☼rdeal here]]

br2031.0100 Source of PointZ Projects

Toward the end of the month I would often start to panic because I was uncomfortably
behind on my PointZ quota.

Time after time I found that just adding extra layers was not enough, especially in the last
few days of the month. There is a practical limit to how many I can actually function in.
Also, there is a significant diminishing returns factor. The number of PointZ earned by each
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Also, there is a significant diminishing returns factor. The number of PointZ earned by each

layer is only one-half that of the previous layer. So, if the 1st layer earns 1 PointZ, the 2nd
gets only 50%, the 3rd earns only 33% and so on. Each successive layer adds additional
challenges yet earns successively less PointZ. So, if I am, say, 2-300 PointZ behind in my
quota and there are only 3 days before the end of the month, putting on a bunch of layers
isn’t going to help much. I need some way to earn a big pot of PointZ, and do it quickly.

In addition, at the end of the month if there is a deficit, the amount is doubled and added
to the next month’s quota. In this situation I also need opportunities to earn big chunks of
PointZ.

To remedy the situation, I often engage in bits of bondage and discipline. These are often
done in that afternoon when I am still on duty but have nothing to do. 

I’d often turn to my stories for inspiration on PointZ-rich “ordeals” I could endure to get
back on track with meeting my quota.

As Javin became more involved in his role as a “boat-builder” in my devotion practice I
found his engineer’s insights and imagination often made many of the ideas and concepts
in the stories more practical for actually doing in the real world. (boat-builder” is a
reference to his “whatever floats your boat” proclamation that so dramatically changed my
life.) 

My stories were from fantasies I had had since I was a kid. But they has always been just
that — fantasies. For the first time in my life, I was with someone who helped make them
real for me. He helped to build “boats” which I could “float” them in.

One morning, toward the end of the month, Javin asked me to not go upstairs for several
hours.  I saw him carry some boxes and some lumber up to his study. I heard power tools.
He was building something. 

After lunch looked at my PointZ log in his kitchen laptop. (He had all of the computers in
the house networked.)

“I see that you are behind in your PointZ again. What do you plan to do about it?” he
asked lightly with a bit of a smirk on his face. He was not being commanding or
judgmental, he was simply concerned. 

“I don’t know”, I replied. “I’ve started to wear extra layers but I don’t think that is going to
be enough. Maybe I won’t miss it by much. With quota deficits doubled and carried
forward to the next month I need to work on making it as small as possible.”

“Are you pretty much done with your house chores today?”

“Yes.”

“Any plans for the afternoon?”

“No. I thought I might do some reading.”
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He grinned and wiggled his eyebrows mischievously. “How would you like to earn 50
PointZ this afternoon before dinner?”

Whoa! 50 PointZ would put me back on my feet nicely. “Yes. What do I have to do?”

This time he giggled. “Come up to the lawyer’s office on the 2nd floor here today at 1pm.
Just wear your skinsuit and have that remote-controlled dildo thing installed. Make sure
the batteries are fully charged.”

Lawyers office on the 2nd floor?  A reference to my one of my stories? What mischief was
afoot, I wondered, giggling to myself.

At precisely 1pm I arrived at the door of his study. 

It was closed. 

I knocked politely.

Javin opened the door. He was wearing his “standard” jeans and t-shirt but had also wore
a garish necktie.

“Welcome to Hahn Engineering. How can I help you?” he asked in a comedic voice that
told me he was play-acting. 

This was unexpected. Hahn Engineering?  Ah! That’s a play on the law firm in my story. It
took me a moment to collect myself to respond.

I fell into role playing. “Good afternoon. My name is Carlee Koster.  My mistress saw your
ad in the paper and has directed me to apply for the job.” 

“We were looking for an artist.”

I replied playfully, “I specialize in living bondage art — isn’t that what the ad said you
wanted?.”

br2019.2000-0205  #150  By doubling layers or doing self-bondage
[ 200102-0720.56.br§  

== “penance” to Mistress_Hevea??

I was well on the road to my goal of “L4R”, which I defined as be in total enclosure
(100% coverage) 24/7/365. 
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I was spending most of my days and nights in it’s embrace. But it was rarely total
enclosure.  And it was never quite 24/7.  It was more like 21/6. I simply had to be out of
the suit some hours each day. Mostly, this was for showering. I found that I could get by
with two nice, long showers or baths twice day. 

By doubling layers or doing self-bondage, she can earn the PointZ needed to make
up for loss time of showers, etc. Also allows her to have “holidays” from it.

Also discovers that shooting for daily, weekly and monthly quotas help her pace her
activity.

br2004.0065 Robert was Carlee’s 2nd husband

§@21.0809-1000.32BR§

CARLEE>> "  “My second husband, Robert, was a Rubberist.  We met through
a personal ad that had caught my eye. He lived in L.A. We corresponded a lot
at first and then began spending long hours on the phone with  each other.
This was before email and the Internet were ubiquitous.  Eventually we got
married and I moved to southern California to be with him. He loved stuff like
total enclosure as I did so the first year we had a lot of fun. Soon, however,
rather ominous dark clouds appeared on our horizon. He started to devolve
into a big domination trip and wanted me to enslave myself to him. That
didn’t agree with my nature. He started forcing me to do things, often quite
unrelated to our rubbersex play, which I didn’t want to do. He began to enjoy
humiliating me which really turned me off. Our personalities clashed in many
ways such as he was mostly extroverted while I was introverted and that sort
of thing. It became apparent we just weren’t suited for each other. Our
marriage didn’t last very long after that. We got a ‘quickie’ divorce and I
moved back to Thorpton deeply hurt by the whole affair.” From §190808-0040.20.br§

br2013.   In the mirror, all I could see was an unshapely, old
woman in a rubber suit.

[Edited @21.0903-2045.10].

Dear Marla, 

When I stood in front of the mirror this morning, all I could see was an unshapely, old
woman in a rubber suit. My boobs sagged, my skin was wrinkled and there were huge
crows feet at my eyes. This is probably one of the downsides of rubber — it does not
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crows feet at my eyes. This is probably one of the downsides of rubber — it does not

complement an old womans body. 

I suddenly felt very self-conscious about how Javin saw me in my suits.  I wanted to
“disappear”.

It was then that I decided that when ordering my garments, I would choose those
which either complemented my body or covered it. 

That was when I stumbled on to the “drone” design. Basically, the suit and hood covers
the entire body, including the eyes, nose and mouth.  

Obviously, I needed to see and, occasionally, eat, drink or speak.  A criss-cross pattern
or “pepperpot” holes at the eyes would allow me to do my job without Javin see the
crowsfeet.  Two nostril holes about the thickness of a pencil would allow me to breathe.
And, finally, a round, 1-inch circular  hole at my mouth would let me eat or speak but
would still hide much of my cracked and faded lips.  I could wear a gag to completely
cover my mouth when I did not need to use it. A blindfold could also be placed over the
sight-grid when I did not need to see. In effect, I would be 100% covered in rubber as
Mistress_Hevea commands.

`Carlee`workhood`#D14`wht`99%`pepperpot`frills`small mouth opening`&&&`[Soft Skin Latex]@21.0611-1021.12.jpg

The drone concept also appealed to me because it made me look like an android, an
object to be used and then stored away when not needed.  

Mistress_Hevea decided that I would be drone #D14 during my work shift several times
a week. At the very most, from breakfast to just before dinner, Javin might see only a
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a week. At the very most, from breakfast to just before dinner, Javin might see only a

small, 1-inch circular section of my lips if the Drone (me) had a pressing need to speak.

br2019.3000-  #335 Rubbering as a SKILL

From OTR

Nov 16, 2013, 8:08:16 PM
Essence of TR (Transcendental Rubbering) 10-12-13 7:45 Every flow experience: Provides
a sense of

LatexLady LL
Nov 20, 2013, 5:31:20 PM

On 131120 1731, LatexLady LL wrote:
I believe there is a set of skills that one masters to enable pleasurable and successful
rubbering.
Donning garments
Lubricating garments
Smoothing garments
Cleaning garments
Hooding in the proper manner
Breathing exercises in TE
Walking properly in total rubber
Gestures and stretching
**Making love in latex
Sleeping and composing oneself for sleep in rubber
Relaxing in rubber confinement
**Dealing with claustrophobia 

Ataraxia@rubbernaut.com's profile photo
Ataraxia@rubbernaut.com<Ataraxia@rubbernaut.com>
Nov 22, 2013, 5:07:59 PM
to o_t_r@googlegroups.com
Lady-

Many of the various skills you mention below are abilities which people who wear a lot of
rubber eventually acquire over time usually with some effort.  These are certainly all
"skills" which involve various levels of concentration and challenge.

I was wondering if you (or other OTR members) could suggest what might be referred to
as some "Meta" Rubberist skills.

For example, Donning, Lubricating, Smoothing and Cleaning garments are things which we
learn largely through practical experience, often through trial and error. Over time we
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learn largely through practical experience, often through trial and error. Over time we

learn how not to tear our garments when putting them on, we learn which brands and
types of lubes seem to work best for us, etc.  The key, here, is the word "learning".   I am
wondering if there might be some sort of "philosophy of learning" that could be applied to
_all_ of these examples and others.

What I am looking for is a broad methodology or philosophy for enhancing the Rubberist
experience generally.   For example, how could one learn to inject/expand the "flow"
experience (e.g. qua Csikszentmihalyi) into all or most of the things we do as Rubberists?
How could we transform our general mindset to gain deeper satisfaction from our fetish?

How can we transcend ourselves as Rubberists in a way which gives deeper meaning and
happiness to our lives?

Ideas, anyone??

CRD/j

br2019.3000-  Visualize what you want to be

 suggests that you visualise yourself being what you want to be, they are encouraging you
to change the meaning of your life. 

<Tantra, Sex, Orgasm and Meditation (Sean Orford)> 

br2019.0900-0413  #349 want a producer not a master
§190629-1245.28§ 

Dear Marla,

In my new life alone I was now free to pursue my dream of L4R. I realized was not really
interested in being a “slave” to any person but, rather, directly to my rubber fetish itself. I
was not looking for a “master” but, rather, for a “producer” -- like in the movies --
someone who could simply make my dreams happen according to my script, not theirs. 
———
CARLEE>> "Why do you enjoy watching me endure long sessions in rubber and helping to
make some of them possible if you do not have the fetish and are not really into wearing it
yourself?

JAVIN>> "I like the creative aspects of scripting and producing the scenes and then
watching you work so hard to squeeze as many PointZ from them as you can.  Each one of
these is like a small mountain that you choose to climb, be it hard bondage or just role
playing. It’s all delightfully amusing. You are fun to watch. But, mostly, I find it quite
satisfying because you get so much from it. It makes me happy to help make you happy.
To use your metaphor, I suppose you could say that I am employed by Mistress_Hevea as
a producer. She pays me with your happiness.”
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CARLEE>> ”A producer? You mean like someone who makes the creation of a Hollywood
movie possible?”

JAVIN>> "Yeah, that’s a good way to put it.” 

He scrunched his face for a moment. “You do want to be happy, right? I mean, is it your
main priority?”

“Of course. Everyone wants to be happy. Isn’t that what life is all about?”

Aristotle nailed it when he said that happiness comes from a quest for excellence.
Shakespeare nailed it when he said;

This above all,
To Thine Own Self Be True.
Then, as the day follows the night,
Thou canst not be false to any man.

But Aristolespeare really nailed it when he said: What if you decided that being true to
yourself is the excellence you should quest after?

The pursuit (of excellence) is your personal energy pushing you down the path. The
excellence you search for is your navigation beacon — it give direction and destination.
Think about it. We already know that being true to yourself is one of our strongest
innermost drives. This is what Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs is all about — the energy
within us that pushes us toward being all that we can be. This is personal growth. We are
happiest when we are growing.   

br2019.0900-0601  #76 My Playroom

=many bedrooms upstairs. (big house) 
=The doorway of his study looks across the hallway into the doorway of another room

that has collected junk for years. Javin gave me a project of cleaning it out. 
= OR…  huge attic. Staircase is right outside Javin’s study. (quick access). He installs

tv cameras and microphones to monitor me. Also hand-held “panic button”.
=it became my playroom, my temenum (my suit is my adytem)

br20.0000   #560 RubberMusk (pheromones?)
<@20.0629-1527.46br§ 
^See DocNotes^
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Dear Marla,

The skinsuit I have on today is giving off a strong odor.  

It’s old. 

This latex suit has probably been worn for hundreds of hours. During this time it has
soaked up some of my body odors. While you might think of the resulting scents as being
a stink akin to ”locker room odors”, this is actually quite different. This isn’t nasty,
bacteria-laden gym clothing that has sat in a locker for a week and in bad need of
washing.  It’s more like a musk fragrance. 

I know this is going to be hard to understand, but a brief whiff of that special aroma
makes me feel like I am “home”. I am where I am supposed to be. It stirs something in
me. The perfumes put off by this suit acts like a pheromone.   

Weird, huh? I can’t explain it, either. 

I’m an old gal, Marla. I don’t remember nursing at my mom’s breasts as a very young
baby. That was a long, long time ago. The unique scent created by my old skinsuits
somehow reminds me of those times, even though I don’t remember them. It triggers
ancient memories. Perhaps that’s one of the reasons why wearing rubber comforts me.
Maybe Freud, et.al might say this smacks of a regression to the womb.

These special “rubber pheromones” are a combination of both body and latex odors. It
may also have something to do with the way a sweaty body stews in a latex suit. The
sweat and heat brings out the smell.  The older the suit, the stronger the aroma gets. In
any case, it evokes an emotion that stirs me in a pleasant sort of way. It’s very personal. 

Today I’ve been in it since before breakfast. My big project for today was to vacuum the
entire house. Wow! It was a lot of physical exercise so I’ve worked up quite a sweat. (I
drink lots of fluids, of course.) The moisture tends to lubricate the latex sliding across my
skin. It also creates a “clingi-ness” sensation which is sensually exciting.

Often, when I bend over to pick something up or otherwise move about, little puffs of
the this musky chemistry inside my skinsuit vents through the nostril holes in the hood
and directly into my nose. Or sometimes when I have been working in a room, if I leave it
and then return a few minutes later, I can still smell that sweet, peculiar odor that is
characteristic only of sweating in older latex.

I like it. It turns me on. I don’t know why. They say that smell evokes subtle emotions.
Pheromones are released through the sweat glands, so maybe I am, in effect, turning
myself on with my own pheromones. 

Just a guess…. I’ll bet that if you are not into rubber, your ability to smell odors and
sense pheromones is probably wired and programmed differently than mine.
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I usually prefer to reserve wearing my older skinsuits for nighttime. Throughout the
night as I roll over or move about in the intimacy of my bed I am greeted by occasional
whiffs of my special odor.    These gradually develop their own bouquet over time.  

I’ve been trying to think of some sort of hose and mask  arrangement which would
more directly transfer the odor to my nose.

1. any experience is limited by what is meaningful to me at that time. As
<Tantra, Sex, Orgasm and Meditation (Sean Orford)> 

br2019.2000-0402  #237 Meeting Quota 
§@22.0401-1201.04BR§

???  Javin began to noticed that my rubbering became heavier toward the end of the
month.

§@21.0820-1402.48BR§

JAVIN>> " “I’ve noticed that you seem to get crazier toward the end of the month. … stuff
like padlocking your gasmask on, active storage, etc.”

CARLEE>> " “Yeah, it’s usually because my quota will be due soon so I have to add in
more PointZ-rich activities to meet it.  That usually means more bondage and endurance
kinds of stuff. Most of these are all-or-nothing protocols, so it can be pretty intense. For
example, Goddess_Hevea will pay me and extra 25 PointZ if I wear my gasmask without
interruption during my entire 8am-4pm shift. Have you ever tried 10 hours in a gasmask?
It’s an intensely delicious T/E experience at first but, believe me, after 4-5 hours in that
thing it becomes something that I want to take off. But if I do that before the term of the
protocol, I lose any of the PointZ I would have earned. “So, I padlock it on and put the key
in the 4pm timebox down in the basement. I earn that extra 25z every time. I do that with
my burka, too. The latex is very heavy and it gets mighty hot and steamy in there with
only the pepperpot panel to breathe and see through. The longer I wear these things the
more intensely aware I am in Goddess_Hevea’s embrace.

===

br2019.2000-0001  “Devotion PointZ” 

§@21.0902-1003.01BR§

Dear Marla, 

It occurred to me the metaphor of “Mistress_Hevea”, as a Goddess/Sorcerer/Dominatrix of
Rubber, seems to fit my urges,  experiences and feelings so well that I was beginning to
see this as some sort of alter-identity thing. And, to complicate things even more, I feel
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see this as some sort of alter-identity thing. And, to complicate things even more, I feel

compelled from the depths of my soul to submit to “her”. I am her rubberslave-toy, even
though I also know from the depths of my logical mind that she is not real. In the real
world, this is all a matter of relatively major “wiring” in my psyche which, somehow, draws
me to rubber as iron is drawn to a magnet.

========
=======
At first Javin seemed very hesitant to be actively involved in any of what he affectionately
termed my rubber “shenanegans” except for an exceptional desire to try to understand
me. He made it clear that, unlike me, he was not inclined to wear rubber. However, as
time went by, he became not only acceptive of my relationship with Mistress_Hevea, but
increasingly comfortable with it as long as he didn’t have to wear any rubber himself. “It
looks like torture and I think you’re a text-book masochist. But if that floats your boat,
that’s fine with me. I’m just not into it.  

br2019.2000-____  Deep Play - Living For Rubber (L.4.R.)

Deep. adj. 1. The most intense or extreme part. 2. Profoundly absorbed or immersed. 3.
A distance estimated in fathoms.—The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 3rd edition

PLAY. It is an activity which proceeds within certain limits of time and space, in a visible
order, according to rules freely accepted, and outside the sphere of necessity or material
utility. The play-mood is one of rapture and enthusiasm, and is sacred or festive in
accordance with the occasion. A feeling of exaltation and tension accompanies the action.
—Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens

————————-

From: “DEEP PLAY” by Diane Ackerman
   For humans, play is a refuge from ordinary life, a sanctuary of the mind, where one is exempt from life's
customs, methods, and decrees. 

Play always has a sacred place—some version of a playground—in which it happens. The hallowed ground is
usually outlined, so that it's clearly set off from the rest of reality. 
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Play has a time limit, which may be an intense but fleeting moment, the flexible innings of a baseball game,
or the exact span of a psychotherapy session. Sometimes the time limit is prearranged; at other times it's
only recognizable in retrospect. 

 Play has its own etiquette, rituals and ceremonies, its own absolute rules. 

It is its own goal, which it reaches in a richly satisfying way/

   Above all, play requires freedom. One chooses to play. Play's rules may be enforced, but play is not like
life's other dramas. It happens outside ordinary life, and it requires freedom. 

 Make-believe is at the heart of play,  

br2013.0516 === swimming in Hahn pond  #5  .pix
§@20.0421-1023.07BR§

After cleaning the grating

[=wading in water waist-high]`100%`pond`goggles`br20-1300`191118-0936.16.jpg
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`br20@.-1300-1659.out  [=swimming in `pond in woods] goggles  97% 190828-1013.56  ®`afternoon `outdoors.jpg

[=swimming in`pond]`gas`mask`wideview 180506-1607.30.jpg

[=swimming in the`pond]`96%`red`outdoor`200104-1625.45α.jpg

br2013.0515.a #1624 afternoon activities - clean the `grating,
take a `swim  

§@19.0802-1157.04.br§
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Dear Marla, 

This is an absolutely fascinating place!!

The Hahn family has always needed to generate their own electricity. Out here in the
deep woods there are just no commercial power lines available. So, they had to make
their own. (He has a satellite link for Internet.)

Javin gave me a quick history of his family last night. Apparently his great, great
grandfather Frederick Hahn had settled here in the late 1800’s. He won this roughly 1,000
acre plot of land in a card game. It is located on the ocean-facing side of a chain of gently
sloping coastal mountains. He built his house next to the mountain stream which bisected
the land.  Frederick left an unusual will and testament which required that his land can be
passed on only to his direct descendants and the land can never be divided or sold to
anyone else. Only one family may reside in the Hahnestery at a time.

Any profits made from the land, such as from logging or mining, are to be split
evenly among all direct Hahn descendents who retain the Hahn surname and their primary
residence is in the state at the time.  The Hahn who dwells in the Hahnestery is
responsible for the stewardship and administration of the estate and land. 

Javin told me that they have the loggers come in about once every ten years to
harvest timber. Once all of the back taxes and residence costs have been paid there is not
a lot left over from what is left after it is split with his sister, Ramona. Basically, it buys
Javin a new truck and pays his land taxes. The big advantage to him is that he gets to live
in the house at no cost. n.    

Then Javin giggled. “In keeping with Frederick’s legacy, any disputes between family
members over matters of the land must be settled with a hand of Poker while lawyers are
present.

Yesterday Javin gave me a tour of a small wooden shed between the house and the
waterfalls. It contained several big batteries — like those in a car only larger.  The
electricity generated by the water powered generator was stored here until it was needed
in the house. Big, thick wires connected them. A large electronic device with big aluminum
fins and displaying various lights and gauges sat among them. Javin said that was the
‘inverter’ which converted ‘battery electricity’ to ‘house electricity”. 

When the weather was heavily overcast or raining the solar cells on his roof usually
provided only a trickle of electricity because they did not get much sun. The constant
misty rain and clouds meant that using the sun to create sufficient electricity to power the
house was not viable most of the time.

Decades ago Javin’s family had set up a water-powered generator to provide their
supply of electricity. They had routed a large pipe a hundred yards or so from upstream to
the water falls next to the house where they had installed a generator powered by a water
turbine. Unlike the solar cells, the water through the pipe produced a steady trickle of
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turbine. Unlike the solar cells, the water through the pipe produced a steady trickle of

electricity all day and all night, regardless of the cloud cover. The result was that we never
seemed to run out of electricity and had all of the comforts of life that it offered. 

Next, Javin led me up a path that followed bank of the stream closely. In places
small steps and wooden walkways had been built to deal with natural obstacles such as
rocks or small ravines. Much of it was mildly up hill and I could often see the pipeline
following it. The pipe had the dark sheen of heavily weathered quality steel. It must have
been very old.

I soon found the uphill path required a bit of energy. I began to breathe heavier
from the exertion. I also felt a heavy sweat coming on inside the suit from it. Soon it
would become hot and sloshy in there and I’d need be careful about heat exhaustion. I
was glad that it was almost time for my midday shower.

br201300-1659.out  01__Rettenbachklamm  `BR®191023-1919.47.jpg

Soon we came to a place where the pipe led into a small concrete structure which
partially dammed the stream. In the bottom of the pool it created there was a large
grating. “This is where the water enters the pipe to power the generator. We’re a good 50
feet above the generator turbine. The water traveling down the pipe hits it with a lot of
force which causes it to turn, creating electricity. That means we don’t need to use that
much water, so we still have lots of power even during the drier spells. The mountain acts
as a kind of scoop for the moisture that drifts in from the ocean, so there is almost always
enough water to power the generator. The other factor is that, unlike solar, it runs around
the clock which produces a steady stream of electricity to charge the batteries back in that
shed all the time, even at night. They provide a reservoir that accommodates the sudden,
heavy loads like when we run the dishwasher or washing machine.”
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.Hahn,Creek,grating,needs,cleaning,rocky`20.0320α1650.26.jpeg 

Javin then pointed to a small storage locker nearby and said, “Sticks and other
debris would sometimes clog the grating in the pipe where the water entered here,
preventing them from causing problems in the turbine downstream.  There are rakes,
hammers and other tools for cleaning the grating in there. One of your jobs will be to
come up here every day and check the grating and to clear it if needed, regardless of the
weather or the bugs. There may be times when you will need to get down into the water
to work on the grating. It’s only a little over a foot deep here, but sometimes after a heavy
rain, you may have to get down into the water and work at it a while to pry the debris
loose.” 

We had each worked up a sweat from the trek up teh hill. It didn’t take long for the
bugs to discover both of us. They were making us miserable. I didn’t want to stay there
any longer. “The bugs are attracted to the water. It’s not as bad as you move out into the
forest itself.”

Upon returning to the house from my daily trek to the mailbox in the early afternoon
I would find the path to the water intake grating. The trek from the house to the grating
was not distant but the path to it took a circuitous route around huge boulders and uphill
grades. The location of the grating afforded an enjoyably open view of the valley. It was a
pleasant but somewhat strenuous walk. The bugs were worse closer to the water of the
stream. I was happy to have my bugsuit on at times.  Upon returning I would be all hot
and sweaty in my suit. 

A large pool had naturally formed under the waterfalls which had a straight fall of
10-15 feet into it. The pool was only 3-4 feet deep, maybe averaged around 20 feet wide
and was surrounded by huge, moss-covered rocks. A profusion of huge, incredibly old and
wise willow trees hung over parts of the pond, creating what seemed like a playground of
small cathedrals. Ferns and other plants growing out of every possible crack and cranny
between them. The Hahns had built a narrow wooden walkway to the pool to facilitate
access to it. The structure had naturally aged and weathered to become camouflaged and
unobtrusive in this otherwise picturesque setting.
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[frolicking in`creek`under`willow`trees] `young`great__setting`191031-1643.99

 This place, with it’s wall of fresh, sparkling water cascading down into an exotic pool
surrounded by brilliant green was like something from a travel magazine. 

I immediately felt the coolness and pressure of the water under my suit as I eased
my body down into the pool. The hot, sweaty feeling left me immediately. I could also feel
vibrations generated from the pounding of the waterfall onto the pool through the latex of
my suit.  It was sort of like having someone run a vibrator over your entire body.
Delicious! Latex is a wonderful conductor of both temperature and tactile sensations and,
if you have a fetish for it, these can have an almost erotic quality to them. I was in
heaven. I wanted to stay in the pool ‘forever”. And no bugs could bother me! 

But after 10-15 minutes of it I realized that the thundering sound of the waterfall
hitting the pool was too much for me. While enchanting and exotic at first, soon the sheer
decibel level of it here began to make me uncomfortable. It was simply too loud. I felt
warnings of a headache coming on and wondered what this might do to my hearing
abilities. I was disappointed that I had to retreat from it so soon.

Once I decided to try taking my suit off BEFORE I bathed in the pool. It was mid-
afternoon and time for one of my daily showers, anyways. I had removed my gasmask,
removed my hood and had pulled the suit off my left arm when I felt the first bug bite.
Damn! It was a mosquito! Now I’d have a bite that would itch like crazy and I would not
be able to scratch it because it would be covered in latex most of the time.  Nope. I should
just leave my suit on until I went back to the house for my mid-afternoon shower.

So, I swam in my full suit. `
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br2019.2000-????   I like mirrors
§@22.0413-1050.03BR§

==always looking for nice mirrors at garage sales.

===like to see myself in mirrors when I am working. I begin to place around the house.
Javin likes and approves. He says they add a touch of “new” to an “old” house. 
==A touch of narcissim, I guess. It’s harlmess. It’s all part of being rubber-centric.

br2019.0420- #507 Frolic in the rain 

[atx@21.0202-1612.51]
§190817-1134.47.br§  
§190817-1509.46.br§  

=Usually work all morning, but then I had a few hours with nothing to do before I
started dinner at 5p.m. 

=foggy, misty or evenrainy days turn me on. I often like go for walks in the woods in
just my suit then. Javin calls it my “frolic in the rain”. 

Dear Marla, 

Sometimes I would follow what we called the “Main Trail”. This was a well-
established footpath that created a circular perimeter around the house about 100 yards
out.  Spokes of the wheel provided access routes from the house. I mow the grass on this
trail with the lawn tractor regularly. Perennial wild flowers grow profusely on either side of
it, making this an inviting place for a stroll. One section of this includes the ruins of a very
old foundation of a big building, such as a barn, which was now long gone. It has a big,
flat chunk of ancient concrete heavily covered in moss. I like to lie on this, close my eyes
and drink in as much of the experience of lying in the rain in a latex suit as I could.

I espcially liked the foggy, misty days when it was not actually raining, but close to
it. As the Hahnastery was located just a few miles inland from the Pacific Ocean, the
moisture rising from the sea would drift inland. We had these misty, foggy conditions
often, especially in the fall, winter and spring months. This created the conditions for the
temperate rainforests of the region.

This is where I go to “frolic”. As a safety precaution Javin does not want me
wandering around at random in the woods. The rule of the house is to stay on an
established path.  

Yeah, I like to work in my garden when it is raining or really foggy. I love how
everything glistens when it’s wet, including me. The rain   The rain feels cold at first. There
is some obscure pleasure center in my body that “thrills” in knowing that I am “protected”
from it by the latex. It’s not that I am afraid of the rain, its the anaerobic aspect of
Mistress_Hevea. 
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It could be that the raindrops hitting my suit create a constant reminder that I am
wearing latex. I really like that, even though it can be a little cold at times. It’s not the
same as when rain hits my bare skin. There is a different kind of feel to it. My mind knows
I am getting wet but my skin is sending back signals that it is dry.  Even when I am doing
something which requires a bit of concentration — like gardening — in the background of
my mind I am still quite aware of the presence of the latex like a mantra. I don’t just know
it is there; it’s part of me. It’s omnipresent in my life. I Live For Rubber (L4R).

`

 
[.pix: LIR in the woods raining  190714-1113.51€ ]

br2013.0710===It’s all about presence
§19.0927-0857.27.br§  

Dear Marla,

Constant conflict is the struggle between aerophilia and anerophilia — 
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br2013.1000-0030 #332 Wake at night and write

Dear Marla,

I often wake up in the middle of the night and cannot get go back to sleep. I am “awake”.

These are the times that I do my best writing. The words flow out of me. 

Often what I write is not a story but just a scenario of some crazy rubber fantasy I would
like to do. I suppose they are rooted in a dream I may have had. it’s something that
(metaphorically) Mistress_Hevea has told me she wants me to do.

The #Lawyer’s Office story is an example. 

I’m usually only awake for an hour or so at these times. From a writing standpoint, in the
hour or two that the dream is still somewhat alive in my head, there is no real character or
story plot develoment. It’s mostly just a situation that is a moment in time rather than
something which has elements of story. Usually it’s jsut a fragment of a vision in which I
am in some kind of rubber #bondage or maybe a weird suit or something. I suppose they
are flashes of design innovation and creativity.  The result is that most of them are just
disparate scenes which are too brief and incomplete to qualify as stories.  

I have dozens of these in my computer. 

Sometimes, during the day when I have more than just an hour to write, I will review
these fragments and start to develop one of them into a story with characters and plot.
However, my #writing momentum is interrupted by something in the real world and I lose
my train of thought. I often do this kind of writing in the evening after dinner but become
sleepy and need to go to bed. The next day when I look at what I have written somehow I
just cannot regain the creative context sufficiently to build a suitable story from it.  The
magic of the moment when they were conceived is lost.

 

br2013.05-____  WRITING

(stories are in br2030.APPENDIX)
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br2013.0600-0800  #570 I was much more at home with the
isolation than I thought I’d be  

§@19.1015-0908.20.br§

Dear Marla,

When I first arrived at the Hahnastery, the first thing I noticed was how quiet it was. No
sirens, traffic noises or other human pollutants. There was only the forest and the voices
of its birds, bugs and other critters. One of the more prevalent noises was the sound of
the rain or mist dripping off one leaf and landing on another. 

On those fairly rare  nights when the sky was clear there was a profusion
of stars unfiltered by city lights. Sometimes I would climb up to the lookout where you
could see the ocean and scan the stars with binoculars. Javin often went with me and
pointed out various stars to tell me their names. 

The first time we did this I was eaten alive by the bugs. After that I was
sure to wear my skinsuit with a hood. I was feeling much more comfortable about wearing
my latex stuff around him. 

“The  idea of using your latex suit as a sort of “bugsuit” is nothing less
than diabolical”, he would often say to me in so many words. “I just wish I could get into
latex like you because the bugs are eating me alive. I can only put on so much bug
repellent.”

However, most nights were very dark, damp, misty and/or rainy. Windy,
too, sometimes. At times it seemed almost spooky. I sometimes envisioned it to be like
the forest surrounding Count Dracula’s castle. Javin showed me the location of an electric
switch that turned on floodlights just outside the big sliding door in my apartment. It
illuminated the deck and carved a wedge of light into the darkness beyond.  “My mother-
in-law, Ginny, turned this light on most nights. She never got used to the darkness. She
said all she could see most nights with it on was just the fog, but that was more
comforting than not seeing the fog.  
 
I remember my first night here. It was particularly foggy and all the floodlights did were to
simply illuminate the “pea soup” outside my door. Javin had mentioned that there were
bears in these woods. I imagined some big bear or other huge creature charging at me
from the fog with only the thin glass doors to stop them. I slept with the curtains closed
over them at first. If there were monsters out there, I didn’t want to know about them. 

I had trouble sleeping at first. I had lived in the noisy city all of my life and the stark
absence of sirens and traffic noises was particularly noticeable. The silence of the forest
was deafening. 

In those early days I worried about how I was going to deal with the isolation of this place.
When I had worked hard all day and was too tired to do anything energetic, the boredom
would set in. Mostly, I just did something mindless like watch old movies in the evening.
Apparently someone in the Hahn family had a fondness for them as the library was full of
VHS tapes of them. Sometimes I would do this with Javin in his theater after dinner, but
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VHS tapes of them. Sometimes I would do this with Javin in his theater after dinner, but

mostly I just parked myself in front of droning blah-blah-blah of the TV in my room until I
fell asleep. Or I’d watch one of the old 1940’s movies. I found them fascinating.  [PROBLEM:
no tv reception here. also could only do low-bandwidth on internet-- satellite feed. lots of VHS tapes in library. Big project was

converting them to DVD. ]

I think it was shortly after Javin had discovered my fetish and his response was “Be who
you are. Whatever floats yer boat is fine with me” speech which sanctioned my fetish in
his house.   I began to find that my fetish could be an enormous source of attention for
me which counteracted the isolation. All I needed to do was to let myself go.  Embrace my
fetish as a great teacher and see myself as her student.  It’s said that one does not fall
under the power of another; one gives it to them. I submitted myself to Mistress_Hevea.
(I’ll tell you more about her later)

[=One does not fall under the power of someone else, one gives it to them.]

br2013.0610-0800  #863 The Morning Maid .pix
§@19.0812-1011.21.br§

Dear Marla,

I feel almost as self-conscious about my ugly body as I do having Javin see me in it
in a catsuit. I am the kind of person who could stand to lose 30 pounds or so. Still, that
would not hide my stocky frame. 

I like the way the apron hides my pudgy body.

I also like the way the hood hides my aging face and anemic gray hair. Even a hood
in natural transparent with a bit of makeup hides much of my age and if I wear a wig over
it, you won’t see my thinning hair.

.pix `BR Carlee in 99% day-maid costume with wig 190812-1039.05 
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Most mornings I put on my “Morning Maid” costume. I put my skinsuit and skinhood first.
I always do that with most of my costumes.  They are both of fine, lightweight natural
transparent latex. The skinhood has eye, mouth and nose holes and fits nicely across my
face.  The thinner membrane is exceptionally comfortable but is also quite vulnerable to
rips and tears. So, my general rule is that I always wear it under something with a little
more durability to it. 

My morning maid hood is flesh colored latex with eyes and red lips painted on.  It is
supposed to make the wearer appear to be female, but anyone could see 20 feet away
that it’s a rather poor rendition of a real person’s face. The really good female masks are
custom-made to your face and are, therefore, very expensive. This one was mass-
produced and, therefore, within my budget.  The hood has a zipper and laces down the
backside to make it fit tightly over my entire head and face.  Felcro on top assures the wig
won’t fall off. Two small tubes extend up into my nostrils an inch or so to allow me to
breathe. (you can’t see them in the pic).  The lips appear to be closed except for a small
slit through which I can insert a straw to drink. I can also breathe and talk thru it,
although my speech is often somewhat “mushy” because of the way the latex limits the
movement of my lips.  A small padlock at the zipper makes removal impossible.

Perhaps the most diabolical aspect of the hood is that there are pencil-sized holes in the
painted-on iris’s of the eyes. This gives me a very limited view of what is directly in front
of me. I have very little peripheral vision. Normally, we  are used to almost 180 degrees of
angle. If you put this hood on, that angle might be reduced to something like 30-40
degrees.  It makes it difficult to do things like walk or converse with someone. I have to
look directly at my feet to take each step. It reduces the amount of visual information I
take in significantly. 

The result is that I am constantly reminded of being enclosed in the hood.  It’s all about
“presence”. My conscious mind is continually forced to focus on my fetish, pushing that
ahead everything else in my life.

Mistress_Hevea” schedules” me to wear this outfit most mornings. (OK, remember, I’m
playing at this stuff. Mistress_Hevea is all just a metaphor. She is just the name I have
given my fetish.) The rule is that I need to be fully ready when I walk into the kitchen at
precisely 8 a.m. to start breakfast. I receive a negative PointZ penalty for each minute
late. 

 At 12 noon the small timed lock box down in the deepest, darkest and nastiest corner in
the basement opens on schedule, providing access to the key which unlocks the lock on
the hood. There is no overhead light there; I have to use a flashlight which makes it even
spookier. It’s not the sort of place I enjoy going to.  Once that’s done I put the key back in
the box and click it closed. The key will not be available for the next 24 hours. 
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Some days I put a penis gag in my mouth before putting the hood on. On those days I
have a little note pad and pen on a strap hanging around my neck so that I can
communicate to Javin if I need to. I stow the notepad under my apron so that it doesn’t
flop around while I am working. I often wear sound-deadening ear plugs, too. These are
my “deaf and dumb” days.

[xyz this needs a lot of work.]

Let me explain the rationale behind the design of this hood. 

They say that if someone becomes blind, their remaining senses will become more acute
to compensate for that loss.

Sensory deprivation tanks are dark, quiet and someone floating in one would not even feel
the effects of gravity. They are designed to free the mind of sensory input from outside the
body to create the most profound sensory deprivation possible.  At first You spend an hour
or two of floating.  the mind begins to discover that it has nothing to do. , therefore, turns
inward to find something to occupy itself with. 
I suspect the concept is that the reduced perceptions of my hearing, smelling, tasting and,
especially, vision may force my remaining sense, tactile, to become more acute. I become
more aware of the latex which embraces my entire body. In a sense, I merge with it. 

All this is to say that the morning maid hood is

br2013.0623 #160 Am I becoming an anaerobic creature? 
§@19.1127-1512.37.br§  

Dear Marla-

I did not sleep in my latex last night. I put some regular cotton sheets on my bed and
tried to sleep between them in the nude. My skin had been a bit itchy yesterday so I
thought I would give it some air.

My skin got it’s air but I did not get my sleep. 

I felt like a fish out of water -almost literally.  My skin had become seriously accustomed to
the warm, semi-moist, gently constrictive environment under my latex. I was not in my
rubber Home. Now, with that gone, all I could think about is jumping back into my
skinsuit. I joked to myself that I had become an anaerobic creature — one that, like a fish,
prefers to be ‘protected’ from air. At around 5a.m. I finally gave in, quickly put on my
catsuit and then woke up at 7a.m. when my alarm went off.

br2013.0625 #727 Sense of deeper relationship grows
§@19.0726-1540.59§ 

In the last few months I felt our sense of relationship grow and mature with trust
and a very notable lack of judgementalism toward each other. We had gotten to the point
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and a very notable lack of judgementalism toward each other. We had gotten to the point

where we even began to really thrive on having no fear of asking the other deeply
probing, deeply personal questions and then digging in to explore them to see where our
minds could take us. In addition to wanting to hear about my fantasies, he also wanted to
understand 

 

Javin’s curiosity about the entire spectrum of my fetish was nothing less than
insatiable. It made for wonderful conversation over dinner and sometimes long into the
night. I was beginning to feel like the weight of the world was gradually being lifted from
my shoulders. 

Yet he never showed any hint or nuance of wanting to actually try wear rubber
himself. I asked him about this once. He said he was actually quite vanilla and was just
not wired for it. 

He really mostly enjoyed watching me do my various bizarre activities because, to
him, this was probably the expression of my true person that had been restrained and
throttled most of my life. He marveled at the weird creativity and craziness of my
imagination and seemed especially intrigued by my use of the “Mistress_Hevea” metaphor
as a model of the nature of my fetish for latex. 

“Do you suppose we could construct other kinds of metaphors to describe the
archetypal dimensions of   different kinks?” Javin asked.

“Wow. I had never thought of that. I suppose you could. Now that I think of it, it
might be useful to the kink communities to have an entire pantheon of gods and goddess.
In fact, I am connected to another “goddess” as well.  She is the truly wicked diety who
likes to  

I can envision at least one other goddess metaphor .”

 

 They were not something he had much inclination to do himself, but that did not
mean he should not be curious about them or appreciate their artistry.  At times I
sometimes wondered if he had been a professional sexologist in some prior time of his life.
Sometimes he probed deeply, always asking questions that challenged answers which
were satisfying to both of us. 

It became quite apparent that he didn’t really have any sexual interest in me as a
woman. I asked him about that once. He replied that it was something like the way a gay
male might think of a female sexually. They could be the deepest of friends and
competitors, but the idea of climbing into bed together just never occurs to them. The
“polarity” between them is just not right. 

Strangely, I found this to be very comforting. Most of my divorces had stemmed
from this polarity incompatibility with my previous spouses. I’d try hard to start out each
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from this polarity incompatibility with my previous spouses. I’d try hard to start out each

new relationship being as vanilla as I could because that what was expected of me. I’d
burn all of my rubber and denounce my fetish to myself. I’d try to “quit” my fetish as one
might swear off of alcohol or tobacco. I would cure myself of this odious malady. I was
determined that there would be no more rubber in my life.

It wasn’t too bad at first.  [[atx:its not there was anything wrong with my partnef. tyey did it just fine. they

loved me deeply. and while i lovedthem with all my heart and mind, my sexfrives were in another world.]] Vanilla sex with
my partner seemed OK, but it was not stellar like rubbersex is. I felt satiated in the short
term but somehow unsatisfied and unfulfilled in the long run. It took work and effort and
never remained satisfying for very long. After my lovers and I ended our times together I
could feel my self drifting away from being pseudo-heterosexual and would drift back to
my real, underlying identity as a deeply installed rubbersexual. It was always the ultimate
curse of each of my marriages: I was wired for sex with rubber, not my husbands. My first
and  longest marriage lasted five years. Each one after that seemed to get shorter and
shorter. I was with Frank for only a few years.

Javin was clearly a horse of a different coloer… xyz

[ insert random idea: 

br2013.0700-0000 [▲6.aesthetic] This place is magic!!! 
§21.0305-1406.51BR§

6. Hahnastery & surrounding forest are incredibly beautiful. I begin to collect bugs —
see the real beauty of nature.  I now have some fashionable latex.

br2013.0706 #1,200 the JackHammer Corset 
§@21.0421-1016.42BR§

Dear Marla, 

At night I do quite the opposite of my day routine. 

In the chunks of time between my various, ill-fated marriages I began to play with
erotic chastity. I found that if I wore rubber all day long just doing stuff around the house
while unable to orgasm, I indeed seemed to get more housework done. I’d make a list of
my chores and then lock myself in until all of the items were crossed off.

Chastity belts are deceiving. You would think that they would prevent you from
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Chastity belts are deceiving. You would think that they would prevent you from

playing with yourself. However, there is much more to it than that. You see, chastity belts
(”CB’s”) fit tightly against the skin and the unyielding steel of their waist and crotch straps
incessantly remind you of their presence.  With various movements of your body they will
push or tug or, most frustratingly, they may rub very lightly against the genital areas
causing little pleasant tingles all throughout your day and/or night. It’s just enough to
keep you lightly horny but knowing that there won’t be a “happy ending” soon. You are
wearing a sex toy!  

Believe it or not, it was also just plain fun.  

This worked most of the time because I set my “personal law” to allow myself
release from the belt only when I had completed a list of chores.  I’d do things like hide
the keys down in the darkest, nastiest corner of the basement where I was least inclined
to visit until the last moment when I could not stand it any more. Sometimes it would be
well into the evening before I could finally unlock everything. Of course, I’d sometimes I’d
cheat because, hey, I knew where the keys were and the hornier you get the less will
power I could muster! It was definitely not a very perfect system.” 

So, at night, and because I absolutely crave latex, when I went to bed, I’d usually
put on my nighttime fuck-suit. This, too, is a full cover catsuit of soft, natural latex which
was comfortably tight from the waist down. The upper part was loose and flowing,
allowing and inviting me to fondle of my boobs. 

Over that I wear a wide collar and a special ‘night-corset’, both of which locked on,
making it impossible to remove the suit without doing something extreme like cutting it off
with scissors. 

Oh, that’s some of my other fetishes, too though not nearly as prominent as my
thing for latex. I have a thing for wanting a tiny, wasp-shaped waist so I do corset training
day and night. Well, actually, the look is much less important than how it feels! I like my
corsets very tight because they restricts my breathing and movements which, in turn,
continually and somewhat treacherously reminds me that I have it on.   I also like the idea
of being locked into rubber, knowing full well that if it became too hot, too sweaty or
otherwise uncomfortable, I could not take it off until some pre-ordained time or activity
was accomplished.. 

But the night corset I really want is like the one in my  “jackhammer corset” story. I
think you said you had read that a few months ago. Do you remember it?”

“Yeah, I think so. Isn’t that the really bizarre corset with the air bladders on the
inside that inflated and deflated plugs in her butt and her mound as she breathed? “

“That’s the one,” I said. “I’ve actually started to work with Dogfish Latex about
making something like that for me. We’re figuring out how to design one that is both very
functional but also something that will be reasonably comfortable when worn overnight.
They’ll be sending me a 1st trial design in a week or so. I can’t wait to try it out!”

“Egads, Carlee. How do you expect to get any sleep? I would think that would be
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“Egads, Carlee. How do you expect to get any sleep? I would think that would be

such an intense experience that there would be no nappies for you!”

“Actually, by wearing a chastity belt all day to build up energy, when I finally get out
of my night shower and put that other corset on I’ll be ready to explode. If you happen to
hear me screaming some time after bedtime, I’m just having my first orgasm for the
night.   There will be several more after that, no doubt. But each one will be of less
intensity as I become sexually spent. Eventually I would be able to fall off to sleep
because I will be deeply happy and exhausted. 

Even as I sleep, all of this will provide fodder for new dreams and  fantasies which,
in turn, sometimes become stories.  The phalluses will continue to fuck me with every
breath I take. As orgasm starts to build I will be breathing harder and harder. Each time I
suck in a bunch of air to inhale, my chest cavity expands which inflates the dildoes which,
in turn, helps the orgasm build even more.  There is no escaping any of this. It just goes
on and on, relentlessly,  always demanding my attention.  It plants me squarely in the
here and now. You can bet I’m not thinking about the grocery list or what we had for
dinner last night!”

The loose latex of the blouse traps hot air which acts as an insulation. As the heat
builds from my orgasmic thrashing, it will become rather hot and sweaty in there.  I’ll
probably be drenched by morning. I could play with my boobs, making the slip and slide
between the warm, moist folds.
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Marla x natural with black corset- tight lower & loose upper collar (800x1200px) X3X 181215-1659.07.jpg

“What happens if you find you are too hot and sweaty or too exhausted to go on for
the rest of the night. What stops you from just taking it off, take a shower and then jump
back in bed for a good, solid sleep?” He asked.

“The corset, the collar and the zipper on the catsuit could all be fitted with small
padlocks. I could hide the keys under a rock like I usually do. Of course, it I REALLY want
out of the suit at, say, 11pm, there is not a lot to stop me from just going out and getting
them. It’s a flaw in my plan.”
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Javin’s eyes lit up. “Hey, I know. I’ve seen time safes on the internet. They’re just
little boxes  with a time based locking mechanism. Once you’ve got your stuff on and
locked, you could put the keys in the time safe and set it to open at, say, 7:00a.m. so you
can take your shower and start making breakfast. You would not be able to get out of your
suit before then. Period! That would take the issue of will power out of the equation. You’d
have no choice but to submit to your fetish. That’s what you want, isn’t it? I think they
were only $20-30 or so.”

“Gawd, Javin, just talking about this is making me really moist down there!” I said
with a giggle.

And, Javin, I’m sorry, but as a male with male programming and plumbing, you
cannot possibly imagine what it feels to wake up with a pulsing dildo in your hoochy! Hey,
maybe I could knock one more orgasm before I have to take the corset and the suit off
and start breakfast.

br2013.1101 #481 Depression setting in 
§@19.0921-1401.30.br§  

=depressed. I’m just a pervert. Why can’t I be ‘normal;, etc.

[  ] CONVERT TO PRESENT TENSE

Dear Marla, 

I have been at the Hahnastery for just about a year now. A subtle malaisze has begun to
creep into my worldview slowly and almost imperceptibly. 

At first I simply shrugged it off, thinking that it was just the isolation from other people.
But then I began to realize that it was more than the more obvious physical remoteness of
the Hahnastery that might be causing these dark clouds to gather. 

It dawned on me that during most of my life I had felt separate from other people because
of my fetish. It made me “other” to them —the freak show. Rejected. Throughout my life
it has channeled my mind to become increasingly introverted and solitary. 

But I am used to that. 

There was something even deeper, more fundamental, creating this ennui. It was like a
veil of gloom would sweep over me and drive the sparkle and luster from my life. 

It occurred to me that during most of my life one of my biggest struggles had simply been
to find the opportunity to wear my rubber. My constant dream was to wear it all of the
time, every day, all day. Of course, my husbands had all put a squash on that and when
they were not around, society always found a way to hold me back. 

But, n this last year since Javin had discovered and approved of my desire to wear my
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But, n this last year since Javin had discovered and approved of my desire to wear my

rubber all of the time, I thought it would be a dream come true. My life at the Hahnastery
now made that possible. What I found that, even though I now had the opportunity to L4R
24/7, it did not happen.

After a while it became simply a matter of mood. I found that after the first week or two of
it, I was beginning to become somewhat bored with my dream. I would wear my catsuit to
bed but, then, in the morning, instead of keeping it on I’d be more inclined to take it off
and jump into the shower. Often, while in the shower, I’d tell myself that I would but my
suit back on and spend the rest of the day in it. When I got out of the shower, however, I’d
find some excuse to wear cotton clothing, instead.  

A big part of the problem that grew on me slowly was that it seemed like I was going no
where with it — there is no sense of growth. It began to seem empty after a while. I still
felt compelled to live the dream of rubber-centric life, but it gradually lost much of it’s
magic.

It began to wear at me…  I needed some new mojo!

Something was missing.

———

br2013.1102  #15 Becoming bored with constant sensation
without some goal.

 It feels empty.

br2013.1205-0010  WHAT I WANT MOST is to be in love with
someone 

§@19.1221-1049.00.br§  

[[atx: She’s  having feelings for Javin but tries not to admit it to herself]]

Dear Marla,

I guess you could say that my heart is lonley. My feelings for Javin have gradually shifted
from growing fondness to something a bit closer to desire. It occurs to me that I could
love this man someday. Yet, every time I have fallen in love before, it has ended in pain
and disaster. Ultimately, this happens without fail because of my fetish. Our hearts and
minds would click but there was always a major disconnect in our sexualities. Each time I
would try to somehow fool myself that I could make it work — that I could extrovert my
own sexuality outward toward his and forget the rubber. It works for a while. But the
deep, demanding introversion of my fetish always creeps back into my life and wins in the
end. Our sexual orientations were always simply too much at odds with each other. In the
end we would discover that we simply could not meet each others needs. And now, gray
and post-menopausal, there is too much emotional scar tissue on my heart. I can never
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and post-menopausal, there is too much emotional scar tissue on my heart. I can never

fall in love again, even though it is what I want most.

br2013.1300-____  CRISIS

br2013.1300-0010  #300 Bottom of rabbit hole
§@19.1102-1631.28.br§   

[[atx:+Depression and ennui settling in. 
+ is it the isolation or the fetish? 
+ is my fetish actually an addiction?

Dear Marla,

Last night I told Javin that I felt like I had been "floating" through all of my life
without any real sense of direction or purpose. I had been reactive rather than proactive
because, well, I had no particular goals for the most part. I just drift from one set of
events to the next without direction. I have no rudder.  

Oh, sure. I’ve had two children, but not long after that my first husband and I
divorced and he managed to convince the court that I was unfit to take care of them
because of my fetish so I lost custody. I didn't accomplish much there did I?

After that it seemed like my life consisted of the brief ecstasy of new romances
inevitably followed shortly thereafter by slow decline and then crashing and burning as my
fetish ultimately reared its ugly head and destroyed the relationships. Each time my heart
was smashed. I remember these bad times much more than the good times. Now, after
three marriages and the decade that I spent with Frank, there is so much scar tissue on
my heart I doubt I will ever be able to love again.

At first I tried to draw on my college background in English to build a career. But, as
you know, I quit school in my third year and never got my degree. This lack of
professional credentials held me back. No one would hire me for a writing job and I really
didn't have the talent to freelance. So, to pay the bills I would take whatever demeaning,
crappy job came along. Most of these were minimum wage jobs in retailing that never
went anywhere and only further exacerbated my depression periods. I was stuck
somewhere near the bottom of the Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. 

br2013.1301-1300 #563 It’s an addiction 
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 §@19.0722-1021.51br§ 

Dear Marla, 

Someone in the Hahn family decided that there should be a full length mirror mounted on
the back of all of the doors in the bathrooms and bedrooms in the house.  The toilets in
both my apartment bathroom and the powder room downstairs in the main house were
located just across from these mirrors. This meant that when you sat on either toilet you
looked directly into your reflection.

Many people find that sitting on the toilet often provides for a time of deliberation and
contemplation without interruptions. For some it is a tradition. I suspect that, ironically,
small epiphanies or solutions to problems sometimes come to mind for many of us during
these brief periods of time.

One afternoon I pulled the lower skirt of my apron up and bunched around my waist,
unzipped the crotch zipper of my catsuit and sat on the toilet as I had done countless
times since arriving at the Hahnastery nearly a year ago. My gaze naturally fell on my
reflection in the mirror on the door opposite from me.

It suddenly dawned on me that the person staring back at me seemingly every time I sat
there was always wearing latex. I very rarely saw myself in regular “street” clothes any
more.

[looking at self in mirror] in 100% black catsuit with wideview gasmask 190725-0129.12.jpg

What happened to that lady in the mirror, I asked myself?  Why did I always see her in
latex? Except for the occasional times when her face was uncovered or on Saturdays when
we went shopping, it seemed that I had not seen any of her naked skin in these mirrors
for months.  Had my fetish become an addiction?

At dinner that night I mentioned that I was struggling with this to Javin. He sat back in his
chair and steepled his fingers together as he listened to me.

“I guess a lot of that depends on how  you define ‘addiction’ in this case,” he replied.

RESEARCH NOTES on sexual addiction vs. fetish   €190723-1427.00€ 

I Replied, “I suppose it means something like compulsive behavior with negative
consequences.”

“Well, do you wear it compulsively? Could you simply stop if you wanted to?” He asked.
“What happens on Saturdays when we go shopping or on Saturdays when you are on your
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“What happens on Saturdays when we go shopping or on Saturdays when you are on your

day off and you visit your friends attend some event in town? Do you wear your latex
then? Do you feel some kind of withdrawal when you don’t?”

I had to think about this a moment. “On those days I am usually not thinking about it
because there are other things happening that occupy my attention. But toward the end of
the days, I do start yearning to be back in rubber’s embrace. I do miss it strongly for an
hour or so after I take it off on those mornings.”

“Suppose we decided that you would not wear any latex for the next seven days. How
would that be? That would, at least, answer the question about compulsion, wouldn’t it.”
[[atx: no latex for 7 days could be idea for a scene or epistle.   190824-1040.23idx ]

“I’m sure I would yearn for it most of the time.” I replied.

“Yes, but I suppose the difference between being inclined to wear your rubber and being
compelled to wear it is a matter of degree.” He suggested.

There are conflict issues here. On the one hand I have purposely and deliberately internally enslaved myself
to Goddess_Hevea and on the other hand I am still free to abstain from wearing my rubber when we go into
town.  This is something of a dilema.Perhaps PointZ are the compensation mechanism. i.e. Carlee mangages
her own program. She is free to decide what, when and how much rubber she will wear just as long as at
the end of the month she has achieved her 720z quota to satisfy her obligation of devotion to
Mistress_Hevea.

br2013.1305 #579 the Isolation of this place 
§@19.0811-1032.20.br§

=It’s like a monastery! I should be a nun!  [tie in to nunk]

Dear Marla-
 
Sometimes the isolation of the Hahnastery gets to me. Most of the time I’m engaged

in something that keeps my mind off of it. But it is the spaces between those activities
where my sequestration from society creeps in my mind and niggles at me. 

I am out in the middle of a huge forest and there is no one to play with except Javin,
Meow and Woof. 

 
People live in places like this specifically because they do not want contact with

others.

I’m not entirely sure I can do this. It’s a little scary. This place really is like a
monastery.  Javin is so deeply absorbed in his writing that he’s in a different world.
Sometimes he refers to himself as a ‘monk’. I used to think he was kidding, but the longer
I stay here I see what he is talking about. Would I have to become a ‘nun’ to survive and
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I stay here I see what he is talking about. Would I have to become a ‘nun’ to survive and

flourish while I was here? [tie into br200700 §190629-1239.45§]  [[atx: a “monastic” is focused on one

thing. Mono = one ]]

I’ve had spurts of intellectual curiosity about monastic lifestyles throughout my life.
I’ve wondered what it might be like. The whole idea of a monastery is to be focused on
one thing.  Mona = one, stery = thing. One Thing. What makes it difficult is that to do that
you have to find a situation to live in where you are not overly distracted by all the Other
Things in life that require attention such as the need for food, clothing, shelter and a social
life.

Monastic life is about pursuing enchantments deeply.  Javin has his writing as his
‘One Thing’. He has a quest — his ‘Holy Grail’. 

[Shinrin= forest, Yoku = often] 

I don’t think I’ve ever had a Holy Grail to seek -a mountain to climb —to help me
climb out of  each of my failed romances.  Except, maybe, the pursuit of my marriages
but, as you know, they ended badly. I’ve never done anything significant. What grails
could I pursue here at the Hahnastery to lose myself in as my One Thing.  

If I had some sort of ‘project’ that consumed my attention, that might help me get
through this. I like to write. 

I have my housework, of course. That occupies my mind and keeps me busy.
However, by noon or so, I’m pretty well on top of that. In fact, I have so much time on my
hands I often challenge myself to put extra effort into my chores, not from pride, but just
as something to do. As a result, my kitchen and the bathrooms are spotless. I even look
for new tasks such as vacuuming the floor in the basement. Can you believe that, Marla?

In the afternoon there is my walk to the mailbox and other outside chores. I have
even tried to revive the garden out back, but the deer, ground hogs and myriad other
creatures have discovered that and often raid it. Javin plans to build a “proper fence”
around it soon to keep them out.

=======

Javin once said the Hahnastery was like brick monastery perched at the top of a
large rock. Alone. 
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He’s right, you know. We have no visitors here, ever! Well, ok, that incident
with Ramona is an exception

br2013.1100-0420  #252 NOTES: Sweat and overheating

§@21.0914-1147.14BR§

==how does she deal with sweat and overheating?

#SWEAT/#URINE
==== sweat accumulation goes to feet (gravity). Mixes with urine, etc. Is evacuated by
small tubes inside skinsuit starting at toes and going up to neckline so it can be pumped
out with a vacuum pump. Has small hand operated vacuum pump hanging at waist. 
==== sometimes pumps compressed air into toe drain tubes at neck to create some
cooling air flow within suit.
==== OR, Skinsuits equipped with drain hole at each foot. Outer garments have separate
socks which fill with fluids and can be emptied by removing them. 
==== OR, alternately, outer garments consist of separate top and pants (like HydroGlove)
with attached socks — pants act as containment vessels to be removed, emptied and then
put back on. Steps into shower stall to do this. Can also flush inside of suit with water
while there. 
==== OR, drain tubes at toes have tiny valve. Can be connected to long tube to drain to
allow extended drainage times.

#HEAT
==== Javin places box fans in various places in house as “cooling stations”.
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==== Javin places box fans in various places in house as “cooling stations”.

== tries to schedule heavier activities (vacuuming, etc.) for early in the day when ambient
temps are cooler.
== likes tighter garments because they dissipate heat better.
== takes cold showers during day in full suit.
== Cooling room — one of the small rooms has A/C and place to sit. Can go there to cool
down. Sits in front of A/C.
== Often take a dip in the pond after cleaning grate.

br2013.8000   Being in the Now 
§190905-1009.04.br§  

=Being in a suit which is constantly demanding my attention helps to place me in
the NOW. 

== how does this affect other areas of my life?
=== my work as a housekeeper?
==== problems with overheating and dehydration?

=

br2013.8000  What is L4R?
When wearing your latex becomes the norm of your life, that’s when you know you are

L4R And when you take your rubber off for a shower if you find that your body pines for
it’s return, that’s when you know your are L.4.n. This is when you understand that
Mistress_Hevea has successfully cast her spell of Rubber Enchantment on you.

  

br2013.8000-0000 Everyday Carlee  .pix
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br2013.8000-0410b  #2036 How do you pee in your suit  
..atx@21.1021-0256.26..
[atx@21.0305-1459.32]

Doc# §190728-1411.52br§ 

#SWEAT/#URINE
==== sweat accumulation goes to feet (gravity). Mixes with urine, etc. Is evacuated by small tubes inside
skinsuit starting at toes and going up to neckline so it can be pumped out with a vacuum pump. Has small
hand operated vacuum pump hanging at waist. 
==== sometimes pumps compressed air into toe drain tubes at neck to create some cooling air flow within
suit.
==== OR, Skinsuits equipped with drain hole at each foot. Outer garments have separate socks which fill
with fluids and can be emptied by removing them. 
==== OR, alternately, outer garments consist of separate top and pants (like HydroGlove) with attached
socks — pants act as containment vessels to be removed, emptied and then put back on. Steps into shower
stall to do this. Can also flush inside of suit with water while there. 
==== OR, drain tubes at toes have tiny valve. Can be connected to long tube to drain to allow extended
drainage times.

He eyes showed he was thinking about something for a moment. “If you don’t mind
a really personal question, what happens if you have to pee in the middle of the night? If
you can’t take the suit off and there is no zipper for it, what do you do?”

I giggled slightly, “Well, mostly I just try hold it until morning when I  take the suit
off in the shower. But, of course, that is simply not possible most nights, so I just pee in
the suit. It’s latex, so it’s totally waterproof — the fluids don’t leak out anywhere. I really
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the suit. It’s latex, so it’s totally waterproof — the fluids don’t leak out anywhere. I really

don’t enjoy doing it — I’m not into things like golden showers — but there’s  not much
else I can do. It’s simply an ‘occupational hazard’ of being a female Rubberist. When you
have to pee, you HAVE to pee!”

“Sometimes, say, when I have drunk a bunch of beer the night before, the pee will
build up in the suit. If it were all just sweat I’d like that slick, sloshy sensation of sliding
around in wet latex. But the fact is that it’s pee so it’s is not particularly appealing, though
I am a big girl and can suffer through it.  I don’t think there are any serious health issues
for a few hours of this. It’s also problematic because in the morning when I stand up to go
to the shower, all of the fluid gathers at the feet where it can become quite heavy. This
poses a hazard of blowing a seam and then pouring out onto the floor. I tried messing with
catheters once but they are prone to infection and are not very comfortable, especially
with the dildo in there. Plumbing can be a real bitch in rubber, especially for a woman.”

Again, I could sense the wheels turning in Javin’s head. He really seemed to enjoy
tackling engineering problems related to my fetish. “Hmmm. What if we were to connect
tubes at the toes of each foot to allow you to drain the pee out when you needed to? Hey!
If we raised the head of your bed up, say, 5-10 degrees or so and extended the tubes to a
drain or chamber pot, you would not even have to get out of bed.  Gravity would do the
work.”

“Well, I’d still be bathing in the residual pee that would gather in the folds and
crannies of the latex and not drain out at the tubes. It’s not a particularly pleasant
thought.”

He supported his chin with his fingers for a moment to think further. “You often
speak of innovative, complex engineering ideas throughout your stories so this might be
right in line with that. What if we also attached some tubes at your neck and connect them
with a water supply. We’d set the flow to a slow, steady trickle into the suit so that it
would continually flush it out all night long. 

I noted that he was thinking in terms of “we” doing this and “we” doing that. It
made me feel really good that he would do that. My fetish was a new reality for him —
there was a lot of virgin territory for him to explore, though I didn’t think he would ever
actually put on a latex suit and join me in my bizarre tastes. I think he mostly just
enjoyed the engineering challenges I was posing to him. 

It was particularly pleasing to have someone else’s positive reinforcement and
constructive ideas about various aspects of my fetish. I had never had that from any of my
partners except Robert (the Rubberist) before he started to get into his master-slave kick.
Except for social media, I had never experienced this from someone in “real life”,
especially someone who is in as close proximity to me as Javin.  No one has ever done
that before. Previously everyone else in my life often expressed scorn, contempt or even
hatred about it. In stark contrast, Javin’s amazingly positive attitude was very uplifting! 

 Ewww, Carlee, you are so bizarrely creative! What an amazing imagination! Very
few people have what you have. Never lose that! Where does it come from, do you
suppose?”
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“I guess it might be a case of one feeding the other. Passion pumped into intellect
yields imagination which seeds more passion. So, the more I wear my rubber, the greater
will be its effects on how and what I think about myself [xyz]”

“What about during the daytime? How do you manage that now?” he asked.

I replied, “Well, mostly I try to wear suits that have crotch zippers but that can be
sort of messy and can be a real problem with my chastity belt. Also, the zippers leak if I
have an ‘accident’ or sweat too much. I’ve thought about wearing an outer set of tights
with attached feet that I can pull down to go, but there are still issues with that. There
doesn’t seem to be any good solution that I can think of.”

Javin frowned. He was thinking… “The tube drain idea might work better but one
problem is that all of your suits must be modified to include the fluid inlet and outlet
tubes. That become complex the minute you decide to wear a second suit or put shoes or
boots on. That also means you would have tubes hanging out all over the place.”

CARLEE>> " “True, the tubes would not be so bad while I’m in bed but would
probably always be in the way while I am working.”

I could see from his face that he was not going to let go of this problem. There had
to be a solution and he would find it.   

JAVIN>> " “Hey!” His eyes lit up. “Suppose you wore the tubes inside your suit?
Maybe we can find or create some sort of soft bladder pumps that you could mount on the
bottom of each foot. As you stepped on them they would each pump any fluids that
gathered there up some nice soft tubes that could run up your sides to your neckline and
then out to a small external bladder that you could empty when it was convenient. This
would make it nice and portable UES while during the day while you are up and around on
your feet.”

“UES? What is that?” I giggled. He was always making up acronyms for things.

“The UES is your Urine Elimination System”, he laughed. Javin reminded me of the
stereotype NASA engineer sometimes. 

“And how would I flush the UES?” I asked.

Again, he held his chin as he thought. “OK, the simple way would be to just stick a
water-filled syringe in under your suit at an opening at your neck and squirt water in.”

Now it was my turn to find problems with his UES design. “OK, that seems more like
a general ‘shower’. That would be great when I have been sweating heavily, but I think I
need something that would flush more at my crotch area where the pee originates.”

He pressed his lips together hard, thinking. 
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CARLEE>> "  I added, then there is also the problem of peeing at night. “Would the
bladder pumps have sufficient capacity if I were to get up and, say, walk around a bit
without waking myself up too much? I’m also wondering what the bladder pump would
feel like when I stepped on it.”

“Ok”, he replied. “Let’s attack this problem differently. So far we’ve been talking
about pushing the fluids up from your feet to your neck and then out to a bladder.  Now
let’s explore the idea of pulling it out, instead.”

“What do you mean, ” I asked?

“What if you could connect syringes to the exit tubes at your neck and suck the
fluids out of your feet? If we used big syringes you could give yourself a nice shower as
well. The big difference is that we’d have to use harder tubing that won’t collapse from the
suction. Hmmmm..  I have a bunch of micro tubing used for things like adrenalin drip
pumps for diabetics down in the basement. Maybe we could try that. It’s pretty small so
you wouldn’t feel it’s presence inside your suit much. It won’t carry much volume, so we’d
need to figure out how to apply a constant negative pressure to it so that it would
continuously suck the fluids up to your neck. Maybe I can create some sort of tiny electric
vacuum pumps that would do that. It’s a complex solution, but it might work.“

“Yes, it is becoming rather complicated. I suppose that would mean I’d have to wear
some sort of backpack to hold the pumps, batteries, the bladder, etc. That also means
charging batteries all the time. I’m not sure how viable that would be.”

Javin said, “You’re quite right about that. I guess we need to keep looking. In the
meantime, I’ll try to figure out how to fabricate some bladder pumps. The hardest part will
be the backflow valve. Maybe I can find some sort of very small ‘flapper’ valve that would
not be uncomfortable to step on or become a problem with shoes or boots..   That’s the
simplest solution we have so far. ”

“It’s kinda like a skill, isn’t it”, I asked.

“What do you mean?”

“When one continually works at some endeavor to attain mastery of it.  That’s what
we’re doing here. You are helping me explore all sorts of ways to improve my fetish and
continually grow from it.” 

A few days later [[atx: tbc ]]
 

=======================

I needed [PointZ. Desperately! I was the middle of the month and I had, thus far,
only at about 35% of my quota.
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I had been slacking off too much this month. I really needed to grab a pile of them
quickly.

I walked over to my special closet and surveyed my suits and toys. I had what I had
originally planned for the day was an ensemble of a 99% skinsuit/hoodsuit in natural latex
and an 80% worksuit that was pretty much standard fare for a workday as a drone.

I was beginning to really enjoy being a rubberdrone. Everything is enclosed except
for the mouth. I looked out of clusters of holes at each eye. I could see the world outside
through them but not particularly well.  There was a reinforced, “O”-shaped hole in the
latex about 1” in diameter at the mouth. This allowed me to eat or drink something (often
a bit messy). I could also talk although the latex pressing upon my lip often made slur my
words somewhat. As I spoke my lips would brush against the damp latex producing a
sensation that would be at least partially registered in my conscious mind. 

I would not use the blindfold on the hanger with it, but I would use the gag. This
butterfly-shaped chunk of latex filled my mouth comfortably. It only had a ptZ Index of
0.05, so it would not earn me a lot of PointZ but every little bit helps, right? Besides, I like
gags. They are a constant reminder of my fealty to Goddess_Hevea.            

br2013.8000-05__ #48 “Why is L4R so important to you?”

JAVIN>> “Why is L4R so important to you?”
CARLEE>> “I know the whole thing would be a real challenge to do. Making it happen is a
mountain to climb. The reason I want to climb is ‘because it is there’.
JAVIN>> “Is that the only reason?”
CARLEE>> “
Well, Mistress_Hevea is always giving me a push. It’s what she wants me to do. I feel
compelled to do it.

br2013.8000-0800  #570 I was much more at home with the
isolation than I thought I’d be  

§@19.1015-0908.20.br§

Dear Marla,

When I first arrived at the Hahnastery, the first thing I noticed was how quiet it was. No
sirens, traffic noises or other human pollutants. There was only the forest and the voices
of its birds, bugs and other critters. One of the more prevalent noises was the sound of
the rain or mist dripping off one leaf and landing on another. 

On those fairly rare  nights when the sky was clear there was a profusion
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On those fairly rare  nights when the sky was clear there was a profusion

of stars unfiltered by city lights. Sometimes I would climb up to the lookout where you
could see the ocean and scan the stars with binoculars. Javin often went with me and
pointed out various stars to tell me their names. 

The first time we did this I was eaten alive by the bugs. After that I was
sure to wear my skinsuit with a hood. I was feeling much more comfortable about wearing
my latex stuff around him. 

“The  idea of using your latex suit as a sort of “bugsuit” is nothing less
than diabolical”, he would often say to me in so many words. “I just wish I could get into
latex like you because the bugs are eating me alive. I can only put on so much bug
repellent.”

However, most nights were very dark, damp, misty and/or rainy. Windy,
too, sometimes. At times it seemed almost spooky. I sometimes envisioned it to be like
the forest surrounding Count Dracula’s castle. Javin showed me the location of an electric
switch that turned on floodlights just outside the big sliding door in my apartment. It
illuminated the deck and carved a wedge of light into the darkness beyond.  “My mother-
in-law, Ginny, turned this light on most nights. She never got used to the darkness. She
said all she could see most nights with it on was just the fog, but that was more
comforting than not seeing the fog.  
 
I remember my first night here. It was particularly foggy and all the floodlights did were to
simply illuminate the “pea soup” outside my door. Javin had mentioned that there were
bears in these woods. I imagined some big bear or other huge creature charging at me
from the fog with only the thin glass doors to stop them. I slept with the curtains closed
over them at first. If there were monsters out there, I didn’t want to know about them. 

I had trouble sleeping at first. I had lived in the noisy city all of my life and the stark
absence of sirens and traffic noises was particularly noticeable. The silence of the forest
was deafening. 

In those early days I worried about how I was going to deal with the isolation of this place.
When I had worked hard all day and was too tired to do anything energetic, the boredom
would set in. Mostly, I just did something mindless like watch old movies in the evening.
Apparently someone in the Hahn family had a fondness for them as the library was full of
VHS tapes of them. Sometimes I would do this with Javin in his theater after dinner, but
mostly I just parked myself in front of droning blah-blah-blah of the TV in my room until I
fell asleep. Or I’d watch one of the old 1940’s movies. I found them fascinating.  [PROBLEM:
no tv reception here. also could only do low-bandwidth on internet-- satellite feed. lots of VHS tapes in library. Big project was

converting them to DVD. ]

I think it was shortly after Javin had discovered my fetish and his response was “Be who
you are. Whatever floats yer boat is fine with me” speech which sanctioned my fetish in
his house.   I began to find that my fetish could be an enormous source of attention for
me which counteracted the isolation. All I needed to do was to let myself go.  Embrace my
fetish as a great teacher and see myself as her student.  It’s said that one does not fall
under the power of another; one gives it to them. I submitted myself to Mistress_Hevea.
(I’ll tell you more about her later)
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[=One does not fall under the power of someone else, one gives it to them.]

br2013.8000-2000  #205 Working in latex — sweat and
overheating

§@21.0914-1147.14BR§

==how does she deal with sweat and overheating?

SWEAT/URINE
==== sweat accumulation goes to feet (gravity). Mixes with urine, etc. Is evacuated by
small tubes inside skinsuit starting at toes and going up to neckline so it can be pumped
out with a vacuum pump. Has small hand operated vacuum pump hanging at waist. 
==== sometimes pumps compressed air into toe drain tubes at neck to create some
cooling air flow within suit.
==== OR, Skinsuits equipped with drain hole at each foot. Outer garments have separate
socks which fill with fluids and can be emptied by removing them. 
==== OR, alternately, outer garments consist of separate top and pants with attached
socks — pants act as containment vessels to be removed, emptied and then put back on.
Steps into shower stall to do this. Can also flush inside of suit with water while there. 
==== OR, drain tubes at toes have tiny valve. Can be connected to long tube to drain to
allow extended drainage times.

HEAT
==== Javin places box fans in various places in house as “cooling stations”.
== tries to schedule heavier activities (vacuuming, etc.) for early in the day when ambient
temps are cooler.
== likes tighter garments because they dissipate heat better.
== takes cold showers during day in full suit.
== Cooling room — one of the small rooms has A/C and place to sit. Can go there to cool
down. Sits in front of A/C.
== Often take a dip in the pond after cleaning grate.

br2013.8000-2100  #1231 Off-duty time
§190716-1245.16§

=writes many stories
=Cat befriends her
=gardening
=exploring woods
=walks to mailbox
=participates in ®social media
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Dear Marla-

 I began to, as I called it, “L4R”. I would go about my activities as normal, except I
would try to be in rubber as I did them. Of course, I especially liked doing the housework
in my apron and catsuit. 

I usually did most of the main housework right after breakfast. I’d start by washing
the dishes and clean up the kitchen. If warranted, I would throw a load of dirty clothes
into the washing machine. Javin just wore  jeans and a t-shirt and I was in my rubber all
of the time, so the amount of laundry we generated was quite minimal. After that, I’d
target one of the rooms for cleaning. Then I would move on to my whole-house chores
such as emptying the waste bins and so on. None of this was particularly demanding as
Javin spent most of his time in his study and I was in my room during my off duty time,
which meant that neither of us made much of a mess anywhere else in the house. It was
not uncommon for me to be done with everything by mid-morning. 

At noon I’d make a light lunch for both of us. Sometimes in the afternoon I would
bake some bread. Javin really liked that. Then, by late afternoon I’d start working on
dinner. I liked to experiment with complex gourmet meals 2-3 times a week, so sometimes
it would take extra time to have them ready by 6pm. Javin greatly appreciated these, as
well, and would mirthfully comment on how “Carlee was giving him his money’s worth”, or
something to that effect. He often made it clear that he was quite pleased what I did for
him. 

As Javin had suggested when he first hired me, I rarely needed to actually do
housekeeping more than 3-4 hours each day. While technically on-duty all day, that is,
from breakfast until I put dinner on the table, I had lots of free time between these times.
I would go to my room and do some writing, read a book or maybe dabble at making
some clothes with the sewing machine. 

I wore the apron all day long when I was on duty as Carlee, even if I was not
actually working. Once I had put dinner on the table I solemnly took it off to indicate that I
was now off-duty and had assumed my Carlee personae. I often wore just the catsuit
under it. Javin didn’t seem to mind and, in fact, encouraged it because he thought I liked
doing that. I guess he had had such bad experience with his previous housekeepers that
he was determined to make me happy any way he could, including embracing my
peculiarity. I also suspected he enjoyed the theater aspect of it. This was something
different which made it somewhat entertaining, I suppose.

Sometimes, when it had not rained for a day or two, I’d go out and work in the
garden  a bit in the afternoons. The soil was always moist and, at times, downright muddy
and messy to work with. Sometimes I’d get the apron (or my catsuit) so covered in mud
that I’d have to use the garden hose to clean it off. Unfortunately, I quickly learned that
the deer would eat most of the things I planted. Javin told me about some of the things
they don’t seem to like. As a result, I wound up growing mostly squashes, tomatoes,
peppers and various herbs which they would not bother with. Javin bought a vacuum
sealer so I could put much of this produce in the freezer. The herbs, in particular, were a
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sealer so I could put much of this produce in the freezer. The herbs, in particular, were a

boon to my gourmet cooking.  

Javin’s dog and cat quickly adopted me and became my good friends. Whenever I
went outside, either to work in the garden or go for a walk in the woods, Woof (the dog)
would always accompany me. He was a big, heavily-boned dog of mixed breeds. I
suspected a some pit bull and german shepard in his genes — you would not want this
dog as your enemy! However, he was quite affectionate and playful with me. He never
ventured far away from me during our walks in the woods. Sometimes he would catch a
scent trail of some critter and would follow it out 50-100 feet away from me but never
much further. Within 2-3 minutes, he’d always come back to check in on me. I guess he
thought his “job” was to look after me. Once, when climbing some rocks, I slipped and
lightly sprained my ankle. It wasn’t really serious but hurt like hell and made me cry. Woof
seemed to quickly asses my situation and then disappeared. Minutes later, he returned
with Javin. Smart dog. Really smart dog! A good friend, too.

Meow (the cat)  was much more subtle. Her “job” was to be a quiet companion
rather than a protector like Woof. Cats are like that. They don’t have the blind devotion of
a dog, but they do enjoy a degree of camaraderie with people they have befriended. I
would be reading or working at my computer or the sewing machine or even doing some
housework when I would suddenly notice that she had crept into the room and was
sleeping not far from me. She would open her eyes just a small slit occasionally and look
at me, as if she was supervising me.  She’d also sleep on my bed at night. I’d stroke her
and she would purr loudly. It was incredibly soothing. I would be asleep soon after. 

In the evenings, after we had placed the dinner dishes in the sink for me to wash
the following day, I did various things. 

Some nights I would retire to my apartment in the rear of the house to read or,
perhaps, do some writing. I had also ordered some sheet latex from a mail order house
and began to teach myself how to cut and glue it to make my own garments. Even though
I had some experience with making clothes with cotton fabrics, I did not, generally, do
very well with this. I started by making simple garments like panties, but the seams
always seemed to be messy and did not hold together very well. I began to really
appreciate the skill that commercial latex garment makers must have in making their
wares. I realized that, even though they cost more, I might be better off just buying my
rubber garments from them. One of my more-or-less nightly rituals became surfing the
web for sources of rubber stuff. 

When I first started working for Javin, I had the impression that he probably wanted
to be alone so I would spend my evenings by myself in my apartment. For the most part
our social interaction with each other was pretty much limited to meals and, of course, our
Saturday shopping excursion to Thorpton. That involved an hour ride in the truck together
each way and going to several stores to buy the food and other items we needed. We’d
spend the better part of the day together.
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br2018.0200-0140 #788 L4R  
[atx@21.0421-1104.26]
§@20.0413-2327.08br§ 

== “amplify” everything I do by giving it a eroto-sensual- context. 
==find ways to overcome sensate adaptation to experience it all the time and with as
much forefront consciousness as possible.
== eroto-sensualize my life

Over the years I had posted many of my stories on various rubberotica
websites such as latexstories.net, etc. While the plots and characters varied
from one story to another, they mostly had a common theme stemming
directly from my most predominate personal fantasy of “L4R”, which I had
been having for most of my life. 

Though I cannot begin to explain it, I seem to be deeply compelled to be in
as much rubber as possible, as often as possible and as long as possible. I
think of this as the main “mantra” of my life. It looms over me and is
probably one of the most important things that I do. It is the main focus of
my being and how I fulfill myself.  This is truly an “enchantment” of the first
order. It leaks into virtually every aspect of my life and I have no control over
it.  So, what this means is that I am driven to somehow try to be 100%
enclosed in latex every waking (and sleeping) moment of my life. 

I guess you could even say that I want to “Be Rubber”. 

When I was younger and my hormones were still strong, this was a
profoundly sexual thing. Oh! The orgasms were spectacular back then!  But
now, even though I am post-menopausal and my sexual drives have
diminished significantly, I am still gripped by an overpowering compulsion to
live the rest of my life in latex in any way I can. It’s no longer the pull of the
orgasm that does that but is still something I need to do.   Maybe it is
because I have been driven by rubber all my life and this is a ‘residual’ need
of some kind. I still have a strong compulsion to immerse myself in L4R as
much as I can. I don’t understand why, but it’s still a very real need.
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 In a crazy way, you could almost think of me being born missing a layer of
skin and that I need the latex to compensate for that. Of course, doing
something like that is exceptionally difficult to do. 

The more obvious challenge is dealing with social aspect of the outside world.
How do I interact with the world at large?  LatexLadyll overcame much of this
problem by living what could best be described as a “monastic” life. She
simply stayed home and focused nearly aspect of her life on rubber. I would
love to do this! I could be a “rubber nun”!

LatexLadyll was also, however, able to go out into the world by wearing latex
burqas over her other garments. But she lived in some big, metropolitan city
where people in burqas were no big deal. That is certainly not feasible in a
backwater village like Beaverville or even many parts of Thorpton or even
Seattle. For one thing, these days, anything “muslim” is a magnet for
problems, especially a full-cover burqa. We have Trump to thank for that.
Plus, just the sheer fact that it’s latex makes it even more problematic. It
sticks out like a sore thumb in a vanilla world which wears cotton clothing. 

I just don’t see any way to do that here in public. However, I am quite drawn
to the enclosure aspects of a latex burqa. The idea of only being able to see
and breathe through a bunch of tiny holes at the face area intrigues me
greatly because it would intimately remind me that I am covered in latex. I
think it is the constant, relentless presence of latex forefront in my
consciousness that I crave.  I seem to want to exclude the outside world  so
that my mind is only filled with the sensation of latex against all of my skin as
much as possible. I want to “be” rubber. Yet, I do have to deal with the food,
clothing and shelter aspects of the real world.   I would love to do that as I
take care of the house. I might even lock myself into it a few days a week to
force myself to experience it in depth. Hey, I could be a rubber nun monastic
in a burqa doing continual penance to rubber!

Hah! A rubber nun housekeeper Now how’s that for crazy?
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But probably the more difficult challenge is just doing it… day in and day out.
It’s the kind of thing that would be wonderful on the first day, less so on the
next day and then, two weeks or two months later, becomes annoying and
boring. In addition to the mantra, I would need some other influences to push
me through this.

Since I seem so compelled to be in T/E 24/7, I regard this as my primary
identity as an anaerobe. PointZ give me a way of making a game of it as well
as provide an imperfect indicator of how well I am being true to myself.

Doc# @20.0825-1211.20BR§

br2019.0000-????  #11 CONFLICT Skin hygiene & issues
 190811-1024.26.br§

AAS

br2019.04100-0426  #242 “The 3 Amigoes”: Tom, Dick & Harry

Dear Marla,

Do you feel your cotton garments? How aware of them are you?  Latex is continually
expanding and contracting when you are moving around. Bending a joint or flexing a
muscle is likely to cause the latex to lightly scrape across your skin.  The sensation of this
is something like someone lightly scratching your back — it feels really good. It’s the
rubber’s way of reminding you it’s still there, even though you may be deeply absorbed in
something else at the time. The fetish is all about “presence”. I think one of the  zen-like
goals of Gomu Yoku is to more fully integrate Mistress_Hevea into the other affairs of one’s
life as much as possible and realistically feasible. …To eroticise your existence.

Tom, Dick and Harry are my “Three Amigoes”. Tom is my butt plug. Harry is what I call
whatever gag I may have stuffed in my mouth at the moment and, well, you can guess
what “Dick” must be.  I have worn Tom and Dick for up to 12 hours. The tiniest swiveling
of my hips cause them to shift or plunge slightly within their orifice, which feels wonderful.
It’s nothing less than a “slow, comfortable screw” all day long, even while I am doing the
dishes.  They are good source of PointZ, too.  The PointZ Protocol rating for each one is
10%  but there is an additional 5% bonus for all three.  

br2019.0500.0008 Why I cannot be T/E all of the time
[atx@21.0731-1042.19]
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§@21.0731-1201.39BR§

Dear Marla- 

Javin and I were in “Truck” (that’s what he called it) heading home from our weekly
Shopping Spree in Thorpton with a load of groceries and other supplies today. 

He asked, “Hey, remember when you were telling me that you would love to be
completely covered in latex all day, every day if it were practicable? I believe you called
this Total Enclosure or TE.”

I nodded.

“Hmmm.” He said. “All of the stories you have written that I have read so far seem
to be filled with this total enclosure idea. Apparently this is a pretty predominant theme in
your life. It’s probably one of your identities. If it were feasible, would you live this way? Is
this something that you want to do?.

“No, I’d love to do that but I can.”

“Why not?”

I stammered a bit while thinking how to answer this. “Well I guess there are several
reasons why I can’t. One of them is that society just won’t let me. I’m a freak. Oh, sure. If
I was to go out into public, say, to the grocery store, all dressed up in rubber. What would
it be like? There'd be a few who are as worldly as you are, Javin, and not bat an eye. But
mostly there would be quiet whispers at first which would explode into loud gossip of the
“wow, you should’ve seen the weirdo I saw at the supermarket today” variety. I’m not
sure I can live with that kind of constant recrimination of their cold stares. They would
certainly not be smiling when they look at me. I’ve always had a low tolerance for bad
vibes like that.”

Javin looked a little perplexed at first. But then his eyes widened a bit, and he said
“well, you’re hiding behind a mask when you are totally enclosed in latex. No one can see
who you really are. Does it matter what they think if they don’t know who you are?”

“Actually, there are many times when people would know who the crazy woman in
the rubber suit is.”

I continued, “So, certainly any sort of social gathering with friends or family would
be massively problematic. They would have to know that the bizarre person
totally_enclosed in the rubber suit is, me, Carlee.”

The biggest problem has been with the men in my life. I’ve had really lousy luck with
them. They all have generally had a low tolerance for this sort of thing. Some thought the
catsuit was sexy at first. But when I put on a hood or gasmask, that changed quickly.
Maybe it’s because that occluded my facial expression which made it hard for them to
“read” me.“
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“From the pictures I have seen on the internet, I can sort of imagine how being
totally covered in latex might freak some people out! 

“What is another reason?” he asked.

br2019.0900-0601  #76 My Playroom

=many bedrooms upstairs. (big house) 
=The doorway of his study looks across the hallway into the doorway of another room

that has collected junk for years. Javin gave me a project of cleaning it out. 
= OR…  huge attic. Staircase is right outside Javin’s study. (quick access). He installs

tv cameras and microphones to monitor me. Also hand-held “panic button”.
=it became my playroom, my temenum (my suit is my adytem)

br2019.2000-0176  #378 Wardrobe

Doc# §@21.1030-0841.25BR§

Dear Marla,

Earlier this year Javin had the loggers come in to do a periodic harvesting of trees from his
property. For a few months I could hear chainsaws all day long. I also had to be careful
about going outdoors so the loggers would not see me in my latex. 

He does this about every ten years and has to split the proceeds with his immediate Hahn
family members including Ramona and a few uncles and aunts. His share usually isn’t all
that much — he generally uses it to buy a new truck and does some upgrades on the
house. The last time he had a new roof put on the house.

This year, however, the demand for lumber has been much higher so his share from the
timber sale was much larger than expected.  He had a larger, more efficient generator and
battery bank installed. He also bought a new refrigerator and revamped the home theater
with new electronics and some furniture.

There was still some money left over. Normally he would invest surplus cash but, instead,
he surprised me with a substantial clothing allowance. 

JAVIN>> “Carlee, I have noticed from the tape repairs you make to your garments that
you must go through a lot of clothing. Apparently latex is not all that durable.”

CARLEE>> “No, it’s nothing like cotton. Latex tears easily.  I typically wear a skinsuit
nearly all the time. If I start with a new one at the beginning of the month, and wear it
exclusively, it’s not likely to survive to the end of it. They just can’t take the constant use.
They are rather fragile.” 

I continued, “I try to make them last longer by making repairs but sometimes the tears
are just too big. I’ve found that the process of taking a suit off is when it is most likely to
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are just too big. I’ve found that the process of taking a suit off is when it is most likely to

tear, especially when pulling the first sleeve off. One little trick I do is put a strip of
supertape on the inside of one of the sleeves from the wrist to the armpit as something I
can grab onto and pull when I take the suit off.   I pull on the the tape which spreads the
stresses over a larger area of the latex. 

br2019.ACT IV:____  PURSUIT
OF EXCELLENCE

 §20.0318-1713.06BR§

===

{{Aristotle}} But how am I growing internally amid all of the pleasures I experience
all day and night? What “excellence” am I seeking? 

==is it endurance? That could almost be a sort of “athletic”, physical dimension to
Gomu Yoku. Kinda like a Martial Arts Sport??

==What about my spirit. How does wearing my rubber affect my spirit?

==

br20.0000   #560 RubberMusk (pheromones?)
<@20.0629-1527.46br§ 
^See DocNotes^

Dear Marla,

The skinsuit I have on today is giving off a strong odor.  

It’s old. 

This latex suit has probably been worn for hundreds of hours. During this time it has
soaked up some of my body odors. While you might think of the resulting scents as being
a stink akin to ”locker room odors”, this is actually quite different. This isn’t nasty,
bacteria-laden gym clothing that has sat in a locker for a week and in bad need of
washing.  It’s more like a musk fragrance. 

I know this is going to be hard to understand, but a brief whiff of that special aroma
makes me feel like I am “home”. I am where I am supposed to be. It stirs something in
me. The perfumes put off by this suit acts like a pheromone.   

Weird, huh? I can’t explain it, either. 

I’m an old gal, Marla. I don’t remember nursing at my mom’s breasts as a very young
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I’m an old gal, Marla. I don’t remember nursing at my mom’s breasts as a very young

baby. That was a long, long time ago. The unique scent created by my old skinsuits
somehow reminds me of those times, even though I don’t remember them. It triggers
ancient memories. Perhaps that’s one of the reasons why wearing rubber comforts me.
Maybe Freud, et.al might say this smacks of a regression to the womb.

These special “rubber pheromones” are a combination of both body and latex odors. It
may also have something to do with the way a sweaty body stews in a latex suit. The
sweat and heat brings out the smell.  The older the suit, the stronger the aroma gets. In
any case, it evokes an emotion that stirs me in a pleasant sort of way. It’s very personal. 

Today I’ve been in it since before breakfast. My big project for today was to vacuum the
entire house. Wow! It was a lot of physical exercise so I’ve worked up quite a sweat. (I
drink lots of fluids, of course.) The moisture tends to lubricate the latex sliding across my
skin. It also creates a “clingi-ness” sensation which is sensually exciting.

Often, when I bend over to pick something up or otherwise move about, little puffs of
the this musky chemistry inside my skinsuit vents through the nostril holes in the hood
and directly into my nose. Or sometimes when I have been working in a room, if I leave it
and then return a few minutes later, I can still smell that sweet, peculiar odor that is
characteristic only of sweating in older latex.

I like it. It turns me on. I don’t know why. They say that smell evokes subtle emotions.
Pheromones are released through the sweat glands, so maybe I am, in effect, turning
myself on with my own pheromones. 

Just a guess…. I’ll bet that if you are not into rubber, your ability to smell odors and
sense pheromones is probably wired and programmed differently than mine.

I usually prefer to reserve wearing my older skinsuits for nighttime. Throughout the
night as I roll over or move about in the intimacy of my bed I am greeted by occasional
whiffs of my special odor.    These gradually develop their own bouquet over time.  

I’ve been trying to think of some sort of hose and mask  arrangement which would
more directly transfer the odor to my nose.

@17.0500  #61When in bondage you can only BE

 He thinks: What can I do about anything? All options are gone, eliminated. I exist now
just to exist, to breathe, to be my own prisoner. I am simply a human-being, not a
human-doing. I dwell within me, my cocoon, my seclusion and immobility.

<MumMan - Enforced Endurance - (V)erbiage relating to TESD (En2kindle)> 

@17.0500 French Maid Costume as “Miss Saturday” (pix)
Doc# §@21.1111-2103.24BR§>
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Dear Marla,

The salary and generous “uniform” allowance that Javin gave me each month meant I had and the
fact that I really didn’t have any other expenses to speak of meant my bank account began to
swell. For the first time since my heyday with Frank, I had some disposable income. It felt good.

 I began ordering 3-4 new suits each month from Dogfish. After a while I had a closet full of basic
skinsuits and worksuits. I started to order some items to embellish these basic worksuits which
converted them to “French maid’s” uniforms These were usually some sort of dainty apron, some
frilly wrist bands and and a hood, all with white trim to offset my all-black worksuits. I also began
to accumulate a few modestly elegant fashion items to wear during the evening hours when Javin
and I casually socialized during dinner and after. There was a steady flow of latex garments coming
into my life. The postman probably wondered why we were receiving so many packages from
China. 

It was sort of like two steps forward and one step back because I wore the suits for so many hours
each month that after a while many of them ripped, zippers jammed or the oils from my skin
deteriorated the latex over time. I found that a typical catsuit was good for around 500 clock hours
before something happened to it, making it unwearable.  I also stretched out some of their
usability by applying black “SuperTape” to repair small tears. I had Dogfish chlorinate all of them
so I did not have to use messy powders or lubes but this also made it difficult to make glued repair
patches adhere very well. The tape worked much better. Generally I would designate these as
skinsuits to be worn under newer suits because these repairs looked terrible, especially on any of
my transparent or other non-black latex garments. 

I was never very pretty to begin with and the years had been kind to me. I looked, well, just plain
“old” and not very appealing. Enclosing my entire body in latex — including my face and head —
solved much of this problem. 

I wanted to hide the general unsightliness of my entire body from Javin’s view. I also used a lot of
makeup around my eyes and mouth when they were exposed. My corset supported my boobs,
making them fuller and not so saggy. It also helped to trim up my figure. Finally, wearing several
layers of comfortably tight latex also compressed my muscles somewhat, making the sagging skin
at my jowls, underarms and thighs more attractive.  When I saw myself in the mirror, I actually
looked pretty good.  It’s amazing how well you can hide your age with latex garments. 

I purposely bought backzip catsuits with an attached hood (a “hoodsuit”) to be worn during my
duty shifts during the day as Javin’s housekeeper.   The hood hid the aging skin of my face  all of
the time. It also hid my drab gray hair which had thinned out and there was an almost bald spot at
the crown on my head. 

Mistress_Hevea required me to wear a locked collar, of course.  The key to it was always kept in
one of the timed lock boxes in my bathroom and opened at the beginning of my bathing periods.
Once I locked the collar over the hoodsuit I was unable to take the suit off until my next bath time.
I could, however, unzip the hood portion just enough to pull the hood off down to the collar in an
emergency or when I needed to remove a gag worn under it. The hood would hang down in front
of me which was a nuisance that continually prompted me to put it back on.  Mistress_Hevea can
be rather diabolical and devilish in her demands at times!

I discovered that it was fun to wear various different daytime working “maid” costumes. Javin
seemed to enjoy the variety as well. I decided that Saturdays, for example, were my day to wear a
particular black worksuit with a hood that covered all but my eyes. I added distinctive eye makeup
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particular black worksuit with a hood that covered all but my eyes. I added distinctive eye makeup

and lashes to them to mask the “crows feet” at their edges plus a unique “flare” to my eyelids
which made them distinctive from my makeup for other days. A small, pencil-sized hole at my
mouth allowed me to talk somewhat but the latex pressing against my lips and chin made
pronunciation somewhat difficult and tended to discourage speech. It was just enough to allow me
to convey a simple question like “Lunch?” or “Orders?”  Embellishments of white trim to the hood
and eye holes and the addition of a white apron completed the costume. 

Javin began to address me as “Miss Saturday” because I wore this costume on that day.  We tried
using various common names such a “Monique”, etc. for the different costumes but neither of us
could remember which name went with which costume very well. We soon found that using the
names of the days of the week worked the best.
 
“Miss Saturday”

`Sweet`Severine`90%`blk`exotic_`eyes`babe`maid`Saturday`200kb@21.0913-1606.13.jpg
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`Sweet`Severine`90%`blk`exotic_`eyes`babe`maid`Saturday`@21.1021-1436.20.jpg

I became intrigued with the idea of using a female mask to hide my face. There were lots of
pictures of them on the Internet. I bought a fairly inexpensive one with a wig to try out.
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`BR@0900-1159`morning [= doing ironing in dining room] maid femmask collar 100% 190918-1537.jpg

There were several problems with the mask. It did not fit well and just plain wasn’t very convincing
to look at. The thin latex it was made of did not seem particularly durable. The “skin” color
reminded me of one of those cheap, inflatable “love dolls”. It was too pink and shiny to be real
skin.  I tried playing with makeup to improve it without much luck.  The eye holes were too small
— they severely limited my peripheral vision. While this was a constant reminder of my enclosure,
it interfered with my ability to walk, climb stairs or get my work done. I just couldn’t see very well.
I tried making the eye holes bigger but it really didn’t improve my visibility much and, as well,
made the mask look even phonier than it already was. Also, the cheap wig I bought for it did not
even close to being real hair.

Overall, I liked the concept of the femmask to enclose my face but next time I would invest in a
hood and wig that were much better quality and, probably, a lot more expensive. I wound up using
this cheap mask as a sleeping hood. It didn’t last very long. After a month or so of wearing it most
nights, the structural integrity of the latex disintegrated from the oils of my face and hair. 

Unfortunately, the good ones are also quite expensive so I had to wait until I could better afford to
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Unfortunately, the good ones are also quite expensive so I had to wait until I could better afford to

buy one of them.

At first I only had one or two of these “french maid” costumes. I did not want to wear them every
day — they were “special”. So, on the other days I simply resorted to wearing my gasmask and the
natural latex apron that Javin gave me over my regular black worksuit.

[SERIES]`Carlee`in`worksuit`apron`[=washing-dishes]-kitchen]`-``gasmask`padlock100%`190725-0100.jpg
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[SERIES]`housekeeper`Carlee`in`worksuit`apron`gasmask.g`&&&&`100%`blk`[=walking to mail box]@190724-1602.jpg

@17.0500 Wearing many layers

There was something intrinsically exciting yet mysterious about my increased mass. It was
like bondage without quite being so. There were no cuffs or chains yet my mobility was
restrained and my freedom checked.

<Institute for Complete Rubber Immersion | Latex Stories | Gromet's Plaza
(Jane D'oh)> 

#D14 “Penguin” hoodsuit/worksuit  .pix

§@21.0901-0918.13BR§
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imagine the this as a one-piece hoodsuit with lockable backzip. 

[=very proper butler]'bane`87%`blk`wht`maid`collar`@21.0901-0850.51.jpg

#D14 “Penguin” style hoodsuit/worksuit.

Also include the #D14 workhood design (but in black, without frilly collar, eqipped with studs for
additional blindfold and/or gag in black).  Add black gloves, of course.
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`Carlee`workhood`#D14`wht`99%`pepperpot`frills`small mouth opening`&&&`[Soft Skin Latex]@21.0611-1021.12.jpg

This hood hides Carlee’s age entirely except that the lips are visible, which may reveal her age.
With gag in place she looks like a domestic android butler of undiscernable age.

• #sweat dribbling down into my eyes while I am  wearing a hood. It also makes my
glasses fog up.

br2019.3000 Being in the Now
§190905-1009.04.br§  

=Being in a suit which is constantly demanding my attention helps to place me in
the NOW. 

== how does this affect other areas of my life?
=== my work as a housekeeper?
==== problems with overheating and dehydration?

• Cannot do full T/E for very long at first, especially while working around the house.
It’s difficult to concentrate on my work. The T/E is very demanding of my attention.
Have to gradually buildup to it over days and weelks, almost as if it were a skill. The
idea is to rubberoticise everything I do. Mistress_Hevea is always there, even if just in
the background. Constant presence.
•  
•  Big challenge is with

Javin thinks of Carlee as someone with "special needs". 
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,Doc# §@21.1117-1101.41BR§..

br2019.2000-0010 #79 L4R - a new way of being. (samahdi)

§@22.0306-0050.56BR§

•  the consciousness of the experiencing subject becomes one with the observing
object.[4]

• the centering of consciousness on a single object 
• Samadhi literally means holding together or complete coherence (sam-aadhi),

implying the mind fully united with its object of perception so that the mind
disappears and merges into pure consciousness and bliss  
• (wikipedia)

Presence: Storage: Sit and stare at yourself.pix

§@21.0831-1040.59BR§

[=staring`at`myself`in`the`mirror]`97%blk`storage`ropes`bondage`armbinder`@20.0703-0122.jpg
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[=`storage`time`in front of`mirror`]`100%`blk`armbinder`gasmask`ponytail`@20.0410-0831.jpg

br2019.3000 Being in the Now .pix
§190905-1009.04.br§  

=Being in a suit which is constantly demanding my attention helps to place me in
the NOW. 

== how does this affect other areas of my life?
=== my work as a housekeeper?
==== problems with overheating and dehydration?

=

shopping in Thorpton in her nunk habit
§@21.0805-1112.31BR§

=Or maybe she comes out to the world by shopping in Thorpton in her nunk habit in full view. (or the “Beer
guns and ammo” store in Beaver Ville (or both)
                                                                                                    

==[[atx:NEED SCENES:]]  We could have some fun with this— the stares, the smirks from
people in the store, how they react to this “rubber-being” shopping in the store with them, etc,  but Carlee
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people in the store, how they react to this “rubber-being” shopping in the store with them, etc,  but Carlee

is safe because no one knows who she is under all that latex. What are Javin’s reactions to their behavior?
What does he think they are thinking about this?

When wearing your latex becomes the norm of your life, that’s when you know you are
L4R And when you take your rubber off for a shower if you find that your body pines for
it’s return, that’s when you know your are L.4.n. This is when you understand that
Mistress_Hevea has successfully cast her spell of Rubber Enchantment on you.

  

br2019.3000-____  Rubber fetish as “Deep Play”

#76 My Playroom

=many bedrooms upstairs. (big house) 
=The doorway of his study looks across the hallway into the doorway of another room

that has collected junk for years. Javin gave me a project of cleaning it out. 
= OR…  huge attic. Staircase is right outside Javin’s study. (quick access). He installs

tv cameras and microphones to monitor me. Also hand-held “panic button”.
=it became my playroom, my temenum (my suit is my adytem)

[[What is Deep Play??]]

br2019.3000-____ Hevea_Yoku

leatherisperiod
 @22.0911-2048.40

Thanks for your candor about not enough time/energy/dedication for the project. I
understand. It was a shot in the dark. Perhaps I might ask you a story-related  question or
two someday about life in leather.

I love the imagery of your Kat harness.  I can just imagine you "slinking" around your
house in that harness on cats paws in a predatorial, "stealth" mode.  I can see how each
strap hugs and pulls at your flesh as you move about. I hear the distinct creaking of tight
leather. (FYI, the creaking blows your cover. :-) 

Shall I call you "Kat"? ;-)

Of course, in my vision you would also have a shiny black latex suit on under the harness.
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Of course, in my vision you would also have a shiny black latex suit on under the harness.

Now I see a black panther.  Roar!

Your Kat vision has reminded me of a picture I saw somewhere. It's a back-shot of
someone wearing a leather harness made to mimic vertebrae and ribs. Each vertebra has
working joints which allow full range of motion. Heavy leather "ribs" embrace the body.
They fit tightly. It's an amazing work of art and craftsmanship. I'll bet it feels great to wear
that thing! If you have some new-fangled technology which would allow you to visualize it,
I'll try to find the picture and send you a copy. 

I can empathize with  your fascination for cats. They are magnifient creatures! I've lived
with cats (usually 3 at a time) since the late '70's. Had a few dogs, too. All had distinctly
different personalities. I could see their souls in their eyes. I loved each of them as if they
were my own children. 

RE: TULPAS
I don't think tulpas are quite like dreams. It's a different kind of animal. 

Wow! Your recurring dream is really something! The fact that you have an intuition that
the old man is a spiritual teacher is probably significant. Dreams are fascinating. 

I have been something of a researcher/explorer of altered states of consciousness (ASC)
for much of my life. I've studied different types. Sleep is a good example of a rich
spectrum of ASC's. I especially like the hypnagogic stage. It's that strange time when you
are "in between" waking and sleeping. This is deepstate fantasy theater time. Your
conscious mind is still in varying degrees of control as you gradually enter dreamland and
then that control gracefully dissolves. You're the Director and Producer of this movie in
your mind. You may even be able to remember some of it tomorrow. It does not last very
long before you drift into the unconsciousness of deep sleep. This is a doorway to lucid
dreaming and is a wellspring of creativity. 

I think sub/rubberspace is a kind of like hypnagogia. 

Again, I appreciate your candor about not being able to help with my book. Your Kat
harness is intriging. 

Carpe Leather Diem!

..ataraxia..

br2019-3000 NOTES #364 What is a Hevean?
§@22.0616-1623.28BR§

Source: EVERNOTE: https://www.evernote.com/shard/s1/nl/2280/87089818-486a-4ede-b162-fd759f9cae5b?
title=A%20RubberAxian%20is....%20%20%20070825-0733

Most non-Rubberists are totally incapable of understanding rubber fetish because they
cannot feel or comprehend the magic spell that rubber has over us.

But, I suspect that the vast majority of Rubberists are likewise not capable of
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But, I suspect that the vast majority of Rubberists are likewise not capable of

understanding how rubber fetish can be used as a pathway, however symbolic, to
enchantment and transcendence. I.e. to RubberAxia. 

Rubber fetish is a spell that affects only a small group of people and is very powerful
because it is deeply rooted in our sexuality, which is the most powerful of all spells.

A "spell" is something that not only controls us but, perhaps more importantly, it is
something which drives us to action. The "spell" of sexuality is found at the root of almost
all human endeavors--it drives the human race.

the basic foundational principle of the #Hevian is to build and nurture the rubber spell to
make it more powerful, and then, (and this is the critical part) to proactively use that
power to find transcendence and peace for himself and others. A #Hevian is proactive, not
reactive. He celebrates and feeds the rubber spell and then shapes and guides it as a
pathway to happiness and fulfillment.  (see Ata®axia)
.
The #Hevian sees his rubber fetish as a source of personal power. The nature of his
practice is to seek transcendence through his fetish because he recognizes it as a pathway
or conduit. 

Rubber fetish becomes the chosen focal point and symbol of the journey toward
transcendence and enchantment. It goes way beyond sexuality although sexuality is at the
root of it.

A #Hevian is a seeker who makes a conscious personal decision to do something positive
and constructive with his fetish.

The #Hevean Quest is not for everyone. A #Hevian must be a seeker and pioneer at
heart. He should also have a strong desire to rise above the mundane and seek
enchantment, well beyond the realm of Eros. And, obviously, he must have a (fairly
profound) fetish for rubber to have the drive and focus to make this happen.

Br2019-3000-NOTE #17 a spiritual practice is a practice of inner growth.
<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 
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br2019.000-0100  #259 The Quest: Living For Rubber (”L4R”)
§20.0126-0800.44§ 

=L4R (Living Immersed in Ribber)   a rubbercentric lifestyle. Resolved to devote as much of her
consciousness as possible to all aspects of her fetish to discover the full width and depth of it.
191125-1647.09idx 

=this is, quite simply, THE quest: to yield to my fetish fully to explore it for excellence

To Live a life of Rubber, one simply yields to her fetish as much as reasonably possible
to explore and experience it fully. It becomes a spiritual practice. She adopts a life-mantra
of “I will 0 wear as much rubber as possible.” She becomes a “rubber monastic”. 

A “monastic” is someone who is focused on one thing.  Mono = one. We often think of
ascetic or hermetic nuns and monks as monastics. These are extreme cases. Monasticism
is simply a mode of living and need not have religious or philosophical underpinnings. 

Important: this is all about becoming a monastic for a specific period of time. I.e.,
being a rubbernunk (nun+monk) for a year or two or, maybe, when you have earned a
certain number of PointZ. The point is that there is a clearly defined ending date.

What this means is that, to a rubbernunk, rubber becomes one’s primary focus in life to
the greatest extent possible. She can certainly engage in the joys and responsibilities of
her family, her job and the rest of the real world. The point is that a rubbernunk will
endeavor to make rubber the focus of her attention as much as possible. She yields to
rubber as fully as is reasonably possible.

Think of it as something like serving in Hevea’s Temple. You exalt  in being her toy and
fully caught in her spell of enchantment.

br2019.1000-0100 #52  "quest" to live a "rubber-centric" life as a
"pursuit of excellence".   

§@21.0809-1258.47BR§

  Aristotle said that "happiness comes from a pursuit of excellence".  Whether real or not,
the LatexLadyII persona provided many of us with the ability to see a far-reaching "quest"
to live a "rubber-centric" life as a "pursuit of excellence".   

= L4R means experiencing total enclosure as pleasure but also as a spiritual journey.
it’s all about “immersion” in one’s fetish. Applying principles of Shinrin Yoku to immersive
rubber fetish could become a “practice”, which is the application of Aristotle’s “happiness
comes from the pursuit of excellence”, a life-long striving for an always-unattainable goal.
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br2019.0300-0006 #418 Javin proposes Experience design!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJlfwbS0BFY&t=76s

+ "I would agree that immersion is primarily a quality of consciousness that has to do with
the capture and control of attention, a necessary condition for any interpersonal
pesuasion, education, or entertainment to occur." Diana Slattery
+ "Experience Design: We are talking about directly engaging the technical material of
subjectivity itself." - Erik Davis

+ Jason Silva begins his narration:

Silva, Jason - Experience Design  (narrative transcribed) 140330e1301 
 
+ There is a great line by Albert Camus. He said, "Life should be lived to the point of
tears." In other words, we should strive to be moved, to be transported, to be shaken. We
all want to be touched by something greater than ourselves.(is this Enchanment?)
+ That's a difficult thing to do, so I have become obesessed with Experience Design which
is, basically, "hacking" experience, "hacking" subjectivity.
+ Now what is experience? What is first person subjectivity? Well, in a way, it's that
evanescent flux of sensation and perception that is, in a way, all we have and all we are.
the first person multi-dimensional matrix of personal experience unfolding moment by
moment. It's the voice in our head that lets us know we exist.
+ So, how can we inform... how can we script that narrative? How can we be the director
of our own movie, so to speak?
+ And it turns out that the "trick" is attention. To hack experience, you gotta hack
attention.
+ In a fantastic article by Diana Slattery she says that what is required is the capture and
control of attention to create a state of deep immersion, of deep absorption. (This is
FLOW) And this immersion is the prerequisite of any kind of personal persuasion,
education or transformation(i.e. alchemy??) to take place.
+ In other words, any kind of phase change in consciousness, any kind of true inspiration,
transformation, catharsis requires this deep immersion, this state of focused attention.
+ And again, that being the key to experience, that being the key to scripting subjectivity,
the narrative of your own life. And that seems to be the key to happiness -- the meaning
of our lives.
+ This kind of de-constructing of our consciousness and tweaking our perceptual
apparatus to kind of engineer a neural nirvanna, to train trade in real virtual realities, to
trade in subjectivities, that is what it means to be human.
+ And that is what we are becoming masters of doing, at distilling, at creating, and I love
that. (end) 
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 br2019.0300-0000  #734 NOTES: PHILOSOPHY of Gomu.Yoku: Heveanism
§20.0216-1312.27§

br2019.0300-0002 

 Heveanism 150505-1633 evernote

I seem to be "inventing" a sort of "Mysticism of Rubbering" in my `br20 novel. I call this
"Heveanism".  

The practice of Heveanism is Gomu.Yoku which was inspired by the Japanese concept of
Shinrin Yoku, which means “forest bathing”, I.e. deep immersion in the forest.  

Heveanism posits that carefully engineered and managed deep rubber fetishism
(experience design) may be a gateway to mystical experience for a small, select group of
people who already have a disposition toward fetishism of some kind.  (What causes that
disposition, generally???)  

It is named after the commercial rubber tree, hevea.braziliensis  I used to refer to parts of
this as "fetishamanism" but the concept has evolved so much, the new term seems more
fitting. Besides, the term "shaman" carries with it a popular stigma of primitive healing. I
have found that, in places like IAR, the term fetishamanism turns people off. 

If you  define "entheogen" as "generating the divine within", one might think of the
components of Mistress_Heveanism as "Enfetigens".  (I'm "thinking out loud" here.)

1.   Immersive Rubber Monasticism -- surrounding oneself in a (massively)
pervasive milieu of rubber fetish as a means of continual reinforcement of it as
a primary life focus. This includes concepts like "L4R", which is something like the
"Living in Leather" of the old guard S&M community but takes it a magnitude or two
further. In the novel, my main character wear rubber 24/7 as part of her culture.
Even my spiders and trees (major characters, but not personified as human) play
heavily into this. 

2. Introversion  -  This involves deliberately trying to re-engineer oneself as an
introvert. One avenue is meditation. ("The landscape lies far and fair within. The
deepest thinker is the furthest traveled." - Thoreau)  

3. Introsexuality  - A significant focus on replacing hetero-sexual orientation with
fetishistic auto-sexuality. (This is to remove it from the fickleness and distraction
of emotional entanglements with other people to allow monastic focus. Monasteries
have recognized this for millennia.)  Mysticism is, after all, a very heavily
introspective practice.  

4. Rubber Tantra  -- the ongoing stimulation and deliberate re-direction of sexual
energy.  This includes Orgasm Stimulation and Denial Discipline (OSDD) in
conjunction with neo-tantric methodologies for redirecting that resulting energy as a
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4.

conjunction with neo-tantric methodologies for redirecting that resulting energy as a

means to encouraging personal mystical experience.
5. Rubber Sentience  - the use of meditative arts as a means of promoting constant,

pervasive awareness of the sensation (I.e. awareness) of rubber against the skin as
a sort of "mantra".  (I am thinking "T'ai Chi-in-Rubber" might be a well suited
vehicle for teaching this.)  The real challenge in this is to learn the discipline needed
to keep the target sensations in full awareness and not allow them to fade away as
the mind maps and then dismisses them as “no longer new”. Treating the sensation
as a meditation mantra is one possible methodology. It’s not easy, but one does get
better at it with practice.

6. Rubber Zen  - Heveanism as an "art of attitude" oriented toward a sentience of
rubber fetishism as a possible path to mystical experience.

7. Entelechia - (my version of the term) The drive from within to fullfil purpose.  If
one has a deep rubber fetish, it follows that s/he should explore it fully and become
all the Rubberist he/she can be. This is the quest for self-actualization.  Achieving it
results in ataraxia; peace of mind resulting from the completion of the quest for
one's alchemical "holy grail" .

I refer to fetish as "enchantment" in the novel -- think about that for a moment. Fetish is
a "spell" that has power over someone. It’s almost like a “magic spell” from The Beauty
and the Beast, Cinderella and other classic fairy tales. What I am trying to do here is find
a methodology for "harnessing" fetish Enchantment for a loftier purpose. 
 
This is just "thinking out loud" and many of the terms I use above are likely to evolve.  I
suppose there is some redundancy here, too.  

What do you think?  Am I on to something or is this all just mad cow disease?

CRD/j

 .pix  hevea.brasiliensis  is a small genus of trees producing latex mostly originating in
South America. 
Incidentally, "latex" properly refers to the milky liquid which coagulates and is produced by
10% of all flowering plant species (angiosperms).  It is not really the "sap" or lifeblood
that carries nutrients throughout the plant but is produced primarily as a defense
mechanism against damages caused by insects, cuts, etc. .  Examples include dandelions,
milkweed, poinsettas, etc.  I remember reading somewhere that someone has managed to
produce simple rubber from dandelion latex, tho' it was not a commercially feasible
process. 
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br2019.0300-0008  #125 Gomu.Yoku — Is it a religion?  
§@19.1228-0936.27.br§  

SEE: How can rubber be a “spiritual thing”? [ 050701-1036.32ε ] 

No. It’s more like a yoga — a collection of mind and sensation-enhancing exercises.

How does it give meaning to your life?  
Well, first let’s understand that what gives meaning to your life is not what other

people think but what you personally find valueable and significant. Certainly, most
vanilla’s cannot even begin to see how wearing rubber could be monumental or why one
might want to strive for something like rubber immersion. And, even if  someone like
Ramona or the lady at the post office did, could they make the leap to deciding that it
imparted meaning to their life?

br2019.0300-0010  #82 BNOTES: Transcendental Sensuality  by Desmond
Paget

“Enlightenment resides in the sexual parts.” (Gautama Buddha) pg9

Emptiness of aftermath

Fetish is enchantment added to sex. In some cases, it replaces hetero- or homosexual
orientation. (jc)

The sex manuals have no mention of inner self. Pg21

Sex is at the base of everything we do. Pg27

Tantra provides a Practical system for manipulating and focusing human libido, enhancing
it, and transmuting  it to a transcendent object — in other words — for ecstasy.

==  In essence, anything that brings you pleasure, excites or comforts you, is spiritual,
because you put emphasis on it and it helps connect you to another level of yourself, be it
sexual, sensual, or spiritual they are all connected.[ 050701-1036.32ε ]
 

br2019.0300-0010  #432 __RUBBERSPACE__
 190813-1254.01.br§
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= Rubber as conduit for mind expansion  181231-1254.49ε 

= A RubberSpace experience   080806-0735ε 

=  search RubberSpace tag  190813-1259.03ε 

Dear Marla,

You asked me to  explain RubberSpace. 

It is probably something that can never be adequately explained in words. Words can only
serve to tantalize you to seek it out, not explain it. It has to be experienced. 

It’s a purely personal, inner experience that is exceptionally profound— the kind of thing
that, when it happens, you realize "Ah, so this is rubberspace..."

Hmmmm…  Being in deep total enclosure (T/E) often results in an amazing
adventure in rubberspace which is much less likely to happen when only wearing, say,
simply latex leggings. The tight latex encapsulating me acts as a sensory filter, altering the
way my skin receives and processes  sensory neural activity.  It imparts completely
different sensations than human skin does.  It becomes my skin and the surface of my
external world. No matter which part of my body I move, all I can feel is the thick stretchy
rubber resisting the movement. It’s much more than that, however. It’s also a deeply
mental state of “flow” in which I become separate, disassociated and significantly less
conscious of the universe outside and, instead, am utterly immersed in the entire milieu of
my rubber enclosure. Some say it is like returning to the womb. You could almost say that
it’s some kind of shamanic journey.  It’s an ecstatic alternate state of consciousness which
quite profoundly transcends my every day reality. Time and meaningless thoughts
dissipate.  Only the moment matters. Just my enclosure in rubber dominates everything. A
total feeling of being captured in comfort  

This is one of the aspects of wearing rubber that transcends sex and even physical
reality while in Mistress_Hevea’s full embrace. Sexual impulses based in the amygdala
often move to become more cerebral experiences.  It’s one of those things in my life that
only becomes stronger as I get older, even as my sexuality wanes. 

I think RubberSpace begins as a sort of hypnagogia. Look that word up in Wikipedia.

It’s a dreamy, drifty state of lucid dreaming that is so focused on the overall
sensation of the rubber on your body that you “become rubber”. It’s alternate state of
consciousness that could almost be described as a shamanistic journeys. You live your
deepest ecstatic fantasies there. You are a warm, comfortable and being loved which gives
deep sense of “ataraxia” (peace of mind) that is almost womb-like. This is where you want
to be. This is home. Yet there is also adventure and exploration with no limitations of time
or space or imposed by the real world. Masturbation or edging amplifies it. It’s generally
not linear, so there is no particular perception of time. At times it could even be described
as a mystical. 
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Often, when I move about or even just roll my hips a tad, I can feel the phalluses in
my chastity belt. Their presence creates little sparks of sexually-charged electricity that
move through my body and force themselves into my consciousness. It’s kind of like
having someone scratch your back while you are trying to do the dishes. It makes what
ever you are doing feel good. I love doing my housework in it. Everything I do has a bit of
sex attached to it. It’s nice.

—————————————
Ataraxia , IAR 2007
 
Re: What is "Rubberspace"?
"Rubberspace" strikes me as 

I sometimes wonder if the "rubberspace" experience is kind of like the "transcendence" that people who
practice yoga and mediation try so hard to achieve.

[[atx: =Transcendence is the gradual and incessant movement toward your own, particular personal authenticity and results from being

true to one’s nature.  If it floats your boat and does not harm others, do it!]]

It's also the kind of thing that, once you have experienced it, you definitely want to revisit that experience
often!

It is certainly very "other" from daily life and "normal" consciousness! 

——————————

[05/03/09, 10:14:45 am] Ataraxia: Mindfulness is a mental state, characterized by calm awareness of one's body functions, feelings,
content of consciousness, or consciousness itself are occuring within mind. (wikipedia)
[05/03/09, 10:15:02 am] samanthaer: (started breakfast, too, while I was out getting coffee)  Mindfulness is basically cultivating a
sense of being aware of what is happening... around you, inside you, depending in part on what your focus is.
[05/03/09, 10:15:09 am] samanthaer: okay...
[05/03/09, 10:15:26 am] Ataraxia: mindfullness is the crux of Zen
[05/03/09, 10:16:03 am] Ataraxia: I am beginning to see it as a "bridge" between Flow and Enchantment
[05/03/09, 09:24:59 am] samanthaer: ^*New conversation started.^* 

br2019.0300-0050  #28 Rubberspace (BNOTES)
[ 200104-0035.43.br§  

RESOURCES:
• BNOTES: ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw] [ 200104-0034.53ε ] 
• What is RubberSpace__ - Catasta Charisma §@19.1126-0148.20ε ]

+it’s like ‘mind travel’ into a dreamscape

br2019.0300-0132  #108 The idea of “deep rubber” —the spiritual side of
Rubbering
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§190909-0943.00.br§  

Spirituality is our quest to rise above, to transcend ourselves. Deep Rubberists
catalyse that Quest through the energy and direction provided by their fetish. 

Think of it as a kind of “Zen of Rubber”.

[ RubZen (or RubberYoga, etc.) is similar to real Zen because it embraces the idea of cultivating an attitude,
a discipline and some techniques to attain a higher order of consciousness and understanding. (SEE RubZen

tag in EN) ]

RubZen is a skill  — It can be taught.

The “Unbroken Chain Rule” is a way of sacredizing your rubber fetish.

br2019.0300-0134 #59 It’s ALL ABOUT presence
__@20.0726-1426.55br§__

Dear Marla,

It’s all about presence. Creating a state in which the sensation of the rubber over my
entire body is forefront in my consciousness to the greatest extent possible, for as long as
possible and as often as possible. 

We can design our own experience. We can script our own movie.

Think of Gomu_Yoku as a sort of yoga-like mindfulness experience that pervades your life.
The idea is to be consciously aware of the rubber you are wearing at all times. You
integrate the rubber sensation and focus into the daily activities of your life to the greatest
extent possible. 

You design your life experience to be, as LatexLadyII put it, “as rubber-centric” as
possible. 

It’s a skill — it’s an aspiration to excellence that can be pursued, perhaps, for a lifetime.  

Someone who practices Gomu_Yoku could even be thought of as an athlete. You are
constantly training, honing your ability to devote increasingly more of your daily life to
being consciously aware of the latex on your skin.

Did I say “devote”? 

This is where my metaphor of presenting deep rubber fetish as some sort of goddess/
sorceress/dominatrix who has cast a magical spell over you to crave rubber enclosure
works so well.
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br2019.3000-0200-  The Hevean Life Mantra
Doc# §@22.0119-0424.27BR§

Dear Marla,

Mistress_Hevea made it clear what she wants me to do the other day.

MISTRESS_HEVEA>>  “Carlee, I want us to live by the mantra ‘I will wear as much
rubber as possible, as long as possible, as often as possible and with as much awareness
as possible.”

CARLEE>> “You’ve told me this before. It sounds like you want us to be totally enclosed
every minute of the day. Is that even possible? I mean, there are things like doctor’s
appointments and other inevitable social interactions which make that unfeasible. Then
there are skin hygiene issues — we’d need to take a bath now and then. Besides, there is
only just so much erotic stimulation that I can take. I really don’t think 100% is possible.”

MISTRESS_HEVEA>> "I know that. But I want us to make this our life’s goal — our
primary focus — to do it as much as ‘possible’. To immerse ourselves into the total
enclosure as much as possible. Yeah, realistically we will probably never make it quite to
100% but the idea is to put all of our energy and passion into getting to that as possible. 

CARLEE>> “But why?”

MISTRESS_HEVEA>> "It is a mountain to climb. This will give our life purpose, direction,
and something to continually reach for. It’s a challenge that will give us a reason to get us
up in the morning and energize our day. Old folks need that in their lives badly. It’s almost
like some sort of Zen practice. We do it purely for the sake of doing it rather that working
toward some tangible goal. I think it could be the ‘pursuit of excellence’ that Javin
mentioned the other day as the route to personal happiness for us.”

=====

br2019.3000-??  #193Archery Practice
§20.0413-1046.48br§ 

[[atx:[ Notes on “Zen in the Art of Archery” by Eugen Herrigel

• It’s not a sport but, rather, a religious practice
• Methodical immersion in oneself
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• Introspective mysticism
• Correct breathing is the source of the spiritual mysticism of archery
• Detachment from external stimuli. The more one concentrates on breathing, the more the external

stimuli fade into the background.
• Concentrate entirely on your breathing, not the target or the pulling of the string
• “Leap instinctively”: to get to a point where one draws the bow and looses the arrow without thinking

but does so as a reflex. I.E. to do so from the amygdala rather than the cerebral cortex.
• For a skill to become “spiritual” a concentration of all physical and psychic forces is needed. (Flow???)

pg46
• Think of the art of archery as a “ceremony”
• “The Inward Work (journey?) consists in turning the woman she is, and the self she feels herself to

be, into the raw material of training and shaping whose end is mastery”.  (pg50)
]]]

—-
Dear Marla-

One of the books in Javin’s library was “Zen in the Art of Archery” by Eugen Herrigel. I
had practiced archery when I was younger and became fairly good at it, so this book
caught my attention. I wondered if it’s principles could some how be adapted to Gomu
Yoku.

Javin had a bow and some practice arrows so I thought I would try my hand at it again.
Unfortunately, it was a compound bow used for hunting and was too hard for me to draw.
I tried to incorporate some of Herrigel’s principles in working with it but soon found that
the sheer strength needed to pull it was more than I could deal with after a few shots.
Before long, the aging joints and muscles in my shoulder began to complain severely from
the stresses this practice placed upon them so I had to give it up. If I was a much younger
person I could have done this.

However, it occurred to me later that many of his principles could be applied to a
deeper experience with Mistress_Hevea, so I began to explore that idea as part of my
overall “experience design” concept.  

br2019.3000-  The Hevean Life Mantra
Doc# §@22.0119-0424.27BR§

=Mistress_Hevea is now a tulpa in Carlee’s system

Dear Marla,

Mistress_Hevea made it clear what she wants me to do the other day.

MISTRESS_HEVEA>>  “Carlee, I want us to live by the mantra ‘I will wear as much
rubber as possible, as long as possible, as often as possible and with as much awareness
as possible.”

CARLEE>> “You’ve told me this before. It sounds like you want us to be totally enclosed
every minute of the day. Is that even possible? I mean, there are things like doctor’s
appointments and other inevitable social interactions which make that unfeasible. Then
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appointments and other inevitable social interactions which make that unfeasible. Then

there are skin hygiene issues — we’d need to take a bath now and then. Besides, there is
only just so much erotic stimulation that I can take. I really don’t think 100% is possible.”

MISTRESS_HEVEA>> "I know that. But I want us to make this our life’s goal — our
primary focus — to do it as much as ‘possible’. To immerse ourselves into the total
enclosure as much as possible. Yeah, realistically we will probably never make it quite to
100% but the idea is to put all of our energy and passion into getting to that as possible. 

CARLEE>> “But why?”

MISTRESS_HEVEA>> "It is a mountain to climb whose peak we will never quite reach.
This will give our life purpose, direction, and something to continually reach for. Think of it
as our Quest, which, essentially, qualifies it as a spiritual practice because it is all about
continually transcending ourself, of becoming all that we can be, of self-actualizing ourself.
It’s a challenge that will give us a reason to get us up in the morning and energize our
day. Old folks need that in their lives badly. It’s almost like some sort of Zen practice. We
do it purely for the sake of doing it rather that working toward some tangible goal. I think
it could be the ‘pursuit of excellence’ that Javin mentioned the other day as the route to
personal happiness for us.”

CARLEE>> “I still don’t understand.”

MISTRESS_HEVEA>> "Think of Gomu_Yoku as a sort of martial art. It is the art of the
Deep Rubberist in a contest of oneself with herself. If it were archery it would be the
archer aiming at herself. It is the art of deep rubbering as an end in itself.”

Think of yourself as a sort of ‘Peaceful Samurai of Rubber’, but utterly without elements of
combat or violence.

br2019.3000-0003  #125 Shinrin Yoku - the mindfulness practice of immersing
yourself in a forest.
§20.0301-1152.34§ 

Dear Marla, 

Somewhere on the Internet I stumbled across an article on Shinrin Yoku.  The name
roughly means ”Forest Bathing”. The article described it as a mindfulness meditative
practice in which you immerse yourself in nature. You walk through a forest and focus all
of your attention on the sights, sounds, smells around you. When your mind wanders from
that path, gently pull it back on and resume your focus. 

My devious mind caught on the word “immerse”. 

Immerse?

Wasn’t I already involved in immersing myself in Mistress_Hevea’s Spell?
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It suddenly occurred to me that, since that night when Javin discovered my secret, I have
become increasingly focused on

br2019.3000-0003  #232 Shinrin Yoku - the mindfulness practice of immersing
yourself in a forest.

..atx@22.0725-1143.34..posted to fetlife
..atx@21.1222-1648.43..
Doc#20.0301-1152.34§ 

Dear Marla,

Somewhere on the Internet I stumbled across an article on Shinrin Yoku.  “Shinrin” is the
Japanese word for forest. ”Yoku” means bathing. 

Forest bathing? 

The article described it as a mindfulness meditative practice in which you deeply immerse
yourself in nature. You walk through a forest and focus all of your attention on the sights,
sounds, smells around you. When your mind wanders from that path, gently pull it back
on and resume your focus.  (No talking!) Apparently it’s a fairly big thing in Japan. It's a
common practice among monastics. 

My devious mind caught on the word “immerse”. 

Immerse?

Wasn’t I already involved in immersing myself in Mistress_Hevea’s Spell?

It suddenly occurred to me that, since that night when Javin discovered my secret, I have
become increasingly focused on immersing myself in my rubber fetish, much like the idea
of Shinrin Yoku.

Javin said that “Gomu” is the Japanese word for rubber.

Epiphany!!!!

Was I practicing “Gomu.Yoku”, the practice of immersing oneself in rubber fetish?

Rubber bathing!

I didn’t sleep much that night. My mind roared with ideas all night. It seemed to me that I
may have stumbled upon the the quest I had been looking for — the “pursuit of
excellence” which Aristotle talked about as the very basis for happiness.
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br2019.3000-0004  #911 Gomu Yoku: The yoga of immersing oneself in Rubber
..atx@21.0811-2316.15..

20.0310α1305.45
 §190721-1252.40§ 

 [▲190819-0838.21▲]  
  ¶191026-2327.10¶ 

=Gomu Yoku = ®bathing (yoku=”often”)
=is about weaving rubber into my erotic self, I.e. of “being rubber”. 
=Body Sweeping/scanning meditation—emphasis on physical sensations of latex against skin.
=uses music to channel skin sensory energy. Choreographed sensuality;  a ballet of touch
=acquiring the skill involved
=Swooning (mental orgasm)    <—-???
=Not related to trees or nature.
=wearing rubber becomes the “new normal”
=GOAL is to become self-actualized
=Experience design=The yoga of immersing oneself in rubber
=Gomu Yoku is all about presence — being continually aware of the embrace of rubber to the greatest
extent possible — to fully engage it physically and mentally, to touch something greater than ourself. =It is
grokking Mistress_Hevea.  191206-1004.28idx 

It requires some skill in Experience Design to be the director our own movie.

Dear Marla-

I read about a practice originating in Japan called Shinrin Yoku which, roughly translates to
“forest bathing”. It’s kind of a Zen thing. The idea is that, as you walk through a forest,
you fully immerse yourself in it by trying to focus all of your consciousness soley on the
sights, sounds and other sensations which it manifests to you.  I suppose it’s related to
the concept of mindfulness meditation in which you endeavor to “bathe” yourself in the
here and now of where you happen to be. You live within its reality as much as possible. 

You attempt to “become ‘forest’”

Wow! How cool is that? 

I guess we all immerse ourselves similarly in things like this now and then. When you sit
in a theater watching a movie, do you think about your grocery list or what you’ll be doing
later that day? Of course not. Nearly all of your consciousness is immersed in the movie.
You paid good money to do that. You pay attention not only to all of the sights and sounds
it offers but also drown yourself —especially your emotions — in the story. I suppose this
could be called “Eiga goku” which translates to “movie bathing”. 

=====The difference is that Gomu Yoku is a "quest for self-actualization".

This gave me an idea.

As I mentioned before, I had decided the other night that I wanted to do something
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As I mentioned before, I had decided the other night that I wanted to do something

significant with my life, even if it were important only to myself.  

I need a mountain to climb.

Marla, as far back as I can remember I have always had a sort of fantasy about what
LatexLadyII (Google her blog) so perfectly describes as living a “rubber-centric lifestyle” in
which rubber is the focus of pretty much everything she does. Nothing even close to that
has been possible for me because my previous lovers and husbands have never been part
of this dream and were, in fact, opposed to it. 

What if even this old broad  actually did something like that now?  What if I decided to  do
something really crazy like burn all of my cotton street clothes so that rubber is the only
thing I could wear? It’s too wet, cold and rough out here in the forest to go naked. I would
be forced to wear latex all of the time, even on Saturdays during our shopping marathon
in Thorpton.

For the first time in my life I have had a situation where L4R becomes a real possibility.
Javin seems to be so supportive of my fetish that he’s even giving me a clothing allowance
to buy garments. He is a saint!

What I am suggesting to do something grande mission, like spend the next year or two in
[[Total Enclosure]]. The idea is to go so far into my fetish that I might come out the other
side of it, if that is even possible. To become a deep explorer of the world of
Mistress_Hevea. 

I would call this Gomu#Yoku. I.e. “rubber bathing”.  

It is sort of an odyssey…

It is a total submission to my fetish in an effort to experience it in its fullest manifestation.
I.e. a deliberate choice of internal slavery, which encompasses not only my body but my
heart and mind, as well. This is all about willful, deliberate surrendering. It’s not just
allowing the fetish to become a significant influence over my life for a while, but actually
inviting it to fully embrace me as deeply and completely as possible.

In short, Gomu Yoku is about using deep, deliberate immersion to transcend meere
hedonism to employ your fetish as the vehicle of a spiritual practice. 

But there also needs to be some sort of goal — something to quest for.  

The practice of being all that you can be as a Rubberist by “bathing” (living) your life in
rubber.  In a sense it is a sort of internal slavery — total submission -- to one’s fetish. It’s
a concerted exploration into the depth and breadth of your fetish. You “go into it so deeply
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a concerted exploration into the depth and breadth of your fetish. You “go into it so deeply

that you might even eventually come out the other side.”   

Gomu Yoku is specifically oriented to rubber fetish but could, conceivably, be the base
concept could be applied to other situations or activities.

It goes WAAAY beyond the hot and horny fires of the hedonistic sex of our youthful days
and becomes a vehicle for a spiritual quest as we grow older and more mature. It’s a total
submission to your fetish that engulfs not only your body but also your heart and mind
and does so as the primary presence of your life. 

€n =SUMMARY NOTES: Internal Enslavement [€n190409-1310.40€n] There is a lot here
that pertains to Gomu Yoku. 

br2019.3000-0008  The GOAL of Gomu
Yoku..atx@21.0811-2354.50..

 §@21.0811-2345.36BR§

Dear Marla,

= The Goal of Gomu Yoku is to become a fully self-actualized Rubberist.... to
"become all of the Rubberist that you can be". It provides the "single unifying principle"
that is the basis for any monastic endeavor.

..atx@21.0811-2322.06..“Self-actualization” is one of those lofty terms which is bandied about
everywhere as if everyone knew what it meant. There is a lot of psycho-babble built
around it. I suspect everyone would agree that it simply means  to become all that You
can be. A big part of that is knowing Who You Are. What actually happens when you
become self-actualized into a rubber fetish? How does one know?

I suppose part of that might be when you suddenly realize that you embrace
Goddess_Hevea with most of the fervor of your life. She is your primary focus. You are, in
fact, in love with your fetish. 

Even as you age, and the fires of your sexuality begin to gracefully die out, you will still
love her as the Goddess of your life. 

br2019.3000-0010  #100 Ordaining myself
 190811-1030.36.br§

Dear Marla,

I began to fancy myself as a sort of rubber nun in service to Mistress_Hevea.  Or,
rather, someone in the ranks just below ordained nuns and aspiring toward that. I needed
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rather, someone in the ranks just below ordained nuns and aspiring toward that. I needed

to find some way of showing my devotion to her.

PointZ?

I decided to go with a three-year project. I made a commitment to my self to be in
a Total Enclosure rubbernunk for 36 months.

Rubbernunk? How does one become ordained as a RubberNunk?

Well, there’s 720 hours in a month times 36 months =15,120.   

br2019.3000-0010  #432 __RUBBERSPACE__
 190813-1254.01.br§

= Rubber as conduit for mind expansion  181231-1254.49ε 

= A RubberSpace experience   080806-0735ε 

=  search RubberSpace tag  190813-1259.03ε 

Dear Marla,

You asked me to  explain RubberSpace. 

It is probably something that can never be adequately explained in words. Words can only
serve to tantalize you to seek it out, not explain it. It has to be experienced. 

It’s a purely personal, inner experience that is exceptionally profound— the kind of thing
that, when it happens, you realize "Ah, so this is rubberspace..."

Hmmmm…  Being in deep total enclosure (T/E) often results in an amazing
adventure in rubberspace which is much less likely to happen when only wearing, say,
simply latex leggings. The tight latex encapsulating me acts as a sensory filter, altering the
way my skin receives and processes  sensory neural activity.  It imparts completely
different sensations than human skin does.  It becomes my skin and the surface of my
external world. No matter which part of my body I move, all I can feel is the thick stretchy
rubber resisting the movement. It’s much more than that, however. It’s also a deeply
mental state of “flow” in which I become separate, disassociated and significantly less
conscious of the universe outside and, instead, am utterly immersed in the entire milieu of
my rubber enclosure. Some say it is like returning to the womb. You could almost say that
it’s some kind of shamanic journey.  It’s an ecstatic alternate state of consciousness which
quite profoundly transcends my every day reality. Time and meaningless thoughts
dissipate.  Only the moment matters. Just my enclosure in rubber dominates everything. A
total feeling of being captured in comfort  
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This is one of the aspects of wearing rubber that transcends sex and even physical
reality while in Mistress_Hevea’s full embrace. Sexual impulses based in the amygdala
often move to become more cerebral experiences.  It’s one of those things in my life that
only becomes stronger as I get older, even as my sexuality wanes. 

I think RubberSpace begins as a sort of hypnagogia. Look that word up in Wikipedia.

It’s a dreamy, drifty state of lucid dreaming that is so focused on the overall
sensation of the rubber on your body that you “become rubber”. It’s alternate state of
consciousness that could almost be described as a shamanistic journeys. You live your
deepest ecstatic fantasies there. You are a warm, comfortable and being loved which gives
deep sense of “ataraxia” (peace of mind) that is almost womb-like. This is where you want
to be. This is home. Yet there is also adventure and exploration with no limitations of time
or space or imposed by the real world. Masturbation or edging amplifies it. It’s generally
not linear, so there is no particular perception of time. At times it could even be described
as a mystical. 

Often, when I move about or even just roll my hips a tad, I can feel the phalluses in
my chastity belt. Their presence creates little sparks of sexually-charged electricity that
move through my body and force themselves into my consciousness. It’s kind of like
having someone scratch your back while you are trying to do the dishes. It makes what
ever you are doing feel good. I love doing my housework in it. Everything I do has a bit of
sex attached to it. It’s nice.

—————————————
Ataraxia , IAR 2007
 
Re: What is "Rubberspace"?
"Rubberspace" strikes me as 

I sometimes wonder if the "rubberspace" experience is kind of like the "transcendence" that people who
practice yoga and mediation try so hard to achieve.

[[atx: =Transcendence is the gradual and incessant movement toward your own, particular personal authenticity and results from being

true to one’s nature.  If it floats your boat and does not harm others, do it!]]

It's also the kind of thing that, once you have experienced it, you definitely want to revisit that experience
often!

It is certainly very "other" from daily life and "normal" consciousness! 

——————————

[05/03/09, 10:14:45 am] Ataraxia: Mindfulness is a mental state, characterized by calm
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[05/03/09, 10:14:45 am] Ataraxia: Mindfulness is a mental state, characterized by calm

awareness of one's body functions, feelings, content of consciousness, or consciousness
itself are occuring within mind. (wikipedia)
[05/03/09, 10:15:02 am] samanthaer: (started breakfast, too, while I was out getting
coffee)  Mindfulness is basically cultivating a sense of being aware of what is happening...
around you, inside you, depending in part on what your focus is.
[05/03/09, 10:15:09 am] samanthaer: okay...
[05/03/09, 10:15:26 am] Ataraxia: mindfullness is the crux of Zen
[05/03/09, 10:16:03 am] Ataraxia: I am beginning to see it as a "bridge" between Flow
and Enchantment
[05/03/09, 09:24:59 am] samanthaer: ^*New conversation started.^* 

br2019.3000-0050 #126  What is Spiritual practice? &&&&

“Spiritual practice is more about questions than answers, more about searching than
finding, (It’s the path, stupid!) more about effort than accomplishment. fundamental desire
for purpose, meaning, and a life that contributes something of value to the world.” 

spiritual practice is not a means to an end but is an end in itself, a way to express
ourselves fully and completely. (sounds a bit like “play”???)

To practice the koan of everyday life means to confront every situation as though it were a
profound spiritual question.

way to transform the mundane into the sacred, the

A spiritual practice is something that we DO (as opposed to something that we believe)

(Richmond, Lewis. Work as a Spiritual Practice . Harmony/Rodale. Kindle Edition. )

=========================

Dear Marla,

I have never been a very spiritual person. I’ev always pretty much rejected all the brazen
mumbo-jumbo of the Christians and other hierarchically-based modern cult religions. It’s
simply not something I think about.

Yet since I have arrived here in the Hahnestery, I have begun to feel deep stirrings within
myself. Something big is changing me. I am beginning to become a “seeker” — a person
who has a compelling need to learn, grow and understand.

br2019.3000-0134 #59 It’s ALL ABOUT presence
__@20.0726-1426.55br§__

It’s all about presence. Creating a state in which the sensation of the rubber over my
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It’s all about presence. Creating a state in which the sensation of the rubber over my

entire body is forefront in my consciousness to the greatest extent possible, for as long as
possible and as often as possible. 

We design this experience. We script our own movie.

I want my rubber to remind me that I have it on several times each moment. The idea is
that whatever else I may be doing at the moment is continually overshadowed by it.

In fact, a practice comes to mind of developing of “checking in" on Mistress_Hevea every
few moments on a regular, relentless basis. I could close my eyes briefly every 30 seconds
or so to divert my consciousness from whatever I was doing to “feeling” my rubber. 

That may not be as hard to do as it sounds. When I am sweating in numerous layers of
99.5% enclosure with Tom, Dick and Harry impaling my various holes while unable to
speak or see well through the micro-pepperport eye holes of my hood, it’s hard not to be
aware of my self-imposed rubber world most of the time. I am a true priestess of the
temple of Goddess Hevea.

Part of the problem with this is, of course, that it is a distraction from my work at hand
such as my housekeeping. I am able to maintain almost full focus on Mistress_Hevea while
doing many of the “automatic pilot”  tasks which do not require a great deal of presence of
mind such as operating the vacuum cleaner or walking to the mail box or cleaning the
grating. I can do many of these kinds of jobs while dressed in very heavy latex. 

This exphasizes the beauty of the pointZ system. I am able to wear a lot of rubber and
pay down some of my quota while doing these less complex tasks. But then I can take
some of the rubber off to do engage in the more complex chores requiring a fuller
consciousness. 

br2019.3000-0200  #295 rubber scanning
Ataraxia<ataraxia@rubbernaut.com>
unread,
Dec 4, 2013, 9:36:14 AM
to o_t_r@googlegroups.com
061118-1649

Conventional mindfulness meditation has you concentrating on your breathing as a way of
focusing on what is happening now.  [131204-0906 the conventional methodology
generally involves full awareness of the input from all of the senses.]

You can expand this to awareness of your body - i.e. scanning

But when your mind starts to wander, it is helpful to go back to listening to your breathing
as a way of regaining the Now.
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After some practice with breath-focus, the movement to body scanning (as a focuser on
the now) become easier.

I am now experimenting with "rubber scanning". That is, usually starting with breathing
but then extend my awareness to the presence and sensation of my catsuit against my
skin.

It's not easy to maintain the (tactile) focus and I find that I have to go back to my
breathing often -- especially in the earlier stages of a session.

The goal, then, is to get to a point where my catsuit becomes my mantra, so to speak,
where the sensation of it against my skin can adequately and pleasurably keep my mind
focused on the Now. To “Be Rubber”  
131204-0859   Zen, yoga, Flow, martial arts and many other significant philosophies all
are deeply rooted in the concept of focusing on the now as the art of mindfulness.

I posit that a significant portion of a transcendent Rubberist practice lies in the ability to
focus the mind on the sensation of the rubber against one's skin as a "technology of
mindfulness”.  Sensory deprivation of all but the tactile sense is an amplifier and enabler
to this.

What does mindfulness do? Why is it something we would want to practice?? What are the
neuro-mechanics of it? 

br2019.3000-0200-0004  #911 Gomu.Yoku: The yoga of immersing oneself in
Rubber

..atx@21.0811-2316.15..
20.0310α1305.45

 §190721-1252.40§ 
 [▲190819-0838.21▲]  

  ¶191026-2327.10¶ 

Gomu.Yoku = ®bathing (yoku=”often”)

=is about weaving rubber into my erotic self, I.e. of “being rubber”. 
=Body Sweeping/scanning meditation—emphasis on physical sensations of latex against
skin.
=uses music to channel skin sensory energy. Choreographed sensuality;  a ballet of touch
=acquiring the skill involved
=Swooning (mental orgasm)    <—-???
=Not related to trees or nature.
=wearing rubber becomes the “new normal”
=GOAL is to become self-actualized
=Experience design
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The yoga of immersing oneself in rubber

=Gomu.Yoku is all about presence — being continually aware of the embrace of rubber to
the greatest extent possible — to fully engage it physically and mentally, to touch
something greater than ourself. It is grokking Mistress_Hevea.  191206-1004.28idx 

It requires some skill in Experience Design to be the director our own movie.

Dear Marla-

I read about a practice originating in Japan called Shinrin Yoku which, roughly translates to
“forest bathing”. It’s kind of a Zen thing. The idea is that, as you walk through a forest,
you fully immerse yourself in it by trying to focus all of your consciousness soley on the
sights, sounds and other sensations which it manifests to you.  I suppose it’s related to
the concept of mindfulness meditation in which you endeavor to “bathe” yourself in the
here and now of where you happen to be. You live within its reality as much as possible. 

You attempt to “become ‘forest’”

Wow! How cool is that? 

I guess we all immerse ourselves similarly in things like this now and then. When you sit
in a theater watching a movie, do you think about your grocery list or what you’ll be doing
later that day? Of course not. Nearly all of your consciousness is immersed in the movie.
You paid good money to do that. You pay attention not only to all of the sights and sounds
it offers but also drown yourself —especially your emotions — in the story. I suppose this
could be called “Eiga goku” which translates to “movie bathing”. 

=====The difference is that Gomu.Yoku is a "quest for self-actualization".

This gave me an idea.

As I mentioned before, I had decided the other night that I wanted to do something
significant with my life, even if it were important only to myself.  

I need a mountain to climb.

Marla, as far back as I can remember I have always had a sort of fantasy about what
LatexLadyII (Google her blog) so perfectly describes as living a “rubber-centric lifestyle” in
which rubber is the focus of pretty much everything she does. Nothing even close to that
has been possible for me because my previous lovers and husbands have never been part
of this dream and were, in fact, opposed to it. 

What if even this old broad  actually did something like that now?  What if I decided to  do
something really crazy like burn all of my cotton street clothes so that rubber is the only
thing I could wear? It’s too wet, cold and rough out here in the forest to go naked. I would
be forced to wear latex all of the time, even on Saturdays during our shopping marathon
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be forced to wear latex all of the time, even on Saturdays during our shopping marathon

in Thorpton.

For the first time in my life I have had a situation where L4R becomes a real possibility.
Javin seems to be so supportive of my fetish that he’s even giving me a clothing allowance
to buy garments. He is a saint!

What I am suggesting to do something grande mission, like spend the next year or two in
[[Total Enclosure]]. The idea is to go so far into my fetish that I might come out the
other side of it, if that is even possible. To become a deep explorer of the world of
Mistress_Hevea. 

I would call this Gomu#Yoku. I.e. “rubber bathing”.  

It is sort of an odyssey…

It is a total submission to my fetish in an effort to experience it in its fullest manifestation.
I.e. a deliberate choice of internal slavery, which encompasses not only my body but my
heart and mind, as well. This is all about willful, deliberate surrendering. It’s not just
allowing the fetish to become a significant influence over my life for a while, but actually
inviting it to fully embrace me as deeply and completely as possible.

In short, Gomu.Yoku is about using deep, deliberate immersion to transcend meere
hedonism to employ your fetish as the vehicle of a spiritual practice. 

But there also needs to be some sort of goal — something to quest for.  

The practice of being all that you can be as a Rubberist by “bathing” (living) your life in
rubber.  In a sense it is a sort of internal slavery — total submission -- to one’s fetish. It’s
a concerted exploration into the depth and breadth of your fetish. You “go into it so deeply
that you might even eventually come out the other side.”   

Gomu.Yoku is specifically oriented to rubber fetish but could, conceivably, be the base
concept could be applied to other situations or activities.

It goes WAAAY beyond the hot and horny fires of the hedonistic sex of our youthful days
and becomes a vehicle for a spiritual quest as we grow older and more mature. It’s a total
submission to your fetish that engulfs not only your body but also your heart and mind
and does so as the primary presence of your life. 

€n =SUMMARY NOTES: Internal Enslavement [€n190409-1310.40€n] There is a lot here
that pertains to Gomu.Yoku. 
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br2019.3000-0200-0008  The GOAL of
Gomu.Yoku..atx@21.0811-2354.50..

 §@21.0811-2345.36BR§

Dear Marla,

= The Goal of Gomu.Yoku is to become a fully self-actualized Rubberist.... to
"become all of the Rubberist that you can be". It provides the "single unifying principle"
that is the basis for any monastic endeavor.

..atx@21.0811-2322.06..“Self-actualization” is one of those lofty terms which is bandied about
everywhere as if everyone knew what it meant. There is a lot of psycho-babble built
around it. I suspect everyone would agree that it simply means  to become all that You
can be. A big part of that is knowing Who You Are. What actually happens when you
become self-actualized into a rubber fetish? How does one know?

I suppose part of that might be when you suddenly realize that you embrace
Goddess_Hevea with most of the fervor of your life. She is your primary focus. You are, in
fact, in love with your fetish. 

Even as you age, and the fires of your sexuality begin to gracefully die out, you will still
love her as the Goddess of your life. 

br2019.3000-0413  #349 want a producer not a master
§190629-1245.28§ 

Dear Marla,

In my new life alone I was now free to pursue my dream of L4R. I realized was not really
interested in being a “slave” to any person but, rather, directly to my rubber fetish itself. I
was not looking for a “master” but, rather, for a “producer” -- like in the movies --
someone who could simply make my dreams happen according to my script, not theirs. 
———
CARLEE>> "Why do you enjoy watching me endure long sessions in rubber and helping to
make some of them possible if you do not have the fetish and are not really into wearing it
yourself?

JAVIN>> "I like the creative aspects of scripting and producing the scenes and then
watching you work so hard to squeeze as many PointZ from them as you can.  Each one of
these is like a small mountain that you choose to climb, be it hard bondage or just role
playing. It’s all delightfully amusing. You are fun to watch. But, mostly, I find it quite
satisfying because you get so much from it. It makes me happy to help make you happy.
To use your metaphor, I suppose you could say that I am employed by Mistress_Hevea as
a producer. She pays me with your happiness.”
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CARLEE>> ”A producer? You mean like someone who makes the creation of a Hollywood
movie possible?”

JAVIN>> "Yeah, that’s a good way to put it.” 

He scrunched his face for a moment. “You do want to be happy, right? I mean, is it your
main priority?”

“Of course. Everyone wants to be happy. Isn’t that what life is all about?”

Aristotle nailed it when he said that happiness comes from a quest for excellence.
Shakespeare nailed it when he said;

This above all,
To Thine Own Self Be True.
Then, as the day follows the night,
Thou canst not be false to any man.

But Aristolespeare really nailed it when he said: What if you decided that being true to
yourself is the excellence you should quest after?

The pursuit (of excellence) is your personal energy pushing you down the path. The
excellence you search for is your navigation beacon — it give direction and destination.
Think about it. We already know that being true to yourself is one of our strongest
innermost drives. This is what Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs is all about — the energy
within us that pushes us toward being all that we can be. This is personal growth. We are
happiest when we are growing.   
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Br2019.3000-Knotes #2521 Work as a Spiritual Practice 

 

Work as a Spiritual Practice 
A Practical Buddhist Approach to Inner Growth and Satisfaction on the Job 
Lewis Richmond 
62 Highlights 
2021-12-10 #216 

When we disassociate ourselves from our work by saying, in effect, “This is not the part of my life
that really counts, I just do this for a living,” we close ourselves off from what my teacher Harry
Roberts used to say was the greatest thing for a human being—to find joy in our work. 
make your fetish your "work" 

  
2021-12-10 #240 

else. In your spiritual life, you are self-employed. You work for yourself. No one need know about
this inner job. It can be your secret. Whatever efforts you make will be outside the realm of
success or failure. 

  
2021-12-10 #243 

The world is full of spiritual opportunity. The trick is to be alert enough to notice it. That is the real
work, and the joy of work, and if we catch on to that trick, it doesn’t matter in the short run what
our day job is. 

  
2021-12-10 #247 

Spiritual practice is more about questions than answers, more about searching than finding, more
about effort than accomplishment. 

  
2021-12-10 #254 

To practice the koan of everyday life means to confront every situation as though it were a
profound spiritual question. 

  
2021-12-10 #281 

What makes the difference is the resource of spiritual practice, which is a way to transform the
mundane into the sacred, 
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2021-12-10 #288 

spiritual learning is nothing other than the accumulation, over time, of such small, modest
awakenings. 

  
2021-12-10 #312 

Spiritual practice is not a rehearsal but an end in itself, 

  
2021-12-10 #322 

true intent of a spiritual practice is not about mechanically obeying rules but developing
an awareness of the sacred. 

  
2021-12-10 #333 

THE REASON FOR SPIRITUAL PRACTICE 

  
2021-12-10 #334 

A spiritual practice is something that we DO (as opposed to something that we believe) 

  
2021-12-10 #387 

spiritual practice is not a means to an end but an end in itself, a way to express ourselves fully and
completely. 

  
2021-12-10 #403 

that the circumstances and challenges of our work life can be transformed into opportunities for
inner growth. 
a spiritual practice is a practice of inner growth. 

  
2021-12-10 #406 

want to redefine the term job satisfaction to mean not a job where everything goes well and we
rise quickly to the top but a job where we can grow, develop, and mature as human beings,
regardless of what happens. 

  
2021-12-10 #417 

fundamental desire for purpose, meaning, and a life that contributes something of value to the
world. 

  
2021-12-10 #421 

The practices I talk about in this book are more than techniques. They are ways to see work
with different eyes, 
see fetish wjth different eyes 

  
2021-12-10 #615 

“What about mantra walking?” I explained that this was a practice of repeating a short sentence or
phrase, one that fits with the rhythm of walking, as a way to focus and concentrate the mind. 
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re: rhythm of walking: This could also merge with tai chi 

  
2021-12-10 #624 

The most effective mantras are those that express core spiritual values—generosity, kindness,
calm, and care. 

  
2021-12-10 #673 

William James once remarked that most people are “set in plaster” by the time they are twenty-
five or thirty. One purpose of spiritual practice is to melt that solid plaster, to make it soft and
flexible again. 

  
2021-12-10 #708 

I asked him what he meant by mindful. “I try to work the way we do tasks during meditation
retreat,” he said. “I pay attention to what I am doing and concentrate on my breathing.” 

  
2021-12-10 #739 

One principle that underlies many spiritual exercises is that the mind can concentrate on only one
thing at a time. That is why the mantra is effective in mantra walking. That is why we visualize a
word or a feeling in our heart. If we shift our attention to the part of ourselves that nourishes
rather than drains us, even for a moment, the pressure of work will recede. 

  
2021-12-10 #742 

just shifting our attention to the soles of our feet whenever we walk from place to place at work
can have a marked effect on our state of mind. 

  
2021-12-10 #1286 

To stop doing what we ordinarily do and pay attention to our own mind and body is a universal
spiritual activity. 

  
2021-12-10 #1295 

Profound ordinariness means seeing each detail of our everyday life as a gift—to truly live one day
at a time. That is the power that a lifelong commitment to meditation can bring to us. 

  
2021-12-10 #1297 

SITTING MEDITATION All spiritual practice requires some ability to concentrate and pay attention,
and there is no better way to cultivate that capacity than sitting quietly, doing nothing. 

  
2021-12-10 #1301 

Sitting meditation explores what goes on inside us when we stop doing all the other things we
usually do. 

  
2021-12-10 #1304 

THE NEUTRAL GEAR OF THE MIND We think we know all about our mind. I am my mind—me,
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THE NEUTRAL GEAR OF THE MIND We think we know all about our mind. I am my mind—me,

myself, and I. What’s to know? Yet, in the course of the day, there is rarely an opportunity to stop
and say, “What state of mind am I in right now?” In order to investigate our state of mind and
know it more deeply, we need to let our mind slow down and experience itself at rest. We need to
explore the neutral gear of our mind. 

  
2021-12-10 #1332 

Try to keep track of the progress of your breath, feeling it come in and go out. You could try feeling
the movement in your chest and stomach, in and out. Or you can concentrate on the feeling of air
as it comes in and goes out through your nose. 

  
2021-12-10 #1344 

THOUGHTS AND THINKING One of the questions most commonly asked by beginning meditators is
“What shall I do about my thoughts?” The simple answer is: Nothing! Thoughts are a normal
function of the mind, rising and falling like the waves on the surface of the ocean. With more
experience, we may find that there are periods during our meditation when thoughts are few and
our mind is calm and serene. Other times, our mind will be congested with an endless stream of
thoughts. The main thing is not to seize onto any thought and gnaw on it the way a dog chews a
bone. Let thoughts come in, and let them go out. If we don’t seize on them, they won’t stay long.
They become like dinner guests who have outstayed their welcome. If we don’t engage them in
conversation, before long they will take the hint and find their way to the door. 

  
2021-12-10 #1389 

walk at your normal pace, but keep your attention in the soles of the feet. That simple effort,
which shifts your attention away from the thoughts in your head down to the place where your feet
touch the earth, will have a marked effect on your state of mind. 

  
2021-12-10 #1392 

Another way to meditate while walking at normal speed is to try saying silently to yourself, every
third or fourth step, the word walking. “Walking.” “Walking.” “Walking.” 
rubberingrubberingrubbering 

  
2021-12-10 #1394 

ms.heveams.hsveams.hevea 

  
2021-12-10 #1419 

If you work in front of a computer screen, focus your eyes on the monitor case an inch or so below
the bottom of the screen. Often the maker’s label is displayed there. You might want to tape a
rectangle of colored paper on that spot. That can be your “breath” paper. Whenever you look at it,
it reminds you to breathe. 
connect breath with .r. awareness. Sweep down body with each inbreath and back up with out
breath. 

  
2021-12-10 #1444 

STAGNATION is the 
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2021-12-10 #1445 

Stagnation states are characterized by an inability to move, to change, to develop, to grow. 

  
2021-12-10 #1451 

This condition feels like a dead end, a failure, a defeat. 

  
2021-12-10 #1454 

wounded. In Stagnation we don’t want to get up in the morning. We dawdle on the job; we don’t
put our all into it. The work we do pays the rent, but it isn’t satisfying. In Stagnation it is not so
much that we feel bad as that we have lost track of how we feel. 

  
2021-12-10 #1459 

Ultimately, it is not our job that is blue, it is ourselves. Our job may not be something we can
change. But how we feel about it, and the kind of energy we bring to it, is indeed something we
can change. That is the spiritual opportunity of Stagnation. 

  
2021-12-10 #1469 

There are numerous jobs (housecleaning, factory work, receptionist, retail clerk) that many people
would consider boring. 

  
2021-12-10 #1478 

When we are bored at work, it may mean that our job is intrinsically uninteresting. Or it may also
mean that regardless of the merit of our work, we have made a conscious decision to shut
ourselves off from what is actually going on. 

  
2021-12-10 #1505 

the slower we travel, the more we see and the less bored we are. 

  
2021-12-10 #1529 

When is the last time you actually took time to pay attention to the sounds of the world? 

  
2021-12-10 #1587 

“I’m not going to just do the job. I’m going to create the job.” 

  
2021-12-10 #1619 

He wasn’t just a cab driver. He had made himself into an educator, a Taxi Professor. 
@21.1105-1045.56 

  
2021-12-10 #1629 

compassion on your job. 
@21.1105-1048.27 
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2021-12-10 #1685 

UPLIFT ANOTHER, UPLIFT YOURSELF 

  
2021-12-10 #1686 

“The best way to uplift ourselves is to uplift another” 

  
2021-12-10 #1731 

clearly more valuable than the other, which is why we decorate our work space with mementos of
our friends and loved ones. Why do we do that? Most people probably don’t think about it that
much—it is just something that we all do. But if I ask you to think more carefully, you would
probably reply that having those pictures at work uplifts you and gives you energy and a sense of
purpose. Those pictures, or seashells, or stones, or cartoons, or whatever it is we have collected to
personalize our work space function as a kind of shrine to our inner self. They act as a
counterweight to our computer monitor, our in-basket, our toolbox or desk lamp. 
John Sutcliffe 

  
2021-12-10 #1757 

Keep it private. 

  
2021-12-10 #1761 

Don’t talk casually about the Energy Shrine to others. To reveal the secret of the shrine lets the
positive energy it represents for you leak out. 

  
2021-12-10 #1808 

Spiritual intention is concerned not with short-term success but with the long-term direction of our
life. Whether we attain our goal is not as important as our firm commitment to stay pointed in the
right direction. It is like a sailor who points the boat at a tree on the distant shore. The boat may
sail this way and that. The tree may even disappear from time to time. But the sailor returns again
and again to the sight of that tall tree on the horizon. Because we have confidence in that tall tree
—our long-term spiritual goal—we are not discouraged, even if our boat seems to be going in
circles! One of the problems 

  
2021-12-10 #1822 

the best way to sustain such a spiritual intention is to keep pointing our boat at the distant tree
without any expectation that we will ever get there, letting our intention itself be the goal. 

  
2021-12-10 #1824 

EXPECTING NO RESULT 

  
2021-12-10 #1829 

without goals. But not every aspect of our life is organized around goals. Think of someone you
love—your spouse, partner, or children, for example. Is there a goal in your love? Do you keep
score, do you measure whether your love rises to a certain standard? Do you say to yourself, “I’m
proud of myself. I love my children twenty percent more than last year. I’m making real progress!”
Of course you don’t think that way. The love of your spouse or children is unconditional. It doesn’t
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Of course you don’t think that way. The love of your spouse or children is unconditional. It doesn’t

lend itself to measurement. It is simply a deep, authentic part of who you are. That kind of love is
a good example of a spiritual intention. 

  
2021-12-10 #1872 

It is relatively easy to sustain an effort when you have some clear goal in mind, such as stronger
arms or a more attractive body. But when you are discouraged or bored at work, what is going to
motivate you to push against your discouragement and find a way through it? To keep coming back
to your intention, over and over again, even when it seems you are making no progress at all, is
how spiritual practice actually begins to accumulate some staying power. The intention itself
becomes the goal. 

  
2021-12-10 #1889 

To do something over and over again, not for what it can do for you but for its own sake, is real
spiritual practice. 

  
2021-12-10 #1903 

FINDING YOUR OWN PATH 

  
2021-12-10 #1919 

People often imagine that for a spiritual practice to be authentic, it has to be “official,” sanctioned
by some established spiritual tradition and taught by a qualified teacher. There is some truth to
this. But the deepest spiritual practice, the most authentic expression of your spiritual intention, is
one that you create yourself. 

  
2021-12-10 #1930 

sense of direction. To follow the path, or the Tao, in the ancient Buddhist or Taoist sense, is to
explore the terrain of our mind and feelings and to remain open to what we see and hear. The path
is not just something we follow, it is something we create as we go. 

  
2021-12-10 #1933 

intention functions as our compass. It gives us direction and consistency and allows us to ask
ourselves: “Am I following my intention, or have I lost it somewhere along the way?” 

  
2021-12-10 #1935 

CONFIDENCE To sustain 

  
2021-12-10 #1974 

we must pay attention to our thoughts, and our feelings, and the whole of our inner life. It is the
source of how we choose to act and to live. 

  

Br2019.3000-NOTE#37. just shifting our attention to the soles of our feet whenever we
walk from place to place at work can have a marked effect on our state of mind.
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<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 

br2019.3000-NOTE #60  world is full of spiritual opportunity

world is full of spiritual opportunity. The trick is to be alert enough to notice it. That is the
real work, and the joy of work, and if we catch on to that trick, it doesn’t matter in the
short run what our day job is.

<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 

br2019.3000  #295 rubber scanning
Ataraxia<ataraxia@rubbernaut.com>
unread,
Dec 4, 2013, 9:36:14 AM
to o_t_r@googlegroups.com
061118-1649

Conventional mindfulness meditation has you concentrating on your breathing as a way of
focusing on what is happening now.  [131204-0906 the conventional methodology
generally involves full awareness of the input from all of the senses.]

You can expand this to awareness of your body - i.e. scanning

But when your mind starts to wander, it is helpful to go back to listening to your breathing
as a way of regaining the Now.

After some practice with breath-focus, the movement to body scanning (as a focuser on
the now) become easier.

I am now experimenting with "rubber scanning". That is, usually starting with breathing
but then extend my awareness to the presence and sensation of my catsuit against my
skin.

It's not easy to maintain the (tactile) focus and I find that I have to go back to my
breathing often -- especially in the earlier stages of a session.

The goal, then, is to get to a point where my catsuit becomes my mantra, so to speak,
where the sensation of it against my skin can adequately and pleasurably keep my mind
focused on the Now.
131204-0859   Zen, yoga, Flow, martial arts and many other significant philosophies all
are deeply rooted in the concept of focusing on the now as the art of mindfulness.

I posit that a significant portion of a transcendent Rubberist practice lies in the ability to
focus the mind on the sensation of the rubber against one's skin as a "technology" of
mindfulness.  Sensory deprivation of all but the tactile sense is an amplifier and enabler to
this.

What does mindfulness do? Why is it something we would want to practice?? What are the
neuro-mechanics of it? 
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br2019.3000 NOTE  Asana = yogo posture. 

A “rubber asana” might be any rubber activity or ritual which may be executed as a
spiritual practice. 

Doc# @20.0823-0642.41BR§

br2019.3000-0006® #418 Javin proposes Experience design!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJlfwbS0BFY&t=76s

+ "I would agree that immersion is primarily a quality of consciousness that has to do with
the capture and control of attention, a necessary condition for any interpersonal
pesuasion, education, or entertainment to occur." Diana Slattery
+ "Experience Design: We are talking about directly engaging the technical material of
subjectivity itself." - Erik Davis

+ Jason Silva begins his narration:

Silva, Jason - Experience Design  (narrative transcribed) 140330e1301 
 
+ There is a great line by Albert Camus. He said, "Life should be lived to the point of
tears." In other words, we should strive to be moved, to be transported, to be shaken. We
all want to be touched by something greater than ourselves.(is this Enchanment?)
+ That's a difficult thing to do, so I have become obesessed with Experience Design which
is, basically, "hacking" experience, "hacking" subjectivity.
+ Now what is experience? What is first person subjectivity? Well, in a way, it's that
evanescent flux of sensation and perception that is, in a way, all we have and all we are.
the first person multi-dimensional matrix of personal experience unfolding moment by
moment. It's the voice in our head that lets us know we exist.
+ So, how can we inform... how can we script that narrative? How can we be the director
of our own movie, so to speak?
+ And it turns out that the "trick" is attention. To hack experience, you gotta hack
attention.
+ In a fantastic article by Diana Slattery she says that what is required is the capture and
control of attention to create a state of deep immersion, of deep absorption. (This is
FLOW) And this immersion is the prerequisite of any kind of personal persuasion,
education or transformation(i.e. alchemy??) to take place.
+ In other words, any kind of phase change in consciousness, any kind of true inspiration,
transformation, catharsis requires this deep immersion, this state of focused attention.
+ And again, that being the key to experience, that being the key to scripting subjectivity,
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+ And again, that being the key to experience, that being the key to scripting subjectivity,

the narrative of your own life. And that seems to be the key to happiness -- the meaning
of our lives.
+ This kind of de-constructing of our consciousness and tweaking our perceptual
apparatus to kind of engineer a neural nirvanna, to train trade in real virtual realities, to
trade in subjectivities, that is what it means to be human.
+ And that is what we are becoming masters of doing, at distilling, at creating, and I love
that. (end) 

br2019.3000-0007   #8 merging meditation into fetishistic ritual.

br2019.3000-0015  #264 Give my fetish meaning

 190812-0855.23.br§

= I need some sort of tangible goal as a sort of navigation beacon to give my
efforts direction toward giving my fetish meaning, even if only just to myself. 

The Life Mantra that Mistress_Hevea compels me to live by embodies a goal. I am to
immerse myself into wearing as much ® as I possibly can. Ideally, I would be in 100%
total enclosure all of the time. It’s part of the magic spell she has cast upon me — her
enchantment of me. It just feels right that I comply with it. The goal is to “become
rubber”.  But, obviously, in the real world it’s not always possible to be in rubber. Social
situations, skin care, toiletting and myriad other details create interruptions.  I need some
way of monitoring67 how well I am doing with it. How do I know exactly how much I am
“wearing as much rubber as possible, as long as possible and as often as possible”

=The fact that it is simply not feasible to Totally Enclose myself 24/7/365 as the
ideal way of living the mantra completely complicates things. 

=A goal gives me something to shoot for, to pour my passion into. As I am a
Rubberist deep down to the core of my being, then being a Rubberist as much as possible
seems like a logic goal, hence the mantra. By submitting to the enchantment of my fetish,
a.k.a. Mistress_Hevea, I am being true to myself. It’s what I was meant to do.

br2019.3000-0050  #119 Spiritual practice

Spiritual practice is more about questions than answers, more about searching than finding, (It’s the path,

stupid!) more about effort than accomplishment. fundamental desire for purpose, meaning, and a life that
contributes something of value to the world.

spiritual practice is not a means to an end but is an end in itself, a way to express ourselves fully and
completely.

To practice the koan of everyday life means to confront every situation as though it were a profound
spiritual question.

way to transform the mundane into the sacred, the
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A spiritual practice is something that we DO (as opposed to something that we believe)

(Richmond, Lewis. Work as a Spiritual Practice . Harmony/Rodale. Kindle Edition. )

br2019.3000-  Throws most of her street clothes out

Doc# §@21.1118-1000.19BR§

Dear Marla,

I decided the only way I was going to put myself in a 100% L4R mode was to get rid of all of my
street clothes so that my only choices would be naked or in rubber.  I have been wearing it around
Javin long enough now that I don't feel nearly as self-conscious about as I did before.  Javin is
sometimes amused when I wear some crazy item like a gasmask, but he has seen enough of that
sort of thing that it no longer surprises him. He might remark something like "Well, this is
different" but his comments are never judgemental. I sometimes find it hard to believe that
someone who is quite vanilla can be so supportive of me. 

While I had increasingly grown comfortable with being in rubber around Javin, the idea of him
seeing me naked was another story. If I were younger it might not have been so bad, but, at my
age, I am not much to look at. I feel very self-conscious about my sagging boobs and aging skin.
Besides, being out in the deep woods meant there were lots of biting insects that would just love
to dine on my blood. Going naked was not an option.

Besides, most of my street clothes were in pretty bad shape. I had thrown out the stuff I brought
when I first moved to the Hahnestery because it was tattered and falling apart.  Javin bought me a
new pair of sweatpants and a sweat shirt but by now they have seen a lot of use and are in fairly
sad shape -- they would not be missed. Besides, I dumped my first few paychecks into buying
latex stuff and now my closet was full of them. I 

In a stroke of brilliance last week, Javin bought me three small metal lockboxes equipped with
digital timers and bolted them to a wall in the darkest, nastiest corner of the basement. He hid the
only "emergency" key that could over-ride the locks out in the woods someplace where it would
not be easy for him to access but he could get to them if really needed. I set one of them to open
only on Saturday mornings. Inside I placed the only key to the padlock to a metal cabinet in the
basement in which I placed my only street clothes. That way, on Saturdays when we went into
Thorpton the timer would open the box and give me access to the key. I could then unlock the
cabinet and have some "appropriate" clothing to wear while we shopped. The rule was that within
one hour of returning, I was to "rubber up" and return the clothes to the cabinet and lock it. This
assured that I would have nothing else to wear except my rubber garments until the following
Saturday.  

===================================

br2019.3000-0105 #69 “Deep” Rubbering
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In a state of Total Enclosure there is a reduction of our sense of the external world a
millimeter away, outside of the rubber on our skin. As our mind maps the enclosure of the
rubber as our outer layer of our own skin, it extends outward our conception of the border
where “we” stop and the “world” begins. Our relationships and context with the outside
world beyond begin to dissolve or are minimzed. We become increasingly more focused on
the internal world of our mind, and, in particular, our dream scape.

In a sense, we “become rubber”.   

I’m not talking about the latex on our skin but, rather, the “spirit” of your fetish that lives
within you.  It is the source of our urge to wear latex as well as the wellspring of our
sexuality and the fantasies it produces. 

If our fetish is the ruling force in our life, then we are, truly,  “Deep” Rubberists.

br2019.3000-0132  #108 The idea of “deep rubber” —the spiritual side of
Rubbering

§190909-0943.00.br§  

Spirituality is our quest to rise above, to transcend ourselves. Deep Rubberists
catalyse that Quest through the energy and direction provided by their fetish. 

Think of it as a kind of “Zen of Rubber”.

[ RubZen (or RubberYoga, etc.) is similar to real Zen because it embraces the idea of cultivating an attitude,
a discipline and some techniques to attain a higher order of consciousness and understanding. (SEE RubZen

tag in EN) ]

RubZen is a skill  — It can be taught.

The “Unbroken Chain Rule” is a way of sacredizing your rubber fetish.

br2019.3000-0200-   #8 incorporating transcendental meditation rituals into fetishistic
ritual.

br2019.3000-0200-0010  Gomu.Yoku is about fetishamanism: 

“A ‘core’ shaman,  when you strip away all of her cultural baggage, is a technologist
of alternate states of consciousness.

Fetishamanism = heveanism
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br2019.3000-0600-0425  #54 Secular vs. "Inner" monks

 to quote Meng-Han of the Hermitary, who writes that "simplicity [a monastic virtue]
carves out a psychological dimension that is removed from the artificial world and placed
squarely within the natural world, as much as this can be. Secular vs. "Inner" monks 
§60901-1144.56ε ]

br2019.3000  #71 become for more keyed into the internal world of our mind

All these states there is either a removal or a deprivation of key senses and maybe once the physical
sensations that connect us to the external world of our relationships and context with the world beyond
begin to dissolve we become for more keyed into the internal world of our mind, of our dream scape.

<Catasta 150918 (Ataraxius@@)> 
1. Perhaps the external world has an important part to play in the determination of the dream world, what
differences materialise in our wondering imaginings between a float on water, basking in open sunlight,
enclosed within the confines of a forest canopy etc, and how does the transition between the “real" and the
“unreal" worlds differ?

<Catasta 150918 (Ataraxius@@)> 

br2019.3000 NOTES Immersion Gomu Yoku (tulpa)

Immersion in mindscape(tulpanomicon.guide) DOC# @21.0310-1142.17e]
Immersion - Tulpanomicon (tulpanomicon.guide)
- Your Highlight on Location 17-18 | Added on Monday, March 8, 2021 9:31:32 PM
It is also helpful to think of the mindscape as you would any other place�not
�imaginary�, not �less real�, just another space you occupy, if one with slightly
different rules and laws than the other.
==========
?Immersion - Tulpanomicon (tulpanomicon.guide)
- Your Highlight on Location 18-21 | Added on Monday, March 8, 2021 9:32:57 PM
Developing a sense of presence, like most aspects of mindscape immersion, is all about
tenacity, and different things will work for different people. What worked for me was
imagining myself in some sort of room I couldn�t leave, and some others have had
success with having their system mates impose them inside or meditating in the
mindscape itself.
==========
?Immersion - Tulpanomicon (tulpanomicon.guide)
- Your Highlight on Location 31-32 | Added on Monday, March 8, 2021 9:34:28 PM
Sight works in a similar way as improving sound: if you�re struggling with visualizing
something, find as many pictures as you can and do your best to recreate it.
==========
?Immersion - Tulpanomicon (tulpanomicon.guide)
- Your Highlight on Location 34-36 | Added on Monday, March 8, 2021 9:35:33 PM
I find that tactility requires a greater sense of presence to truly immerse in. The easiest
starting place for tactility in my case is focusing on my in-world body, and how it bends
and moves, then expanding my focus outwards to what I�m sitting or standing on.
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==========

br2019.3000-???? #70 Gomu Yoku spirituality

§@21.0831-0934.04BR§

==”I decided a long time ago, when all attempts to 'cleanse' myself of these tendencies
failed, that I would place them in the service of my spirituality.”  (Raven Kaldera, [SADI-
STTB.242]

==spirituality is the quest for excellence.

Dear Marla,

In my earlier life I had felt that Mistress_Hevea’s influence over me was just sex. It was
merely my primordial urge to procreate that had, some reason, gone awry. I think I fir

 br2019.3000-0000®  #734 NOTES: PHILOSOPHY of Gomu Yoku: Heveanism
§20.0216-1312.27§

br2019.3000-0002 

 Heveanism 150505-1633 evernote

I seem to be "inventing" a sort of "Mysticism of Rubbering" in my `br20 novel. I call this
"Heveanism".  

The practice of Heveanism is Gomu Yoku which was inspired by the Japanese concept of
Shinrin Yoku, which means “forest bathing”, I.e. deep immersion in the forest.  Gomu is
the Japanese word for rubber. Gomu_Yoku: rubber bathing.

Heveanism posits that carefully engineered and managed deep rubber fetishism
(experience design) may be a gateway to mystical experience for a small, select group of
people who already have a disposition toward fetishism of some kind.  (What causes that
disposition, generally???)  

It is named after the commercial rubber tree, hevea.braziliensis .pix.  I used to refer to
parts of this as "fetishamanism" but the concept has evolved so much, the new term
seems more fitting. Besides, the term "shaman" carries with it a popular stigma of
primitive healing. I have found that, in places like IAR, the term fetishamanism turns
people off. 

If you  define "entheogen" as "generating the divine within", one might think of the
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If you  define "entheogen" as "generating the divine within", one might think of the

components of Mistress_Heveanism as "Enfetigens".  (I'm "thinking out loud" here.)

1.   Immersive Rubber Monasticism -- surrounding oneself in a (massively)
pervasive milieu of rubber fetish as a means of continual reinforcement of it as
a primary life focus. This includes concepts like "L4R", which is something like the
"Living in Leather" of the old guard S&M community but takes it a magnitude or two
further. In the novel, my main character wear rubber 24/7 as part of her culture.
Even my spiders and trees (major characters, but not personified as human) play
heavily into this. 

2. Introversion  -  This involves deliberately trying to re-engineer oneself as an
introvert. One avenue is meditation. ("The landscape lies far and fair within. The
deepest thinker is the furthest traveled." - Thoreau)  

3. Introsexuality  - A significant focus on replacing hetero-sexual orientation with
fetishistic auto-sexuality. (This is to remove it from the fickleness and distraction
of emotional entanglements with other people to allow monastic focus. Monasteries
have recognized this for millennia.)  Mysticism is, after all, a very heavily
introspective practice.  

4. Rubber Tantra  -- the ongoing stimulation and deliberate re-direction of sexual
energy.  This includes Orgasm Stimulation and Denial Discipline (OSDD) in
conjunction with neo-tantric methodologies for redirecting that resulting energy as a
means to encouraging personal mystical experience.

  
1. Rubber Sentience  - the use of meditative arts as a means of promoting constant, pervasive

awareness of the sensation (I.e. awareness) of rubber against the skin as a sort of "mantra".  (I am

thinking "T'ai Chi-in-Rubber" might be a well suited vehicle for teaching this.)  The real challenge in
this is to learn the discipline needed to keep the target sensations in full awareness and not allow
them to fade away as the mind maps and then dismisses them as “no longer new”. Treating the
sensation as a meditation mantra is one possible methodology. It’s not easy, but one does get better

at it with practice.
2. Rubber Zen  - Mistress_Heveanism as an "art of attitude" oriented toward a

sentience of rubber fetishism as a possible path to mystical experience.
  
1. Entelechia - (my version of the term) The drive from within to fullfil purpose.  If

one has a deep rubber fetish, it follows that s/he should explore it fully and become
all the Rubberist he/she can be. This is the quest for self-actualization.  Achieving it
results in ataraxia; peace of mind resulting from the completion of the quest for
one's alchemical "holy grail" .

I refer to fetish as "enchantment" in the novel -- think about that for a moment. Fetish is
a "spell" that has power over someone. It’s almost like a “magic spell” from The Beauty
and the Beast, Cinderella and other classic fairy tales. What I am trying to do here is find
a methodology for "harnessing" fetish Enchantment for a loftier purpose. 
 
This is just "thinking out loud" and many of the terms I use above are likely to evolve.  I
suppose there is some redundancy here, too.  

What do you think?  Am I on to something or is this all just mad cow disease?
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CRD/j

 .pix  hevea.brasiliensis  is a small genus of trees producing latex mostly originating in
South America. 
Incidentally, "latex" properly refers to the milky liquid which coagulates and is produced by
10% of all flowering plant species (angiosperms).  It is not really the "sap" or lifeblood
that carries nutrients throughout the plant but is produced primarily as a defense
mechanism against damages caused by insects, cuts, etc. .  Examples include dandelions,
milkweed, poinsettas, etc.  I remember reading somewhere that someone has managed to
produce simple rubber from dandelion latex, tho' it was not a commercially feasible
process. 

br2019.3000-0008  #125 Gomu Yoku — Is it a religion?  
§@19.1228-0936.27.br§  

SEE: How can rubber be a “spiritual thing”? [ 050701-1036.32ε ] 

No. It’s more like a yoga — a collection of mind and sensation-enhancing exercises.

How does it give meaning to your life?  
Well, first let’s understand that what gives meaning to your life is not what other

people think but what you personally find valueable and significant. Certainly, most
vanilla’s cannot even begin to see how wearing rubber could be monumental or why one
might want to strive for something like rubber immersion. And, even if  someone like
Ramona or the lady at the post office did, could they make the leap to deciding that it
imparted meaning to their life?

br2019.3000-0010  #82 BNOTES: Transcendental Sensuality  by Desmond
Paget

“Enlightenment resides in the sexual parts.” (Gautama Buddha) pg9

Emptiness of aftermath
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Fetish is enchantment added to sex. In some cases, it replaces hetero- or homosexual
orientation. (jc)

The sex manuals have no mention of inner self. Pg21

Sex is at the base of everything we do. Pg27

Tantra  provides a .. Practical system for manipuplating and focusing human libido,
enhancing it, and tra3nsmuting  it to a transcendent object — in other words — for
ecsatcy.

==  In essence, anything that brings you pleasure, excites of comforts you, is spiritual,
because you put emphasis on it and it helps connect you to another level of yourself, be it
sexual, sensual, or spiritual they are all connected.[ 050701-1036.32ε ]
 

br2019.3000-0010  Gomu Yoku is about fetishamanism: 

“A ‘core’ shaman,  when you strip away all of her cultural baggage, is a technologist
of alternate states of consciousness.

Fetishamanism = heveanism

br2019.3000-0200-1020  #93 Gomu.Yoku __IS__Fetishamanism 

Gomu.Yoku is a rubber fetish subset of fetishamanism. It could be adapted to other
fetishes.

Use your fetish as a catalyst to spiritual transformation which opens the doors of
perception, possibly leading to mystical experience. The goal is to break out of ordinary
consciousness to experience ecstatic transcendence. Building up an erotic charge and
keeping it without release (E.g. endurance or chastity) results in personal power and often
subtle shifts in consciousness.  [SADI-STTB.136]

Vision quest

“Shamans are always outsiders, somewhat strange, never regular people.” [SADI-
STTB.130]

Bondage enclosure

br2019.3000-0427  #1173 (NOTES) My Suit is my Monastery/Temenum
§20.0415-1701.03br§ 
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A fetish monastic order of One (me!)

——BEGIN NOTES My Suit is my Monastery/Temenum  070831-0805 (Evernote)——-——

NOTES from 2007
190905-1137.07idx 
§20.0415-1649.54idx>

(orig-jc)

MONASTIC LIFE
A monastery is an environment oriented to devoting one's life to contemplation, for deep
self-examination and exploration and study. It is a place of mind.

The difference between a monastery and the "regular world" is that it is cloistered--set
apart from the rest of the world. It is also a place focused on contemplation and rich with
enchantment.
Cloistering, or separation from the rest of the world is an important aspect as it allows
focus. This is the essence of Temenum.(see notes below) It is also largely symbolic.
Instead of building a cloistering wall of stones and mortar around us to separate us from
the rest of the world, why not cloister ourselves in rubber? We symbolically "wear the
walls" of our monastery. When in total enclosure we become monks or nuns in our
monastery.

While monastic life implies an emphasis on solitude, it may include some interaction with
other brothers or sisters. This social contact may be severely limited and controlled, but it
can exist.

CENTRAL MONASTIC IDEOLOGY
A monastery focuses on some central ideology as its theme. This ideology is the "glue"
that holds it together and provides a purpose for its existence. The ideology needs to be
very powerful and self-perpetuating. It should ask compelling questions but not provide
answers.

One of the focuses of the central ideology, that of "sharing what you find", could
also be a vehicle for social interaction with other members of your order.

Journaling and publishing or reporting are central to this. There is a heavy
emphasis on writing in all of this. Email, (e.g. emails to “Marla”???) mailing lists, instant
messenger, private forums and social networking platforms could all be made modes of
communication. There could also be periodic "retreats" at physical locations.

Creating a brick and mortar monastery is a very complex task and requires massive
funding, support and initiative. It is also subject to all the fickleness of laws, finances, local
acceptance, etc.
Suppose we were to create a "Monastery of the Mind" for those Rubberists who wish to
dedicate or devote their lives to contemplation in/of rubber but without necessitating the
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dedicate or devote their lives to contemplation in/of rubber but without necessitating the

need for a mortar and brick building?

If we all shared the same ideology, we would be brothers and sisters in that monastery
when in total enclosure.

"Wearing your monastery" and sharing a common ideology removes many of the practical
logistical hurdles that would be encountered in attempting to build a traditional brick and
mortar, physical facility as a monastery. All you need is a rubber suit!

PART-TIME MONASTIC
It would also be possible to adapt monastic life to "regular life". One could still work a
regular job and support a family during the day, for example. You would wear your rubber
in the privacy of your home at night, perhaps only when you are in bed. This could work if
practiced regularly and with intention.

One could even become a "weekend monk", although this would seriously dilute the
monastic effect. It is something that could be adapted to practicality. In the other
extreme, one could feasibly practice 24/7 TE in his home if retired, financially independent
and has a partner to do shopping, etc.

It seems conceivable that some accommodation between life partners may be possible in
this, too. A willing, acceptive partner might function as the "Abbott" to help manage
andsupport the monks "Practice".

Basic principle: the practice of the monk does not need to be 24/7.

Basic principle: the monastery need not be a brick-and-mortar building, but there does
need to be some sort of cloistering effects such as the wearing of a rubber suit which
defines separation of sacred space from the mundane world (temenum).

What about developing the practice of journaling while you are in your suit? This becomes
a symbolic activity which has the side effect of producing material for sharing or
publication. What if this was a central concept of being a RubberAxian? Is this something
that could be feasibly promoted? Most people do not write easily or find it and chanting--
getting people to do this might be a bit of a trick.   §20.0415-1647.48> Or as “epistles” to
Marla??

———END My Suit is my Monastery/Temenum  070831-0805 (Evernote)———————

—— BEGIN NOTES: Temenum/adytem 091015-0749 jc (evernote) ——

updated 09-10-16 7:41jc
 
"Temenum" refers to the boundary between sacred and mundane (profane) spaces.  (The
word Temple was derived from it.) The outer walls of a church are a prime example of
temenum -- the point where the outside world ends and the sacred, inner world begins. It
is the "membrane" beween my inner and outer worlds.
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I think of my latex suits as temenum, in this sense.  I regard them as a boundary. What
goes on inside them is "special" and sacred to me. It is almost as if they "protect" me from
the mundaneness of the outside world. (This "protection" aspect may be a throwback to
the womb. I have often suspected that rubber fetish may be somehow related to womb
experiences.)
 
My skin is also a kind of temenum. The difference is that I can put my suit on and take it
off. It allows me to have times of sacredness and special reverance in which my
consciousness is focused more internally. Then, by taking the suit off, I can avert my
attention to the outside world.
 
 
"Adytem" refers to the inner sanctuary. This might be some special, secret place inside
the temple (temenum) where very special, secret rites are performed.  I think of my hood
and robe as my adytem. When I put them on, I anticipate moving into alternate state of
consciousness-- they mark the time of transition to a "different place".  They are
"dedicated" to this activity. I do not wear them casually as I do my temenum suits.  When
I am in my tememnum suit, it is sort of like being in a monastery. When I am in my
adytem hood, it's like moving to the chapel of the monastery. When done, and I take them
off, I anticipate returning to ordinary reality.
 
Increasingly, I am beginning to associate the times in my adytem with shamanic
journeying. It is sort of like a post-hypnotic suggestion. When I put my adytem on I find
myself expecting to start journeying.  It is a time of altered state of consciousness.
 
(Of all of the wonderful concepts I encountered from reading Thomas Moore, these two,
Temenum and Adytem are the two which stay with me most and seem to have become a
regular part of my vocabulary and stock of ideas. They are very useful.) 

—— END NOTES: Temenum/adytem 091015-0749 jc (evernote) ——

br2019.3000-0500  #759 __RubberNunk__
§190905-1035.44.br§  

[ yoku = immersion ]

?? One of Javin’s brothers is a monk in an urban monastery near Los Angeles. Javin
had, in his earlier days, seriously considered becoming a monk, himself. He researched a
number of monastic orders as possible candidates. It never quite happened.   I.e. Javin
knows a bit about monasticism. 

This could set the stage for a conversation about how one becomes a monk. Does it
have to be aligned to a church or organization? Involves ordination which you can do
yourself by attaining some level of authority in a related practice.
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== it’s a Practice!

……………
= A monastery focuses on some central ideology as its theme. This ideology is the

"glue" that holds it together and provides a purpose for its existence. The ideology needs
to be very powerful and self-perpetuating. It should ask compelling questions but not
provide answers. My Suit is my Monastery/Temenum  070831-0805ε 

The main tenet of Benedictine monastic life is to give oneself to Christ. (but a monastic from

some other order might give herself to another person,  entity or enchantment.] Thoughts on Monasticism 
071107-0911ε

Give oneself to your Enchantment?  Why?
• TTOSBT  : Who am I?  Isn’t my enchantment who I am?
• Is Mistress_Hevea my “inner wisdom”?

◦ Jung suggests that our psyche - the deepest parts of our-self, our soul - is
guided by inner wisdom, the healing transcendent function, which leads us
toward becoming all we can be. [sandyfostermorrison.com, Becoming Whole.] 
◦

……..
(Jung’s) transcendent function is the psyche's way to bring the consciousness and the
unconscious into a dialogue with each other towards individuation and psychological
growth. Article Source: http://EzineArticles.com/2292595

……..
Think: ZARF = ZADRF  Could this suggest studying the “art” of deep rubber fetish(DRF)? 

An athlete might devote much of her life to developing her endurance as, say, a runner.
But why running? Because she is enchanted by running. 

It’s said that The essence of Zen is to immerse yourself in Zen, if Zen is your calling.
The essence of DRF is to immerse yourself in DRF, if that is your calling.   

………..

Two types of monk: Cenobitic (lives in a community of monks) or Hermetic, lives
alone.

=Basic principle: the practice of the monk does not need to be 24/7. 

= The aim of the monastic life, however, is to not feel 'lonely' in our solitude -
eventually - but rather to feel our vast 'connectedness' in the grounding of our solitude.
Secular vs. "Inner" monks  §60901-1144.56ε ] 

= is it possible to be a dedicated secular monk without having had a prior spiritual
formation in the context of some spiritual community?  Secular vs. "Inner" monks 
§60901-1144.56ε 
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. 

=Cloistering, or separation from the rest of the world is an important aspect as it
allows focus. This is the essence of Temenum. It is also largely symbolic. Instead of
building a cloistering wall of stones and mortar around us to separate us from the rest of
the world, why not cloister ourselves in rubber? We symbolically "wear the walls" of
our monastery. When in total enclosure we become monks or nuns in our monastery. My
Suit is my Monastery/Temenum  070831-0805ε 

I knew instantly what my life's purpose was...to continue to seek the heart and mind
union

[I knew instantly what my life's purpose was...to continue to seek the heart and mind
union, to continue to remember the essence within which was so peaceful, in spite of
worldly activities. Adam revealed a new potential which I knew was there, but was too
afraid to experience alone. As far as my studies, I realized they were important, but they
only mattered in the world. I saw that I was worrying too much about others' opinions of
my work. I realized that the intellectual work has been a saving grace for me...I truly love
the the work of the mind, I have always been an avid reader. But now I can put it in
perspective. I have been putting too much energy in concepts and theories that may
change in ten years, whereas the eternal principles of love, truth, self-realization, etc.,
remain the same. Now I can, with the help of Adam, tap into the deeper resources which
were always my goal. I am still a bit afraid of the future, of going back "into the world,"
but after the session, I feel that the inner connection will guide me through and I will find
my place. The place will definitely be working directly with love energies.

br2019.0700-0000  #298 RubberNunk
 §190722-1106.54§ 

I had a growing feeling that our Gomu Yoku concept was something which other
Rubberists might benefit from, particularly those who were feeling a yearning to somehow
take their rubber enchantment deeper and into new, uncharted territories. They become
“RubberNauts” — they are explorers and pioneers. 

 I had followed my path to where I am now and gained a lot of insight and wisdom
along the way. I began to feel a duty to share it with them.  

If nothing else, many of them might find the PointZ system useful.
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= The little stories I write began to take place in monastery-like settings
with “RubberNunks” (nunk = nun+monk) and Gomu Yoku-like principles and protocols. As
I wrote my fiction, however, my mind also worked on ways to feasibly make my stories a
real possibility in the real world.

It really isn’t a religion. No, not at all. There is no theology involved. Period.  Gomu
Yoku is simply a practice, perhaps something like a martial art or a yoga with a dab of
shamanism thrown in. It’s also probably something that only deep Rubberists can
appreciate.

“You are always talking about Goddess__Mistress_Hevea. If she is a goddess,
wouldn’t your relationship to her be a theistic one by definition?” asked Javin.

“No, it’s not like that. Goddess__Mistress_Hevea is just sort of a shorthand
description of whatever it is that compels me to wear latex. It’s just the name I give to my
fetish.  I actually don’t believe that some strain of trees such as
Mistress_Hevea_brasiliensis could somehow be a diety. And the thought that trees could
cast some sort of “magick spell” over me to make me crave wearing latex is preposterous.
But as a descriptive metaphor, the idea of Mistress_Hevea is fairly effective.

br2019.3000-0600   #5 Living For Rubber Temenum

br2019.3000-0600  #130 Not every aspect of our life is organized around goals.

Not every aspect of our life is organized around goals. Think of someone you love—your
spouse, partner, or children, for example. Is there a goal in your love? Do you keep score,
do you measure whether your love rises to a certain standard? Do you say to yourself,
“I’m proud of myself. I love my children twenty percent more than last year. I’m making
real progress!” Of course you don’t think that way. The love of your spouse or children is
unconditional. It doesn’t lend itself to measurement. It is simply a deep, authentic part of
who you are. That kind of love is a good example of a spiritual intention.

<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 

Br2019-300 #352 Sweeping
§@22.0520-1141.24BR§

I’ve discovered that as my body “maps” to the presence of latex against my skin, a subtle
shift occurs. At first, while is all new, there is the dominance of the sensation in my
consciousness. It feels good. Really good!

As time passes and I move on to the rest of my life, the sensation may no longer be
forefront in my consciousness, but it is always there. There also seems to be some
changes in the way the sensation appears to my mind. The rubber feels the same as
before except that it is now more part of my overall experience. My mind “sees” it
somewhat differently over time. The longer I wear the latex, the more delicious it
becomes. 
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Also, while fully in the embrace of my rubber, I move the focus my consciousness of the
sensation of the latex across various parts of my body to intensely feel it’s impact on my
skin.  I suppose this is probably something like a yoga excercise because it involves a
practice of focusing one’s mind on something.

I call this “sweeping”. Think of a WWII movie where Brits are huddled around a radar
screen which “sweeps” the horizon for enemy airplanes. Now, starting with, say, your
lower right foot, direct your mind to enjoy the sensation of latex against it. Linger there
for a moment. Then move your consciousness up to your right calf area, but also try to
retain some focus on your right foot. Can you feel the latex pressing against your calf
now? Does the sensation at your foot still linger a bit? OK, now move up your leg to your
thigh area. Same idea. Focus on what the latex feels like in the general area of your thigh.

Continue to “sweep” your body in this way. Feel the latex. Move your consciousness of the
latex around so that, eventually, you have “sense” of what your entire body feels like
when encased in latex. After you have “swept” your entire body the first time, you will find
it is easier to sweep it again and again.

br2019.3000-0200-???? #70 Gomu.Yoku spirituality

§@21.0831-0934.04BR§

==”I decided a long time ago, when all attempts to 'cleanse' myself of these tendencies
failed, that I would place them in the service of my spirituality.”  (Raven Kaldera, [SADI-
STTB.242]

==spirituality is the quest for excellence.

Dear Marla,

In my earlier life I had felt that Mistress_Hevea’s influence over me was just sex. It was
merely my primordial urge to procreate that had, some reason, gone awry. I think I fir

br2019.3000-0600  #36 Rule of Silence

. There is a rule of silence: people do not chatter during the circumambulation;
presumably they have been told to concentrate on the end in view. The climax of the

<The Idea of a Walkabout (november.org)> 

br2019.3000-0600-___ HEVEANISM: RASP monastic fetishamanism
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br2019.3000-0600-0018  #195 Central Monastic Principle (CMP)
§20.0405-0733.08§ 

1. What is Carlee’s CMP?
1.1. ® mantra (???) IWWasMRasP…

2. What is Javin’s CMP?
2.1. “Happiness comes thru the quest for excellence.” (??)
2.2. quest for excellence in what??

2.2.1. What can I do with this:  “The landscape lies far and fair within; the
deepest thinker is the furthest travelled.” HDT

2.2.2. Eudaimonia (state of happiness. “eu”= good and “daimon” = spirit) is rational activity

aimed at pursuing ‘what is worthwhile in life’.  And what is worthwhile is based
on my own, authentic nature, not what others dictate it to be. 

2.2.3. TTOSBT [[atx:You cannot be true to yourself if you are a slave to someone else (or society).]]
3. Is there a traditional Hahn Family CMP? — maybe it’s “The landscape lies far

and fair within. The deepest thinker is the furthest travelled”. 

= A monastery focuses on some central ideology as its theme. This ideology is the "glue"
that holds it together and provides a purpose for its existence. The ideology needs to be
very powerful and self-perpetuating. It should ask compelling questions but not provide
answers. 

=Monastery of the Mind

==========bnotes==========
Secular Monasticism  +20.0405-1533.56ε 

“A monastic then needs a method which disciplines the body, calms the mind and directs
the perception. This is usually some type of meditation or prayer.” 

-“disciplines the body” —total enclosure 24/7

“Aligning the bones and joints in the seated position often facilitates a sense of ‘holism’.”
Could this be “storage” or bondage??

 
“What might be called ’bliss' or ‘samadhi’ in Sanskrit, appears to be a body-wide low-
intensity ‘orgasm’ akin to the sexual experience” 

br2019.3000-0600-0100  Rubbering Meditation
Doc# §@21.1106-2138.42BR§

1. walk at your normal pace, but keep your attention in the soles of the feet feel of the latex
on your skin as you move while doing housework or any other activity. That simple effort,
which shifts your attention away from the thoughts in your head down to the place where
your skin is being massaged by the latex, will have a marked effect on your state of mind.

<Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)> 
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br2019.3000-0600-0100 Storage

☺§21.0202-1024.36BR§

Rubber stasis

Storage protocols:
• Generate lots of PointZ by ordeal
• By written script only
• Must commit to a specific duration. If not met, forfeit any PointZ earned from it.

====
=====

Dear Marla,

At the beginning of the month it always seems so easy to skip wearing some rubber
because I “just don’t feel like it” at the moment. I rationalize that I can double up the next
day so that I don’t get too far behind in working toward my quota. The end of the month
seems so far away. If I skip some PG&E tonight, I figure I’ve got the rest of the month to
compensate for the 10z or so that I failed to earn today.

It’s human nature, right? There’s always tomorrow.

Of course, it never quite works out that way. By the middle of the month I should be at
around 360z, but that never happens. I suddenly find myself a bit behind. It’s so easy to
do that. So, I need to get my shit together and jump into to heavy PointZ-earning activity
to catch up. It’s not quite time to panic yet but it is time to start to up my game and get
serious about catching up.

Inevitably, as I get close to the end of the month real panic starts to set in because I often
find myself way behind in my quota.  There’s only just so much rubber I can wear at one
time and hours in the day to do it. It’s time to start panicking. If I don’t reach 720z for the
month, I’ll not only just lose my housekeeping pay (my idea). To make things even worse,
any deficit is added to the next month’s quota (also my idea — or, maybe, it was
Mistress_Hevea’s?)

I’ve been here a little over two years and I have lost my paycheck a few times because of
this. Yeesh! You’d think I’d learn after a while. The ”I just don’t feel like it” mood can be
pretty powerful and it can get me into some serious trouble.

Storage time is usually during the last few hours of the afternoon and is a time of soul-
stirring bliss. I know there will probably be some discomfort but, still, I really look forward
to it all day long as I clean house and do my domestic duties.

Storage focuses me deeply on my fetish. For the few hours that I am in the closet or
restrained — even when there is some discomfort — I am forced to just be. Someone
described this as “human being, not human doing”. I am physically not able to do anything
else and the intensity (and discomfort) of my situation demands all of my attention. I
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else and the intensity (and discomfort) of my situation demands all of my attention. I

don’t think about my grocery list or what is on TV tonight during this time. All of me is
laser focused on the ordeal at hand.

I look forward to it so much that I often engage in some ordeal even when I don’t really
need the extra HITEz. I sometimes feel myself getting “horny” for an ordeal long before
late afternoon comes around. The phalluses in my daytime chastity belt often mitigate a
heavy sexual dynamic to it, but that it clearly not always the case. (I suppose that if I was
still pre-menopause they would all need to involve sex.) I must admit, though, that ever
since Javin got me the Sybian for Christmas, just the mere thought of a Sybian ordeal
makes my juices flow heavily.  For added spice, Mistress_Hevea has mandated that when I
use it, I must sit on it for increments of a full hour or forfeit all HITEz I may earn during
that time, including those from wearing my suits, etc. Replacing Tom and Dick on the
chastity belt with the two phalluses attached to the Sybian and riding it for two hours may
result in a half-dozen “earth shattering” orgasms despite my age. Javin even worries if my
aging heart can handle the load. Those Sybian ordeals drain me so much that we just
have pizza for dinner because I don’t have the energy to cook much else.

But don’t get me wrong. I really like the other, much more passive ordeals because they
center and ground my mind deeply into my fetish. (Mistress_Hevea really likes them, too.)
Javin modified a very small closet in his study (each wall is barely one yard wide) with
mirrors covering all sides including ceiling and set it up with special lighting that changes
colors and intensities all of the time. Mistress_Hevea will have him suspend my wrists on a
rope from the ceiling and let me just hang there for tow or three hours. All I can do is
stare at myself in my black rubber hanging from the ceiling.

br2019.3000-0600-0205  #8 Ecstatic Sensuality

(clues from Desmond Paget???)

br2019.3000-0600-0300 ==Medibation -  Masturbation as meditation

br2019.3000-0600-0427  #1173 (NOTES) My Suit is my Monastery/Temenum
§20.0415-1701.03br§ 

A fetish monastic order of One (me!)

——BEGIN NOTES My Suit is my Monastery/Temenum  070831-0805 (Evernote)——-——

NOTES from 2007
190905-1137.07idx 
§20.0415-1649.54idx>

(orig-jc)
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MONASTIC LIFE
A monastery is an environment oriented to devoting one's life to contemplation, for deep
self-examination and exploration and study. It is a place of mind.

The difference between a monastery and the "regular world" is that it is cloistered--set
apart from the rest of the world. It is also a place focused on contemplation and rich with
enchantment.
Cloistering, or separation from the rest of the world is an important aspect as it allows
focus. This is the essence of Temenum.(see notes below) It is also largely symbolic.
Instead of building a cloistering wall of stones and mortar around us to separate us from
the rest of the world, why not cloister ourselves in rubber? We symbolically "wear the
walls" of our monastery. When in total enclosure we become monks or nuns in our
monastery.

While monastic life implies an emphasis on solitude, it may include some interaction with
other brothers or sisters. This social contact may be severely limited and controlled, but it
can exist.

CENTRAL MONASTIC IDEOLOGY
A monastery focuses on some central ideology as its theme. This ideology is the "glue"
that holds it together and provides a purpose for its existence. The ideology needs to be
very powerful and self-perpetuating. It should ask compelling questions but not provide
answers.

One of the focuses of the central ideology, that of "sharing what you find", could
also be a vehicle for social interaction with other members of your order.

Journaling and publishing or reporting are central to this. There is a heavy
emphasis on writing in all of this. Email, (e.g. emails to “Marla”???) mailing lists, instant
messenger, private forums and social networking platforms could all be made modes of
communication. There could also be periodic "retreats" at physical locations.

Creating a brick and mortar monastery is a very complex task and requires massive
funding, support and initiative. It is also subject to all the fickleness of laws, finances, local
acceptance, etc.
Suppose we were to create a "Monastery of the Mind" for those Rubberists who wish to
dedicate or devote their lives to contemplation in/of rubber but without necessitating the
need for a mortar and brick building?

If we all shared the same ideology, we would be brothers and sisters in that monastery
when in total enclosure.

"Wearing your monastery" and sharing a common ideology removes many of the practical
logistical hurdles that would be encountered in attempting to build a traditional brick and
mortar, physical facility as a monastery. All you need is a rubber suit!

PART-TIME MONASTIC
It would also be possible to adapt monastic life to "regular life". One could still work a
regular job and support a family during the day, for example. You would wear your rubber
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regular job and support a family during the day, for example. You would wear your rubber

in the privacy of your home at night, perhaps only when you are in bed. This could work if
practiced regularly and with intention.

One could even become a "weekend monk", although this would seriously dilute the
monastic effect. It is something that could be adapted to practicality. In the other
extreme, one could feasibly practice 24/7 TE in his home if retired, financially independent
and has a partner to do shopping, etc.

It seems conceivable that some accommodation between life partners may be possible in
this, too. A willing, acceptive partner might function as the "Abbott" to help manage
andsupport the monks "Practice".

Basic principle: the practice of the monk does not need to be 24/7.

Basic principle: the monastery need not be a brick-and-mortar building, but there does
need to be some sort of cloistering effects such as the wearing of a rubber suit which
defines separation of sacred space from the mundane world (temenum).

What about developing the practice of journaling while you are in your suit? This becomes
a symbolic activity which has the side effect of producing material for sharing or
publication. What if this was a central concept of being a RubberAxian? Is this something
that could be feasibly promoted? Most people do not write easily or find it and chanting--
getting people to do this might be a bit of a trick.   §20.0415-1647.48> Or as “epistles” to
Marla??

———END My Suit is my Monastery/Temenum  070831-0805 (Evernote)———————

—— BEGIN NOTES: Temenum/adytem 091015-0749 jc (evernote) ——

updated 09-10-16 7:41jc
 
Just to bump this subject to the forefront for re-visiting,....
 
"Temenum" refers to the boundary between sacred and mundane (profane) spaces.  (The
word Temple was derived from it.) The outer walls of a church are a prime example of
temenum -- the point where the outside world ends and the sacred, inner world begins. It
is the "membrane" beween my inner and outer worlds.
 
I think of my latex suits as temenum, in this sense.  I regard them as a boundary. What
goes on inside them is "special" and sacred to me. It is almost as if they "protect" me from
the mundaneness of the outside world. (This "protection" aspect may be a throwback to
the womb. I have often suspected that rubber fetish may be somehow related to womb
experiences.)
 
My skin is also a kind of temenum. The difference is that I can put my suit on and take it
off. It allows me to have times of sacredness and special reverance in which my
consciousness is focused more internally. Then, by taking the suit off, I can avert my
attention to the outside world.
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"Adytem" refers to the inner sanctuary. This might be some special, secret place inside
the temple (temenum) where very special, secret rites are performed.  I think of my hood
and robe as my adytem. When I put them on, I anticipate moving into alternate state of
consciousness-- they mark the time of transition to a "different place".  They are
"dedicated" to this activity. I do not wear them casually as I do my temenum suits.  When
I am in my tememnum suit, it is sort of like being in a monastery. When I am in my
adytem hood, it's like moving to the chapel of the monastery. When done, and I take them
off, I anticipate returning to ordinary reality.
 
Increasingly, I am beginning to associate the times in my adytem with shamanic
journeying. It is sort of like a post-hypnotic suggestion. When I put my adytem on I find
myself expecting to start journeying.  It is a time of altered state of consciousness.
 
(Of all of the wonderful concepts I encountered from reading Thomas Moore, these two,
Temenum and Adytem are the two which stay with me most and seem to have become a
regular part of my vocabulary and stock of ideas. They are very useful.) 

—— END NOTES: Temenum/adytem 091015-0749 jc (evernote) ——

br2019.3000-0624 #939 A Yoga of Rubber 
[atx@21.0801-1204.20]
[atx@21.0210-1527.57]
§@20.0814-1313.34BR§

Dear Marla,

Javin came across the term “heavy rubber” somewhere on the  Internet and asked me if
that is what I am into.

CARLEE>> " “Yes, I am into that but it only partially describes me. I really think of myself
more as a “deep” Rubberist.

JAVIN>> " “What is the difference?”

CARLEE>> " I think a “heavy” Rubberist’s primary motivation is gratification of the senses
or sexual desires. What makes them “heavy” is that they engage in particularly intense
fetish activities which often involve physical restraints, discomfort or feats of endurance
and total enclosure. It tends to be hormone driven rather than spiritual. A Deep Rubberist,
on the other hand, looks beyond the body pleasures to use the fetish to find new avenues
of personal growth. They become seekers.

JAVIN>> " “What do you mean by ‘spiritual’?” he asked.

CARLEE>> " “I once tried to look up a definition of spiritual, but it seemed that every
place I looked had a different perspective on what that means. No one could agree on it.
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place I looked had a different perspective on what that means. No one could agree on it.

Some, such as the Church, placed it in a religious context. Others argued that it meant
something else. It was all very confusing. So, I picked my own definition. Spirituality is a
quest to transcend oneself in some way. 

It’s the act of trying to move up in Maslow’s Hierarchy.
——-
CARLEE>> " “Well, a heavy Rubberist is primarily focused on the physical, sexual or
hedonistic aspects of intense sessions in rubber. In contrast, a “deep” Rubberist may, at
times, be engage in the physical activities of a heavy Rubberist activities but, more
significantly, also sees her fetish as a spiritual journey. 

JAVIN>> " “A spiritual journey? What do you mean?”

===== immersion in rubber lifestyle===

CARLEE>> " “It’s hard to explain. Unlike heavy rubber, I think of ‘deep’ rubber as the
ongoing cultivation of a skill or knowledge through the act of wearing rubber. One strives
to be all of the Rubberist she possibly can.  It’s something like an athlete working on
building skills to participate in a sport. There is a sense that my fetish can be a source of
personal growth, as if it was something I can constantly improve upon — like a skill. I
strive to be all of the Rubberist that I can be.  It is the predominant focus in my life — I
am preoccupied with it in some way during many  of my waking and sleeping hours. It’s
always there, even if just lurking in the background. It’s who I am.

==what about a sense of sacredness?? Not the rubber but the fetish, itself. 

 I suppose it is the depth of my commitment to explore my fetish that makes it “deep”.  I
feel compelled to explore the entire milieu of it. I want to go so far into my fetish that
I might come out the other side!  It’s probably the most important thing in my life. I
don’t know why, it just is.”

JAVIN>> " “Aristotle once said that happiness comes from the pursuit of excellence. Is
that what you mean?”

CARLEE>>  I had to ponder that for only a moment. “Yes, I suppose that is probably a
good way to put it. I guess I would define Aristotle’s ‘excellence’ in this context as fully
being who you are  - to become all that you can be; to self-actualize. In your context I
suppose this would suggest that my path to self-actualization lies in being all of the
Rubberist that I can be. 

JAVIN>>  He frowned. “How would you do that?”

CARLEE>> " “I suppose that would involve developing the art of utterly and completely
submitting to Mistress_Hevea. That would mean not just wearing full cover rubber all of
the time but also developing mental skills for fully embracing that experience.”

JAVIN>> " “You mean like a sort of ‘rubber yoga?” He asked.
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CARLEE>> " “What do you mean?”  I asked, in return.

JAVIN>> " “Well,a  yoga is a discipline aimed at training the mind and body for a state of
spiritual insight that is achieved through action, knowledge and devotion.”

CARLEE>> " “Wait a minute…” I stammered, “Are you suggesting I could make a religion
out my fetish? Isn’t that what spirituality is all about?“

JAVIN>> " “No, not in the sense that you are thinking. Yoga is just a practical excercise.
Religion, on the other hand, is a broad cultural term generally referring to an
institutionalized belief in the divine. Spirituality is, well, concerned with the spirit — your
spirit. It is the quest to most fully become who you are.”

CARLEE>> "  “Wow! A ‘yoga of rubber’! What an interesting concept.”

JAVIN>> "  “Just remember that a yoga consist of actions, knowledge and devotion.”

C  “OK, so my actions might be to wear as much rubber as possible - maybe shoot for
24/7/365. For knowledge I could study everything related to not only the psychology
behind the fetish but also even stuff like the chemistry of latex, the biology of the rubber
tree and so on to get the broadest possible understanding of the entire gestalt of my
fetish. But who is the devotion part to?”

JAVIN>> " ”That’s easy to answer! Who have you been devoted to all of your life?”

CARLEE>> " “You mean Mistress_Hevea?”

JAVIN>> " “That’s a good start. She might be your primary target but I was thinking a bit
broader than that. Perhaps you might think about being devoted to you! I don’t mean in a
selfish or narcissistic sense, but, rather to seek excellence in all that you do. Become an
artist with your life. You like to write, right? Why not work at that to become the best
writer you can possibly be. Look for ways to find joy in, say, even mundane activities such
as washing the dishes by exploring ways to do them in the most efficient — or fun— way
possible. Think of it not as a chore but something to explore and play with. Regard
everything you do as a blank canvas and that you are the painter to make it into a work of
art. Think of that not as a discipline but, rather, as an attitude toward life.’

CARLEE>> " 

=====Heavy Rubberists tend to be younger because they are more virile. As the fires in
their groins subside with age, many gradually evolve to being deep Rubberists .===

== rubbernauts??==
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br2019.3000-0700  #759 __RubberNunk__
§190905-1035.44.br§  

[ yoku = immersion ]

?? One of Javin’s brothers is a monk in an urban monastery near Los Angeles. Javin
had, in his earlier days, seriously considered becoming a monk, himself. He researched a
number of monastic orders as possible candidates. It never quite happened.   I.e. Javin
knows a bit about monasticism. 

This could set the stage for a conversation about how one becomes a monk. Does it
have to be aligned to a church or organization? Involves ordination which you can do
yourself by attaining some level of authority in a related practice.

== it’s a Practice!

……………
= A monastery focuses on some central ideology as its theme. This ideology is the

"glue" that holds it together and provides a purpose for its existence. The ideology needs
to be very powerful and self-perpetuating. It should ask compelling questions but not
provide answers. My Suit is my Monastery/Temenum  070831-0805ε 

The main tenet of Benedictine monastic life is to give oneself to Christ. (but a monastic from

some other order might give herself to another person,  entity or enchantment.] Thoughts on Monasticism 
071107-0911ε

Give oneself to your Enchantment?  Why?
• TTOSBT  : Who am I?  Isn’t my enchantment who I am?
• Is Mistress_Hevea my “inner wisdom”?

◦ Jung suggests that our psyche - the deepest parts of our-self, our soul - is
guided by inner wisdom, the healing transcendent function, which leads us
toward becoming all we can be. [sandyfostermorrison.com, Becoming Whole.] 
◦

……..
(Jung’s) transcendent function is the psyche's way to bring the consciousness and the
unconscious into a dialogue with each other towards individuation and psychological
growth. Article Source: http://EzineArticles.com/2292595
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……..
Think: ZARF = ZADRF  Could this suggest studying the “art” of deep rubber fetish(DRF)? 

An athlete might devote much of her life to developing her endurance as, say, a runner.
But why running? Because she is enchanted by running. 

It’s said that The essence of Zen is to immerse yourself in Zen, if Zen is your calling.
The essence of DRF is to immerse yourself in DRF, if that is your calling.   

………..

Two types of monk: Cenobitic (lives in a community of monks) or Hermetic, lives
alone.

=Basic principle: the practice of the monk does not need to be 24/7. 

= The aim of the monastic life, however, is to not feel 'lonely' in our solitude -
eventually - but rather to feel our vast 'connectedness' in the grounding of our solitude.
Secular vs. "Inner" monks  §60901-1144.56ε ] 

= is it possible to be a dedicated secular monk without having had a prior spiritual
formation in the context of some spiritual community?  Secular vs. "Inner" monks 
§60901-1144.56ε 

. 

=Cloistering, or separation from the rest of the world is an important aspect as it
allows focus. This is the essence of Temenum. It is also largely symbolic. Instead of
building a cloistering wall of stones and mortar around us to separate us from the rest of
the world, why not cloister ourselves in rubber? We symbolically "wear the walls" of
our monastery. When in total enclosure we become monks or nuns in our monastery. My
Suit is my Monastery/Temenum  070831-0805ε 

I knew instantly what my life's purpose was...to continue to seek the heart and mind
union

[I knew instantly what my life's purpose was...to continue to seek the heart and mind
union, to continue to remember the essence within which was so peaceful, in spite of
worldly activities. Adam revealed a new potential which I knew was there, but was too
afraid to experience alone. As far as my studies, I realized they were important, but they
only mattered in the world. I saw that I was worrying too much about others' opinions of
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only mattered in the world. I saw that I was worrying too much about others' opinions of

my work. I realized that the intellectual work has been a saving grace for me...I truly love
the the work of the mind, I have always been an avid reader. But now I can put it in
perspective. I have been putting too much energy in concepts and theories that may
change in ten years, whereas the eternal principles of love, truth, self-realization, etc.,
remain the same. Now I can, with the help of Adam, tap into the deeper resources which
were always my goal. I am still a bit afraid of the future, of going back "into the world,"
but after the session, I feel that the inner connection will guide me through and I will find
my place. The place will definitely be working directly with love energies.

br2019.0700-0000  #298 RubberNunk
 §190722-1106.54§ 

I had a growing feeling that our Gomu Yoku concept was something which other
Rubberists might benefit from, particularly those who were feeling a yearning to somehow
take their rubber enchantment deeper and into new, uncharted territories. They become
“RubberNauts” — they are explorers and pioneers. 

 I had followed my path to where I am now and gained a lot of insight and wisdom
along the way. I began to feel a duty to share it with them.  

If nothing else, many of them might find the PointZ system useful.

= The little stories I write began to take place in monastery-like settings
with “RubberNunks” (nunk = nun+monk) and Gomu Yoku-like principles and protocols. As
I wrote my fiction, however, my mind also worked on ways to feasibly make my stories a
real possibility in the real world.

It really isn’t a religion. No, not at all. There is no theology involved. Period.  Gomu
Yoku is simply a practice, perhaps something like a martial art or a yoga with a dab of
shamanism thrown in. It’s also probably something that only deep Rubberists can
appreciate.

“You are always talking about Goddess__Mistress_Hevea. If she is a goddess,
wouldn’t your relationship to her be a theistic one by definition?” asked Javin.

“No, it’s not like that. Goddess__Mistress_Hevea is just sort of a shorthand
description of whatever it is that compels me to wear latex. It’s just the name I give to my
fetish.  I actually don’t believe that some strain of trees such as
Mistress_Hevea_brasiliensis could somehow be a diety. And the thought that trees could
cast some sort of “magick spell” over me to make me crave wearing latex is preposterous.
But as a descriptive metaphor, the idea of Mistress_Hevea is fairly effective.

br2019.3000-0805  #10 MUSIC to channel skin sensory energy

br2019.3000-0810  #107 Mistress_Hevean Ballet (music + T/E)  
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Find a very slow, dreamy piece of music.  “Temple of Silence” by Deuter is my favorite.

Earphones are a must. Good ones. 

Encapsulate thyself. Full SensDep is good.

Lay back on a bed or in comfortable bondage.

Project the sound of the music through your body. For example, rest your
consciousness on, say, your right lower calf. How does the latex feel against your skin?
Now move your focus to another part of your body, but try to do so to the beat and
movement of the music. As you move around you will begin to notice that you

br2019.3000-0900  #100 The “Unbroken Chain”
 
[= If you're already wearing a little rubber every day, the natural next step is a practice we call “the
unbroken chain”. This is what makes the idea of 24:7 rubber possible. No-one could be in head to toe total
enclosure latex 24:7. “The unbroken chain” means that at all times you are wearing at least one item of
latex. So before taking off your latex bra, you'd put on some more rubber, like a latex swim cap before you
take a shower.”] from Order of Latex Enchantment by MissRubberE

k

br2019.3000-1020  #93 Gomu Yoku __IS__Fetishamanism 

Gomu Yoku is a rubber fetish subset of fetishamanism. It could be adapted to other
fetishes.

Use your fetish as a catalyst to spiritual transformation which opens the doors of
perception, possibly leading to mystical experience. The goal is to break out of ordinary
consciousness to experience ecstatic transcendence. Building up an erotic charge and
keeping it without release (E.g. endurance or chastity) results in personal power and often
subtle shifts in consciousness.  [SADI-STTB.136]

Vision quest

“Shamans are always outsiders, somewhat strange, never regular people.” [SADI-
STTB.130]

Bondage enclosure

br2019.3000-1645  #26 Get “lost” in ® like getting lost in music
 §190717-1043.08§ 

==a training technique of Gomu Yoku 
==Ecstatic Sensuality
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(clues from Desmond Paget???)

br2019.3000-NOTES  #25 ZEN OF RUBBER - Seeking a
deeper experience
 190729-1245.50.br§

[from: ZEN OF RUBBER - Seeking a deeper experience  141009-1838€  ]

The idea is that as the mind has fewer and fewer external sensual stimuli it tends to focus
more on those that remain.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
3, loc. 38-39. Accessed: 12/27/2019

So, in total enclosure, if we remove sight, sound, taste and smell as much as possible, the
mind focuses more and more on the only remaining sense, touch.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
3, loc. 39-40. Accessed: 12/27/2019

The goal of full enclosure is to flood the mind with the presence of rubber by eliminating or
reducing its awareness of the other senses as much as possible.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
4, loc. 52-54. Accessed: 12/27/2019

The theory here is that by (temporarily) reducing as many sensations EXCEPT tactile
contact with rubber as possible, the feeling of being fully enclosed in rubber will be
magnified, much in the same sense that the blind person hears more.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
5, loc. 64-66. Accessed: 12/27/2019

By “rubberspace” I was referring to the kind of mind environment that occasionally
happens when you are fully enclosed and, say, have been lying peacefully in bed for
several hours. It really has nothing to do with role playing or any other “external” activity.
It is more of a “meditative journey in your own mind”.
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rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
15, loc. 229-232. Accessed: 12/27/2019

only seems to happen well after the passions have been satisfied and the mind can focus
and drift on to other things as well as drift in and out of sleep. It is extremely restful.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
16, loc. 232-233. Accessed: 12/27/2019

I suspect this special state (“rubberspace”) is a combination of lucid dreaming (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lucid__dreaming) lucid dreaming that is affected (or triggered??) by
the unusually strong focus on the feel of the warm, moist rubber. It is a deeply meditative,
almost “womb-like” state that does not seem possible to experience for any length of time
if there are external interruptions.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
16, loc. 233-236. Accessed: 12/27/2019

too have reached a timeless state of vacuuous existance through short term t/

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
19, loc. 284-284. Accessed: 12/27/2019

I’ve also found that in wearing it for such long periods my sexual libido is not as
profoundly stimulated but is increasingly replaced by what I will call, for lack of a better
term, a “sensual libido”. Most of the time the suit simply feels marvelous and comforting,
but not in a sexual kind of way.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
26, loc. 394-396. Accessed: 12/27/2019

I might describe this experience as “tipping over” from “sex in rubber” (i.e. short term, hi-
stim sessions) to “living immersively in rubber” (i.e. L4R)where it becomes part of my
every (other) day life, going well beyond the sexual dimensions.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
26, loc. 398-400. Accessed: 12/28/2019
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The word zen itself is Japanese and means “meditation” or “absorption.” Traditional zen
practice emphasizes sustained meditative breathing, but in the largest sense, zen is simply
an absorption in life-the essence of life.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
29, loc. 432-434. Accessed: 12/28/2019

think it is this continual sensual experience which makes wearing for long periods, and
wearing in public [where of course sexual stimulation is highly unlikely] so enjoyable.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
31, loc. 463-464. Accessed: 12/28/2019

Perhaps, one does have to reach a certain age to truly experience the sensual sensations
of latex [slightly tongue in cheek]. Or maybe at a younger age the sexual sensations of
latex so dominate the experience that the sensual sensations are masked.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
31, loc. 464-466. Accessed: 12/28/2019

Each time I put the “skinsuit” on, there was a sense of “newness” for a few hours at first,
but as the days went by, I noticed that it became “second nature” to me more quickly
each time I put it on.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
33, loc. 502-504. Accessed: 12/28/2019

After the first few days the focus of the sensation shifted from erotic to sensual quite
decidedly. The sensual component was apparent most of the time at various levels of
consciousness and was quite pleasant.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
33, loc. 504-505. Accessed: 12/28/2019

at times when I would, for example, set back in my chair to review what I had written, the
pleasantness of having the skinsuit on might move to the focus of my mind, even if just
briefly. It was a constant reminder.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
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rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.

34, loc. 507-508. Accessed: 12/28/2019

Yet for others it would be experienced as uncomfortable, hot restrictive, even noisy etc…
annoying by its presence and not fading into the background.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
35, loc. 532-533. Accessed: 12/28/2019

What IS the point of wearing something which becomes largely invisible to your senses?
Isn’t the point that it is supposed to provide stimulation? I guess |LIR| |sex2sen|
.pixwhat I found is that is that it did NOT become “largely invisible to my senses”.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
37, loc. 562-564. Accessed: 12/28/2019

Basically, anything I did that, in particular, involved bodily movement had a (pleasureable)
“rubber dimension” added to it. As the days went by, the sensation of rubber seemed to
become part of my activities rather than something separate and distinct.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
37, loc. 566-567. Accessed: 12/28/2019

Notes: 1) was it erotfication or a pleasre lie a back scatch?

have come to the place where the rubber experience is nothing more than “foreplay”…
erotic, sensual kinky… but always ultimately part of the sexual experience. As I mentioned
before, after the first few days, the sexual element seemed to disappear almost
completely. It was no longer “foreplay” but just “living” but in a heigthend state of
pleasure. Think of someone scratching your back or massaging your feet— it feels great
and you don’t want them to ever stop doing it, but it is simply not of a sexual nature. I
found that my mind began to regard wearing rubber similarly.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
38, loc. 574-578. Accessed: 12/28/2019

“immersion” experience?

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
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rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.

42, loc. 634-634. Accessed: 12/28/2019

Notes: 1) ITE= ImersiveTotalEnclosure

All items can be used as a focus for our energies and expressing our desires. From swords,
to staffs, to robes, these things in themselves are not magickal, it is the feelings, the
meanings we give them that are the true power. The staffs, swords, robes and Skinsuits
are all symbols of our desires, these things relate to what we percieve as magickal in
nature, the help attune and focus our minds on an atmosphere where we can percieve the
spiritual level of things.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
51, loc. 779-782. Accessed: 12/29/2019

It keeps us in the mindset of being “not mundane” but magickal in nature.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
52, loc. 785-786. Accessed: 12/29/2019

While inside the Skinsuit one feels like one is protected, like armour, yet at the same time
it is symbolic of ones true nature, smooth hairless, and when polished glossy and
reflective.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
52, loc. 788-790. Accessed: 12/29/2019

rubber is very much a part of my spiritual nature

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
52, loc. 793-793. Accessed: 12/29/2019
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in essence, anything that brings you pleasure, excites of comforts you, is spiritual,
because you put emphasis on it and it helps connect you to another level of yourself, be it
sexual, sensual, or spiritual they are all connected.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
52, loc. 795-796. Accessed: 12/29/2019

I just wondered if anyone had considered that there is a certain inner tranquility achieved
when one is totally encased in latex :)

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
53, loc. 799-800. Accessed: 12/29/2019

I would never “rub” my arm…chest… thigh etc.. in normal clothes because the sensation is
not especially pleasurable… but it IS in rubber.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
55, loc. 843-844. Accessed: 12/29/2019

At some point your body becomes completely “attached” to being enclosed in the tight
skin and you do feel especially naked and “vulnerable” when you disrub.

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
56, loc. 846-847. Accessed: 12/29/2019

Is Kink ZaZen a religion? No , it is a discipline . a philosophy and a living art form at this
point . it does not pretend to deal with questions of God for the universe

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
60, loc. 920-921. Accessed: 12/29/2019
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“Life Art” — a creative endeavor in which sensual awareness and a lifestyle itself are
endlessly practiced as an art. Meditative sensuality and awareness are an art form!

rubberist.net, ZEN OF RUBBER - IAR threads 040528-060915 [18kw]. Kindle Edition. pg.
61, loc. 926-928. Accessed: 12/29/2019

br2031.4000-0100  #140 STORAGE - a time for Rubberspace
§@22.0426-1033.02BR§

Rubber-stasis — 100% enclosed, the rest of the world does not exist.  It’s just you and
Mistress_Hevea. You are 100% connected to each other. Drifting. Floating. Hypnagogic
mind trip. A feti-shaman journey. 

$STORAGE maid storage in Javin’s closet  .pix
§20.0204-1129.39§ 

Small closet in corner of Javin’s study. He had soundproofed the walls so I heard virtually
none of the ambient noises from the outside.  It was also lined with mirrors so I can see
myself in my bondage from all angles. Nicely lit with TV cameras & microphone allow Javin
to monitor. She’s “on TV” (display aspect)

There is a “T” beam mounted on the back wall with vertical body and horizontal arm
straps.
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br2019.4000-0100 #243 rubbering becomes heavier

§@21.0820-1402.48BR§

Dear Marla, 

Javin began to noticed that my rubbering activity level had become heavier toward the
end of the month.

JAVIN>> " “I’ve noticed that you seem to get crazier toward the end of the month. … stuff
like padlocking your gasmask on, active storage, etc.”

CARLEE>> " “Yeah, it’s usually because my quota will be due soon so I have to add in
more PointZ-rich activities to meet it.  That usually means more bondage and endurance
kinds of stuff. Most of these are all-or-nothing protocols, so it can be pretty intense. For
example, Goddess_Hevea will pay me and extra 25 PointZ if I wear my gasmask without
interruption during my entire 8am-4pm shift. Have you ever tried 10 hours in a gasmask?
It’s an intensely delicious T/E experience at first but, believe me, after 4-5 hours in that
thing it becomes something that I want to take off. But if I do that before the term of the
protocol, I lose any of the PointZ I would have earned. “So, I padlock it on and put the key
in the 4pm timebox down in the basement. I earn that extra 25z every time. I do that with
my burka, too. The latex is very heavy and it gets mighty hot and steamy in there with
only the pepperpot panel to breathe and see through. The longer I wear these things the
more intensely aware I am in Goddess_Hevea’s embrace.

===

br2019.3000 Being in the Now
§190905-1009.04.br§  

=Being in a suit which is constantly demanding my attention helps to place me in
the NOW. 
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==bondage makes you just “BE” (you cannot do anything else)
== how does this affect other areas of my life?
=== my work as a housekeeper?
==== problems with overheating and dehydration?

br2019.4000-5000  #44  I need to earn a ton of PointZ!
[ 200101-1141.53.br§  

= Javin- I need to earn a ton of PointZ to meet my PointZ quota for this month!

=I’m way behind and need to catch up. 

[[atx: insert ☼rdeal here]]

br2019.3000-0505  #50 Need to wear more to make
quota

§20.0414-1012.44br§ 

== My skin is beginning to itch and I really want to be out of these layers, but I am
behind on my quota so, instead of taking anything off, I need to add more. Yeesh. 

== game: During duty hours (8am-4pm) must wear locked chastity belt Tom&Dick chasti-
stim (not optional - this is a standard part of my work uniform) but any orgasms COST
10z each. Failure to wear it costs 5z per hour.  Wearing T&D chastity during NON-duty
hours earns 110%z.

==During non-duty hours orgasms EARN 10z each. 

==Any time I leave the Hahnestery property line, such as Saturday shopping spree in
Thorpton, wearing Tom&Dick chastity belt earns 150%z. Latex under street clothes earns
125%z.  Times start/stop at leaving/returning to front gate of Hahnestery property.

== there is a networked laptop or desktop computer in most major rooms of Hahnestery,
including the bathrooms and my apartment. Can update PointZlog at any of them. 

==Workhoods (system hood) are usually worn with pepperpot eyes and mouth covering to
hide my age. Extra PointZ can be earned by wearing the butterfly gag insert. At first this
was very distracting but,  like everything else, while daunting, my mind mapped it, and I
was able to get some work done. Based on full hour protocol — must wear uninterrupted
for full hour to earn PointZ. If I take the gag out before the full hour, I lose any PointZ I
may have earned during that hour. I also wear a notepad on a string around my neck or
use instant messenger in case I really need to communicate with Javin during that time.  I
am not supposed to be talking to Javin during the day, anyways.
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Carlee is discovered in rubber by Ramona (again!)
§@21.0805-1113.23BR§

=perhaps Carlee is discovered in her full rubber by Ramona again but
this time Carlee has a few things to say to her.

bondage makes you just “BE” (you cannot do anything else)

br2019.3000-0010  #432 __RUBBERSPACE__
 190813-1254.01.br§

= Rubber as conduit for mind expansion  181231-1254.49ε 

= A RubberSpace experience   080806-0735ε 

=  search RubberSpace tag  190813-1259.03ε 

Dear Marla,

You asked me to  explain RubberSpace. 
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It is probably something that can never be adequately explained in words. Words can only
serve to tantalize you to seek it out, not explain it. It has to be experienced. 

It’s a purely personal, inner experience that is exceptionally profound— the kind of thing
that, when it happens, you realize "Ah, so this is rubberspace..."

Hmmmm…  Being in deep total enclosure (T/E) often results in an amazing
adventure in rubberspace which is much less likely to happen when only wearing, say,
simply latex leggings. The tight latex encapsulating me acts as a sensory filter, altering the
way my skin receives and processes  sensory neural activity.  It imparts completely
different sensations than human skin does.  It becomes my skin and the surface of my
external world. No matter which part of my body I move, all I can feel is the thick stretchy
rubber resisting the movement. It’s much more than that, however. It’s also a deeply
mental state of “flow” in which I become separate, disassociated and significantly less
conscious of the universe outside and, instead, am utterly immersed in the entire milieu of
my rubber enclosure. Some say it is like returning to the womb. You could almost say that
it’s some kind of shamanic journey.  It’s an ecstatic alternate state of consciousness which
quite profoundly transcends my every day reality. Time and meaningless thoughts
dissipate.  Only the moment matters. Just my enclosure in rubber dominates everything. A
total feeling of being captured in comfort  

This is one of the aspects of wearing rubber that transcends sex and even physical
reality while in Mistress_Hevea’s full embrace. Sexual impulses based in the amygdala
often move to become more cerebral experiences.  It’s one of those things in my life that
only becomes stronger as I get older, even as my sexuality wanes. 

I think RubberSpace begins as a sort of hypnagogia. Look that word up in Wikipedia.

It’s a dreamy, drifty state of lucid dreaming that is so focused on the overall
sensation of the rubber on your body that you “become rubber”. It’s alternate state of
consciousness that could almost be described as a shamanistic journeys. You live your
deepest ecstatic fantasies there. You are a warm, comfortable and being loved which gives
deep sense of “ataraxia” (peace of mind) that is almost womb-like. This is where you want
to be. This is home. Yet there is also adventure and exploration with no limitations of time
or space or imposed by the real world. Masturbation or edging amplifies it. It’s generally
not linear, so there is no particular perception of time. At times it could even be described
as a mystical. 

Often, when I move about or even just roll my hips a tad, I can feel the phalluses in
my chastity belt. Their presence creates little sparks of sexually-charged electricity that
move through my body and force themselves into my consciousness. It’s kind of like
having someone scratch your back while you are trying to do the dishes. It makes what
ever you are doing feel good. I love doing my housework in it. Everything I do has a bit of
sex attached to it. It’s nice.

—————————————
Ataraxia , IAR 2007
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Re: What is "Rubberspace"?
"Rubberspace" strikes me as 

I sometimes wonder if the "rubberspace" experience is kind of like the "transcendence" that people who
practice yoga and mediation try so hard to achieve.

[[atx: =Transcendence is the gradual and incessant movement toward your own, particular personal authenticity and results from being

true to one’s nature.  If it floats your boat and does not harm others, do it!]]

It's also the kind of thing that, once you have experienced it, you definitely want to revisit that experience
often!

It is certainly very "other" from daily life and "normal" consciousness! 

——————————

[05/03/09, 10:14:45 am] Ataraxia: Mindfulness is a mental state, characterized by calm
awareness of one's body functions, feelings, content of consciousness, or consciousness
itself are occuring within mind. (wikipedia)
[05/03/09, 10:15:02 am] samanthaer: (started breakfast, too, while I was out getting
coffee)  Mindfulness is basically cultivating a sense of being aware of what is happening...
around you, inside you, depending in part on what your focus is.
[05/03/09, 10:15:09 am] samanthaer: okay...
[05/03/09, 10:15:26 am] Ataraxia: mindfullness is the crux of Zen
[05/03/09, 10:16:03 am] Ataraxia: I am beginning to see it as a "bridge" between Flow
and Enchantment
[05/03/09, 09:24:59 am] samanthaer: ^*New conversation started.^* 

br2019.1000-0110  #18 Show me some pictures on the internet that you like
[ 200110-0224.14.br§  

Storage: Sit and stare at yourself.pix

§@21.0831-1040.59BR§
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[=staring`at`myself`in`the`mirror]`97%blk`storage`ropes`bondage`armbinder`@20.0703-0122.jpg
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[=`storage`time`in front of`mirror`]`100%`blk`armbinder`gasmask`ponytail`@20.0410-0831.jpg

Immersion in mindscape(tulpanomicon.guide) DOC# @21.0310-1142.17e]
Immersion - Tulpanomicon (tulpanomicon.guide)
- Your Highlight on Location 17-18 | Added on Monday, March 8, 2021 9:31:32 PM
It is also helpful to think of the mindscape as you would any other place�not
�imaginary�, not �less real�, just another space you occupy, if one with slightly
different rules and laws than the other.
==========
?Immersion - Tulpanomicon (tulpanomicon.guide)
- Your Highlight on Location 18-21 | Added on Monday, March 8, 2021 9:32:57 PM
Developing a sense of presence, like most aspects of mindscape immersion, is all about
tenacity, and different things will work for different people. What worked for me was
imagining myself in some sort of room I couldn�t leave, and some others have had
success with having their system mates impose them inside or meditating in the
mindscape itself.
==========
?Immersion - Tulpanomicon (tulpanomicon.guide)
- Your Highlight on Location 31-32 | Added on Monday, March 8, 2021 9:34:28 PM
Sight works in a similar way as improving sound: if you�re struggling with visualizing
something, find as many pictures as you can and do your best to recreate it.
==========
?Immersion - Tulpanomicon (tulpanomicon.guide)
- Your Highlight on Location 34-36 | Added on Monday, March 8, 2021 9:35:33 PM
I find that tactility requires a greater sense of presence to truly immerse in. The easiest
starting place for tactility in my case is focusing on my in-world body, and how it bends
and moves, then expanding my focus outwards to what I�m sitting or standing on.
==========

br2019.4000-0105 The Display Case
Doc# §@21.1223-0850.00BR§

Dear Marla,

There are three aging structures next to the house. One of them is a long implement shed
with several bays. Javin parks his truck in one of them to keep it out of the weather. The
old bulldozer and a few other pieces of equipment occupy the other bays. The other two
sheds contain generations worth of miscellaneous junk that was too good to throw away
but was not really needed. Most of it was covered in a thick layer of dust, indicating that it
had been there for many years.

A week ago Javin and I were rummaging around in one of these sheds and discovered a
tall, narrow display case with glass on three sides that had obviously been there for years.
It was about six feet high, 24 inches wide and 24 inches deep with 3 glass shelves. It was
also on casters which meant it could be rolled around. 
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“There’s some stuff in my Study that I think I would like to display in this. Please clean it
up then we’ll carry it up there.”

Like everything else in the shed, the case was absolutely filthy.  The wood framework that
held the glass needed to be sanded and a new coat of varnish applied. We moved it onto
the front porch of the house where I had access to a garden hose to clean it up and could
also refinish the wood parts. A few days later I had the case looking almost new. We
carried it up to his Study. 
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[[ALTERNATE NARRATIVE]]

“This case makes me think about your lawyer’s office story,” he said. “I know you like the
idea of being on display. If we cleaned this up and took the shelves out of it, I think you
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idea of being on display. If we cleaned this up and took the shelves out of it, I think you

would just about fit in it. We could haul this up to my study and put it in the corner near
my desk. I could mount some straps to the back wall to secure you in it for a couple of
hours of “storage”. It would be a bit cramped but I think you would fit in it.  Would that be
something to fulfill one of your storage ordeal fantasies?” 

By now Javin knew me well enough to understand that this display case might be
something Mistress_Hevea would enjoy having me spend some time in. My mind began to
flutter with various scenarios of myself on display in it.

I could see the wheels turning in his engineer’s mind, too. “I could take the shelves out to
make room for you. The glass looks pretty thick but if we needed to, we could replace it
with plexiglass to prevent you from breaking it if you leaned on it too hard. Perhaps if we
strapped you in well enough that may not be too much of an issue. I could also add some
more locks to the door to beef that up.”

I cleaned the display case up and then we carried it up to his study so he could put his
final touches on it. I was instructed to stay away from his study for a few days.

For someone who describes himself as “vanilla and boring’, Javin has a pretty kinky mind.

“I see that you are getting behind on your pointZ quota this month. (Javin installed my
pointZ spreadsheet on every computer in the house network.) “How would you like a
chance to earn 25 pointZ in two hours? This would be double-jeopardy. If you don’t make
it the full 25 you lose 50.”

25z in two hours? That would help a lot but what would I have to do to earn that much. It
would have to be pretty diabolical! If I failed, I’d go down by 50z which is pretty
concerning. 

The worst part is that if I commit to this ordeal, I would be doing so without knowing what
it will be in advance. Javin is very good at conspiring with Mistress_Hevea to come up with
these challenges.
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“OK, I’ll do it. You’re right — I do need the pointZ! What do you want me to do?”

I was in my skinsuit and maid’s outfit at the time. “What do you want me to wear?” I
asked. Of course, I had no idea of what he had in mind so I needed to know what to wear.

He stammered a moment. I guess he had not thought about this. “Meet me in my study at
2pm today. I think Mistress_Hevea would want you to remain in your day skinsuit that is
sweaty from working all day but also put on your shiniest black catsuit over it. And I think
she would probably want you PG&E (Plugged, Gagged and Enclosed). Oh, and bring your
armbinder.”

I walked into his study at 2pm as planned, not knowing what I was going to get myself
into. I was completely covered in latex except for two holes for my eyes and nostril
openings.

The display case we had salvaged the other day now stood over in one corner of the room.

He strapped the Hitachi Wand to my thigh so that it’s head rode on the dildo in my vagina.
By moving my leg I could control the intensity of its vibration to some extent but could not
quite stop it.

He fitted my arms into the armbinder and laced it up tightly. Then he opened the door.
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He fitted my arms into the armbinder and laced it up tightly. Then he opened the door.

“Step in”.

The first thing I noticed was that he had placed reflective film on all of the glass. He could
see through it from the outside, but the inside looked like mirrors.

I stepped inside the case and turned around, facing outward.

Javin took the arms of a collar fastened to the back of the case and locked them around
my neck. It was tight. If I dropped my knees only slightly my neck would become
uncomfortable. I would have to stand up the whole time.
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He closed the door of the case. The mirror reflections from all 4 walls and even the ceiling
all reacting to each other made the bondage object in the case stand out. I could only just
barely see outside the case.  Every time I moved even a little bit the result would be
kaleidescope of me in shiny black latex suffering for this ordeal.
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I knew that Javin would be watching me from his desk as he (tried) to work and ready to
release me if I screamed the “safe scream” through my gag.

Of course, if that happened, I’d lose 50z which is no small chunk of change. I’d just have
to endure whatever Javin and Mistress_Hevea throw at me.

[[this is where I need help.  What does she experience over the next two hours that makes this a “pointZ
Ordeal”. How does she feel? Does she cry? What did it feel like? Suppose it was so “challenging” that she

could not quite make it to the required 2 hours??]]

br2025.0100  #229 ☼☼☼Aquarium Scene^
§@19.1207-1019.21.br§  

“What is this big glass box,” I asked?

I had been cleaning out the basement and had come across a long box made mostly of
thick glass covered in a thick layer of dust and cobwebs. It was quite large — nearly 6 feet
long and, perhaps, 24 inches deep and about 18 inches high. The floor was a solid
substance. It was mounted horizontally on four sturdy legs and had a hinged glass top. In
one corner of the top a circular hole about 3 inches in diameter had been cut in the glass.

“It’s an aquarium. My brother found it at an auction. Apparently it was some sort of
terrarium — that’s why it’s so shallow. He decided we should have tropical fish on display
in the living room. It lasted about a year and then found its way down here. That was
probably 20-30 years ago.

That night I could not sleep. I kept having a fantasy about being put on display in that
aquarium. I envisioned that it was a tight fit.

We dragged it up two flights of stairs (It was sooooo heavy) and put it in the spare
bedroom next to Javin’s study that had become my playroom. 

[[atx:`FL=HeavyRubberSlave``$$scene`97%`blk`mummy`box`coffin`extreme`corset`straps`191207-0642.01.PNG (SERIES)

]]
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br2020.ACT V__ AN ORDER OF
ONE

__atx@21.0805-1030.17__

DEF: Noun: Bodhisattva: Buddhist worthy of nirvana who postpones it to
help others 

Bodhisaatva!  Each one, teach one. Find a student Deep Rubberist(s) and
pass your wisdom on to them.

br2020.0000-0000 #21 Bodhisattva!  An Order of One 
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br2020.__atx@21.0805-1030.17_

Find student Deep Rubberist(s) and pass your wisdom on to them in any way
possible.

==Do it soon. You’re not going to live forever.

br2020.0000.ACT V:
[▲8.transcendence]__COMING
OUT_

__atx@21.0805-1007.43__
§21.0305-1413.12BR§

==The 2nd pylon of Bell’s Mirror Moment concept is also a doorway of no return. This is
the second pylon of the “M” diagram for plots. It makes possible or inevitable the final
battle and resolution. It is a series of actions where protag confronts and resists “death”
and is confronted by counter forces. It is an event that feels like a major crisis or setback
It forces the final battle. Or, it can be a clue or discovery. 

The “final confrontation”?

=Does Carlee face Ramona one last time? No. Ramona (Javin’s only sibling) died a year or
two ago. 

= CRISIS: perhaps Javin has a heart attack. Carlee does not have time to change into
street clothes (or has none) and must accompany ambulance crew to the hospital in
Thorpton where she is seen by many people there in full rubber?  How do they react to
her? How does she react to them. 

=CRISIS: Javin dies of the heart attack. What does she feel?  

She returns to the Hahnestery that night, not knowing what else to do. Next morning she
contacts Javin’s lawyer to let him know Javin has died. She finds out that he had put all of
his land, bank accounts and other assets in trust for her and has designated her as the
Executrix of his estate. Furthermore, Javin wants Carlee to establish the Hevean Order at
the Hahnestery to for women to deeply practice Hevea_Yoku in a monasterial setting. 
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=Marla becomes her first Sister.

br2020.0100-???? #140 What can I do with my fetish? 

§@21.0828-1415.06BR§

Dear Marla, 

Rubber fetish, which I have (metaphorically) named "Mistress_Hevea", is a powerful
orientation toward our true nature. 

For a few, select people on this planet, being enclosed in latex is an experience of being
authentic to who we really are. Rubberists are enchanted by latex as a magnet attracts
iron filings. We are wired this way. It completes us. It is our ataraxia(1) 

It could present a holy grail that is true to my nature. The road to it will be lined with
rubber, but where does it lead to? The fetish becomes my path. But what is the navigation
beacon that it leads to? 

Can there be some sort of identifiable mastery of the fetish that is the “pursuit of
excellence” (2)? 

Consider this:
There is a Zen-like mindfulness practice in Japan called Shinrin Yoku, which means "forest
bathing". The idea is to walk through a forest and immerse your consciousness in the
sights, sounds and smells around you as deeply as possible. 

Gomu Yoku ("rubber bathing") 

To “Become Rubber” -- to fully embrace Mistress_Hevea, immerse yourself in her.
Spiritualize it. Make it your Quest. 

===================================
OK, so how could all this make me a better person?
o Pay it Forward!
o "Jonathan (Livingston Seagull) didn’t just stop at achieving perfection, he took it a step
further. He thought it best that learnings be shared with others, to let them know that we
can think beyond our present circumstances for a blissful future". (unknown) 

EACH ONE, TEACH ONE! 

Footnotes:
(1) "ataraxia": from the Greek, "to look upon all things with a mind at peace."
(2) A reference to Aristotle’s “happiness comes from the pursuit of excellence” 

(§@21.0828-1415.06BR§) 
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br2020.0100-????  #88 Carlee is discovered in rubber by Ramona
(again!)

§@21.0805-1113.23BR§

==perhaps Carlee is discovered in her full rubber by Ramona again but this time Carlee
has a few things to say to her.

CARLEE>> (asks Ramona) “Are you in this world to meet my expectations?”

RAMONA>> “Of course not. Who I am or what I do is none of your concern.”

CARLEE>> “The same goes for me.  If you don’t like the fact that I am wearing latex
clothing, it is none of your concern. So piss off!”

br2020.0200-0100  #481 My First Student
[ 200101-1158.31.br§  

=someone responds to my stories and asks if she can somehow live them. Would I
teach her how?

=She arrives at the Hahnastery
= 

br2020.0200-0100 Marla is coming here!

Dear Marla!

I am thrilled that you want to come live with me as an aspiring
rubbernunk! I will teach you all I know about jumping into your fetish with
both feet. 

I have become quite accustomed to seeing only Javin day in and day
out. He is a wonderful person. But, I must admit that it would also be nice to
have a new, rogue element (I.e. you) join us to stir things up a bit.

I talked it over with Javin and he is open to the idea of you living here
for a while as a boarder so that you can join my temple. He wants to meet
you first. These are some of his “rules”:
1. You do not interfere with his work. He wants you to wear a gag as much
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1. You do not interfere with his work. He wants you to wear a gag as much

as possible during his working hours as I do. This is in deference to his
need for quiet. As a novice, it  is also an act of submission to
Mistress_Hevea. This is will be rather weird at first and will take some
getting used-to but after a while you will probably come to enjoy it.
Routine communications between the three of us during these times will
be in writing only unless speech is really necessary. This is only
applicable between 8a.m. and 6p.m.  It’s also a good way to earn your
PointZ.

2. You will assist me in the housekeeping. Your title is “maid”. I am senior.
Most of it will involve very mundane cleaning, cooking, etc. However,
there will be some projects such as house painting, cleaning out some of
the sheds, etc.  

3.
4. Pay your rent on time. It will only be a few hundred dollars a month,

which is basically just the cost of your food, etc. 
5. You will be expect 
6. No visitors. Period. 
7. Note: there is no cell service this far away from civilization. We do have

satellite Internet but the bandwidth is limited and does not work well
during heavy cloud cover. He suggests that you use Skype for voice
communications but refrain from video when possible. He will help you
set it up if needed. 

I also want you to think long, deep and hard about this. You will be
becoming a monastic with one focus: to earn 10,000 PointZ before taking
your vows as a rubbernunk. This will not be an easy task. It will require
commitment, self-discipline and resolve that you are probably not
accustomed to. It may take a year or so to do it. (12 x 720 = 8,640 PointZ)
You will be here to focus on the goal and nothing else.  

I must also caution you. This place really is a monastery. You will see no
one except during our treks to Thorpton on Saturdays. Your only other
contact with outsiders will be through email. Otherwise, there will only be the
three of us and, even then, there will be very little conversation between us
during the daytime.  

Javin once said that the solitude in this place can be soul-crushing. Do
not underestimate this. If you come here you will become a true monastc.
The only way to not go crazy is to focus all of your thinking and actions on
serving Mistress_Hevea as a sort of priestess in her temple.
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br2020.0300-0000 Heveanism, the philosophy of Deep Rubber Fetish

br2020.0500-???? #200 Javin appears in a catsuit

§@21.1006-0423.43BR§

==The moment of ataraxia is reached when Javin surprises Carlee when he appears in a
catsuit one night. 

Javin was entirely heterosexual whereas my orientation is entirely rubbersexual. He was
“wired” to recharge his energy with someone of the opposite sex. I recharge mine through
going inward deeply. The part that may be confusing to you, Marla, is that while I am
rubbersexual, I am also both hetero-emotional and hetero-intellectual . I can love a man
with my heart and my head

“I’ve finally decided to try it. I have always thought of latex as being claustrophobic, hot,
sweaty and generally uncomfortable.” He gestured with both hands toward the black latex
covering his body. “Wow, this is really unexpected! I thought I would hate it but I was
wrong. It doesn’t feel ‘sexual’ to me, but then, nothing does these days. However, I really
like the comfort aspect of it. It seems to stimulate my skin everywhere that it is touched
by it. It feels wonderful. Now I suddenly have a clue as to why you like it so much! It feels
wonderful. I cannot even begin to explain why. My skin loves it!]

br2020.1000-0001 #500 Comes out to her daughter
[atx@21.0805-1150.16]

§@21.0805-1125.37BR§

Dear Marla, 

The saga continues…

“Javin, I can do this!” 

The doorbell had just rung. We both knew that it was &&Amy, one of my long-lost
daughters. She had somehow found my email address and we began communicating but
gingerly tiptoed around my fetish. She had had an “apostasy” and wanted to reconnect
with me. I described the Hahnestery to her in one of my replies and included a few
pictures.  She quickly wrote back and said she’d like to meet here because coming here
sounded like an adventure. And, as it happened, Amy’s husband, Mark, had some
business in Thorpton in a month and they could then swing out to the Hahnestery. 

 What she did not know was that I would be answering the door in my full RubberNunk
habit. I would not be false to them. They both would see the “real” me and would have to
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habit. I would not be false to them. They both would see the “real” me and would have to

accept that right from the start.

 Or, they could leave. 

The last time I saw Amy was when we had a scream-fest over my fetish and she stormed
out many years ago. That was the last time I saw her for a generation. When I opened the
door today and saw  my own long-lost daughter standing there I immediately recognized
her, although she was no longer the young woman I knew her as. Amy was now a 43 year
old woman whose face told me she had seen some of the world.   

She did not recognize me at first, probably because of the hood I was wearing  — only my
eyes and lips were exposed.  “Hello, Amy. I am your mother.”

A spark of fear in her eyes.  It was apparent that there would be no body hugs from either
us just yet. Yet there was also a strange feeling that if we could somehow break the ice we
might even start to like each other a tiny bit. 

She gasped. “Whoa, I was really not prepared prepared for this, Mother. I sorta figured
you might  wear some your rubber stuff but nothing like this. You look like some sort of
nun!”

I smiled inside my hood. “Yes, my life has taken on a bit of spirituality, you might say.” I
didn’t want to tell her too much too soon.

Her face told me she was struggling with trying to process this in her mind. She just
stared at me in incomprehension. I realized that the last time she had seen me in latex
was when she was a kid.  I tried to be honest with my kids. They would  find out about it
sooner or later so I decided not to hide it from them. I had no desire to get them
interested but did not want them to hate me for hiding it from them, either. Don, my first
husband and their father, went along with this for a while. But when  my daughters began
to move into their late teens they crossed paths with a rather passionate evangelical
Christian who turned both of their belief systems upside down and made her hate me.
When Don and I divorced not long after that, both of my daughters convinced the court
that they did not want to live with their “disgusting mother”. He got custody. I lost them.   

Mark broke the silence of this awkward moment by extending his hand to me. “HI, I am
Mark, Amy’s husband. It is a pleasure to meet you. Amy has told me a bit about you. She
coached me to expect some hint of kink, but I had no idea you would be dressed in such
an awesome fetish garment. I think it is marvelous.”

“Thank you.”  I was certainly not expecting that! 

“How would you like me to address you?”

“Oh,” I replied, a bit surprised. “Just call me Carlee.” I was somewhat impressed right
away. He was sensitive to my name protocol. I wish everyone was polite like that.

I introduced both of them to Javin, stressing that he is my employer. We sat down in the
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I introduced both of them to Javin, stressing that he is my employer. We sat down in the

living room. 

Amy turned to me. “Mother, I know this is difficult. We have not seen each other in many
years. Some things have changed and some haven’t. Let me first tell you what has
happened to me because it might make it a lot easier for you when it’s your turn tell me
your story.“

I nodded.

She continued. ”I can clearly see that your fetish has blossomed in scope. I was not
expecting the extent of the apparent spiritual dynamic to it. I will want you to explain it to
me in some detail later.”

Amy took both of my hands in hers and looked directly into my eyes. “Mom, about 15
years ago I had a serious falling-out with the Lord — a massive apostasy in which I
suddenly realized that, while pure Christianity is beautiful, what we have today is largely
just cult of personality, lip service … and a veiled profit/power motive which misses the
whole point, perhaps even deliberately so.  I put down my Bible and have not picked it up
since. My eyes became open and I saw what a sham I was involved with..”

She continued, “Then I found Mark. We fell in love at first site. But it soon became
apparent that he also liked what I thought of as deviant sex.”

Mark interrupted and said, “I like BDSM, Carlee. All kinds of it.” He seemed proud of that.

Amy spoke again. “Yes, you sure do.” Then, turning toward me again, “At first it horrified
me much like your fetish did. But then something very strange happened. I found that I
liked it. Yes, I not only like being restrained, I also discovered that I liked both giving and
receiving a bit of pain, too. It’s marvelous though not for everyone. Even some of the
psychological stuff like power exchanges became intriguing. I did not expect this to
happen. It blew my mind. Suddenly my sex life exploded! I even began to go to BDSM
clubs with Mark. It’s all kind of a big thing for us. Wow! You would not believe some of the
kinky things we have done, Mother.”

“Oh, I can imagine, believe me.”

“You’re gonna love this, Mom. I have even owned a few pieces of latex. Can you believe
that?”

 “Interesting! Of course now you realize that I have to ask you how you like it?”

“To be honest, it was ‘OK’. I can think of other things that interest me more. I cannot
muster anything like the passion you have for it, Mother. ”
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br2020.1200-0010  #675  I am floored
[§190706-1519.37§ 

Dear Marla,

 The moment of ataraxia was reached when our eyes met tonight and, for the first
time in the two years I had worked for him, I saw real desire in his. 

This wasn’t the desire of lust. This felt deeper. Much deeper! 

It was that incredible moment when you just know someone is destined to be your
soul mate.  I’ve had a handful of those moments in my life when I knew I was in love.
Inevitably, they ended badly because of the incompatibility of our sexualities. 

Javin had secretly ordered a latex catsuit and had surprised the hell out of me by
being in it when I walked into the home theater last night night.

“I wanted to surprise you with this suit. I wanted this to be a very special night for
us. I wanted this to be the night we truly joined in rubber. I wanted this to be the right
night to do this.”

He carefully laid a tiny velvet-covered box on the table for me to open.

I opened it.

An engagement ring!

But then a concerned look came over his face. 

“I was going to take the leap,” he said. “I’ve always told you that I find the very idea
of wearing latex to be  hot, sweaty, claustrophobic and generally uncomfortable. Aside
from some of your toy things, I have never experienced covering my entire body in it.
Those feelings overwhelmed me when I put this suit on for the first time just a few
minutes ago.  My body is still quite adverse to it. It is very uncomfortable. My skin feels
like it is suffocating. I really want to take it off. Carlee, for me to wear rubber is just not in
the cards. I’m sorry.”

Then his eyes lit up.  “But, that doesn’t mean I don’t like seeing you in your rubber
and submitting yourself entirely to Mistress_Hevea. I love being a part of that because you
love it. I love it because it makes you happy and complete. And that makes me happy and
complete.”  
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Just then something big and monumental dawned on me. 

I was in love with this man. 

But this was in a very different way from all of my previous loves. This time it was
with a man with who seemed to find joy in helping me to be who I really am. For the first
time in my life here was a man who I did not need to hide my relationship with
Goddess__Mistress_Hevea from. In fact, he supported and encouraged it right from the
beginning. Javin did not need me to be heterosexual and I didn’t need him to be
rubbersexual. 

I have waited all my life for this.
  
We had both lived in close proximity to each other for something over two years but

now it suddenly seemed clear to me. Even though we were of utterly different sexual
orientations, we had somehow made it work. He thrilled in the way I love rubber and I
found that I was equally thrilled to simply be with him. 

We are not compatible, yet we are. We’re both different yet it is the recognition of
that difference that brings us together.

It’s really a matter of love. I love helping you become all that you can be and you
help me do the same. It is the striving that we both love in each other.

In the following weeks I found that I cleaned his house and cooked his meals with
much more than pride. I did it with love for him. And he seemed to have new enthusiasm
for producing my fetish scenarios.

We were married in a small ceremony a few weeks later. He floored me by
suggesting that I be in latex for the wedding. That night he told me that he wanted me to
sleep with Tom, Dick and Harry under my suit. He laid next to me with the big vibrator in
his hand and teased me until we both fell asleep from exhaustion. 

br2020.????  #103 shopping in Thorpton in her nunk habit
§@21.0805-1112.31BR§

=Or maybe she comes out to the world by shopping in Thorpton in her nunk habit in full view. (or the “Beer
guns and ammo” store in Beaver Ville (or both)
                                                                                                    

==[[atx:NEED SCENES:]]  We could have some fun with this— the stares, the smirks from
people in the store, how they react to this “rubber-being” shopping in the store with them, etc,  but Carlee
is safe because no one knows who she is under all that latex. What are Javin’s reactions to their behavior?
What does he think they are thinking about this?

br2020.1200-0010  #675  I am floored
[§190706-1519.37§ 
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Dear Marla,

 The moment of ataraxia was reached when our eyes met tonight and, for the first
time in the two years I had worked for him, I saw real desire in his. 

This wasn’t the desire of lust. This felt deeper. Much deeper! 

It was that incredible moment when you just know someone is destined to be your
soul mate.  I’ve had a handful of those moments in my life when I knew I was in love.
Inevitably, they ended badly because of the incompatibility of our sexualities. 

Javin had secretly ordered a latex catsuit and had surprised the hell out of me by
being in it when I walked into the home theater last night night.

“I wanted to surprise you with this suit. I wanted this to be a very special night for
us. I wanted this to be the night we truly joined in rubber. I wanted this to be the right
night to do this.”

He carefully laid a tiny velvet-covered box on the table for me to open.

I opened it.

An engagement ring!

But then a concerned look came over his face. 

“I was going to take the leap,” he said. “I’ve always told you that I find the very idea
of wearing latex to be  hot, sweaty, claustrophobic and generally uncomfortable. Aside
from some of your toy things, I have never experienced covering my entire body in it.
Those feelings overwhelmed me when I put this suit on for the first time just a few
minutes ago.  My body is still quite adverse to it. It is very uncomfortable. My skin feels
like it is suffocating. I really want to take it off. Carlee, for me to wear rubber is just not in
the cards. I’m sorry.”

Then his eyes lit up.  “But, that doesn’t mean I don’t like seeing you in your rubber
and submitting yourself entirely to Mistress_Hevea. I love being a part of that because you
love it. I love it because it makes you happy and complete. And that makes me happy and
complete.”  

Just then something big and monumental dawned on me. 

I was in love with this man. 

But this was in a very different way from all of my previous loves. This time it was
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But this was in a very different way from all of my previous loves. This time it was

with a man with who seemed to find joy in helping me to be who I really am. For the first
time in my life here was a man who I did not need to hide my relationship with
Goddess__Mistress_Hevea from. In fact, he supported and encouraged it right from the
beginning. Javin did not need me to be heterosexual and I didn’t need him to be
rubbersexual. 

I have waited all my life for this.
  
We had both lived in close proximity to each other for something over two years but

now it suddenly seemed clear to me. Even though we were of utterly different sexual
orientations, we had somehow made it work. He thrilled in the way I love rubber and I
found that I was equally thrilled to simply be with him. 

We are not compatible, yet we are. We’re both different yet it is the recognition of
that difference that brings us together.

It’s really a matter of love. I love helping you become all that you can be and you
help me do the same. It is the striving that we both love in each other.

In the following weeks I found that I cleaned his house and cooked his meals with
much more than pride. I did it with love for him. And he seemed to have new enthusiasm
for producing my fetish scenarios.

We were married in a small ceremony a few weeks later. He floored me by
suggesting that I be in latex for the wedding. That night he told me that he wanted me to
sleep with Tom, Dick and Harry under my suit. He laid next to me with the big vibrator in
his hand and teased me until we both fell asleep from exhaustion. 

br2020.0400-NOTES #231  Rubber Priestess as feminine archetype
§@21.0819-0900.28BR§

The Priestess is a powerful feminine archetype.

A woman who embodies this archetype takes her space in this world fully.
She sees the world as her space for creation.
She sees the Earth as her home, where she is honoured to be and serve.
The Priestess rests in her power and lives her life in alignment with her Spirit.

Her love and softness are her greatest weapons.

She has no interest in the games of the ego. She has no interest in competing with others.
She is here in service.
She is surrendered to the Divine will and she allows each step she takes to be guided.
She initiates men and women into the mysteries of this magnificent life.
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The Priestess knows that she is here on a mission.

Her mission is to bring empowerment and awakening to this world and to represent the
powerful feminine force in its totality and its vulnerability.

The Priestess knows that she is here to bring life.

She is here to serve love.

Based on that premise, everything takes on a completely different meaning, where every
choice has to be in alignment with her mission.

This path is not for everyone, it is only for those who feel a deep resonance in their souls.
It is a path in which our ancient wisdom will be restored and celebrated.

@20.0300-  #23 Grok Gomu_Yoku
Mistress_Hevea doesn’t just make me wear rubber, she makes it my life. I _live_ for  it. It
is the main focus of my days and nights.

br2020.9999  Becoming Rubber Publication License
§@21.0726-1029.44BR§

NOTICE

"Becoming Rubber: The Original Manuscript" is 
Copyright (c) 2021-22 by  Ataraxia@rubbernaut.com

BECOMING RUBBER PUBLICATION LICENSE 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

"Becoming Rubber: The Original Manuscript" (i.e. the "Story"), to deal in the Story without

restriction, including without limitation the non-exclusive rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Story, and to permit

persons to whom the Story is furnished to also do so, SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING

CONDITIONS:

1. You must prefix the title of your derivative work with the words: "Becoming
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1. You must prefix the title of your derivative work with the words: "Becoming

Rubber:" (but do not include "the Original Manuscript" in it.)

2. You must imprint "(Based on 'Becoming Rubber: The Original Manuscript'

©2021 by  Ataraxia@rubbernaut.com)" verbatim on the title page of your derivative work

directly under your name as the author.
3. This Becoming Rubber License and permission notice with these three

numbered conditions, must be included verbatim in the page immediately following the
title page AND as the last page in all copies or substantial portions of your derivative work.

I also ask, merely as a courtesy, that you inform me if you are using my Original
Manuscript to inspire or produce your own derivative work. It’s just nice to know. (Thanks)

br2000.0000-0010... Becoming Rubber Publication License
§@21.0726-1029.44BR§

NOTICE

"Becoming Rubber: The Original Manuscript" is 
Copyright (c) 2021-22 by  Ataraxia@rubbernaut.com

BECOMING RUBBER PUBLICATION LICENSE 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

"Becoming Rubber: The Original Manuscript" (i.e. the "Story"), to deal in the Story without

restriction, including without limitation the non-exclusive rights to use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Story, and to permit

persons to whom the Story is furnished to also do so.

I ask the following in return Provide appropriate attribution if you do something with my
work. Also, merely as a courtesy, please let me know if you are using my Original
Manuscript to inspire or produce your own derivative work. It’s just nice to know.
(Thanks)  

 SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:

1. You must prefix the title of your derivative work with the words: "Becoming

Rubber:" (but do not include "the Original Manuscript" in it.)

2. You must imprint "(Based on 'Becoming Rubber: The Original Manuscript'

©2022 by  Ataraxia@rubbernaut.com)" verbatim on the title page of your derivative work

directly under your name as the author.
3. This Becoming Rubber Publication License with these three numbered
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3. This Becoming Rubber Publication License with these three numbered

conditions, must be published intact and verbatim in the page immediately following your
title page AND as the last page in all copies or substantial portions of your derivative work.

You are invited to use any of the Characters, Setting and/or Plot of my story as principal
elements of your creation. I would just like a bit of credit. This is part of my legacy. Thank
you.
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br2000.__ BECOMING RUBBER: The Original Manuscript (title pg, etc.) 1
br2000.0000-0001___TITLE PAGE__ 1
br2000.0000-0010 MIT License.. 366
br2000.0000-0050 WORKING DRAFT Conventions (IMPORTANT! Read This First!!) 1
br2002.__ PREFACE 2
br2012.01__ ACT I: THE HAHNESTERY 3
br2012.0400__ ACT II: DOWN THE (rh) RABBIT HOLE [self discovery] (point of no
return) 28
br2012-04__ Out of the Closet - Secret discovered! [time: Springtime] 29
br2013.1100-____ What it’s like to have a deep fetish(description) 43
br2013.1150-____ Starting Life in Rubber 65
br2013.1200-____ Stagnation & Hedonic Adaptation Problems 58
br2013.1300-____ Bottom of the Rabbit Hole 73
br2013.4000-____ Mistress_Hevea 87
br2013.5000-____ Tulpa ?
br2018.ACT III __ MIRROR MOMENT: It’s not a bug; it’s a feature! 114
br2019..ACT IV__ PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE 139
br2019.0700-___ MEDITATIVE RUBBERSPACE 390
br2019.1000-____ The Aristolesphere 146
br2019.2000-____ Deep Play - Living For Rubber (L4R) 211
br2019.2000-____ POINTZ as Deep Play 160
br2019.3000-____ Gomu_YOKU 265
br2019.4000-0100 #140 STORAGE - a time for Rubberspace 335
br2020.ACT V__ BODHISATTVA 353

br2031.__ CARLEE'S ORDEAL CATALOG

The Catalog

A repository of 
Carlee records various dream scenarios she has had.

this is where I need help. What does she experience over the next two hours that makes
this a “pointZ Ordeal” What did it feel like? Suppose it was so “challenging” that she could
not quite make it to the required 2 hours??

Br2013 Safe, sane bondage with safewords and fail-safes.
§@22.0505-0150.07BR§

JAVIN>> “Are you into bondage, Carlee?”

CARLEE>> “Oh yes, I often have fantasies about being restrained in tight, inescapable
bondage.”
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JAVIN>> “I could help you with that, if you like. However, there are only the two of us
here. While I am in pretty good health for may age, there  is always a possibility that I
could have a heart attack or other problem. In the interest of your safety, I think we
should always try to make your bondage  escapable, somehow.  If something happened to
me, there is no one else here to release you.

CARLEE>> “I know, that’s a something I need to seriously consider. Knowing that my
bondage is inescapable is part of the thrill. I would sort of miss that.

JAVIN>> “Maybe we could do something with your timed lock boxes or something like that
where after a couple of hours, you would have access to keys as a fail safe. 

CARLEE>> “I agree.  If you dropped dead, I could ultimately die a slow death from
starvation and dehydration if I could not release myself from the chains, ropes or
whatever.

JAVIN>> “Yeah, I would feel better about that. Maybe I should tell George Simmonds
[[next door neighbor]] to check up on you if I don’t make my daily check-in phone call to him.
He’s sort of a redneck, but maybe he would be kool about it. We’d have to explore that
carefully.

CARLEE>> “I met his some Michael out in the garden a while back. He saw my rubber but
was OK with it. He was a medic in the Army stationed in Germany, so he’s seen fetish
before.  Maybe we could set something up with him.

JAVIN>> “Oh yes, Michael is the closest thing we have to a doctor in the area. Caroline
[[Javin’s deceased wife]] accidentally cut herself pretty badly and Michael sewed her up. She was
bleeding pretty heavily. It’s a good thing he was around. “

CARLEE>> “We’d also have to be careful about my bones. I am certainly no spring
chicken. I’ve always been fascinated with armbinders but have never had a chance to try
them. I suspect they can be hard on the shoulder and maybe elbow joints. At my age, that
might cause some problems. I think immobilization might be OK, but I’d need to be
careful about anything involving contortions that would put too much strain on my joints.
Oh, to be young again… “

JAVIN>> “Agreed. We should probably feel our way into those kinds of things so that   you
don’t do something that might cause damage. “

br2019.3100-====  #10 make your fetish a perfomance art

== Display mannequin?  

br2013.0715 #1381 “Victorian Housekeeper” movie—>story
§@19.0716-0842.48§ 

[ post 2.0 coming out)
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One night we had smoked a joint and watched a movie in a Victorian Era setting with two
different royal families, each with a huge house and a plethora of “traditional” domestic
servants. House “A” clearly did not appreciate their staff as human beings nor did they
even regard them as “part of the team” — they were there to cook and clean and that’s
all. Deviation from strict protocols and work standards were often grounds for termination,
fines or beatings. Dictatorial, miserly and blatantly condescending attitudes towards the
staff was a calculated management philosophy deliberately taught to the royal children as
they grew up. Wages were low to begin with yet the cost of such things as food, uniforms,
etc. were also deducted from them. Raises, vacations or even holidays were unheard of.
Female staff were often sexually abused. As a result, this house was plagued by a high
rate of troubles and turnover. Few of the servants lasted more than a year or so. No one,
including the members of royal family “A”, itself, seemed very happy.  

House “B” was quite altogether different. The royal family members regarded their staff
members as much more than mere maids, butlers, etc. While each one of them had
particular duties to perform, they were honored as part of the extended family and
encouraged to actualize themselves in any way possible. For example, they were taught
how to read and write and encouraged to read books from the family library. The staff
were reasonably well paid. Room, board and uniforms were included as part of their
compensation. There were promotions, occasional gifts, wage raises and bonuses, holidays
and vacations and even retirement pensions. If one of the staff became sick or fell into a
hardship, the royal family would endeavor to help out  - or vice versa. Unlike those in
House “A”, the “B” family and their domestic staff had longlasting, caring relationships built
on trust and a sense of responsibility to each other.  As a result, staff turnover was
virtually non-existent. Household “B” ran like harmonious clockwork and everyone seemed
happy.  

One of the senior housekeepers in House “B” had learned to love her job with an almost
Zen-like attitude.  She strove every day to somehow do it better. She sang or hummed as
she worked. She wore a magnificent Victorian-style housekeeper’s uniform dress in black
with lots of white ruffles and other trim along with a huge apron.  The skirt was quite full
and went down to her ankles — it swished and swayed as she walked. It was embellished
with the house coat of arms which she clearly regarded as a badge of honor.  She had
made the dress herself and was very proud of it! 

Aside from being quite beautiful, what caught my eye about her gown was that the
material was quite shiny — I don’t know what kind if fabric it was — but at times the way
if flowed or hung reminded me of shiny latex.  It was beautiful! Half-jokingly, I called
Javin’s attention to it saying, “I would love to wear something like that as your
housekeeper!”  He laughed a bit and said he thought the dress was “spectacular” and he’d
love seeing me in something like that but there was just no way he could afford to get me
anything like that.  

That night I tossed and turned. I could not get my mind off of that Victorian housekeeper’s
dress. As with many of my dreams, it evolved into a full-blow lucid dream fantasy. I
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dress. As with many of my dreams, it evolved into a full-blow lucid dream fantasy. I

imagined myself working in the kitchen of House B, wearing that uniform except that mine
was made of latex. I tried to figure out how something like that could be assembled and
what it would feel like both when I first put it on in the morning and later, at dinner time,
when I had been working in it all day long. A story began to take shape in my mind. And I
was becoming very horny.

morning[=washing`dining`table]`white`maid`97%`steel`collar`Monica`OTTER`morning`180331-1127.56 `BR®.jpg

By 2 a.m. it was still raining hard outside. I finally got up and put on my catsuit. Then I
locked myself into my chastity belt prevent me from masturbating. A few days before I
had put the key under a rock a ways from the house. I often did stuff like that to make it
more difficult to remove the belt. The heavy rain that night would further discourage
retrieval of the key.

I had sometimes forced myself to remain in the belt for a day or more when Frank was out
of town using some devious method like the key-under-the-rock trick. There were times
when I had wished that I could find someone who would absolutely withhold the key from
me until I had worn the belt a for a certain prescribed time or accomplished some
daunting task. Some times I would add a phallus or two to the belt to really drive myself
crazy, but I could not do that for more than 8-10 hours before it became too
uncomfortable. I have always loved the delightful torture of being on the “edge” and
prolonging my orgasms for hours or even days. Hey, why abruptly end such a wonderful
feeling with an orgasm when it can be made to last for hours and hours! 

I discovered, too, that when my orgasms were denied by the belt, my mind seemed to
gush with energy. I often channeled that energy into my writing. While I could not orgasm
with the belt on, even if I moved my hips or legs just a little, the steel belt, which pressed
on my labia, the motion would be transmitted to my clitoris creating small bits of
marvelous feeling. Throughout the day while I was wearing it, all of my activities such as
walking, climbing stairs or even just sitting at my computer would create a constant state
of stimulation. It eroticised my daily life.
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I even once mailed the key to myself on a Friday and had to stay trapped in the belt for an
entire weekend until the postman delivered my key on the following Monday! I wrote a
novella that weekend!

This time the story that poured out of me was about a very rural Victorian family that had,
somehow, discovered how to make garment quality latex sheet back in those days, long
before it’s actual discovery in the late 1800’s. They used the latex to  create fancy clothing
for themselves as well as their domestic servants. Everyone in the household wore it! It
was the hallmark of the house!  They all had  “day” costumes. These were designed
primarily for practicality and durability but still had the Victorian flair. Then, in the evening,
just before dinner was served, the entire household would all change into fancy, very
formal evening apparel with high collars, jackets, jewelry, lace and other embellishments,
all in latex. Guests were either amazed or aghast when they dined with this strange family.
The family kept the latex-making process a big secret, so no one else was able to wear it. 

The words gushed from my imagination to the word processor in my computer for well
over an hour. I discovered that rocking my hips would often give me a small spurt of new
energy or helped me regain my focus on the task at hand. Sometimes I just could not
type fast enough as my fantasy continued to expand and evolve in my mind. Eventually
my creative juices began to dwindle and I finally reached the end of my story. I quickly
proof-read it, made some minor changes including adding “The  Victorian Housekeeper” as
its title. Then I uploaded it to LatexStories.net where my other stories were published. It
was almost 4a.m. and I was dead tired by then. I grabbed my flashlight and ran out into
the rain to retrieve the key. When I returned, I quickly removed it, had a delightful orgasm
and then fell asleep. I still had my catsuit on. I would take it off and take a shower when I
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and then fell asleep. I still had my catsuit on. I would take it off and take a shower when I

awoke the next morning. Fortunately, it would be a Saturday, so I did not have to work. I
could sleep in.

   

br2031.ORDEAL-0050 #1920 The Closet (storage)
§20.0425-1441.07br§ 

One day when we were shopping in Thorpton, Javin became intrigued by boxes of
mirror tiles we had found in one of the stores. They were each about a foot square and
had an adhesive backing on them. I remember one of Frank’s friends had one end of their
living room entirely covered in mirror tiles like these. The effect was to make the room
look much larger than it really was but it also created an optical illusion that was a bit
unsettling.  

These mirror tiles were in a clearance sale and were very cheap. Javin bought a half-
dozen of boxes of them for some reason. He is not exactly the interior decorator type, so I
had a hunch he had some sort of diabolical purpose in mind for them. I knew better than
to ask him why.

A few weeks later when it was near the end of the month and I was scrambling to meet
my PointZ quota, I presented myself to him one afternoon for some PointZ-rich ordeal of
his choosing. I had my maid uniform on over my skinsuit.

“I’m falling behind on my daily budget of PointZ,” I announced. “I need to earn around
50 or so to get back on track so that I don’t have a deficit at the end of the month. Do you
have anything in mind that will help me get back on track fast?”

Javin grunted and led me over to the smaller of the two closets in his study, which used
to be the master bedroom. The closet was probably 3 feet deep and only 4-5 feet wide —
a rather small space. He had lined most of it with the mirror tiles. There were even mirror
tiles mounted on the ceiling and floor! The armbinder, my heavy padded collar, ball gag
and some leg cuffs hung ominously on a nail in the door frame. He turned on a flood lamp
mounted in one corner which illuminated the entire closet brightly and played with the
mirrors lining it. 

He ceremoniously pulled my arms together behind my back, slid the armbinder over
them, buckled the shoulder straps and laced it tightly so that my elbows almost touched.
Next he slid the collar around my neck, closed it and fastened the back of it to the
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Next he slid the collar around my neck, closed it and fastened the back of it to the

horizontal bar in the closet on which clothes were normally hung. The connecting clip
between the bar and the collar had just enough slack to allow me to move my head freely.
Then he mounted the cuffs on each of my ankles, spread my feet apart about a yard or so
and roped them to D-rings in the floor so that I was in a somewhat spread-eagled
position. My feet rested in the only place where there were no mirror tiles. Finally, he
attached the blood pressure monitoring sensor to my wrist.

“OK, we’ll call this the ‘closet ordeal’,” he announced. “In a moment I’ll mount your gag
and close the door. I’ll open the door once in a while to let some fresh air in, but it’s likely
to get a bit hot and stuffy in here. I’ve also set an automatic timer to turn the light on and
off at random intervals of no less the 5 minutes and no more than 10 to play with your
mind and add a little more zest to your experience. Let’s give this a double-forfeit value of,
say, 10 PointZ per hour.” It was not a question. 

He had learned that I liked him to be proactive, creative and not squeamish about
creating mild discomfort in my ordeals. By now he also had a good sense of my tolerance
levels. While no one other than me could ever really understand my strong motivations to
seemingly torture myself with the PointZ game, he realized that it was a very important
game to me, accepted it and played along. After a while I think he began to enjoy being
my “producer” because of the creative and engineering challenges as well as the
satisfaction they gave me. 

 “How long do you ‘officially’ want me to leave you in here? Choose wisely! You know
the rules! You can quit any time but the double-deficit rule applies to this. So, if you tell
me you want to do it for 3 hours to earn 30 PointZ but quit for any reason before then, we
subtract twice that — 60 PointZ —  from your current total, so it really behooves you to
endure the entire 3 hours!”

I had learned from past that some of these ordeals could often be  more difficult to
endure than first met the eye. This would be my first time with this one, so it was an
unknown. “I think I’ll just try two hours, Javin. Maybe I’ll do more next time once I know
what to expect from it.”

“So,” he asked, “your are committing to two hours then?”

I nodded.

“I will, of course, be working at my desk barely 10 feet away the whole time. Hopefully
I can get some work done! There is a small TV camera in the closet so I can monitor you
at all times. I’ll also be keeping an eye on your blood pressure. I even have a small urinal
jar to pee in so I won’t have to leave you for even a minute. When I close the door, I want
you to wait 10 seconds and then try three, long mono-tonal screams in succession into
your gag. That’s your safeword. I want to make sure I can hear it through the door. I’ll
knock to let you know I can hear it.”

He pointed to the clock on the wall. “It’s 2:13pm now. If you can endure this until 4:13,
you’ll get 20 PointZ. If not, you lose 40! Do you understand?”
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“Yes, I am ready.”

He pushed the ball gag into my mouth, buckled it behind my head and closed the door.

I counted to ten and then screamed as loudly as I could. Of course, it was really just
more of a loud “hmmmmmmp” because the ball gag blocked much of it, but soon there
was a knock on the door. He tapped on the door  to let me know that he had0 heard it.

With the door closed, I had expected to see reflection bounced between the mirrors on
parallel walls so that I would seem to be in some sort of “infinitity loop[ mirrorsinfinity]”.
But, I soon realized that Javin had mounted many of the mirror tiles so that they were not
exactly parallel but were angled in random directions, perhaps, 10-15 degrees off the the
wall. This created an amazingly complex kaleidoscopic effect. He is so clever and devious
sometimes!

The tiles on the floor reflected upward to the tiles on the ceiling but, because they were
angled slightly, the tiles on the wall picked up some of these reflections and threw them to
others at still more different angles. 

No matter which way I looked I saw a reflection of various parts of me in my
“predicament” from all sides and angles. If I looked upward I could see parts of my crotch,
the underside of my legs and chin, mingled with images of the top, back and front of my
body.  Any movement created a kaleidescope of motion, all around me, emphasizing the
fact that I was bound and covered in latex. Everywhere I looked all I could see was some
detail of the ordeal I was enduring. It was surreal. I felt like I was in some other world or
dimension! 

 [[atx: IRRELEVANT????]  I also had some trouble orienting myself to what was up and down. At times I felt like I was
floating in mid-air but then quickly yanked back to my bonds. This was very spatially disorienting and made me a bit dizzy at first. It
took a few minutes for my mind to map all this new, crazy visual information. I think it gradually adapted to it by dismissing the visual
sensations and relying more on my internal sense of gravity. Still, this was all like nothing I had ever experienced. I knew already that

this was going to be a rather long two hours. ]

At first I was fairly comfortable in my restraints but after a while my hips and the
muscles in my legs began to ache from the strain of standing with them spread so far
apart. I also began to experience some discomfort in my shoulders and upper back from
the forcing of my elbows together by the armbinder. 

I am not a so-called “pain-slut” though I do have a fairly high tolerance to it. I actually
relish the slow, general discomfort of this type in small doses. It is my nature to be lightly
masochistic. Whips, needles or serious pain from extreme bondage are simply not
something that interests me at all. I especially liked the inescapability of my situation. 

What seemed gratifying to me about ordeals like this are that I am paying “penance” to
Hevea. This is something she enjoys and I find it weirdly satisfying to submit her whims.

I stood there, struggling to find a comfortable position, but there were none. No matter
how I positioned my body, some part of it would ache soon after. Of course, I could do
little else. My bonds held me in place. It is said that, when in bondage, all you can do is
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little else. My bonds held me in place. It is said that, when in bondage, all you can do is

just Be. It forces you to focus on the here and now. You have to endure it.  It throws you
into an alternate state of consciousness. That is the nature of bondage.

`idea`maid`storage`in`closet`0.00`harness@20.0204-1125.jpg

[=`maid`storage`in`closet`65%`blk`@20.0731-1232.jpg
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Javin had said that he thought it would get stuffy in there. Yup! I think it was the
combination of the hot floodlight and the heat from my body that made things get warmer
in the closet. I also noticed I was breathing  more heavily from the gradual depletion of
the oxygen in the closet. It was making me sweat profusely in my latex skinsuit. Droplets
of perspiration from my head would sneak down my forehead and irritate my eyes. What
would happen if I passed out?  Then I remembered that Javin was both watching me
through the camera as well as monitoring my blood pressure. He could come to the rescue
very quickly. I appreciated that he was always so concerned about my safety in these
ordeals, particularly because I am not a young woman at all.

Suddenly the light went out. I was in total darkness. Apparently Javin had made sure
that no light came in from under the door or anywhere else. 

The sudden darkness was also disorienting. My brain had to quickly switch from one
crazy state of consciousness with the mirrors to another one with the utter  absence of
light.  I could no longer see my predicament but as the minutes dragged by my mind
focused more on the tactile sensations. I began to become even more aware of the
sensations of the latex covering my entire body as well as the discomfort of my bondage. 

After what seemed like an eon of darkness, the light came back on and I could abruptly
see myself in the kaleidescope. Again, my mind was forced to refocus my consciousness to
viewing myself from all angles.

A while later the lights went out again and I was thrown back to the darkness mode of
consciousness. 

Back and forth. Light, then dark, then light again.

I 

br2031.ORDEAL #427 The Jack Hammer Corset
Doc# §@22.0101-0210.26BR§

Dear Marla, 

“The jackhammer corset?” Javin asked. ”That sounds incredibly diabolical! What is it?”
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I never ceased to wonder at Javin’s amazingly insatiable inquisitiveness. He wants to understand how ‘everything’ works. I think he is so

fascinated by my fetish because it was brand new, vast and fertile territory for him to explore. (Yet he also respects my privacy and

personal spaces. He is a true gentleman.) He had the probing mind of an engineer and asked questions about every thing around him

profusely. He seemed particularly fascinated by every aspect of my fetish, including it’s deeper, darker corners. He had an open mind

about everything. Javin  For some reason, he had a special empathy which encouraged me to speak freely about the depths of my soul.

A lot of that may be because he had shared the “secret” of his impotency with me.  MOVED TO   Br2012.0122 #8 Some
glimpse of Javin’s character. §@22.0614-1632.04BR§

“Oh, this is insanely diabolical. I would love to build one of these.

I’d start with a very restrictive long-line corset that covers the bust and wraps fully around
the crotch as a sort of tightly-fitting chastity belt. Then I’d mount a sturdy air bladder
about the size of a large hot water bottle inside the front of it so that it covered my belly
and lower rib cage. A tube would run down from the bottom of it to two inflatable phallus's
held into me by the corset extension. A second tube coming out of the top of the bladder
would follow my cleavage up to a small pressure gage which also has an adapter to screw
on a hand-size bulb pump.  With the corset fully laced I’d inflate the bladder so that it also
inflated each of the phallus's. I might pump it up to, say, 15psi with my lungs deflated as
much as possible and then remove the pump nozzle. Now, each time I inhale a breath of
air, as my belly and rib cage expand compressing the air bladder there would be no other
place for the air to go except to inflate the phallus's. As I exhale, the phallus's would
deflate because there is less pressure in the bladder. Breath in, expand the phallus's;
breath out and they deflate. As I become more and more excited and closer to orgasm I’ll
breath more heavily, expanding and contracting my chest with increasing vigor. This will
send even more air into the phallus's making them even bigger. My skinsuit worn over it
would press the pressure gauge against my chest and you could watch the indicator
needle go up and down wildly through the transparent latex cleavage window as I
breathed. It would give you a visual representation of how full (or empty) my pussy and
butt were at any given moment. You could see me get excited!”

“Wow!” exclaimed Javin, “That’s pretty wild. So, the deeper you breathe the bigger the
phallus's become which, in turn, gets you going and makes you breathe even harder!”

“Yeah, it's a vicious circle! But there’s even more,” I said excitedly. 

“The pressure gauge could also have a sort of variable electrical dimmer which could be
connected by wires to vibrator motors and e-stim electrodes in both phallus's. The more I
expand my rib cage, the higher the pressure gauge will read and the more voltage will be
sent to the phallus's. Another vicious circle!”

“Good God, Carlee, that is so amazingly diabolical. Would you be able to sleep or get any
work done with something like that going on in your nether regions?”

“Oh, probably not,” I giggled, “but it would be fun to try doing something like vacuuming
or riding Sarah to the mailbox with this thing on. It would be kind of like wearing a breath-
powered Sybian. After an hour or two of that, I’d probably be reduced to a pile of
orgasmic jelly.”
  
“I cannot imagine what even longer than that would be like. Yikes!”
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“I cannot imagine what even longer than that would be like. Yikes!”

br2031.STORY-0407 #1717  STORY: Roll of the Dice 
 @§19.0722-1119.16§ 

Javin asked about my “Roll of the Dice” story in which my protagonist named Marinda
loved to put herself in situations where she was locked into her rubber for many hours at a
time simply because Mistress_Hevea wanted her to. It was a test of endurance as
penance. Marinda is the central character in my other stories, too. 

The latex covered her entire body, including her eyes and mouth.  Tubes provided her with
air, water and the evacuation of wastes. Heavy earmuffs blocked out any sounds — all she
could hear was the sound of her own breathing. A gag filled her mouth. A longline corset
compressed her gut. She squeezed a bulb pump several times, forcing air into a bladder
that lined the inside of the corset, expanding it against her ribcage and making it more
difficult to breathe. Vibrating, inflatable phalluses, equipped with electrodes connected to a
TENS unit, were inserted in their proper places. A device was programmed to turn these
on at random intervals and intensities at least once every three minutes and never for
more that 30 seconds at a time. As her ribcage expanded and contracted as she breathed,
the air in the corset bladder gushed through tubes to the phalluses, inflating and deflating
them. The harder she breathed, the more they expanded and the harder she fucked
herself. 

A friend of Marinda’s held the keys and was under strict instructions from Marinda not to
unlock her for a number of hours determined by the roll of up to six dice — 1 hour for
each pip (the spots) rolled. The eye, ear and mouth coverings would be removed and the
devices turned off once every 6 hours for an hour to allow her to eat, drink and regain her
mental connection to the outside world. Then the coverings were replaced and she would
be plunged into another 6 hours in which she was deprived of all sensory perceptions
except the feel of the latex tightly covering every inch of her body and the exquisite,
incessant torture of the evil phalluses and the “jack hammer” corset. This cycle would be
repeated until all of the hours indicated by the dice were “burned up”. Then she would be
released from this prison.

Sometimes she would throw a single die to determine how many dice she would use. If
she rolled a six, there was a statistically equal chance that she might find herself in self-
bondage anywhere from 6 hours to 36! One of her “rules” was that she could re-throw the
dice if the indicated time in self-bondage was not practical.    

“This is an incredibly diabolical story of self-bondage. Why would anyone want to do that
to themselves? It sounds like torture! The idea of the dice time is particularly fiendish!”
Then a stunned look of disbelief crept across his face. “No! Is it something that you want
to do? ” Javin asked incredulously.
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By now I was becoming quite comfortable with sharing my inner secrets with Javin. He
seemed absolutely fascinated by my Enchantment and wanted to know about all facets of
it. Rather than being cynical or judgmental his only reactions seemed to be amazement
and curiosity. He often asked me deep, probing questions.  Yet, he never expressed any
inclination to put on any rubber himself.  

“Well, probably not anything quite as extreme as that… or, at least, not very often, that is.
It’s just a fantasy. I suppose a more realistic scenario that I would enjoy is to throw the
dice and then be locked into just a simple, full cover catsuit with attached hood and
absolutely refuse to give me the key before the dice time is up for any reason. Or maybe
force me to wear it all day, every day except Saturdays. Maybe I could take two one-hour
bath breaks each day. Then I have to put it right back on, whether I wanted to or not.”

“And if you don’t want to put it back on, what then?” He giggled. “Should I use a whip or a
cattle prod or something to persuade you to get back into your latex prison?”

 I grinned. “OK, I don’t have that part figured out yet. I guess this is a work in progress.” 

A concerned look crept over his face. “So, you would like me to torture you like that? It
sounds like slavery. I’m not sure I want to do that.”

“Well, firstly, think of it as being sort of like the loving bondage that your friend John, back
in L.A., was into. It’s what they call ‘internal slavery’, because I am the one who is
enslaving myself to Mistress_Hevea, not you or anyone else. It’s all in my own mind and is
entirely my choice. You lock me in the catsuit because it feels good and I have specifically
directed you to, even though there may be some discomfort or monotony involved. I do
this to myself; you only help make it possible.” 

He looked a little shaken by this explanation.

I paused, “OK, it must seem strange, even incomprehensible to you that I would willingly
and deliberately become my own slave and especially because of the mild discomforts or
monotony that could be involved. Keep in mind that these are the real-world enactment of
some of my deepest fantasies. I am, so-to-speak, ‘’directing my own movie’.  I simply
cannot explain why these ‘tortures’ are actually deeply satisfying experiences that I have
designed myself and which don’t harm me or anyone else.  I suppose there is probably
some deep streak of masochism working here.”

I was having a hard time trying to explain this. Then I had a flash of insight. “Think of me
as the author and director of the ‘rubberslave movie’ I have wanted to star in since I was a
young girl. Your role would to be my producer — the one who makes it happen.  You are
not the one actually ‘torturing’, enslaving or ‘imprisoning’ me, so to speak. You are simply
making it possible for me to do that to myself.” 

“If you are worried about legalities, I’ll sign some sort of paper explaining all this.”

He still looked uncomfortable. 
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At that moment the phone rang. It was just a junk call from some telemarketing
robocaller, but it was enough to end our conversation. Maybe it was just as well. I think
Javin probably needed some time to digest all of this. I motioned to him that I needed to
go to the bathroom. After that I started to make dinner. We did not discuss it any more
that day.   

A few days later I came to the breakfast table wearing only my catsuit and hood under my
housekeeping apron.  I playfully laid a small padlock and key on the table in front of him.
At first he looked a little puzzled by it but then it dawned on him that I was asking to be
locked into my suit.

He picked the lock and key up and examined them slowly. I could almost feel the wheels
turning in his mind.

After a moment or two, he finally spoke. “Carlee,” (I was on duty and in my smock) “I’m
still not sure if I am comfortable with this or not. I do not pretend to understand your
deeply-felt, almost pathological need  to be covered in latex all of the time, but I can
accept and respect that you are utterly enchanted by this. If you want to wear your catsuit
24/7 here in my house, I am OK with it as long as it does not detract from your duties as
my housekeeper or cause me social embarrassment. It really doesn’t bother me at all. Go
for it!”

Then that pensive look came to his face. “However, where I would have a problem is the
idea of me being the one who locks you into your suit and withholding the key. I might be
willing to provide some resources, such as the suit, but I don’t think I want to be so
directly involved in your activities with them. This relates to both our professional distance
thing as well as a matter of our lives becoming too closely intertwined too soon. This may
change over time but, for now, I just don’t think it is right for me.”

He handed the padlock and key back to me.

I could see that this conversaton was at an end. But suddenly an idea had flashed into his
head. ”Hey, how about this? You told me how you put the key under a rock that night I
first found out about your Enchantment. Well, you like to wear all of this stuff when you go
to the mailbox, right? Why don’t you keep the key hidden there. Same idea as the rock,
but this time it’s a much longer walk. Hide the key somewhere near the mailbox. Unlock
the padlock when you pick up the mail but leave the key there. When you get back home,
remove the unlocked suit and jump into the shower. Then put it all back on and lock
yourself back up until the next time you fetch the mail! Would that solve the problem?” 

I thought for a moment. “I guess the weak spot in all of that is the part after I’ve taken
my shower where I put it back on and lock it up. It’s too easy for me just say no.”

“OK,” he replied. “I see what you mean. Oh well, it was an idea worth exploring. Maybe
you’ll think of some solution to the problem later on.”

For the rest of the afternoon I found myself humming as I worked with more passion than
usual. I was happy. Really happy. Except for my few months with Marinda, my roommate
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usual. I was happy. Really happy. Except for my few months with Marinda, my roommate

in college, no one had ever accepted my fetish, let alone help me brainstorm some of it’s
dilemmas. 

What made it even more amazing was that Javin was actually very vanilla. I guess he was
enthralled by the technical engineering challenges my bizarre world presented. I could see
him “dive” right into it without any real sexual or even sensual interest in rubber.

Oh, how I wished I could have discovered a man like this years ago…

Br2031.ORDEAL #17 Floor mounted Hitachi wand

`88%`blk DIY  scolds` bridal`electro` &&&` [ChimeraBondge] @22.0601-0743.07

Muse pic:

Armbinder?

[=watch`myself`cum`in``mirror`]ordeal`88%`blk`DIY`scolds`bridal`electro`&&&`[ChimeraBondge]@22.0601-0743.07
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br2031.ORDEAL  The Sybian Closet

Just lose myself in Mistress_Hevea
§@22.0520-1348.28BR§

Dear Marla,

In my advancing age, I have this weird but strong urge to just lose myself in
Mistress_Hevea.

My fetish has been the primary shaper of my sexuality, even from my early childhood. She
(my anima?) has been the single most stable aspect of my life.  I epecially like the
Mistress_Hevea metaphor, because it describes her fairytale-like magical spell of
enchantment on me.  

At this point in life nothing else actually matters. I’m at the tail end of my life, so it is
important that I be true to myself as much as possible.

br2034. __ DRAMATIS PERSONAE__
[ 200102-2308.59.br§

br2034 AMY — one of Carlee’s long-lost daughters 

Br2034  ROBERT was Carlee’s 2nd husband (Rubberist)

§@21.0809-1000.32BR§

Dear Marla,

CARLEE>> “My second husband, Robert, was a Rubberist.  We met back in
the late 70’s through a personal ad that had caught my eye. He lived in L.A.
We corresponded a lot at first and then began spending long hours on the
phone with  each other. This was before email and the Internet were
ubiquitous.  Eventually we got married and I moved to southern California to
be with him. He loved stuff like total enclosure as I did so the for the first
month or two we had a lot of fun. Soon, however, rather ominous dark clouds
began to appear on our horizon. He started to devolve into a big domination
trip and wanted me to be his slave which didn’t agree with my nature at all.
He started forcing me to do things, often quite unrelated to our rubbersex
play, which I didn’t want to do. Then he began to enjoy publicly humiliating
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play, which I didn’t want to do. Then he began to enjoy publicly humiliating

me which really turned me off. Our personalities clashed in many ways such
as he was mostly extroverted while I was introverted and that sort of thing. It
became apparent we just weren’t suited for each other. Our marriage didn’t
last very long after that. We got a ‘quickie’ divorce and I moved back to
Thorpton deeply hurt by the whole affair.” From §190808-0040.20.br§

br2034 CAROLINE - Javin’s recently deceased wife

br2034 CORY is Miranda’s domme or master as featured in Carlee’s stories.   

(The name is gender-neutral — s/he is always masked. We never find out his/her gender.)

br2034 FRANK was Carlee’s boyfriend for almost a decade. 
• [ 200107-1120.44.br§ 
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br2034 GINNIE was the mother of Javin’s Ex  #3. 
• [ 200107-1137.42.br§  
• The “mother in law” apartment in the back of the house was built for her several

years ago  and is now  where Carlee now stays.  She died two months before his
divorce.  Almost 90. Nice old crone.

br2034 MIRiNDA is protagonist in Carlee's stories/scenarios

Cory is Mirinda’s domme or master  (The name is gender-neutral — we never find)

br2034 ROBERT was Carlee’s 2nd husband

§@21.0809-1000.32BR§

CARLEE>> "  “My second husband, Robert, was a Rubberist.  We met through
a personal ad that had caught my eye. He lived in L.A. We corresponded a lot
at first and then began spending long hours on the phone with  each other.
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at first and then began spending long hours on the phone with  each other.

This was before email and the Internet were ubiquitous.  Eventually we got
married and I moved to southern California to be with him. He loved stuff like
total enclosure as I did so the first year we had a lot of fun. Soon, however,
rather ominous dark clouds appeared on our horizon. He started to devolve
into a big domination trip and wanted me to enslave myself to him. That
didn’t agree with my nature. He started forcing me to do things, often quite
unrelated to our rubbersex play, which I didn’t want to do. He began to enjoy
humiliating me which really turned me off. Our personalities clashed in many
ways such as he was mostly extroverted while I was introverted and that sort
of thing. It became apparent we just weren’t suited for each other. Our
marriage didn’t last very long after that. We got a ‘quickie’ divorce and I
moved back to Thorpton deeply hurt by the whole affair.” From §190808-0040.20.br§

@19.0600-____ MEDITATIVE RUBBERSPACE 

#.19.0700  #55 Catch glimpses in my rubber

 Sometimes these experiences were brief, sometimes I could not reach the land of faerie
my meditations conjured as real, sometimes they were scary but most of the time they
were beautiful and I still long for them and every now again I catch glimpses of them
when in my rubber.

<Catasta 150918 (Ataraxius@@)> 

br2004.0010  #343 char: CARLEE is Protagonist .pix
[ 200107-1117.46.br§  

Carlee Koster!

Alter-ego name is Carla

Age 65 - has had her Medicare card only a few months after Frank’s exit.

Has elegance and charm flavored by deep introversion. [how do we know that?] .
”Classy Lady”
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[ .pix: Carlee mature lady in elegant catsuit 190812-1008.24€   ]

More than anything, Carlee wants/needs/strives for ataraxia in her
relationship with Mistress_Hevea. What she learns in this story is the key to that
is TTOSBT.

——————-
[[atx:This is what Carlee cares most passionately about:  +20.0412-1644.38 ]] 
I had always wanted to feel that my enchantment with rubber was OK with the rest of the
world — that I was not “other” — that people accepted me for who I really am. I want to
know that the people around me including my mate would approve. [[atx: from
br2013.1000-0200  #1842 Javin discovers my secret .pix 190728-0349.28§]

———————-
=I truly love the the work of the mind. I have always been an avid reader. 

=Both of her adult children live overseas. They rejected her fetish. She hasn’t seen or
spoken to them in years. Not really a factor.

=“even though I am post-menopausal and the fires in my loins have burned low, I am still
gripped by an overpowering compulsion to live the rest of my life in latex in any way I
can.”

=Has always had a peculiar erotic attraction to latex items but generally repressed it until
after her 1st divorce from John. Until then she was deeply ashamed of the feelings rubber
evoked in her. However, in the few years after John dumped her she starts to let little bits
of the cat out of the bag in small doses at first. She began to explore these feelings more
deeply. She starts to buy small, fairly ‘tame’  items such as panties and bras. Strong
sexual urges would emerge.
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 Her sexual involvement grows. But, as soon as a new man comes along she throws them
all in to the dumpster and “goes vanilla”. 

br2004.0020  #76 FRANK was Carlee’s boyfriend for almost a decade. 
• [ 200107-1120.44.br§ 

• He was a mid-level manager for a nation-wide “big box” retail chain. He was mostly
involved with opening new stores, which meant he travelled a lot and was away from
home for week or more at a time. Toward the end Carlee’s fetish became
increasingly contentious subject and ultimately caused the final blow-up which
abruptly ended their relationship.

br2004.0030  #53 GINNIE was the mother of Javin’s Ex  #3. 
• [ 200107-1137.42.br§  
• The “mother in law” apartment in the back of the house was built for her several

years ago  and is now  where Carlee now stays.  She died two months before his
divorce.  Almost 90. Nice old crone.

.dess/Tree .pix 
• [ 200107-1138.30.br§  
•
•
• Mistress_Hevea` casts fetish enchantments over people, causing them to crave latex

clothing.  The name is derived from Mistress_Hevea_brasiliensis, the biological name
for the commercial rubber tree from which latex garments are made. While Carlee,
our protagonist, often alludes to submitting to or being embraced by
Mistress_Hevea`, the reference is strictly metaphorical. Carlee uses Mistress_Hevea
as a trope with which to describe aspects of her fetish. She does not believe that
Mistress_Hevea actually exists as a personage. 
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br2004.0050  #340 JAVIN (co-tagonist) .pix
[ 200107-1139.15.br§  

“After what seemed like an eternity an older man wearing jeans and a white T-shirt with a faded music
band logo on it walked into the library. He was probably about 6 feet tall and surprisingly well built for an
elderly man probably in his late 60’s or even early 70’s.  His silver-white hair was banded at the back of his
head into a ponytail and he had a very short beard. His piercing eyes, heavy eyebrows and strong facial
features gave him an aura of quiet, sophistication which immediately reminded me of Sean Connery. For an
old man, he was gorgeous!”

From: br2012.0100-1000  #1774 The Job Offer .pix §190625-0954.32§

`Javin`looks something like`Sean`Connery+20.0330α1541.42.jpg

Well into his 60’s.
Owner of the Hahnastery
Wife Jill died about 2 years ago.  
Ramona is his sister.

==Javin’s personal philosophy:  Your personal quest in life is to strive to live in a state of personal
authenticity, I.e. being true to one’s nature.  It’s your Path. If it floats your boat and does not harm others,
do it!

“We are all different. Don’t judge, understand instead.” 
― Roy T. Bennett, The Light in the Heart 

Javin is has gradually become seriously introverted as he has grown older.

=handy — has large shop in one of the sheds. Woodworking and metal tools — drill press, table saw,
gas-powered arc welder, lots of miscellaneous hardware.  Has vivid imagination for designing and fabricating
stuff. Very good with bailing wire and bubblegum.

Javin’s great, great grandfather, Isaac, had been a monk in a semi-hermetic monastic order for
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Javin’s great, great grandfather, Isaac, had been a monk in a semi-hermetic monastic order for

most of his youth and into his thirties. One day he had a falling out with his faith and returned to the secular
world and society. He did not fare well at first. However, one night while part drunk, Isaac bet his dog
against 1,000 acres of land in a bizarre poker bet. It was a fluke.

br2004.0065 Robert was Carlee’s 2nd husband

§@21.0809-1000.32BR§

CARLEE>> "  “My second husband, Robert, was a Rubberist.  We met through
a personal ad that had caught my eye. He lived in L.A. We corresponded a lot
at first and then began spending long hours on the phone with  each other.
This was before email and the Internet were ubiquitous.  Eventually we got
married and I moved to southern California to be with him. He loved stuff like
total enclosure as I did so the first year we had a lot of fun. Soon, however,
rather ominous dark clouds appeared on our horizon. He started to devolve
into a big domination trip and wanted me to enslave myself to him. That
didn’t agree with my nature. He started forcing me to do things, often quite
unrelated to our rubbersex play, which I didn’t want to do. He began to enjoy
humiliating me which really turned me off. Our personalities clashed in many
ways such as he was mostly extroverted while I was introverted and that sort
of thing. It became apparent we just weren’t suited for each other. Our
marriage didn’t last very long after that. We got a ‘quickie’ divorce and I
moved back to Thorpton deeply hurt by the whole affair.” From §190808-0040.20.br§

br2004.0090 RAMONA is Javin’s Sister

She has a son but his name is not mentioned.

br20100102 Mirror Moment Structure Notes
§@19.1022-1303.15.br§  

Based on “Write Your Novel From The Middle” by James Scott Bell

1. br2012. Introduction:The beginning of a novel tells us who the main characters are
and the situation at hand: Carlee is a deep Rubberist. We meet Javin who lives at
the “Hahnastery”.

2. br2013. The First Pillar: The point of no return: Down The Rabbit Hole 
3. br2018. Mirror Moment a moment in the middle of these stories that pulled together

the entire narrative. Mirror Moment: TTOSBT
4. br2019. Gomu Yoku epiphanie
5. br2020 The Second Pillar: denouement:  Bodhisaatva — Enter Jenny, Carlee’s First

Gomu Yoku “apprentice”
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br2019.?? Asana = yogo posture. A “rubber asana” might be any rubber activity or
ritual which may be executed as a spiritual practice. 

Doc# @20.0823-0642.41BR§

br2019.3000 Being in the Now 
§190905-1009.04.br§  

=Being in a suit which is constantly demanding my attention helps to place me in
the NOW. 

== how does this affect other areas of my life?
=== my work as a housekeeper?
==== problems with overheating and dehydration?

=

br2019.3000-0600  #36 Rule of Silence

. There is a rule of silence: people do not chatter during the circumambulation;
presumably they have been told to concentrate on the end in view. The climax of the

<The Idea of a Walkabout (november.org)> 

br2019.3000-0600-0100  Rubbering Meditation
Doc# §@21.1106-2138.42BR§

..atx@22.0415-1414.00..

 Think about the concept of walking meditation. Now apply that to wearing latex.  Make a
special point to focus your attention on the feel of the latex on your skin as your body
moves about while doing housework or any other activity. That simple effort, which shifts
your attention away from the thoughts in your head down to the place where your skin is
being lovingly massaged by the latex, will have a pleasant effect on your state of mind.

<adapted from Work as a Spiritual Practice (Richmond, Lewis)>

br2019.3000-0600-0100 Storage

☺§21.0202-1024.36BR§

Rubber stasis

Storage protocols:
• Generate lots of PointZ by ordeal
• By written script only
• Must commit to a specific duration. If not met, forfeit any PointZ earned from it.

====
=====

Dear Marla,
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At the beginning of the month it always seems so easy to skip wearing some rubber
because I “just don’t feel like it” at the moment. I rationalize that I can double up the next
day so that I don’t get too far behind in working toward my quota. The end of the month
seems so far away. If I skip some PG&E tonight, I figure I’ve got the rest of the month to
compensate for the 10z or so that I failed to earn today.

It’s human nature, right? There’s always tomorrow.

Of course, it never quite works out that way. By the middle of the month I should be at
around 360z, but that never happens. I suddenly find myself a bit behind. It’s so easy to
do that. So, I need to get my shit together and jump into to heavy PointZ-earning activity
to catch up. It’s not quite time to panic yet but it is time to start to up my game and get
serious about catching up.

Inevitably, as I get close to the end of the month real panic starts to set in because I often
find myself way behind in my quota.  There’s only just so much rubber I can wear at one
time and hours in the day to do it. It’s time to start panicking. If I don’t reach 720z for the
month, I’ll not only just lose my pay (my idea). To make things even worse, any deficit is
added to the next month’s quota (also my idea — or, maybe, it was Mistress_Hevea’s?)

I’ve been here a little over two years and I have lost my paycheck a dozen times because
of this. Yeesh! You’d think I’d learn after a while. The I just don’t feel like it” mood can be
pretty powerful and it can get me into some serious trouble.

br2019.0624-???? #939 A Yoga of Rubber 
[atx@21.0801-1204.20]
[atx@21.0210-1527.57]
§@20.0814-1313.34BR§

Dear Marla,

Javin came across the term “heavy rubber” somewhere on the  Internet and asked me if
that is what I am into.

CARLEE>> " “Yes, I am into that but it only partially describes me. I really think of myself
more as a “deep” Rubberist.

JAVIN>> " “What is the difference?”

CARLEE>> " I think a “heavy” Rubberist’s primary motivation is gratification of the senses
or sexual desires. What makes them “heavy” is that they engage in particularly intense
fetish activities which often involve physical restraints, discomfort or feats of endurance
and total enclosure. It tends to be hormone driven rather than spiritual. A Deep Rubberist,
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and total enclosure. It tends to be hormone driven rather than spiritual. A Deep Rubberist,

on the other hand, looks beyond the body pleasures to use the fetish to find new avenure
of personal growth. They become seekers.

JAVIN>> " “What do you mean by ‘spiritual’?” he asked.

CARLEE>> " “I once tried to look up a definition of spiritual, but it seemed that every
place I looked had a different perspective on what that means. No one could agree on it.
Some, such as the Church, placed it in a religious context. Others argued that it meant
something else. It was all very confusing. So, I picked my own definition. Spirituality is a
quest to transcend oneself in some way.
——-
CARLEE>> " “Well, a heavy Rubberist is primarily focused on the physical, sexual or
hedonistic aspects of intense sessions in rubber. In contrast, a “deep” Rubberist may, at
times, be engage in the physical activities of a heavy Rubberist activities but, more
significantly, also sees her fetish as a spiritual journey. 

JAVIN>> " “A spiritual journey? What do you mean?”

===== immersion in rubber lifestyle===

CARLEE>> " “It’s hard to explain. Unlike heavy rubber, I think of ‘deep’ rubber as the
ongoing cultivation of a skill or knowledge through the act of wearing rubber. It’s
something like an athlete working on building skills to participate in a sport. There is a
sense that my fetish can be a source of personal growth, as if it was something I can
constantly improve upon — like a skill. I strive to be all of the Rubberist that I can be.  It
is the predominant focus in my life — I am preoccupied with it in some way during many
of my waking and sleeping hours. It’s always there, even if just lurking in the background.
It’s who I am.

==what about a sense of sacredness?? Not the rubber but the fetish, itself. 

 I suppose it is the depth of my commitment to explore my fetish that makes it “deep”.  I
feel compelled to explore the entire milieu of my it. I want to go so far into my fetish that
I might come out the other side!  It’s probably the most important thing in my life. I don’t
know why, it just is.”

JAVIN>> " “Aristotle once said that happiness comes from the pursuit of excellence. Is
that what you mean?”

CARLEE>>  I had to ponder that for only a moment. “Yes, I suppose that is probably a
good way to put it. I guess I would define Aristotle’s ‘excellence’ in this context as fully
being who you are  - to become all that you can be. In your context I suppose this would
suggest that my path to self-actualization lies in being all of the Rubberist that I can be. 

JAVIN>> " He frowned. “How do you do that?”

CARLEE>> " “I suppose that would involve developing the art of utterly and completely
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CARLEE>> " “I suppose that would involve developing the art of utterly and completely

submitting to Mistress_Hevea. That would mean not just wearing full cover rubber all of
the time but also developing mental skills for fully embracing that experience.”

JAVIN>> " “You mean like a sort of ‘rubber yoga?” He asked.

CARLEE>> " “What do you mean?”  I asked, in return.

JAVIN>> " “Well,a  yoga is a discipline aimed at training the mind and body for a state of
spiritual insight that is achieved through action, knowledge and devotion.”

CARLEE>> " “Wait a minute…” I stammered, “Are you suggesting I could make a religion
out my fetish? Isn’t that what spirituality is all about?“

JAVIN>> " “No, not in the sense that you are thinking. Yoga is an excercise. Religion, on
the other hand, is a broad cultural term generally referring to an institutionalized belief in
the divine. Spirituality is, well, concerned with the spirit — your spirit. It is the quest to
most fully become who you are.”

CARLEE>> "  “Wow! A ‘yoga of rubber’! What an interesting concept.”

JAVIN>> "  “Just remember that a yoga consist of actions, knowledge and devotion.”

C  “OK, so my actions might be to wear as much rubber as possible - maybe shoot for
24/7/365. For knowledge I could study everything related to not only the psychology
behind the fetish but also even stuff like the chemistry of latex, the bilogy of the rubber
tree and so on to get the broadest possible understanding of the entire gestalt of my
fetish. But who is the devotion part to?”

JAVIN>> " ”That’s easy to answer! Who have you been devoted to all of your life?”

CARLEE>> " “You mean Mistress_Hevea?”

JAVIN>> " “That’s a good start. She might be your primary target but I was thinking a bit
broader than that. Perhaps you might think about being devoted to you! I don’t mean in a
selfish or narcissistic sense, but, rather to seek excellence in all that you do. Become an
artist with your life. You like to write, right? Why not work at that to become the best
writer you can possibly be. Look for ways to find joy in, say, even mundane activities such
as washing the dishes by exploring ways to do them in the most efficient — or fun— way
possible. Think of it not as a chore but something to explore and play with. Regard
everything you do as a blank canvas and that you are the painter to make it into a work of
art. Think of that not as a discipline but, rather, as an attitude toward life.’

CARLEE>> " 

=====Heavy Rubberists tend to be younger because they are more virile. As the fires in
their groins subside with age, many gradually evolve to being deep Rubberists .===
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== rubbernauts??==

 

br2019.0700  #71 become for more keyed into the internal world of our mind

All these states there is either a removal or a deprivation of key senses and maybe once the physical
sensations that connect us to the external world of our relationships and context with the world beyond
begin to dissolve we become for more keyed into the internal world of our mind, of our dream scape.

<Catasta 150918 (Ataraxius@@)> 
1. Perhaps the external world has an important part to play in the determination of the dream world, what
differences materialise in our wondering imaginings between a float on water, basking in open sunlight,
enclosed within the confines of a forest canopy etc, and how does the transition between the “real" and the
“unreal" worlds differ?

<Catasta 150918 (Ataraxius@@)> 

br2019.0911-0109  #140 STORAGE - a time for Rubberspace

Rubber-stasis — 100% enclosed, the rest of the world does not exist.  It’s just you and
Mistress_Hevea. You are 100% connected to each other. Drifting. Floating. Hypnagogic
mind trip. A feti-shaman journey. 

$STORAGE maid storage in Javin’s closet  .pix
§20.0204-1129.39§ 

Small closet in corner of Javin’s study. He had soundproofed the walls so I heard virtually
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Small closet in corner of Javin’s study. He had soundproofed the walls so I heard virtually

none of the ambient noises from the outside.  It was also lined with mirrors so I can see
myself in my bondage from all angles. Nicely lit with TV cameras & microphone allow Javin
to monitor. She’s “on TV” (display aspect)

There is a “T” beam mounted on the back wall with vertical body and horizontal arm
straps.

`crux`100%`slvr`beam`suspension`DIY`bondage`The`Closet20.0204-1134.12ª`.jpg

I

br2020.0000  #125 Rubber-Tai-chi 

@21.0812-1114.56BR§

==========
BNOTES)’T’ai Chi for Dummies’ by Terese Iknoian]]

[[Doing tai chi in t/e could be described as a “ballet in rubber”. ]]

T’ai Chi Chuan is an internal martial art  - a mindful martial art. It is all about flow. It is
moving meditation. It isa physical exercise with a profound inwardly directed focus.

It is pronounced “tie-jee”

You actually try to think about and focus on each move, using your mind — not just your
body — as much as possible.

It’s main motto is ‘Go slow. Go slower’ [[No, that’s still not slow enough!]] You are the
tortise, not the hare.
==========

Dear Marla,

I have seen Javin doing an exercise of some kind in his study now and then. I’d be
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I have seen Javin doing an exercise of some kind in his study now and then. I’d be

carrying a bunch of clean laundry to his bedroom or something and, as I passed by his
door I could see him engaged in slow dance. At first I thought it might be yoga but then I
realized this had more of a martial arts flavor to it. He seemed determined to

$2019-0700  $YNOPSIS 
§@22.0616-1156.42BR§

This is not just a collection of accounts of ordeals and garments. Nor is it about high levels
of testosterone or strong sexual desire. I have tried to focus on character, setting and plot
development to create a real story with depth and perspective. 
It's about deep, deep rubber fetish — about "Living For Rubber".
What makes it unusual is that my characters have white hair and collect Social Security.
They've "been around the block" numerous times and have wisdom to offer younger folks.

The theme is based on this bit from Hamlet:
"This, above all.
To Thine Own Self Be True.
Then, as the day follows the night,
Thou cannot be false to any man."

The story is about an older, deeply closeted Rubberist woman ("Carlee", age 65) who
suddenly finds herself alone and financially destitute. She has much emotional scar tissue
from several romantic relationships which ended in disaster because of her fetish. In
desperation, she answers an ad for a live-in housekeeper for a widower ("Javin" age 72)
who lives in a very isolated location. He is not a Rubberist and has no particular initial
interest in this lady other than for her to take care of his house so can devote more time
to his novel writing and his tiny online software business hobby. He is a perfect gentleman
but has not been able to keep a housekeeper on very long because of the extreme
isolation of his location out in the temperate rainforests of (apparently) the Pacific
Northwest.
He hires Carlee. She brings her latex wardrobe with her and "sneaks" wearing it at night.
After a few months, the cat jumps out of the bag. He discovers Carlee in total enclosure
latex late one night out on the patio. But rather than fire her, he tells her that "whatever
floats her boat" is ok with him and invites her to 'help me finish smoking this joint".

Huh? My boss just discovered I'm a pervert and he wants to smoke a joint with me?

While Javin clearly has no interest in rubber, or even much for vanilla sex (testicular
cancer + old age) he is one of those "Renaissance" guys with a broad education who are
intensely fascinated by "everything", including physics, psychology and philosophy and
even aberrant sexuality. He continually probes her gently with deep questions about her
fetish throughout the story. He's just curious and wants to understand her, but we also
find that he has many helpful insights about it.
Carlee eventually reveals that one of the all-time dreams has been to live in rubber
24/7/365 even though she knows full well that in the real world that is simply not feasible.
She describes her rubber fetish as an obsession which is something like being under a
"magic spell" one might find in a fairy tale such as Cinderella or Sleeping Beauty. Carlee
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"magic spell" one might find in a fairy tale such as Cinderella or Sleeping Beauty. Carlee

even confides that she sometimes thinks of her fetish as a (strictly metaphorical) goddess
named "Mistress Hevea" (name derived from hevea.brazilensis rubber tree) who has cast
this spell on her which requires a high level of devotion. She feels deeply compelled by
Hevea’s enchantment to inundate her senses with rubber to fill her consciousness with it
as much as possible. This includes constant erotic stimulation but goes well beyond that,
especially since Carlee’s sexual fires have largely subsided due to her age. She talks about
wanting to "go so far into her fetish that she might even 'come out the other side". She
wants to "Become Rubber".

Javin encourages her to try to live her dream, to "thine own self be true" to herself.
Besides, there is no one else around to see her in rubber. Why not go for it? As a former
engineer and someone who was an aspiring monk in a Buddhist monastery for a few years
when he was much, much younger, he starts to come up with all sorts of ways to make
that possible - physiologically, philosophically and psychologically. He whimsically refers
himself as a "producer -- you know, like in Hollywood". Carlee starts spending more and
more time in rubber. She jumps in deeply.

At first, it is marvelous.  But, gradually hedonic adaptation begins to creep in and it all
starts to become something of a tedious grind. Carlee has also been emotionally broken in
past relationships because she is so She's having an existential crisis. It all feels so
aimless and meaningless. She begins to question whether it is all worth doing despite her
more primal fetish urges of the metaphorical "magic spell". Depression starts to settle in.

Everything finally collapses when Javin's sister's 10 year old grandson stumbles onto
Carlee while she is cleaning the downstairs bathroom in full rubber. There is a huge family
argument and the "pervert" word is used a lot. Carlee is devastated. This is the Mirror
Moment. Carlee burns all of her rubber the next day. (It's all pretty old and tattered with
lots of tape repairs.)

Javin helps to pull her out of her malaise by explaining Aristotle's "happiness is the quest
for excellence" and suggests that her "excellent path" might live her rubber fetish to its
fullest as her holy grail to become happy. They begin to build on it conceptually.

Javin helps Carlee explore who she really is. There are a lot of deep discussions between
them about this. One night, when she and Javin are mildly tripping on some magic
mushrooms from the forest she has a mind-blowing epiphany that, after numerous ill-
fated liasons with men over the years in which she loved them so deeply at the emotional
and intellectual levels, her sexual orientation has always been non-binary all along. She is
neither hetero- or homosexual, but, rather, a solo "rubbersexual". Javin introduces her to
the idea of “non-binary” sexuality. If you are going to be true to yourself, it helps to know
who you are. "I am a Rubberist!" she shouts in triumph! 

Being an engineer, Javin suggests a "PointZ" (Hours In 100% Total Enclosure in latex
indicated by "z" suffix) system as a _metric_ for quantifying the intensity and duration of
her rubbering experience.  This would help her track her goal is to be in rubber 24/7/365
and give her a sense of real measurable accomplishment toward "excellence". She decides
on a monthly "quota" of 720 PointZ (24hrs x 30days = 720z per month) as her goal. This
allows her to take some time off from her rubbering -- such as not wear her hood to bed
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allows her to take some time off from her rubbering -- such as not wear her hood to bed

or take a day off from it now and then --but also prescribes what level of HITEs-earning
"ordeals" she must engage in to make up for any defecit to this quota.  While not as
precise, they begin to realize the system could also be adapted to include non-Total
Enclosure acvitities such as bondage, etc. 

She decides to adopt this PointZ system as an expression of her devotion to
Mistress_Hevea.

At one point both Carlee and Javin begin to understand that all Rubberists are not the
same. Their fetish can be plotted on several different continuums with ranges expressed
as 1 through 10. One of these is a non-binary-to-binary range between extreme
introversion (1) and extreme extroversion (10). Carlee describes herself as a "2" on this
scale. Her fetish is intensely "inward". She describes herself as a "Deep Rubberist". 

Later it occurs to Javin that Carlee might want to start to develop a sort of "rubber yoga"
to go deeper and deeper into her fetish such as develop unusual levels of skills in sensate
focus, tactile memory, etc. as a means to further "pursuing rubber excellence".

One day Carlee learns about a Japanese practice called “Shinrin Yoku”, which translates to
“forest bathing”.  The idea is to wander through a forest and fully immerse all of your
senses in the experience. She has an epiphany in correlating this idea of a “practice of
immersion” with her goal of Becoming Rubber. She coins the term “Gomu_Yoku” which
means “Rubber Bathing”. 

She hits on the idea of a rituals as deliberate and choreographed acts specifically intended
to make something aspect of her fetish more sacred and devotional. Examples are the
"dance" she does in the shower when taking her suit off and cleaning it, etc. She begins to
think of herself as a sort of "nun" devoted to Mistress_Hevea. The natural outgrowth of
that is a "Rubberist Order of One".

To be con’t

13.writers creating accidental tulpa:   

 writing techniques similar to tulpa development techniques can and have resulted in
writers creating accidental tulpas from their characters. Perhaps Mistress_Hevea was a constant character in

much of Carlee’s earlier writing which has morphed into a tulpa. <faq - Tulpas (reddit.com)>
<Tulpa   (psychonautwiki.org)(clippings) @21.1002-0010.45>(Ataraxia)

800. #75 Presence: By far the most important sense to focus on in my experience hasn’t
been sight or sound, but presence. <Immersion - Tulpanomicon (tulpanomicon.guide)>

<Tulpa   (psychonautwiki.org)(clippings) @21.1002-0010.45>(Ataraxia)

CREATING: birth of (tulpa) Mistress_Hevea:
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57. I want you to remember a moment when you were with a loved one. I want you to
recall the fuzzy feeling of warmth and comfort, recall the sensation of their presence, and
recreate it. ==what if Carlee loved [[the concept of, or personification of]] Hestia, her patron goddess ? Could this

morph into Mistress_Hevea?]  Indeed you are now taking part in the making of someone that will be
the closest to you, and so this sensation is most adequate. If you haven’t already, link this
feeling with the form of your tulpa. Feel as this emotion completely fills it up with their
presence, like a bottle would be filled with warm water.

<A Tulpa Creation Guide by Sygma - Tulpanomicon>(tulpanomicon.guide) 

58. Separately generated audible internal responses - This level can be defined as internal
linguistic responses to one's thoughts and feelings which are perceived as a clearly defined
and audible voice within one's head.

<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

59. Separately generated internal responses
<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

60. Mutually generated internal responses - This level can be defined as internal linguistic
responses to one's thoughts and feelings which feel as if they are partially generated by
one's own thought stream and in equal measure by that of a separate thought stream.

<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

61. Conceptual thoughts, emotional feelings and head pressures
<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

62. another form of consciousness is internally present alongside that of one's usual sense
of self.

<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

63. A sensed presence of the other
<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

64. The auditory imposition gradient
<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

65. five distinct levels of increasing intensity.
<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

66. Auditory Auditory imposition can be defined as the experience of hearing one's tulpa
communicating with them through a perceived voice which

<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

67. Once the host can communicate with their tulpa, it develops in much the same way a
human personality would, by responding to new experiences.

<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

68. Developing a tulpa The fundamental driving forces of tulpa development are
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68. Developing a tulpa The fundamental driving forces of tulpa development are

interaction and conscious attention.
<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

69. The first major milestone in the creation process is the subjective experience of
communication (spoken, conceptual thought, or nonverbal) by the tulpa. Much

<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

70. Due to their persistence during sober states of consciousness, tulpas can develop a
robust and consistent personality over time. In comparison to the otherworldly qualities
often found in psychedelic induced autonomous entities, tulpas have relatively normal
personalities, likely due to their existence in a sober state.

<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

71. the distinguishing factor that separates a tulpa from a typical childhood "imaginary
friend" is the way in which the host experiences no sense of control or ownership over the
thoughts and actions of the tulpa.

<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

72. Tulpas can be considered as a type of autonomous entity distinguished by their
persistence and continuity over time. This is opposed to hallucinogen induced autonomous
entities which only persist throughout the substances duration of action or dream
characters that cease to exist upon waking.

<Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb  @21.0301>(psychonautwiki.org) 

73. of plurality.
<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 
[Note]@21.0303 jc

74. writing techniques similar to tulpa development techniques can and have resulted in
writers creating accidental tulpas from their characters.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

75. What does it mean to 'explore' a wonderland? A mindscape/wonderland can be
imagined in such a way that large areas of it are undefined or lack clarity. Traveling within
the environment outside of areas you've consciously defined can lead to a subconscious,
dreamlike generation of environments and landscapes. This has been known to provide
interesting and exciting activities for tulpa and their creators alike - it is quite literally
letting your mind wander.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

76. What is a mindscape/wonderland? A mindscape, also known popularly as a
wonderland, is a mental environment created in the host's mind where the host and tulpa
can interact visually with eachother, without the need for the host to impose their tulpa
into their physical environment. A wonderland can be revisited time and time again,
although it may change under your own will, your tulpa's will, or subconsciously.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 
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77. Can I have a romantic relationship with my tulpa? It's certainly possible. Provided the
relationship is healthy as a relationship between any other two individuals,

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

78. My tulpa is developing incredibly quickly, is that okay? Tulpas who develop quickly may
seem unreal or artificial in how quickly they pick up vocalisation and responsiveness, but
usually this just indicates you have a predisposition towards tulpa creation, whether it's a
good imagination, well-developed internal narration, or just natural capability

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

79. It's not unusual for a tulpa to retreat back for a little while. This happens when they
are growing, and are often followed by much growth. It's happened to some people that
their tulpa have left for almost a week, and when they return become vocal in a very short
amount of time. Even if you can't feel them, continue forcing and interacting with them as
you normally would.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

80. It's hard bringing my tulpa's face into focus, why? Faces are the part of the body
which are most dynamic and which we identify with most. Of course it's going to be hard
to visualize them; few have an easy time with tulpa faces.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

81. Can I make my tulpa vocal first and then start on form? Of course! And no, this will
not result in the tulpa not wanting a body later or anything like that. It's just easier for
some people to work with their tulpa on the body, if they have no idea about it or are
having trouble. One would do this by simply working first on personality and narration,
and then talking to your tulpa about choosing a form.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

82. Do I name my tulpa? You can give them a name, but bear in mind the possibility that
they may change it. You can leave them nameless, and then when they are sentient have
them name themselves.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

83. in the very beginning, you essentially are talking to yourself - over time, that talking
and other forcing you do conditions your brain to create a separate entity from you.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

84. How do I narrate/talk to my tulpa? Narration is any kind of conversation or dialogue
with your tulpa, ideally performed while imagining their form or simply thinking about
them. This can be done purely in your mind, subvocalized under your breath, or spoken
aloud when convenient. You can do it throughout the day, simply by telling them what's
going on or what you're thinking about while bearing them in mind. Telling stories is a
convenient way - reading a book or a comic consciously to your tulpa, as though reading
to another person in the physical world, may help you come to grips with narration.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

85. Narration is any kind of conversation or dialogue with your tulpa, ideally performed
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85. Narration is any kind of conversation or dialogue with your tulpa, ideally performed

while imagining their form or simply thinking about them.
<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

86. Ideally, it is better to draw inspiration, not to copy wholesale, and to understand that
personality is not form and vice-versa. You

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

87. Is it OK to base a tulpa off an existing character? Yes, with caveats. Your tulpa may
have the pre-existing character's form, but they are not the actual character. Tulpa tend to
deviate in form and personality from your initial specification, and this may lead to feelings
of disappointment or rejection,

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

88. remember and recognize that tulpa as tightly as it will
<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 
[Note]as in L4R

89. Having a tulpa learn possession and switching, and allowing them to spend significant
amounts of time "at front." This isn't only a matter of how much time is spent, but how
the time is spent.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

90. How do I give my tulpa energy? Tulpas are sustained by attention, and energy is a
convenient metaphor for this. So, you can give your tulpa energy by interacting with
them.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

91. Overall, regularity seems to matter more than anything else. 30 minutes a day is
superior to five hours once a week.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

92. How long will it take to make a tulpa?
<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

93. A tulpa, like you, can also only know what's already contained in the brain, although
their interpretation and application may be different to yours.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

94. They are not static and they will change as time goes on.
<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

95. Creator's beliefs: if the host believes they can enable and restrict their tulpa in various
ways; for example if you don't believe your tulpa can fly, change their wonderland or
control the body, this will impair their ability to do so.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

96. What can a tulpa do? The main benefit of a tulpa is first and foremost companionship.
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<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

97. Isn't this just an advanced form of hallucination? A hallucination involves perceiving
something in the physical world, with your physical senses, that isn't actually physically
present.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

98. How can you prove the existence of tulpas? Tulpas are a highly subjective phenomena
like hypnotic trance or lucid dreaming.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

99. There are two general types of forcing. "Active forcing" refers to a dedicated span of
time and concentration set aside for you to focus on your tulpa. "Passive forcing" describes
the process while preoccupied by routine work, walking from place to place, or some other
task.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

100. talking, interacting with, and being actively aware of a tulpa in order to develop and
sustain them.

<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

101. What is "forcing" or "tulpaforcing"?
<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

102. sentience can be thought of as the fundamental essence of a tulpa.
<faq - Tulpas>(reddit.com) 

103. He was seeking a soul worthy of participating in the universe.
<The Circular Ruins (Tulpa) (SS) @21.0301>(Jorge Luis Borges) 

104. The rice and fruit they brought him were nourishment enough for his body, which
was consecrated to the sole task of sleeping and dreaming.

<The Circular Ruins (Tulpa) (SS) @21.0301>(Jorge Luis Borges) 

105. He wanted to dream a man; he wanted to dream him in minute entirety and impose
him on reality. This

<The Circular Ruins (Tulpa) (SS) @21.0301>(Jorge Luis Borges) 

106. layperson might think.
<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 
[Note]@21.0301jc

107. In these accounts, writers describe their characters as autonomous beings who exist
and act outside of their authors’ control and have minds of their own.

<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 

108. Tulpamancy and Plurality
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<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 

109. plurality is an umbrella term for all experiences involving or relating to sharing a
head with others.

<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 

110. Positive treatment of a tulpa, as with physical individuals, leads to positive
relationships.

<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 

111. The third category of belief, and the belief held most widely in the community, is that
tulpas are their own consciousnesses, possessing awarenesses distinct from the host’s.

<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 

112. The second category of belief holds that tulpas are not tricks of perception, but rather
parts of the host’s unconscious mind drawn into conscious awareness and personified.

<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 

113. The first category of belief holds that tulpas do not possess consciousness.
<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 

114. To put it overly simply: a host dissociates from processes in their brain through
forcing methods, and eventually those dissociated processes clump together, hit a certain
critical mass, and up and become a person.

<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 

115. The key, above all, is persistence. Persistence, building up the presence of your tulpa
being there, minimizing unproductive doubt–in most cases, if you had to ask whether it
was you or not, it wasn’t you. Keep treating your tulpa like they’re there–albeit perhaps
sleepy and “waking up” gradually–and eventually, they will be there.

<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 

116. First, methodology. Forcing a tulpa can essentially be boiled down into the process
described in this forum post by Keiretsu: Step 1. Read all the guides. Every one you can
find. Step 2. Throw out all the guides. Those are how others did things, not you. Step 3.
Think to and at your tulpa. Experiment with different methods learned in 1 and 2 until you
find what you’re comfortable with. Repeat until your brain catches on and starts replying.
Step 4. Enjoy your tulpa.

<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 

117. There are two aspects to this question: methodology, the specific methods by which
a tulpa emerges, and mechanism, the underlying processes–abstract and physical alike–
that are responsible for this formation.

<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 

118. How Are Tulpas Made?
<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 
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119. A tulpa, all metaphysics aside, can only know what’s already in the brain.
<What Is A Tulpa - In Detail — Tulpa.io>(Tulpa.io) 

120. Auditory Auditory imposition can be defined as the experience of hearing one's tulpa
communicating with them through a perceived voice which can be broken down into five
distinct levels of increasing intensity.

<Tulpa>(psychonautwiki.org) 

121. Imposition Imposition is the act of adding to or replacing normal sensory information
(visual, auditory, tactile, etc.) with other perceived information in the form of an
hallucination or self-imposed tulpa

<Tulpa>(psychonautwiki.org) 

122. Tulpas begin as weak autonomous entities capable of limited communication, but
given time and repeated interaction, they can develop to be experienced as a strong
presence with a distinct internal voice of their own and comparable language skills to their
host.

<Tulpa>(psychonautwiki.org) 

123. The fundamental driving forces of tulpa development are interaction and conscious
attention.

<Tulpa>(psychonautwiki.org) 

124. Creating a tulpa
<Tulpa>(psychonautwiki.org) 

125. Developing a tulpa
<Tulpa>(psychonautwiki.org) 

126. The first major milestone in the creation process is the subjective experience of
communication (spoken, conceptual thought, or nonverbal) by the tulpa. Much as thought
is accompanied by the sensation of coming from you, any mental content they produce is
accompanied by the sensation of coming from them. This milestone marks a turning point
in development as the psychonaut now has the ability to interact and converse with their
tulpa.

<Tulpa>(psychonautwiki.org) 

127. The psychonaut should begin trying to interact with their tulpa through internal
conversation, or low level internal hallucination such as daydreaming once they have an
adequate conception of how their tulpa would respond.

<Tulpa>(psychonautwiki.org) 

128. Most psychonauts begin the process by designing their tulpa. This includes
envisioning their personality, appearance, voice, and other defining characteristics. This
can be done through thinking about their traits, drawing their appearance, writing about
them, or any method the psychonaut finds most effective.

<Tulpa>(psychonautwiki.org) 
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129. While creating a tulpa is a separate phenomenon to meditation, it nonetheless uses
meditative techniques to achieve progress.

<Tulpa>(psychonautwiki.org) 

130. Tulpas can be likened to "imaginary friends" seemingly capable of independent
thought. However, the distinguishing factor that separates a tulpa from a typical childhood
"imaginary friend" is the way in which the host experiences no sense of control or
ownership over the thoughts and actions of the tulpa.

<Tulpa>(psychonautwiki.org) 

131. Also unlike autonomous entities tulpas are often the product of intentional creation,
starting with an idea of their characteristics, and developed into a robust mental
companion capable of meaningful interaction and communication through sustained
meditative attention.

<Tulpa>(psychonautwiki.org) 

132. Tulpas are seemingly sentient, autonomous mental companions subjectively
experienced by the psychonaut as a separate being with their own agency, emotions,
preferences, thoughts, and character. They can be likened to a separate mental
consciousness, existing alongside the psychonaut

<Tulpa>(psychonautwiki.org) 

first major milestone in the creation process is the subjective experience of communication
(spoken, conceptual thought, or nonverbal) by the tulpa. Much <Tulpa (essay) <0.1mb
@21.0301 (psychonautwiki.org)>

<Tulpa   (psychonautwiki.org)(clippings) @21.1002-0010.45>(Ataraxia)

I created my own masturbation meditation.

=§@22.0328-0913.26BR§

== “I created my own masturbation meditation. A way to meditate while I masturbate and make it into a
spiritual experience.”(unknown) ==

==Testosterone Deficiency Syndrome (TD) ==

Dear Marla,3333333333

We began talking about meditation a few nights after our Night of Secrets when we both
discovered the “real” person in each other. 

Javin had been meditating since his early 20’s, so he had a lot of experience. I had been
doing it — on and off — for only about 10 years. 

We began to exchange ideas and techniques when I found myself blurting out something
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We began to exchange ideas and techniques when I found myself blurting out something

about liking to “play down there” when meditating. Oops!  I was just about to feel very
embarrassed about saying something like that to my boss when his eyes lit up for a brief
second and then he sighed deeply.

“Oh, how I miss that!” he said. “Caroline got hit with a really hard menopause unusually
early in her life and it broke something in her sexuality. She lost all interest in it. After
that, I began to flew solo. I had about a decade of deeply satisfying ‘neo-tantric
medibation’ before my testosterone deficiency hit and put an end to that. I used to love to
edge myself for an hour or two then end in spectacular orgasmic bliss. These were deeply
spiritual experiences which occasionally suggested a hint of mysticism. I really miss them.
You might even be able to use some of those principles in your fetish practice.”

“I am so sorry. I simply cannot imagine what it must be like to not have any sexual
abilities. Do you still get any pleasure at all?”

“Oh, it still feels kind of nice when I wank, but it’s nothing like before. Instead of building
up to orgasm, it’s more like a really sensual back scratch — it feels good but it doesn’t go
anywhere. There is no particular goal or end to it.“

“Do you ever have orgasms any more?” I asked.

JAVIN>> “Oh, yeah,  I manage to ejaculate once or twice a year, but the passion and
intensity of it is nothing like it used to be.” 

Then he asked, “How about you? It sounds like medibation is familiar territory for you.
How much does the rubber play into it for you?” He asked. 

Whoa! Did you see what just happened there, Marla? 

A week or two ago most of the conversation between us was friendly but still fairly stiff
and formal.  I could not believe I was having a conversation with my boss that delved so
deeply into his personal life. Yet, it

Immersion - T

 (tulpanomicon.guide)- Your Highlight on Location 18-21 | Added on Monday, March 8, 2021 9:32:57 PM

Developing a sense of presence, like most aspects of mindscape immersion, is all about
tenacity, and different things will work for different people. What worked for me was
imagining myself in some sort of room I couldn’t leave, and some others have had success
with having their system mates impose them inside or meditating in the mindscape itself.
==========
Immersion - Tulpanomicon (tulpanomicon.guide)- Your Highlight on Location 31-32 | Added on Monday, March 8, 2021 9:34:28
PM

Sight works in a similar way as improving sound: if you’re struggling with visualizing
something, find as many pictures as you can and do your best to recreate it.
==========
Immersion - Tulpanomicon (tulpanomicon.guide)- Your Highlight on Location 34-36 | Added on Monday, March 8, 2021 9:35:33
PM
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Is Mistress_Hevea cruel?

Wow. That’s a hard one to answer. 

Yes and no.

Yes, she is cruel to me in ways you cannot begin to fathom. Her magic spell over me has
compelled me be obsessed with wearing rubber all of my life. It has cost great emotional
pain at times. Yet all of her little tortures are playfully, even lovingly applied and are
always within my limits. She toys with me 

No, Mistress_Hevea is not cruel because I thoroughly enjoy what she does to me.  

Wearing rubber all of the time means it’s always just there, against my skin, every
moment.  Whenever I wiggle or stretch some part of my body, I am reminded with a
pleasant sensation —  a little “hug” — that I am Enclosed in my rubber.  It has become an
active part of me. I have normalized it. I feel at home in it. When not in rubber, I just
don’t feel right. Something is missing. I am not home.

Tulpa:  Narration
50. Don't worry about feeling your tulpa's presence during narration, they will hear you.

<schlondark on Narration - Tulpanomicon>(tulpanomicon.guide) 

51. For those who do not have a strong inner voice: read a book aloud or silently to them.
It will be something that the tulpa will enjoy and something that will let you narrate to
them with relative ease.

<schlondark on Narration - Tulpanomicon>(tulpanomicon.guide) 

52. After a few false starts, I finally got it correct by narrating everything possible
whenever possible.

<schlondark on Narration - Tulpanomicon>(tulpanomicon.guide) 

53. Narration is believed to be critical in the development of a tulpa's consciousness or
speaking ability;

<schlondark on Narration - Tulpanomicon>(tulpanomicon.guide) 

54. I just kept talking to it and talking to it telling it anything I could. I told it about my
day, stories, ideas.

<schlondark on Narration - Tulpanomicon>(tulpanomicon.guide) 

55. Narration is talking to your tulpa as if it is another sentient mind that resides within
your own.

<schlondark on Narration - Tulpanomicon>(tulpanomicon.guide) 

56. Side Note: Don't be afraid to ramble on you your tulpa about inane or trivial things;
quantity seems to be more important than quality.
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<schlondark on Narration - Tulpanomicon>(tulpanomicon.guide)

br2035.____ SYNOPSES (various)

b0r‘01.???? Mirror Moment Structure Notes #101
§@19.1022-1303.15.br§  

Based on “Write Your Novel From The Middle” by James Scott Bell

1. br2012.▲ FRANK’s EXIT Introduction:The beginning of a novel tells us who the main characters are and the
situation at hand: Carlee is a deep Rubberist. We meet Javin who lives at the “Hahnastery”.

2. br2013.▼ DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE The First Pillar: The point of no return: 

3. br2018. ►TTOSBT (mirror moment)
Mirror Moment - The Ephiphanie, a moment in the middle of these stories that pullS together the entire narrative. 

4. br2019. ▲Gomu Yoku epiphanie
5. br2020. ▼Bodhisaatva

The Second Pillar: denouement:   — Enter Jenny, Carlee’s First Gomu Yoku “apostle”

b0r‘01.???? Mirror Moment Structure Notes
..atx@21.0831-1159.59..

Based on “Write Your Novel From The Middle” by James Scott Bell

1. br2012.▲ FRANK’s EXIT Introduction:The beginning of a novel tells us who the main characters are and the
situation at hand: 

O  Carlee has always been a “tormented Rubberist”.  
O  We meet Javin who lives at the “Hahnastery”. 
O  Life seems OK now. 
O  MASLOW: Food, clothing, shelter, safety and belongingness needs are mostly met.

br2013.▼ DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE The First Pillar: The point of no return. 
O  Javin discovers her in her full T/E garb. 
O  “Whatever floats your boat, Carlee.”  
O  Beginning to grow comfy with Javin now. 
O  MASLOW: Esteem needs
O  Explains fetish. 
O  1st use of Goddess_Hevea metaphor

br2018. ►TTOSBT (mirror moment)
Mirror Moment - 
O The Ephiphanie, a moment in the middle of these stories that pullS together the entire narrative.
O  I am a deep Rubbersexual. 
O  MASLOW: Cognitive - knowledge, meaning, self-awareness

br2019. ▲Gomu Yoku epiphanie  <<- change to Hevea Yoku (i.e. immersion in
Goddess_Hevea)

O  Shirin Yoku
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O  fetish as a catalyst to spiritual transformation********1

O Open the doors of (Hevean) perception:
Use your fetish as a catalyst to spiritual transformation which opens the doors of perception, possibly leading to mystical

experience. The goal is to break out of ordinary consciousness to experience ecstatic transcendence. Building up an erotic charge and
keeping it without release (E.g. endurance or chastity) results in personal power and often subtle shifts in consciousness. [SADI-STTB.
136]

O Self-acutalization as a practice

br2020. ▼Bodhisaatva
The Second Pillar: denouement:   — Enter Jenny, Carlee’s First Gomu Yoku “apostle”

br2001.0000-0020 Working $YNOPSIS  as of @21.0926

(Note: Much of this synopsis has not been written yet.)

This is not just a collection of accounts of ordeals and garments. Nor is it about high levels
of testosterone or strong sexual desire. I have tried to focus on character, setting, and plot
development to create a real story with depth and perspective. 

It's about deep, deep rubber fetish — about "Living For Rubber", about “going so far into
her fetish that she might come out the other side”.

What makes the story unusual is that my characters have white hair and collect Social
Security. They've "been around the block" numerous times and have the wisdom to offer
younger folks.

The story is in epistolary form, consisting of a series of journal-like letters to someone
named “Marla”.  We never discover much about her except that she is a publisher of kinky
books. 

The theme is based on this bit from Hamlet:
"This, above all.
To Thine Own Self Be True.
Then, as the day follows the night,
Thou cannot be false to any man."

The story is about an older, deeply closeted Rubberist woman ("Carlee", age 65) who
suddenly finds herself alone and financially destitute. She has much emotional scar tissue
from several romantic relationships which ended in disaster because of her fetish. In
desperation, she answers an ad for a live-in housekeeper for a widower ("Javin" age 72)
who lives in a very isolated location. He is not a Rubberist and has no particular initial
interest in this lady other than for her to take care of his house so can devote more time
to his novel writing and his tiny online software business hobby. He is a perfect gentleman
but has not been able to keep a housekeeper on very long because of the extreme
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1 The goal is to break out of ordinary consciousness to experience ecstatic transcendence.
Building up an erotic charge and keeping it without release (E.g. endurance or chastity)
results in personal power and often subtle shifts in consciousness. [SADI-STTB.136]



 isolation of his location out in the temperate rainforests of (apparently) the Pacific
Northwest.
He hires Carlee. She brings her latex wardrobe with her and "sneaks" wearing it at night.
After a few months, the cat jumps out of the bag. He discovers Carlee in total enclosure
latex late one night out on the patio. But rather than fire her, he tells her that "whatever
floats her boat" is ok with him and invites her to 'help me finish smoking this joint".

Huh? My boss just discovered I'm a pervert and he wants to smoke a joint with me?

While Javin clearly has no interest in rubber or even much for vanilla sex (testicular cancer
+ old age) he is one of those "Renaissance" guys with a broad education who are intensely
fascinated by "everything", including physics, psychology, and philosophy and even
aberrant sexuality. He continually probes her gently with deep questions about her fetish
throughout the story. He's just curious and wants to understand her, but we also find that
he has many helpful insights about it.
Carlee eventually reveals that one of the all-time dreams has been to live in rubber
24/7/365 even though she knows full well that in the real world that is simply not feasible.
She describes her rubber fetish as an obsession which is something like being under a
"magic spell" one might find in a fairy tale such as Cinderella or Sleeping Beauty. Carlee
even confides that she sometimes thinks of her fetish as a (strictly metaphorical) goddess
named "Mistress Hevea" (name derived from hevea.brazilensis rubber tree) who has cast
this spell on her which requires a high level of devotion. She feels deeply compelled by
Hevea’s enchantment to inundate her senses with rubber to fill her consciousness with it
as much as possible. This includes constant erotic stimulation but goes well beyond that,
especially since Carlee’s sexual fires have largely subsided due to her age. She talks about
wanting to "go so far into her fetish that she might even 'come out the other side". She
wants to "Become Rubber".

Javin encourages her to try to live her dream, to "thine own self be true" to herself.
Besides, there is no one else around to see her in rubber. Why not go for it? As a former
engineer and someone who was an aspiring monk in a Buddhist monastery for a few years
when he was much, much younger, he starts to come up with all sorts of ways to make
that possible - physiologically, philosophically and psychologically. He whimsically refers
himself as a "producer -- you know, like in Hollywood". Carlee starts spending more and
more time in rubber. She jumps in deeply.

We then learn about Mistress_Hevea, a metaphorical personification of a goddess/
sorceress/dominatrix which Carlee uses to describe her fetish. Javin suggests that
Mistress_Hevea might be a tulpa in Carlee’s mind. After a discussion of what a tulpa is,
she starts to earnestly develop her Mistress_Hevea concept into one. Mistress_Hevea then
gradually emerges as a character in the story. (this part has not been written yet.)

At first, it is marvelous.  But, gradually hedonic adaptation begins to creep in and it all
starts to become something of a grind. Carlee has also been emotionally broken in past
relationships because she is so She's having an existential crisis. It all feels so aimless and
meaningless. She begins to question whether it is all worth doing despite her more primal
fetish urges of the metaphorical "magic spell". Depression starts to settle in.
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Everything finally collapses when Javin's sister's 10 year old grandson stumbles onto
Carlee while she is cleaning the downstairs bathroom in full rubber. There is a huge family
argument and the "pervert" word is used a lot. Carlee is devastated. This is the Mirror
Moment. Carlee burns all of her rubber the next day. (It's all pretty old and tattered with
lots of tape repairs.)

Javin helps to pull her out of her malaise by explaining Aristotle's "happiness is the quest
for excellence" and suggests that her "excellent path" might live her rubber fetish to its
fullest as her holy grail to become happy. They begin to build on it conceptually.

Javin helps Carlee explore who she really is. There are a lot of deep discussions between
them about this. One night, when she and Javin are mildly tripping on some magic
mushrooms from the forest she has a mind-blowing epiphany that, after numerous ill-
fated liasons with men over the years in which she loved them so deeply at the emotional
and intellectual levels, her sexual orientation has always been non-binary all along. She is
neither hetero- or homosexual, but, rather, a solo "rubbersexual". Javin introduces her to
the idea of “non-binary” sexuality. If you are going to be true to yourself, it helps to know
who you are. "I am a Rubber Sexual " she shouts in triumph! 

Being an engineer, Javin suggests a "PointZ" system (Hours In 100% Total Enclosure in
latex indicated by "z" suffix) system as a _metric_ for quantifying the intensity and
duration of her rubbering experience.  This would help her track her goal is to be in rubber
24/7/365 and give her a sense of real measurable accomplishment toward "excellence".
She decides on a monthly "quota" of 720 PointZ (24hrs x 30days = 720z per month) as
her goal. This allows her to take some time off from her rubbering -- such as not wear her
hood to bed or take a day off from it now and then --but also prescribes what level of
HITEs-earning "ordeals" she must engage in to make up for any defecit to this quota.
While not as precise, they begin to realize the system could also be adapted to include
non-Total Enclosure acvitities such as bondage, etc. 

She decides to adopt this PointZ system as an expression of her devotion to
Mistress_Hevea. She decides that when she reaches 25kz she will self-ordain herself as a
“RubberNunk” (student). (“nunk” = nun+monk). At 50kz she will become a
RubberPriestess (teacher).  (need a non-gender name for priest+priestess)

At one point both Carlee and Javin begin to understand that all Rubberists are not the
same. Their fetish can be plotted on several different continuums with ranges expressed
as 1 through 10. One of these is a non-binary-to-binary range between extreme
introversion (1) and extreme extroversion (10). Carlee describes herself as a "2" on this
scale. Her fetish is intensely "inward". She describes herself as a "Deep Rubberist". 

Later it occurs to Javin that Carlee might want to start to develop a sort of "rubber yoga"
to go deeper and deeper into her fetish such as develop unusual levels of skills in sensate
focus, tactile memory, etc. as a means to further "pursuing rubber excellence".

One day Carlee learns about a Japanese practice called “Shinrin Yoku”, which translates to
“forest bathing”.  The idea is to wander through a forest and fully immerse all of your
senses in the experience. She has an epiphany in correlating this idea of a “practice of
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senses in the experience. She has an epiphany in correlating this idea of a “practice of

immersion” with her goal of Becoming Rubber. She coins the term “Gomu_Yoku” which
means “Rubber Bathing”. 

She hits on the idea of a rituals as deliberate and choreographed acts specifically intended
to make something aspect of her fetish more sacred and devotional. Examples are the
"dance" she does in the shower when taking her suit off and cleaning it, etc. She begins to
think of herself as a sort of "nun" devoted to Mistress_Hevea. The natural outgrowth of
that is a "Rubberist Order of One".
 
(needs a final chapter for denouement. Perhaps Marla joins Carlee as a student, expanding
the Order to 2 people.  Carlee could also marry (vanilla) Javin) 

br2003.0015-0000 Maslow’s Pyramid (graphic)

br2030.0020 Themes of Story

These quotes inspire the story:
o "The landscape lies far and fair within. The deepest thinker is the furthest traveled." -
Thoreau
o "To thine own self be true" - Hamlet
o 'Happiness comes from the pursuit of excellence" - Aristotle 

br2033.@19.1221  #473 SYNOPSIS: An older woman finally finds peace with her
rubber fetish
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§@19.1221-1104.15.br§  

BEING RUBBER

======

Synopsis

Carlee, a 65 year old woman, takes a job with an older widower named Javin in a very
isolated location in the vast temperate rainforest in the U.S. Pacific Northwest. It's just the
two of them way out in the woods. The rustic setting is almost like living in a hermetic
monastery. 

One night her boss stumbles upon her fetish her fetish for rubber. All of her life she has
experienced rejection and heart break because of it. Much to her surprise Javin is both
curious and quite supportive of her enchantment with rubber, though he is quite vanilla
and has no interest in participating in it. She finds that he is very understanding and easy
to talk to. She is also going through an existential crisis, desperately trying to find
meaning in her life. 

One day Javin introduces her to magic mushrooms. Her doors of perception are opened
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One day Javin introduces her to magic mushrooms. Her doors of perception are opened

and she begins to see life in a new perspective.

The Mirror Moment occurs a few days later when she realizes that she's “rubbersexual”
rather than hetero- or homosexual. She begins to envision becoming a "RubberNunk"
(nunk=nun+monk i.e. not gender specific) as a path to giving her the life-meaning she
decides to devote her life to “deeply” wearing rubber. She deliberately and enthusiastically
surrenders to the enchantment of her fetish, which she metaphoroically named “Sorceress
Mistress_Hevea”. The name is derived from Mistress_Hevea_brasiliensis, the botanical
name for the commercial rubber tree that produces latex. She has been Mistress_Hevea’s
lover since childhood.

Carlee stumbles across a YouTube describing a quasi-Zen-like, mindfulness practice
originating in Japan called "Shinrin Yoku" which means, roughly, "forest bathing" or
immersing yourself in the forest. (google it). That night she imagines a similar practice she
calls "Gomu Yoku" which translates to “rubber bathing”. It's sort of like a "rubber yoga".
The idea is to wear as much rubber as possible, as long as possible and as deeply as
possible. In effect, it is the art of “being Rubber”. Javin is an innovator at heart and hits
upon the PointZ protocol which provides the administrative mechanism for her Gomu Yoku
practice to track her path toward, someday, self-ordaining herself as a RubberNunk
(nunk=monk+nun) and then, later on, as a RubberPriestess. (OK, I haven't figured out
how to remove the gender reference in that term. Ideas?)  

Though her vanilla employer (Javin) never seems to have any interest in wearing rubber
himself, he becomes an enthusiastic "producer" of her rubbery activities.

While Javin is still quite vanilla, he is increasingly fond of Carlee and finds meaning in his
life by helping her fulfill what he calls her “fetish destiny”. They fall in love and live happily
ever after. 

br2033.@20.0102  #629 $YNOPSIS
[ 200102-0711.24.br§  

Being Rubber; an Epistolary Novel of Deep Rubber Fetishism 
by Ataraxia

65 year old Carlee (protagonist) has experienced numerous stormy relationships
throughout her life ending in disaster resulting from incompatibilities over her deep fetish
for rubber.  Ever since childhood she has dreamed of being entirely covered in it 24/7/365.
She has been rejected by all of her partners and family because of this obsession. Each
time she becomes more introverted.

Frank, her live-in boy friend (of ten years) throws her out of the house penniless and
heartbroken. (He’s found a “normal” woman.)  In desperation, she becomes a
housekeeper for an elderly, introverted widower named Javin Hahn who lives alone in a
very isolated location deep in a temperate rain forest on the Pacific Northwest coastline.
He owns about 1,000 acres of woodland adjacent to a national forest. He’s retired and
writes epic space opera novels as a hobby. He was a monk in a hermetic monastery for a
few years in his late 20’s.
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After a few months Javin discovers her secret. While he claims no personal interest in
rubber, he tells that he is cool with “whatever floats her boat” and that it would even be
OK if she wore latex around the house.  Javin says it’s even OK to use her modest uniform
allowance to purchase rubber garments. It doesn’t bother him at all and there is no one
else around to see her.

She buys a large wardrobe of latex garments and begins to try to live her dream of being
in rubber 24/7/365 but quickly discovers that it is not entirely practical. So, she develops a
goal of wearing it as much as possible. Her fetish expands to be her primary outward
focus even though she is well past menopause and the fires in her groin were going out. 

While trying to maintain some professional distance, she becomes increasingly
comfortable talking about her fetish with Javin. While he has no particular attraction to
rubber, he her deep, probing questions about her “enchantment” with it which are often
difficult for Carlee to explain. Carlee utilizes a metaphor of a goddess/sorcerer/
enchantress named “Mistress_Hevea” for her fetish to illustrate her responses, based on
the idea that she is somehow under a “magic spell” to wear rubber, not unlike the spells of
Cinderella or Sleeping Beauty fairy tales. Carlee “submits” fully to the whims of
Mistress_Hevea. Both Carlee and Javin fully understand that “Mistress_Hevea” is just a
trope which facilitates many of their conversations. 

In an epiphany one day Carlee suddenly groks that her sexual identity has always actually
been neither homo- nor heterosexual but, in fact, a “rubbersexual” at the purely physical
level. She is, otherwise, clearly “hetero-emotional” and “hetero-intellectual”.  She falls into
an existential crisis triggered by the loss of the post-menopausal fires in her groin and a
sense that she has done nothing significant with her life. 

Carlee eats some magic mushrooms and discovers an almost Zen-like spiritual dimension
to her fetish emphasizing sensuality and even spirituality over her (waning) sexuality.  She
realizes what is important in her life is not what she does in rubber but, rather, to invest a
sense of sacredness in her attitude toward her fetish — that it is something special — that
makes it spiritual quest.  She discovers that her quest to find meaning in her fetish gives
her a sense of personal growth and constantly transcending herself. Her fetish becomes a
catalyst for transformation. Then she writes a book about it to pass on what she has
learned on to other elderly Rubberists.  She establishes “An Order of One“ as a practicing
RubberNunk (nunk= nun+monk) to explore it fully.

br2033.@20.0102  #629 $YNOPSIS
[ 200102-0711.24.br§  

Being Rubber; an Epistolary Novel of Deep Rubber Fetishism 
by Ataraxia

65 year old Carlee (protagonist) has experienced numerous stormy relationships
throughout her life ending in disaster resulting from incompatibilities over her deep fetish
for rubber.  Ever since childhood she has dreamed of being entirely covered in it 24/7/365.
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for rubber.  Ever since childhood she has dreamed of being entirely covered in it 24/7/365.

She has been rejected by all of her partners and family because of this obsession. Each
time she becomes more introverted.

Frank, her live-in boy friend (of ten years) throws her out of the house penniless and
heartbroken. (He’s found a “normal” woman.)  In desperation, she becomes a
housekeeper for an elderly, introverted widower named Javin Hahn who lives alone in a
very isolated location deep in a temperate rain forest on the Pacific Northwest coastline.
He owns about 1,000 acres of woodland adjacent to a national forest. He’s retired and
writes epic space opera novels as a hobby. He was a monk in a hermetic monastery for a
few years in his late 20’s.

After a few months Javin discovers her secret. While he claims no personal interest in
rubber, he tells that he is cool with “whatever floats her boat” and that it would even be
OK if she wore latex around the house.  Javin says it’s even OK to use her modest uniform
allowance to purchase rubber garments. It doesn’t bother him at all and there is no one
else around to see her.

She buys a large wardrobe of latex garments and begins to try to live her dream of being
in rubber 24/7/365 but quickly discovers that it is not entirely practical. So, she develops a
goal of wearing it as much as possible. Her fetish expands to be her primary outward
focus even though she is well past menopause and the fires in her groin were going out. 

While trying to maintain some professional distance, she becomes increasingly
comfortable talking about her fetish with Javin. While he has no particular attraction to
rubber, he her deep, probing questions about her “enchantment” with it which are often
difficult for Carlee to explain. Carlee utilizes a metaphor of a goddess/sorcerer/
enchantress named “Mistress_Hevea” for her fetish to illustrate her responses, based on
the idea that she is somehow under a “magic spell” to wear rubber, not unlike the spells of
Cinderella or Sleeping Beauty fairy tales. Carlee “submits” fully to the whims of
Mistress_Hevea. Both Carlee and Javin fully understand that “Mistress_Hevea” is just a
trope which facilitates many of their conversations. 

In an epiphany one day Carlee suddenly groks that her sexual identity has always actually
been neither homo- nor heterosexual but, in fact, a “rubbersexual” at the purely physical
level. She is, otherwise, clearly “hetero-emotional” and “hetero-intellectual”.  She falls into
an existential crisis triggered by the loss of the post-menopausal fires in her groin and a
sense that she has done nothing significant with her life. 

Carlee eats some magic mushrooms and discovers an almost Zen-like spiritual dimension
to her fetish emphasizing sensuality and even spirituality over her (waning) sexuality.  She
realizes what is important in her life is not what she does in rubber but, rather, to invest a
sense of sacredness in her attitude toward her fetish — that it is something special — that
makes it spiritual quest.  She discovers that her quest to find meaning in her fetish gives
her a sense of personal growth and constantly transcending herself. Her fetish becomes a
catalyst for transformation. Then she writes a book about it to pass on what she has
learned on to other elderly Rubberists.  She establishes “An Order of One“ as a practicing
RubberNunk (nunk= nun+monk) to explore it fully.
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br2033.@21.0426  The audience of BR is…

My audience are primarily:

1. Older Rubberists who are trapped in vanilla reality in which they cannot be authentic
(true) to their real nature.

2. Non-Rubberists who are trying to understand their Rubberist mate
3. Older Rubberists who want to explore ways to justify their fetish
4. Rubberists with gray hair and wrinkly skin
5. Older, Introverted Rubberists
6. Older Rubberists experiencing an existential crisis and struggling to find meaning in

their lives

Who is the antagonist?

br2033.@21.0426  The audience of BR is…

My audience are primarily:

1. Older Rubberists who are trapped in vanilla reality in which they cannot be authentic
(true) to their real nature.

2. Non-Rubberists who are trying to understand their Rubberist mate
3. Older Rubberists who want to explore ways to justify their fetish
4. Rubberists with gray hair and wrinkly skin
5. Older, Introverted Rubberists
6. Older Rubberists experiencing an existential crisis and struggling to find meaning in

their lives

Who is the antagonist?

$YNOPSIS  @21.0926
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This is not just a collection of accounts of ordeals and garments. Nor is it about high levels
of testosterone or strong sexual desire. I have tried to focus on character, setting and plot
development to create a real story with depth and perspective. 
It's about deep, deep rubber fetish — about "Living For Rubber".
What makes it unusual is that my characters have white hair and collect Social Security.
They've "been around the block" numerous times and have wisdom to offer younger folks.

The theme is based on this bit from Hamlet:
"This, above all.
To Thine Own Self Be True.
Then, as the day follows the night,
Thou cannot be false to any man."

The story is about an older, deeply closeted Rubberist woman ("Carlee", age 65) who
suddenly finds herself alone and financially destitute. She has much emotional scar tissue
from several romantic relationships which ended in disaster because of her fetish. In
desperation, she answers an ad for a live-in housekeeper for a widower ("Javin" age 72)
who lives in a very isolated location. He is not a Rubberist and has no particular initial
interest in this lady other than for her to take care of his house so can devote more time
to his novel writing and his tiny online software business hobby. He is a perfect gentleman
but has not been able to keep a housekeeper on very long because of the extreme
isolation of his location out in the temperate rainforests of (apparently) the Pacific
Northwest.
He hires Carlee. She brings her latex wardrobe with her and "sneaks" wearing it at night.
After a few months, the cat jumps out of the bag. He discovers Carlee in total enclosure
latex late one night out on the patio. But rather than fire her, he tells her that "whatever
floats her boat" is ok with him and invites her to 'help me finish smoking this joint".

Huh? My boss just discovered I'm a pervert and he wants to smoke a joint with me?

While Javin clearly has no interest in rubber, or even much for vanilla sex (testicular
cancer + old age) he is one of those "Renaissance" guys with a broad education who are
intensely fascinated by "everything", including physics, psychology and philosophy and
even aberrant sexuality. He continually probes her gently with deep questions about her
fetish throughout the story. He's just curious and wants to understand her, but we also
find that he has many helpful insights about it.
Carlee eventually reveals that one of the all-time dreams has been to live in rubber
24/7/365 even though she knows full well that in the real world that is simply not feasible.
She describes her rubber fetish as an obsession which is something like being under a
"magic spell" one might find in a fairy tale such as Cinderella or Sleeping Beauty. Carlee
even confides that she sometimes thinks of her fetish as a (strictly metaphorical) goddess
named "Mistress Hevea" (name derived from hevea.brazilensis rubber tree) who has cast
this spell on her which requires a high level of devotion. She feels deeply compelled by
Hevea’s enchantment to inundate her senses with rubber to fill her consciousness with it
as much as possible. This includes constant erotic stimulation but goes well beyond that,
especially since Carlee’s sexual fires have largely subsided due to her age. She talks about
wanting to "go so far into her fetish that she might even 'come out the other side". She
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wanting to "go so far into her fetish that she might even 'come out the other side". She

wants to "Become Rubber".

Javin encourages her to try to live her dream, to "thine own self be true" to herself.
Besides, there is no one else around to see her in rubber. Why not go for it? As a former
engineer and someone who was an aspiring monk in a Buddhist monastery for a few years
when he was much, much younger, he starts to come up with all sorts of ways to make
that possible - physiologically, philosophically and psychologically. He whimsically refers
himself as a "producer -- you know, like in Hollywood". Carlee starts spending more and
more time in rubber. She jumps in deeply.

At first, it is marvelous.  But, gradually hedonic adaptation begins to creep in and it all
starts to become something of a grind. Carlee has also been emotionally broken in past
relationships because she is so She's having an existential crisis. It all feels so aimless and
meaningless. She begins to question whether it is all worth doing despite her more primal
fetish urges of the metaphorical "magic spell". Depression starts to settle in.

Everything finally collapses when Javin's sister's 10 year old grandson stumbles onto
Carlee while she is cleaning the downstairs bathroom in full rubber. There is a huge family
argument and the "pervert" word is used a lot. Carlee is devastated. This is the Mirror
Moment. Carlee burns all of her rubber the next day. (It's all pretty old and tattered with
lots of tape repairs.)

Javin helps to pull her out of her malaise by explaining Aristotle's "happiness is the quest
for excellence" and suggests that her "excellent path" might live her rubber fetish to its
fullest as her holy grail to become happy. They begin to build on it conceptually.

Javin helps Carlee explore who she really is. There are a lot of deep discussions between
them about this. One night, when she and Javin are mildly tripping on some magic
mushrooms from the forest she has a mind-blowing epiphany that, after numerous ill-
fated liasons with men over the years in which she loved them so deeply at the emotional
and intellectual levels, her sexual orientation has always been non-binary all along. She is
neither hetero- or homosexual, but, rather, a solo "rubbersexual". Javin introduces her to
the idea of “non-binary” sexuality. If you are going to be true to yourself, it helps to know
who you are. "I am a Rubberist!" she shouts in triumph! 

Being an engineer, Javin suggests a "PointZ" (Hours In 100% Total Enclosure in latex
indicated by "z" suffix) system as a _metric_ for quantifying the intensity and duration of
her rubbering experience.  This would help her track her goal is to be in rubber 24/7/365
and give her a sense of real measurable accomplishment toward "excellence". She decides
on a monthly "quota" of 720 PointZ (24hrs x 30days = 720z per month) as her goal. This
allows her to take some time off from her rubbering -- such as not wear her hood to bed
or take a day off from it now and then --but also prescribes what level of HITEs-earning
"ordeals" she must engage in to make up for any defecit to this quota.  While not as
precise, they begin to realize the system could also be adapted to include non-Total
Enclosure acvitities such as bondage, etc. 

She decides to adopt this PointZ system as an expression of her devotion to
Mistress_Hevea.
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At one point both Carlee and Javin begin to understand that all Rubberists are not the
same. Their fetish can be plotted on several different continuums with ranges expressed
as 1 through 10. One of these is a non-binary-to-binary range between extreme
introversion (1) and extreme extroversion (10). Carlee describes herself as a "2" on this
scale. Her fetish is intensely "inward". She describes herself as a "Deep Rubberist". 

Later it occurs to Javin that Carlee might want to start to develop a sort of "rubber yoga"
to go deeper and deeper into her fetish such as develop unusual levels of skills in sensate
focus, tactile memory, etc. as a means to further "pursuing rubber excellence".

One day Carlee learns about a Japanese practice called “Shinrin Yoku”, which translates to
“forest bathing”.  The idea is to wander through a forest and fully immerse all of your
senses in the experience. She has an epiphany in correlating this idea of a “practice of
immersion” with her goal of Becoming Rubber. She coins the term “Gomu_Yoku” which
means “Rubber Bathing”. 

She hits on the idea of a rituals as deliberate and choreographed acts specifically intended
to make something aspect of her fetish more sacred and devotional. Examples are the
"dance" she does in the shower when taking her suit off and cleaning it, etc. She begins to
think of herself as a sort of "nun" devoted to Mistress_Hevea. The natural outgrowth of
that is a "Rubberist Order of One".

br2035 SYNOPSIS (Introdcution) 1st letter to Marla  #2173
 190805-1332.04.br§   190911-1013.37√

Hi Marla!

I am so glad we finally reconnected after all these years! I am also very excited
about fueling your next novel with a series of “epistles” describing my fetish experiences. 

A lot has happened to me since the last time I saw you when we were roommates in
college back in the 70s. I never really thanked you for helping me discover my fetish for
latex.  I began to feel a strange attraction for rubber in my earlier childhood, but what you
started has blossomed into a “mighty” fetish orientation that is probably the most
predominate feature of my life.  

I started keeping a personal journal of my fetish experiences several years ago, so I
should have quite a bit of material for you over time. Hopefully you can find inspiration in
my epistles.

I’ll never forget the latex body suit with the attached phalluses you gave me back in Dorm
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I’ll never forget the latex body suit with the attached phalluses you gave me back in Dorm

319. Your “condition” that I had to sleep in it for 8 hours the first night to keep it
precipitated a major turn in my life’s path.   Since then I have kept similar bodysuits in my
rubber stash ever since and wear them often! They have no legs or sleeves so I can wear
them under street clothes undetected. I remember wearing it under my street clothes and
even spent whole days of classes under it’s wickedly delicious spell. What a hoot! It kept
me horny just knowing that there was no place where I could take it off until I returned to
our dorm room at the end of the day — I just had to endure it. (I still get a little tickle in
my hooch when I think about that experience!) Unlike cotton, latex has a way of
constantly reminding you that your are enclosed in it. The phalluses provide maddening,
non-stop (ahem) “distraction” - incessant, background horniness that sometimes erupted
towards orgasm, and always at an inopportune moment.  Every time I moved my body, it
reminded me of their presence. It tickled my nipples, causing them to stay semi-hard all
day long. Of course, a bit of sweat would build up under it — I could often feel a little
trickle of it on my naked glide down in the suit — I love the sensuality of being “all hot and
sweaty” in latex.  I thrilled at the maddeningly inescapable presence of the two fiendish
rubber penises jostling around deep inside me as I walked across campus or squirmed in
my seat while enduring some boring professor drone on about some equally tedious
English author from the Victorian Era.  Holding back orgasms while in classrooms filled
with other students was an exhilarating adventure in discipline and willpower. And, if that
failed, in disguising them. I think the guys picked up on my constant horniness but didn’t
seem to know what to do about it. There was even something devilishly satisfying about
“sneaking” my latex fuck suit right under everyone’s noses. If only they new… Hah!

My fetish has grown significantly over the years and has, pretty much, cost me
several serious relationships and a lot of pain along the way.  Even my family never
supported me in this. All this has probably pushed me deeper into introversion. But,
looking back on all of it now, I think it was worth it. They were mistakes that I should have
learned from, but didn’t. Now I have so much emotional scar tissue that I don’t know if
there’s room for a man in my life again. 

 But that is not necessarily a bad thing. 

I think people tend to jump to the conclusion that sex with an inanimate object like
latex couldn’t possibly have the richness of sex with another, emotional human being. How
could it?

I’ve been wearing rubber for nearly 50 years. What I have found over that time is
that my rubber fetish has unexpected depth and breadth which most other people simply
cannot comprehend, any more than I can understand their perspectives. (It’s really
amazing how different each of our own personal realities are. Everyone sees the world
differently.)  It’s important to note that my relationship isn’t actually with the rubber; it’s
with the fetish itself, the “Goddess-Goddess” who has cast her rubberspell on me,
compelling me to the embrace of latex. 

I call her Mistress_Hevea. 

I know. It’s silly. The name, “Mistress_Hevea”, is strictly a metaphor, of course. I do
not actually believe there is some archetypal goddess or sorceress exerting her magic spell
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not actually believe there is some archetypal goddess or sorceress exerting her magic spell

on me. Yet, this metaphor provides an abstract view of what my fetish is like.

I derive the name Mistress_Hevea from Mistress_Hevea_brasiliensis which is the
biological name of the commercial rubber tree.  Who else but some sort of ‘goddess of the
rubber tree’ would dream up something as crazy as a fetish for rubber?  She is probably
the daughter of Dionysus, (or Bacche) the god of wine and bawdiness.

You could say that Mistress_Hevea has cast a spell on me… an “enchantment”, in the
truest sense of the word. It strongly orients — even enslaves —  me to rubber somehow.
It has all of the power that something like the spell Maleficent invoked on Sleeping Beauty
might have. It is my calling in life to be her submissive. She help me to “Be Rubber”. Don’t
ask me why, it has always been plain to me. I carried the weight of the world on my
shoulders until I suddenly accepted it. This was my “Shakespeare Moment”:

“This, above all.
To Thine Own Self Be True.
Then, as the day follows the night,
Thou canst not be false to any man.”
(Hamlet) 

I Grok this to mean something like, ”OK, this is who I am. Now, let’s try to find some
happiness in not being false to myself.”

Mistress_Hevea, in her stereotypical latex suit, high heels and corset, commands me
to wear hot, sweaty, confining, uncomfortable rubber over every inch of my body as a sort
of delicious bondage dance because it pleases her. I gladly wear it because pleasing her is
where the very root of my happiness lies. I am BEing me — the real me.

And, oh…. Does it ever please me! When Mistress_Hevea is not agonizingly
masturbating me over hours and hours to (maybe) a hard-earned, explosive orgasm, she
is hugging and fondling my body in a womb-like embrace of transcendent comfort. 

There is another large dynamic to this. 

Mistress_Hevea is also a dream storyteller. She has a vast library of wonderful,
sometimes quite erotic, but always satisfying fantasies of great imagination… and, of
course, always involving rubber somehow. Some of them are just little short stories, while
others are serialized over years. It’s like having a theater in my head showing R-Rated
movie-dreams that I, myself, direct and even occasionally play a minor role in.
Mistress_Hevea is the movie scriptwriter and producer. 

Many of these “movies” go waaaay beyond sex and, increasingly, into a more
spiritual realm of thought at times. This is especially true now in my older age because my
sexual drive has relaxed significantly and I can see well beyond that. Keep in mind that I
(and probably Mistress_Hevea???) am post menopausal. You might say that much of the
rubber fire that used to be in my groin has now migrated to my head and my heart. My
focus in life is no longer almost soley driven by sex as it was back when you and I were in
college together. Something has fundamentally shifted. Instead of fucking my rubber, as I
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college together. Something has fundamentally shifted. Instead of fucking my rubber, as I

did then, now I want to live in it - all the time. It feels like “home”. It’s where I am
supposed to be. This is deep ineffable stuff which I can’t really explain it now. Maybe later
some of the words will come later, that is, if you want me to continue writing to you. For
now, suffice it to say there are other dimensions to rubber fetish besides sex. 

And, here’s the kicker. I get all of that really great sex without emotional baggage.

I would really love to be with my Goddess, and Totally Enclosed in my rubber
24/7/365 but, alas, that is just not possible in the real world. So, my mantra has been to
wear as much rubber as long and as often as possible.

(Marla, I certainly don’t place any blame for this on you. You just opened the door.
I’m the one who went through it. If I had my life at that time to live over again, I would
not change that part of it except, maybe, to more fully express my thanks to you for doing
it.) 

Frank, my latest husband, died about a year ago. Cancer. It was bad. He was still
young-ish at 68 years old when it happened. Like my other husbands, he grew to really
hate my fetish. We had many battles and a constant, grinding tension between us because
of it. He called it my “deviant addiction”. I could never make him understand that, for
some crazy reason, I was simply wired that way. I think he was not only jealous of how it
demanded my attention, but he also fell prey to vicious peer group pressure when his
family found out that I was a “fucking pervert” and stopped speaking to me. Soon
everyone knew — I could tell by the stares they gave me. It got to a point where the
rumblings of divorce became too loud to ignore. But just about then he got real sick. I
stayed with him to the end. It was not a nice way for anyone to die.

Frank had a good job and we lived fairly well off and I never had to go to work during the
decade of our marriage. But when he passed on, I was completely knocked down by life.
We married too late in life to have kids and my folks had passed years ago, so I had no
family to rely on. His siblings would still not speak to me. He had let his insurance policy
lapse and our credit cards were totally maxxed out, so even finding some cash to pay for
his cremation was a challenge. A few months later the bank began foreclosure proceedings
on our lavish third-floor condo because I could not meet the huge mortgage payments. 

As before, when my marriages had ended, I sought refuge in the only place of
comfort I had: my rubber. Once again it became the center of my life. I began sleeping in
my latex catsuit in Total Enclosure nearly every night  and often wore smaller garments
under my street clothes during the day. The funny thing was that, my passion for rubber
has always been soley as an inanimate sex partner at the purely physical level. Even if I
sit back and look at the abstract side of it I see that it was my fetish for rubber, not the
rubber itself that I was fucking.  There has never been an emotional element to it, yet,
somehow, it seemed to be an unending source of reliable emotional comfort to me,
especially during the darker times in my life. When I wore it, the physical embrace of the
latex seemed to provide solace when I need it most.

I sold off our cars and other possessions to generate cash to live on. I knew I had to find a
job soon.  However, my work experience consisted entirely of a part-time, very basic jobs
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job soon.  However, my work experience consisted entirely of a part-time, very basic jobs

in retailing I scttered in my distant past, so I really didn’t have any real business skills to
offer. Besides, who is going to hire a 60 year old woman? Pretty much all I could do was
cook and keep house. Oh sure, I found a few crap jobs stocking shelves or keeping house
for shitty people, but the pay was not even close to meeting my needs. I was still spiraling
backward into bankruptcy and depression. 

Inevitably, my phone and internet accounts were shut down. I no longer had access to the
internet any more. I became “disconnected” from the rest of the world. I had reached the
bottom. The bankruptcy was finalized and all the credit card debt that Frank and I had
racked up was now gone but it had cost all of my remaining assets.  

I found a trailer in a dumpy trailer park to live in.  All of my furniture is gone. I sleep on an
old mattress on the floor. There are a few boxes containing what’s left of my life. One of
them has my collection of latex and other kinky stuff like gasmasks, chastity belts and so
on. It’s all pretty old and patched but I can still wear most of it. The people next door let
me use their wi-fi.  I still have a old, tired laptop that begrudginly allows me to access
email. I’m wearing my latex body suit with two phalluses right now as I write this. It’s just
like the one you gave me so many years ago.  

Tomorrow the rent will be due and I have no money in my pocket. I’m going to have to tell
my landlord that I cannot pay 

I had no idea of what to do next.

Write when you can!

Love, 
Carlee

$YNOPSIS  @21.0926

This is not just a collection of accounts of ordeals and garments. Nor is it about high levels
of testosterone or strong sexual desire. I have tried to focus on character, setting and plot
development to create a real story with depth and perspective. 
It's about deep, deep rubber fetish — about "Living For Rubber".
What makes it unusual is that my characters have white hair and collect Social Security.
They've "been around the block" numerous times and have wisdom to offer younger folks.

The theme is based on this bit from Hamlet:
"This, above all.
To Thine Own Self Be True.
Then, as the day follows the night,
Thou cannot be false to any man."

The story is about an older, deeply closeted Rubberist woman ("Carlee", age 65) who
suddenly finds herself alone and financially destitute. She has much emotional scar tissue
from several romantic relationships which ended in disaster because of her fetish. In
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from several romantic relationships which ended in disaster because of her fetish. In

desperation, she answers an ad for a live-in housekeeper for a widower ("Javin" age 72)
who lives in a very isolated location. He is not a Rubberist and has no particular initial
interest in this lady other than for her to take care of his house so can devote more time
to his novel writing and his tiny online software business hobby. He is a perfect gentleman
but has not been able to keep a housekeeper on very long because of the extreme
isolation of his location out in the temperate rainforests of (apparently) the Pacific
Northwest.
He hires Carlee. She brings her latex wardrobe with her and "sneaks" wearing it at night.
After a few months, the cat jumps out of the bag. He discovers Carlee in total enclosure
latex late one night out on the patio. But rather than fire her, he tells her that "whatever
floats her boat" is ok with him and invites her to 'help me finish smoking this joint".

Huh? My boss just discovered I'm a pervert and he wants to smoke a joint with me?

While Javin clearly has no interest in rubber, or even much for vanilla sex (testicular
cancer + old age) he is one of those "Renaissance" guys with a broad education who are
intensely fascinated by "everything", including physics, psychology and philosophy and
even aberrant sexuality. He continually probes her gently with deep questions about her
fetish throughout the story. He's just curious and wants to understand her, but we also
find that he has many helpful insights about it.
Carlee eventually reveals that one of the all-time dreams has been to live in rubber
24/7/365 even though she knows full well that in the real world that is simply not feasible.
She describes her rubber fetish as an obsession which is something like being under a
"magic spell" one might find in a fairy tale such as Cinderella or Sleeping Beauty. Carlee
even confides that she sometimes thinks of her fetish as a (strictly metaphorical) goddess
named "Mistress Hevea" (name derived from hevea.brazilensis rubber tree) who has cast
this spell on her which requires a high level of devotion. She feels deeply compelled by
Hevea’s enchantment to inundate her senses with rubber to fill her consciousness with it
as much as possible. This includes constant erotic stimulation but goes well beyond that,
especially since Carlee’s sexual fires have largely subsided due to her age. She talks about
wanting to "go so far into her fetish that she might even 'come out the other side". She
wants to "Become Rubber".

Javin encourages her to try to live her dream, to "thine own self be true" to herself.
Besides, there is no one else around to see her in rubber. Why not go for it? As a former
engineer and someone who was an aspiring monk in a Buddhist monastery for a few years
when he was much, much younger, he starts to come up with all sorts of ways to make
that possible - physiologically, philosophically and psychologically. He whimsically refers
himself as a "producer -- you know, like in Hollywood". Carlee starts spending more and
more time in rubber. She jumps in deeply.

At first, it is marvelous.  But, gradually hedonic adaptation begins to creep in and it all
starts to become something of a grind. Carlee has also been emotionally broken in past
relationships because she is so She's having an existential crisis. It all feels so aimless and
meaningless. She begins to question whether it is all worth doing despite her more primal
fetish urges of the metaphorical "magic spell". Depression starts to settle in.

Everything finally collapses when Javin's sister's 10 year old grandson stumbles onto
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Everything finally collapses when Javin's sister's 10 year old grandson stumbles onto

Carlee while she is cleaning the downstairs bathroom in full rubber. There is a huge family
argument and the "pervert" word is used a lot. Carlee is devastated. This is the Mirror
Moment. Carlee burns all of her rubber the next day. (It's all pretty old and tattered with
lots of tape repairs.)

Javin helps to pull her out of her malaise by explaining Aristotle's "happiness is the quest
for excellence" and suggests that her "excellent path" might live her rubber fetish to its
fullest as her holy grail to become happy. They begin to build on it conceptually.

Javin helps Carlee explore who she really is. There are a lot of deep discussions between
them about this. One night, when she and Javin are mildly tripping on some magic
mushrooms from the forest she has a mind-blowing epiphany that, after numerous ill-
fated liasons with men over the years in which she loved them so deeply at the emotional
and intellectual levels, her sexual orientation has always been non-binary all along. She is
neither hetero- or homosexual, but, rather, a solo "rubbersexual". Javin introduces her to
the idea of “non-binary” sexuality. If you are going to be true to yourself, it helps to know
who you are. "I am a Rubberist!" she shouts in triumph! 

Being an engineer, Javin suggests a "PointZ" (Hours In 100% Total Enclosure in latex
indicated by "z" suffix) system as a _metric_ for quantifying the intensity and duration of
her rubbering experience.  This would help her track her goal is to be in rubber 24/7/365
and give her a sense of real measurable accomplishment toward "excellence". She decides
on a monthly "quota" of 720 PointZ (24hrs x 30days = 720z per month) as her goal. This
allows her to take some time off from her rubbering -- such as not wear her hood to bed
or take a day off from it now and then --but also prescribes what level of HITEs-earning
"ordeals" she must engage in to make up for any defecit to this quota.  While not as
precise, they begin to realize the system could also be adapted to include non-Total
Enclosure acvitities such as bondage, etc. 

She decides to adopt this PointZ system as an expression of her devotion to
Mistress_Hevea.

At one point both Carlee and Javin begin to understand that all Rubberists are not the
same. Their fetish can be plotted on several different continuums with ranges expressed
as 1 through 10. One of these is a non-binary-to-binary range between extreme
introversion (1) and extreme extroversion (10). Carlee describes herself as a "2" on this
scale. Her fetish is intensely "inward". She describes herself as a "Deep Rubberist". 

Later it occurs to Javin that Carlee might want to start to develop a sort of "rubber yoga"
to go deeper and deeper into her fetish such as develop unusual levels of skills in sensate
focus, tactile memory, etc. as a means to further "pursuing rubber excellence".

One day Carlee learns about a Japanese practice called “Shinrin Yoku”, which translates to
“forest bathing”.  The idea is to wander through a forest and fully immerse all of your
senses in the experience. She has an epiphany in correlating this idea of a “practice of
immersion” with her goal of Becoming Rubber. She coins the term “Gomu_Yoku” which
means “Rubber Bathing”. 
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She hits on the idea of a rituals as deliberate and choreographed acts specifically intended
to make something aspect of her fetish more sacred and devotional. Examples are the
"dance" she does in the shower when taking her suit off and cleaning it, etc. She begins to
think of herself as a sort of "nun" devoted to Mistress_Hevea. The natural outgrowth of
that is a "Rubberist Order of One".

`br`SYNOPSIS@22.0512 #1210

§@22.0323-0939.32BR§

================
10 WORD SYNOPSIS: An older woman finally finds peace with her rubber fetish
==========
 
1000+ Word SYPNOPSIS:

BEING RUBBER

Carlee, a 65 year old woman, takes a job with an older widower named Javin Hahn in a
very isolated location in the vast temperate rainforest in the U.S. Pacific Northwest. It's
just the two of them way out in the woods. The rustic setting is almost like living in a
hermetic monastery nicknamed ‘The Hahnestery’. Javin is a retired engineer who writes
lengthy, multi-volume  space opera novels as a "serious" hobby. 

One night her boss, Javin, unwittingly stumbles upon her in full T/E with a gasmask - a
very embarassing situation. She's entirely encapsulated in latex. All of her life she has
experienced rejection and emotional heart break because of her fetish. She has been
deeply in the closet. Now her boss knows her "dirty little secret", too. Will he fire her?

Javin smiles, offers to share a joint with her and tells her "whatever floats your boat,
Carlee!"

He is surprizingly acceptive and even quite supportive of her enchantment with rubber,
though he is quite vanilla and has no personal interest in participating in it. However, as a
retired engineer and general "seeker" all of his life he has an energetic intellectual
curiosity about everything. He immediately wants to understand everything about Carlee's
fetish as an observer rather than a participant.  He asks Carlee a lot of deep, probing
questions. She finds that he is very understanding and easy to talk to. 

She has been going through an existential crisis, desperately trying to find meaning in her
life.  He quotes Hamlet to help her out:

This, above all,
To Thine Own Self Be True.
Then, as the day follows the night, 
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Thou cannot be false to anyone.

He tells her, “You should be whoever you are, not what someone else wants you to be,” he
explains. “If it is your nature to be a Rubberist, then, by all means, you should strive to be
all of the Rubberist that you can be." 

Javin also decides to comfort Carlee by telling her his deepest, darkest secret. He has a
medical problem a decade ago which resulted in a big drop in testosterone production in
his body. The result has been a substantial reduction in both his sex drive and emotional
passion. He is, in effect, a semi-eunuch most of the time. He tells her that he has
occasional bouts of sexual inclination, but they are never very intense and never go very
far.

For weeks after their "Dark Secrets Night" she is very reserved about wearing rubber,
doing it only at night when Javin won’t see it. She is still somewhat stuck in the “closet”
although she is becoming increasingly comfortable about talking about it in response to his
constant innocent yet often rather probing questions. He has an enormous natural
curiosity about everything and the general culture of rubber fetish is all very new and
interesting to him. He tells Carlee that he wants to understand the entire milieu of it.  She
feels increasingly comfortable about answering his questions deeply because it is clear
that he has no sexual interest in her.

Both her street and rubber clothes are old, falling apart and need to be replaced. She has
a couple of paychecks saved up and plans to buy a huge rubber wardrobe soon. She also
needs some “regular” work clothes and casually asks Javin if he would like her to wear
some sort of housekeeper “uniform”.  He replies, “Wear what suits you, Carlee. I really
don’t care what you wear. If you want to express yourself in some sort of  maid’s uniforms
in latex that would be fine. Hell, if you want to live in your rubber full time, that's cool. All
I care about is that you get your housekeeping chores done and that you are happy here. 

TULPA: At dinner one night Javin casually observes that he is so deeply involved with the
main character in the book he is working on, that "Blake" constantly seems to appear as a
sort of "roommate in my head". This is a common phenomenon experieced by writers of
long books. Blake is a "tulpa". They have a long conversation about tulpas. 

One day Javin introduces her to magic mushrooms. Her doors of perception are opened
widely. She had not expected to suddenly experience such whole new ways to see the
world. Snippets of her 5-6 hour "trip" mystical experiences. It was nothing like she
expected. Fortunately, Javin had wisely created a good Set and Setting for this adventure,
so most of it was pleasant and insightful. 

Quite unexpectedly, very subtle effects seemed to linger. she started to develop a
"profound hunger" for learning. Carlee began to spend more time in Javin's library in the
evening. She felt like she was becoming a sort of "seeker" with no idea of what she was
looking for. Apparently the mushrooms may have opened various epiphanies which had
heretofor remain locked in the deep recesses of her mind.  

She begins thinking about the mess she has made of her life and what she should do
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She begins thinking about the mess she has made of her life and what she should do

about it to be happy. 

The Mirror Moment occurs a few days later when she has an epiphany that she has
actually been “non-binary rubbersexual” rather than hetero- or homosexual all of her life.
She begins to envision becoming a "RubberNunk" (nunk=nun+monk i.e. not gender
specific) as a path to giving her the life-meaning she decides to devote her life to “deeply”
wearing rubber. She deliberately and enthusiastically surrenders to the enchantment of
her fetish, which she metaphoroically named “Sorceress Mistress Hevea”. The name is
derived from hevea__brasiliensis, the botanical name for the commercial rubber tree that
produces latex. She has been Mistress Hevea’s lover since childhood.

Carlee stumbles across a YouTube describing a quasi-Zen-like, mindfulness practice
originating in Japan called "Shinrin Yoku" which means, roughly, "forest bathing" or
mindfully immersing yourself in the forest. (google it). That night she has a conceptual
epiphany of similar practice she calls "GomuYoku" which translates to “rubber bathing”. It's
sort of like a "rubber yoga" with a martial arts essence. The idea is to wear as much
rubber as possible, as long as possible and as deeply as possible and focusing one’s
consciousness on that activity as much as possible. In effect, it is the art of “being
Rubber”. Javin is an innovator at heart and hits upon the PointZ protocol which provides
the administrative mechanism for her GomuYoku practice to track her path toward,
someday, self-ordaining herself as a RubberNunk (nunk=monk+nun) and then, later on,
as a RubberPriestess. (OK, I haven't figured out how to remove the gender reference in
that term. Ideas?)  

Though her vanilla employer (Javin) never seems to have any interest in wearing rubber
himself, he becomes an enthusiastic "producer" of her rubbery activities. He is both
"gladdened and entertained" by Carlee's reaction to it. While Javin is still quite vanilla, he
grows increasingly fond of Carlee and finds meaning in his life by helping her fulfill what
he calls her “fetish destiny”. They fall in love and live happily ever after. 

I want to tell a story of OLDER Rubberists. 

br2035.@22.0323  #893 $YNOPSIS
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Subject: Synopsis
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To: Dzintars <rubbdzi@gmail.com>

SYNOPSIS: An older woman finally finds peace with her rubber fetish
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SYNOPSIS: An older woman finally finds peace with her rubber fetish

BEING RUBBER
======
Synopsis
Carlee, a 65 year old woman, takes a job with an older widower named Javin Hahn in a
very isolated location in the vast temperate rainforest in the U.S. Pacific Northwest. It's
just the two of them way out in the woods. The rustic setting is almost like living in a
hermetic monastery nicknamed ‘The Hahnestery’.
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(I don't have any rights to these pix. I use them as "muse pix" to stimulate my writing. I'll remove them if I ever publish.)

One night her boss, Javin, stumbles upon her fetish for rubber. She’s in full gear with a
gasmask.  All of her life she has experienced rejection and emotional heart break because
of her fetish. She has been deeply in the closet. Much to her surprise Javin is both curious,
acceptive and quite supportive of her enchantment with rubber, though he is quite vanilla
and has no personal interest in participating in it. She finds that he is very understanding
and easy to talk to. She is also going through an existential crisis, desperately trying to
find meaning in her life.  He quotes Hamlet to help her out:

This, above all,
To Thine Own Self Be True.
Then, as the day follows the night, 
Thou cannot be false to anyone.

“You should be whoever you are, not what someone else wants you to be,” he explains. “If
it is your nature to be a Rubberist, then, by all means, be all of the Rubberist that you can
be. 

To trade secrets, Javin tells her he has had medical problems which have resulted in a big
drop in testosterone production in his body. The result has been a reduction in both his
sex drive and emotional passion. He is, in effect, a eunuch of sorts.

At first she is very reserved about wearing rubber, doing it only at night when Javin won’t
see it. She is still somewhat stuck in the “closet” although she is becoming increasingly
comfortable about talking about it in response to his constant innocent yet often rather
probing questions. He has an enormous natural curiosity about everything and the general
culture of rubber fetish is all very new and interesting to him. He tells Carlee that he wants
to understand the entire milieu of it.  She feels increasingly comfortable about answering
his questions deeply because it is clear that he has no sexual interest in her.
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Both her street and rubber clothes are old, falling apart and need to be replaced. She has
a couple of paychecks saved up and plans to buy a huge rubber wardrobe soon. She also
needs some “regular” work clothes and casually asks Javin if he would like her to wear
some sort of housekeeper “uniform”.  He replies, “Wear what suits you, Carlee. I really
don’t care what you wear. Hell. If you want to get yourself some maid’s uniforms in latex
or even something really bizarre that wouldn’t bother me. 

One day Javin introduces her to magic mushrooms. Her doors of perception are opened
and she begins to see life in a whole new perspective. She begins thinking about the mess
she has made of her life and what she should do about it to be happy. 

The Mirror Moment occurs a few days later when she finally realizes that she's actually
“non-binary rubbersexual” rather than hetero- or homosexual. She begins to envision
becoming a "RubberNunk" (nunk=nun+monk i.e. not gender specific) as a path to giving
her the life-meaning she decides to devote her life to “deeply” wearing rubber. She
deliberately and enthusiastically surrenders to the enchantment of her fetish, which she
metaphoroically named “Sorceress Mistress Hevea”. The name is derived from
hevea__brasiliensis, the botanical name for the commercial rubber tree that produces
latex. She has been Mistress Hevea’s lover since childhood.

Carlee stumbles across a YouTube describing a quasi-Zen-like, mindfulness practice
originating in Japan called "Shinrin Yoku" which means, roughly, "forest bathing" or
immersing yourself in the forest. (google it). That night she has a conceptual epiphany of
similar practice she calls "GomuYoku" which translates to “rubber bathing”. It's sort of like
a "rubber yoga" with a martial arts essence. The idea is to wear as much rubber as
possible, as long as possible and as deeply as possible and focusing one’s consciousness
on that activity as much as possible. In effect, it is the art of “being Rubber”. Javin is an
innovator at heart and hits upon the PointZ protocol which provides the administrative
mechanism for her GomuYoku practice to track her path toward, someday, self-ordaining
herself as a RubberNunk (nunk=monk+nun) and then, later on, as a RubberPriestess.
(OK, I haven't figured out how to remove the gender reference in that term. Ideas?)  

Though her vanilla employer (Javin) never seems to have any interest in wearing rubber
himself, he becomes an enthusiastic "producer" of her rubbery activities.

While Javin is still quite vanilla, he grows increasingly fond of Carlee and finds meaning in
his life by helping her fulfill what he calls her “fetish destiny”. They fall in love and live
happily ever after. 

I want to tell a story of OLDER Rubberists. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUfbMIGcxkM
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